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Executive Summary
The snapshot of the current key-findings of the various sectors can preliminarily be summarized
as follows:
Several developments in the healthcare sector, such as escalating healthcare cost, increased
need for healthcare coverage and shifts in provider reimbursement trends, trigger the demand
for Big Data technology. In addition, the availability and access of health data is continuously
improving, the required Big Data technology, such as advanced data integration and analytics
technologies, are in place, and first-mover best-practice applications demonstrate the potential
of Big Data technology in healthcare. In a nutshell, the big-data revolution in the healthcare
domain is in a very early stage with the most potential for value creation and business
development unclaimed as well as unexplored. Current roadblocks are the established system
incentives of the healthcare system which hinder collaboration and, thus, data sharing and
exchange. The trend towards value-based healthcare delivery will foster the collaboration of
stakeholder to enhance the value of the patient’s treatment, and thus will significantly foster the
need for Big Data applications.
The public sector is facing some important challenges today, the lack of productivity compared
to other sectors, current budgetary constraints, and other structural problems due to the aging
population that will lead an increasing demand for medical and social services, and a foreseen
lack of a young workforce in the future.
The public sector is increasingly aware of the potential value to be gained from Big Data,
improvements in effectiveness and efficiency besides new analytical tools. Governments
generate and collect vast quantities of data through their everyday activities, such as managing
pensions and allowance payments, tax collection, etc.
The main requirements, mostly non-technical, from the public sector are: (i) Interoperability: One
of the obstacles to exploit data assets. It is boosted by the fragmentation of data ownership that
leads to the data silo problem. (ii) Legislative support and political willingness: The process of
creating new legislation is often too slow to keep up with fast-moving technologies and business
opportunities. (iii)
Privacy and security issues: The aggregation of data across
administrative boundaries in a non-request-based manner is a real challenge. (iv) Big Data
skills: Besides technical people, there is a lack of knowledge about Big Data potential in
business oriented people.
The finance and insurance sector is the clearest example of data-driven industry. Big Data
represents a unique opportunity for most banking and financial services organizations to
leverage their customer data to transform their business, realize new revenue opportunities,
manage risk and address customer loyalty. However, similarly to other emerging technologies,
Big Data inevitably creates new challenges and data disruption for an industry already faced
with governance, security, and regulatory requirements, as well as demands from the
increasingly privacy-aware customer base.
At this moment not all finance companies are prepared for embracing Big Data, legacy
infrastructure and the organizational factors being the most important barriers for its wide
adoption. In any case, the deployment of Big Data solutions must be aligned with business
objectives beyond a mere adoption of technology.
The telecom sector seems to be convinced of the potential of Big Data Technologies. The
combination of benefits within marketing and offer management, customer relationship, service
deployment and operations can be summarised as the achievement of the operational
excellence for telco players.
There are nevertheless challenges that still need to be addressed before Big Data is generally
adopted. Big Data can only work out if a business puts a well-deﬁned data strategy in place
before it starts collecting and processing information. Obviously, investment in technology
© BIG consortium
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requires a strategy to use it according to commercial expectations; otherwise, it is better to keep
current systems and procedures. Operators are now beginning to take the time to decide what
this strategy should take them. There are a number of emerging Big Data telecom-specific Big
Data commercial platforms available in the market, which operators have begun to try.
However, by now, most of them provide dashboards, reports to assist decision making
processes and can be integrated with Business Support Systems (BSS). Automatic actuation on
the network as a result of the analysis is yet to come. Besides these platforms, Data as a
Service is a trend some operators are following, which consists on providing companies and
public sector organisations with analytical insights that enable these third parties to become
more effective.
Another very important factor within the sector is related to policy. The Connected Continent
framework, aimed at benefiting customers and fostering the creation of the required
infrastructure for Europe to become a connected community, at first sight, will most probably
result in more strict regulations for telco players. A clear and stable framework is very important
to foster investment in technology, including Big Data solutions.
The media and entertainment industries have frequently been at the forefront of adopting new
technologies. The key business problems that are driving media companies to look at Big Data
capabilities are the need to reduce costs of operating in an increasingly competitive landscape,
and at the same time, the need to increase revenue from delivering content. It is no longer
sufficient to publish a newspaper or broadcast a television programme – contemporary
operators must drive value from their assets at every stage of the data lifecycle.
Media players are also more connected with their customers and competitors than ever before –
thanks to the impact of disintermediation, content can be generated, shared, curated and
republished by literally anyone. This means that the ability of Big Data technology to ingest and
process may different data sources, and in real-time, is a valuable asset to the companies
prepared to invest in it.
As with the telecoms industry, the legal and regulatory aspects of operating within Europe
cannot be disregarded. As one example, it is critical that just because it is technically possible to
accumulate vast amounts of detail about customers from their service usage, call centre
interactions, social media updates and so on, does not mean it is ethical to do so without being
transparent about how the data will be used. Europe has much tougher data protection rules
than the US, meaning that individual privacy and global competitiveness will somehow need to
be balanced.
The retail sector will be dependent on the collection of in-store data, product data and
customer data. To be successful in future, retailers must have the ability to extract the right
information out of huge data collections acquired in instrumented retail environments in realtime. Existing Business Intelligence for retail analytics must be reorganized to understand
customer behaviour and to be able to build more context-sensitive, consumer- and task-oriented
recommendation tools for retailer-consumer dialog marketing.
The core requirements in the manufacturing sector are the customisation of products and
production—“lot size one”—the integration of production in the larger product value chain, and
the development of smart products.
The manufacturing industry is undergoing radical changes with the introduction of IT technology
on a large scale. The developments under “Industry 4.0” include a growing numbers of sensors
and connectivity in all aspects of the production process.
Thus, data acquisition is concerned with making the already available data manageable, i.e.,
standardisation and data integration are the biggest requirements. Data analysis is already
applied in intra-mural applications and will be required for more integrated applications that
cover complete logistics chains across factories in the production chain and even into the postsale usage of (smart) products. Production planning needs to be supported by data-based
simulation of complete environments.
© BIG consortium
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Complex and smart machinery, e.g., airplane engines, can benefit from Big Data-based
predictive maintenance where sensor and context information is used with machine learning
algorithms to avoid unnecessary maintenance and schedule protective repairs when failures are
predicted. Given the additional infrastructure costs, manufacturers are using new business
models where machinery is leased and not sold; and in turn sensor data and services are
owned and executed by the manufacturer and not of the user of machinery. This leads to
challenges in regulations and contracts concerning data ownership.
The European manufacturing sector can be both, a market leader using Big Data in the context
of Industry 4.0 and a leading market, where manufacturing Big Data is integrated in the larger
product value chain and smart products can be put to use.
The energy and transportation sectors, from an infrastructure perspective as well as from
resource efficiency and quality of life perspectives, are very important for Europe. The high
quality of the physical infrastructure and global competitiveness of the stakeholders also needs
to be maintained with respect to the digital transformation and Big Data potentials.
The analysis of the available data sources in energy as well as their use cases in the different
categories for Big Data value: operational efficiency, customer experience, and new business
models, helped in identifying the industrial needs and requirements for Big Data technologies.
Already in the discussion of these requirements, it becomes clear that a mere utilization of
existing Big Data technologies as employed by the online data businesses will not be sufficient.
Domain- and device-specific adaptations for use in the cyber-physical systems of oil& gas,
electrical, and transport are necessary. Innovation regarding privacy and confidentiality
preserving data management and analysis is a primary concern of all energy & transportation
stakeholders that are dealing with customer data, be it B2C or B2B. Without satisfying the need
for privacy and confidentiality there will always be regulatory uncertainty and uncertainty
regarding customer acceptance of a new data-driven offering.
Among the energy and transportation stakeholders, there is a common sense that “Big Data” is
not enough: The increasing intelligence embedded in the infrastructures is also able to analyze
data to some extent as to deliver “smart data.” This seems to be necessary, since the analytics
involved will require much more elaborate algorithms than for analyzing click streams.
Additionally, the stakes in Big Data scenarios are very high, since the optimization opportunities
at the end are within critical infrastructures.
These findings on user needs and requirements represent the starting point for the development
of the Big Data roadmap for the European sectors. For this purpose the ongoing consultations
with the technical working groups on the Big Data value chain will be continuously crosschecked with sector representatives and against current and future developments of the Big
Data trend.
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1.

Scope and Methodology

1.1. Objectives and Scope
How to maximize and sustain the impact of Big Data technologies and applications in the
various industrial sectors, such as Health, Public, Telco, Media & Entertainment, Finance &
Insurances, Manufacturing, Retail, Energy & Transport, is the leading question of the Sector’s
Requisite Analysis. In order to answer this question, comprehensive investigations and studies
have been accomplished in the various sectors and documented within this deliverable.
The objective of this deliverable is to identify the sectors need and requirements, to identify
concrete application domains as well as to identify the sectors’ stakeholder. This final version of
the Sector’s requisite Deliverables is an update of the draft version. It relies on a broader range
of stakeholder interviews, intensive discussions with the BIG Technical Working Group, as well
as integrates the insights from workshops and webinars accomplished.
A further important objective of this document is to provide guidance for the alignment the
industrial requisites with the Big Data technologies available as important input for the crossindustry roadmap consolidation (D2.5). The steps of our analysis are sketch in the next section.

1.2. Research Methodology
For identifying user needs and industrial requisites of each industrial domain, we followed a
research methodology encompassing the following three steps. For each industrial domain, the
mentioned steps were accomplished separately. However, in the case that sectors had been
very similar (such as Energy and Transportation, Telco & Media, Finance & Insurance), we
merged the results of those sectors in order to highlight differences and similarities.

Figure 1: The three steps of the research methodology
The aim of the first steps was to identify both stakeholders and use case applications of Big
Data application within the various sectors. Therefore we conducted a literature review including
scientific reviews, market studies and other online sources. This knowledge allowed us to
identify and select potential interview partners and guided us in developing the questionnaire for
the domain expert interviews.
The questionnaire consisted of up to 12 questions which were clustered into three parts:
a) direct inquiry of specific user needs
b) indirect evaluation of user needs by discussing the relevance of the use cases identified
at Stage 1 as well as any other Big Data applications they were aware of
© BIG consortium
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c) reviewing constraints that need to be addressed in order to foster the implementation of
Big Data applications in the industrial sector.
In a second step, we conducted semi-structured interviews. At least one representative of the
stakeholder groups identified in Stage 1 was interviewed. To derive the user needs from the
collected material, we aggregated the most relevant and frequently mentioned use cases into
high level application scenarios (see sections Big Data Application Scenarios of each sector
chapter). Whenever appropriate other classification of use cases were used in the different
sector forums (see Section Big Data Application Scenarios of each Sector Chapter). Our data
collection and analysis strategy was inspired by the triangulation approach (Flick, 2011). By
reviewing and quantitatively assessing the high-level application scenarios, we derived a
reliable analysis of user needs (see Section Analysis of Industrial Needs of each Sector
Chapter). By examining likely constraints of Big Data applications the relevant requirements that
need to be addressed were identified (see section Requirements of each Sector chapter).
In a third step, our results of the first two steps were cross-checked and validated by involving
stakeholders of the domain: Some sectors conducted dedicated workshops and webinars with
industrial stakeholders to discuss and review the outcomes. In addition, the results of the BIG
DATA VALUE1 workshops were studied and integrated whenever this was appropriate.
The final outcome of the Sector Requisite Analysis is an important input for the final Big Data
roadmap definition of each sector (D2.4.2). The description of application scenarios together
with the extracted user needs and requirements will help to identify the required technologies.
Via foresight methods the temporal alignment and ranking of the associated technical
requirements can be accomplished.

1

www.bigdatavalue.eu
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2.

Health

2.1. Implementation of Research Methodology
For accomplishing a comprehensive user sector requisites analysis in the context of Big Data
applications in the healthcare domain, we followed a process of three stages:
1. Our investigation started with a review of available literature, internet sources and
market studies in order to prepare a questionnaire as well as a precompiled list of
already publicly discussed Big Data applications in the healthcare domain. The interview
guide consisted of 12 questions that were clustered into the following three part: a) we
asked the interviewees about user needs that could be addressed by means of
healthcare IT, b) we asked the interviewees to evaluate a list of precompiled Big Data
application scenarios (which we found within our review) as well as to describe other
promising Big Data scenarios they are aware of and c) we reviewed with them a list of
possible constraints that are hindering the successful implementation of Big Data
scenarios in the healthcare domain.
2. In the second stage, we conducted 13 semi-structured interviews. At least one
representative of the stakeholder groups identified in the first stage, such as patients,
clinicians, hospital operators, pharmaceutical industry, research and development
(R&D), payors, and medical product providers was interviewed. The interviews took
about 60 to 90 minutes. In sum, we compiled a list of 67 use case scenarios that were
discussed with our interviewees (either picked from the precompiled list or mentioned by
the interviewees themselves).
In order to derive user needs and requirements from the collected data, we aggregated
the most relevant and frequently mentioned use cases (53 of the 67 use cases that we
had discussed with our interviewees) into six high-level application scenarios: 1)
Comparative effectiveness research aiming to compare clinical and financial
effectiveness of clinical care services 2) Clinical Decision Support assisting the decision
making process of clinicians by provide context-dependent information / insights 3)
Clinical operation intelligence aiming to identify waste in clinical processes in order to
optimize them accordingly 4) Secondary Usage of health data aiming to discover new
knowledge by means of data analytics 5) Public health analytics relying on
comprehensive disease management of chronic and severe disease and 6) Patient
engagement platforms that foster the active engagement of patients in the care process.
The six high-level application scenarios established the basis for our user needs and
requirements analysis. By analyzing these application scenarios, we identified relevant
constraints and requirements that need to be in place for the successful implementation
of the scenarios. By aligning this initial list of constraints and requirements with the input
from our interviews, a final list of constraints/requirements was compiled.
3. In a third step, we cross-checked our results by involving stakeholder and domain
experts, e.g. through further expert interviews and through presentations on conferences
/ workshops. In addition, we aligned our findings with the result of the BIG DATA VALUE
workshop in healthcare.
The results of the Sector Requisite Analysis -- in particular the list of identified requirements that
need to be addressed in order to foster the implementation of Big Data healthcare applications
– currently serve as important input for finalizing our work on the development of a the roadmap
(Deliverable D2.4.2). As discussed in Section 2.6, we distinguished requirements a) that are
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business-related (BR), b) technical-related (TR) and c) requirement that are business and
technical-related (BTR). Besides our analysis of the technical requirements – which we also
label as enabling technologies –, we will investigate future opportunities associated with Big
Data applications in the healthcare domain is. This will be accomplished by analyzing the
technology required for implementing the selected high-level scenarios. As a final step of our
roadmap development, we will need to temporally align and rank any of technical requirements
described in steps before. As the adoption of new technologies depends on the degree to which
the identified business requirements can be addressed, we determine on the one side how the
business requirements can be influenced and on the other side by whom they need to be
addressed.

2.2. Introduction
2.2.1 Definition of Big Data in Healthcare Sector
What is Big Health Data?
In this report, we use the term big health data (technology) to establish a holistic and broader
concept whereby clinical, financial and administrative data as well as patient behavioural data,
population data, medical device data, and any other related health data are combined and used
for retrospective, real-time and predictive analysis.
In this way, big health data technologies help to take existing healthcare Business Intelligence
(BI), Health Data Analytics, Clinical Decision Support (CDS) as well as health data management
application to the next level by providing means for the efficient handling and analysis of
complex and large healthcare data by relying on
 data integration (multiple, heterogeneous data sources instead of one single data
sources)
 real-time analysis (instead of benchmarking along predefined key performance
indicators (KPIs))
 predictive analysis (instead of retrospective analysis)
Until now, the label “Big Data” in healthcare is -- compared to other industrial domains -- not so
frequently used. Today, similar technology capabilities and, respectively, the associated
functional opportunities are also referred as Advanced Health Analytics (e.g. see (Frost
&Sullivan, 2012a)).
What are the Characteristics of (Big) Health Data?
Why is health data a form of “Big Data”? This is not only because of its sheer volume but for its
complexity, diversity and timeliness. Thus, the ‘Bigness’ of health data can be characterized by
the well-known Vs and its associated categories:
 Variety: Today’s business intelligence and health data analytics application mainly rely
on structured (very rare on unstructured data) mostly from a single as well internal data
source. In future, big health data technologies will establish the basis to aggregate and
analyze internal as well as external heterogeneous data that are integrated from
multiple data sources.
 Volume: talking about volume, we need to distinguish structured and unstructured data:
o Large volume structured health data are already present today, if for instance all
related data sources of a network of health care providers get integrated: In US,
the volume of data of integrated delivery networks (IDNs) can easily exceeds
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one petabyte. Due to the fact that in Europe, the integration of health data is in
comparison to the US less advanced, the volume of health data is currently not
indicated as urgent issue.
o There exist various types of unstructured health data that encompass valuable
content for gaining more insights about healthcare related questions and
concerns, such as biometric data, genomic data, text data from clinical charts,
and medical images. Information extraction technologies that allow transforming
unstructured health data into semantic-based structured formats are the focus of
many research initiatives (see for instance (Seifert et.al, 2009) or (Meystre et al.,
2008). With the availability of mature information extraction technology for the
healthcare sector, the volume of unstructured data will eclipse the whole data
volume requirements.

 Type of analytics: Today’s business intelligence health data applications rely mostly on



ex post focused KPIs. Future big health data applications will rely on data integration,
complex statistical algorithms, event-based, real-time algorithm and advanced analytics,
such as prediction and device.
(Business) Value: Value addresses the challenge to generate business value out of the
health data. One requires to identify the data sources and analytics algorithm that can
be associated with a compelling business case that brings value to the involved
stakeholders.

Source: Stakeholder Interviews and (Frost &Sullivan, 2012a) (Groves et al., 2013)

2.3. Analysis of Industrial Needs
2.3.1 User Needs
Healthcare is a large and important segment of the overall economy that faces tremendous
productivity challenges. In particular, there is a clear need of cost efficiency, of improved quality
of care, and a need for broader coverage of healthcare services.
User needs in the context of Big Data can be captured by identifying the most relevant
information needs of the various stakeholder/user groups in the healthcare domain. Within all
application scenarios (described in detail in Section 2.5), any information unit that helped the
involved users to improve the quality of care without increasing the costs was of great value.
For instance, the more information is available about a patient’s health history and status, the
more individualized the treatment decision can be made (improved quality of care). However,
without means of Big Data-based analytics, individualized treatment paths cannot be
standardized and thus are likely to become very labour and cost-intensive. Thus, any
information that could help to improve the quality AND the efficiency of care at the same time
was indicated as most relevant and useful for the user groups. In general, those high impact
insights can only be realized if the data analytics is accomplished on heterogeneous data sets
encompassing data from the clinical, administrative and financial domain.
Big health data technologies can help to address those user needs: they can be used to
aggregate and analyze data from disparate sources in order to provide insights and guidance in
the healthcare process that relies on a more complete and comprehensive view of individual
patients and patient populations. For instance, the following (and many other) improvements
can be realized by means of Big Data technology:
Improved efficiency of care
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Clinical, financial and administrative data can be combined to monitor health outcomes
in relation to the utilization of resources, such as medications, treatments, etc.
The performance of physicians can be measured and compared against peers and other
institutions.
Health data of patient populations can be mined for clinical research questions.
Through detailed information reporting applications, health provider organizations can
improve their operational processes.
Increased transparency about the effectiveness of clinical processes helps to improve
the efficiency of care settings

Improved quality of care





Users, such as clinicians and physicians, can access key knowledge that is needed for
effective and informed decision making.
High-risk patients and patient populations can be identified and subsequently benefit
from proactive care or lifestyle changes.
By aggregating patient and population data in uniform and multi-dimensional views,
valuable insights about symptoms and disease patterns can be provided.
Researchers can mine data to identify the most effective treatment for particular
conditions.

In sum, the user of the healthcare domain need improved efficiency as well as improved quality
of care. Today, efficiency of care and quality of care are two opposing requirements: The more
information is available about a patient health history and status, the more individualized the
treatment decision can be made, which automatically leads to an increased quality of care.
However, without Big Data technology, i.e. means for automatically analyzing large amounts of
heterogeneous health data, improved quality of health care services will always lead to
increased cost of care, as individualized treatment paths cannot be standardized and thus are
likely to become very labour and cost-intensive.
But by making use of Big Data technologies in the healthcare domain, it will be possible to
produce new insights that enable more and more personalized treatments. Today it is common
clinical practice to treat patients as some sort of average. Clinicians diagnose a disease or a
condition as well as suggest a treatment by relying on knowledge, such as clinical studies, that
describes findings that are working for the majority of people. The conventional double-blind
studies, which are conducted to prove effectiveness and safety of treatments, usually rely on
sample data sets representing patients with similar characteristics and do only rarely factor the
differences between patients. However, with Big Data analytics, it becomes possible to segment
the patients into groups and subsequently determine the differences between patient groups.
Instead of asking the question “Is the treatment effective?” it becomes possible to answer the
question “For which patients is this treatment effective?”. This shift from average-based towards
individualized healthcare bears the potential to significantly improve the overall quality of care.
Source: Stakeholder Interviews,(Frost &Sullivan, 2012a), (McKinsey & Company, 2011), (Groves et al., 2013) and(O’Reilly et al.,
2012)

2.3.2 Stakeholders: Roles and Interest
Currently, there is a strong competition between the involved stakeholders of the health care
industry. It is a competition for resources and the resources are limited. Each stakeholder is
focused on his/her own – financial – interests, which often leads to sub-optimal treatment
decisions. In consequence, the patient is currently the one who is suffering most.
In the following we sketch the various roles in the healthcare ecosystems, their needs and
interests, business incentives and market positions:
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Patients have interest in affordable, high quality and broad coverage of care. As of today, only
very limited data about the patient health conditions is available and patient have only very
limited opportunities to actively engage in the care process.
Hospital operators are trying to optimize their income from medical treatments, i.e. they have a
strong interest in improved efficiency of care, such as automated accounting routines, improved
processes or improved utilization of resources.
Clinicians and physicians are interested in more automated and less labour-intensive routine
processes, such as coding tasks, in order to have more time available for and with the patient.
In addition, they are interested in accessing aggregated, analyzed and concisely presented
health data that enable informed decision making and high quality treatment decisions.
Payors, such as governmental/commercial payors or healthcare insurances: As of today, the
majority of current reimbursement systems manage fee-for-service or DRG-based payments
using simple IT-negotiation and data exchange processes between payors and healthcare
provider and do not rely on data analytics application. As payors are deciding which health
services (i.e. which treatment, which diagnose or which preventive test) will be covered or not,
their position and influence regarding the adoption of innovative treatments and practices is
quite powerful. However, as today only limited and fragmented data about the effectiveness and
value of health services is available, the reasons for treatment coverage often remain unclear
and sometimes seem to be arbitrary.
As of today, prevention-related health services are not refunded by insurances (beside some
minor exceptions) and mainly paid by the patient him or herself. The reasons for that might be a
short-term focused Return on Investment (ROI) calculation, as any implementation of preventive
clinical care settings requires great and long-term investments before positive effects can be
expected.
However, assuming that the healthcare industry will continuously adapt the new paradigm of
value-based healthcare, new models of reimbursement fostering outcome-orientation will
emerge. In US, for instance, the US health care reform (PPACA) fosters the transition from feefor-service towards quality-based reimbursement models. However, for implementing qualitybased reimbursement models, payors will require a more holistic view of the healthcare process
and the overall outcome of healthcare services in order to gain insights about the efficiency and
effectiveness of treatments by using analytics tools on comprehensive patient data sets.
Pharmaceuticals1, Life Science2, Biotechnology3 and Clinical Research: The discovery of
new knowledge is here the main interest and focus. As of today, the various mentioned domains
are mainly unconnected and accomplish their data analytics applications on single data
sources. By integrating heterogeneous and distributed data sources, the impact of data analytic
solutions is expected to increase significantly in the future.
Medical Product Providers4 are interested in accessing and analysing clinical data in order to
learn about their own product performance in comparison to competitors’ products in order to
increase revenue and/or improve the own market position.
In an ideal world, each healthcare industry stakeholder would aim to establish the basis for
preventive and pro-active care by means of comprehensive and integrated health data
1

Companies engaged in the research, development, or production of pharmaceuticals.
Companies enabling drug discovery, development, & production continuum by providing analytical
tools, instruments, consumables and supplies, clinical trial services & contract research services.
3
Companies primarily engaged in the research, development, manufacture, and/or marketing of
products based on genetic analysis and genetic engineering.
4
Companies providing healthcare equipment and devices, such as medical instruments, imaging
scanner, diagnostic equipment, surgery equipment etc., as well as companies providing information
technology services primarily to healthcare provider, such as information systems (HIS, CIS, RIS, etc.),
data exchange offerings, data processing and integration software, data analytics offerings, etc.
2
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analytics. However, as of today, the world is far from being ideal. For transforming the current
healthcare system into a preventive, pro-active, and value-based care, the seamless exchange
and sharing of health data is needed. This again requires the effective cooperation between
stakeholders. However, today the healthcare setting is mainly determined by incentives that
hinder cooperation. For fostering the implementation and adaption of comprehensive Big Data
application in the Healthcare Sector, the underlying incentives and regulations defining the
conditions and constraints under which the various stakeholders interact and cooperate need to
be changed.
Source: Stakeholder Interviews and (Porter and Olmsted Teisberg, 2006)

2.4. Industrial Background
2.4.1 Characteristics of the European Healthcare Industry
Changing Patient Demographics
European citizen live longer, and this quite often non-healthy. Thus, the percentage of
European population being older than 65 years is steadily growing. Whereas in the year 2006,
‘only’ 29,7 percent of the population was older than 65 years, the forecast for the year 2014
expect 31,9 percent of the population to be aged older than 65 years.
The combination of more elderly people and changes in the lifestyle, such as smoking, physical
inactivity, alcohol consumption, etc., is expected to lead to an increased risk of chronic
diseases. Although, the average European citizen is expected to live longer, the time of
European citizen being healthy does not increase. In other words, not only the absolute number
of years of living will increase, but also the unproductive or non-healthy number of years of
living, which again will enhance the demand for health care services significantly.
Source: (Frost &Sullivan, 2012b)

Increasing Healthcare Costs
Healthcare costs in Europe are significantly increasing. For instance,
 the total expenditure of healthcare costs (public and private expenditure) grew from
$1.511 million in 2006 to $2.359 million in 2011 which yields a 5 years Compound
Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 9,3 %.
 Similarly, the GPD (Gross Domestic Product) increased from 16 percent in 2006 to 25
percent in 2011 which adds up to a 5 years CAGR of 9,5%.
Several reasons are causing this quite significant rising of healthcare expenditure:
 With the increase in aged population, the share of tax-paying citizen reduces and, thus,
the revenue of the government decreases.
 There have been increased investments by the government and private companies to
develop new drugs, techniques, equipments, and services.
 Due to the increase in chronic diseases, more people require life-long treatment and
more hospital stays become necessary.
 Today’s almost universal coverage of health service in Europe is accompanied with
unequal social contributions which again has effects on the overall financial situation.
Source: (Frost &Sullivan, 2012b)

Technology Intensity
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The Healthcare Industry is technology-intensive as well as technology-driven. Within the years
2007 and 2010, the European healthcare technology industry grew more than 10%.
In addition, the pace of healthcare technology development is quite fast. On average, it takes 18
to 24 months until an improved version of a product reaches the market.
In addition, the number of filed patents confirms the high level of technology intensity. In only
ten years – more precisely between 2001 and 2012 – the number of patents filed by the
European Healthcare technology industry has doubled.
Source: (Frost &Sullivan, 2012b)

Regulated Market
Healthcare Industry is a regulated market. Legislation and policies have a strong influence on
the overall interplay of healthcare industry stakeholders, and thus also on the innovative power
of the industry, as well as the quality and effectiveness of care settings.
It is important to note that legislation differs from country to country.
European politic has made some efforts to address the current challenges in the healthcare
industry, such as the increasing aging population, changes in disease patterns, with changing
lifecycles, the increased healthcare costs, the global health challenges and implications or the
increasing inequality in receiving healthcare. The focus of the future healthcare policy is to
addresses (amongst others) the following aspects:




long-term care
strengthening public health structure, performance, and efficiency
disease prevention and social inclusion in care delivery

Source: (Frost &Sullivan, 2011) and (Frost &Sullivan, 2012b)

2.4.2 Market Impact and Competition
Market Impact
The market for Big Data technology in the healthcare domains is in an early stage. To the best
of our knowledge, concrete financial numbers of the market impact are not available.
In order to provide some insights into the market potential of Big Data technology in the
healthcare domain, we would like to reference the Frost & Sullivan Study about U.S. Hospital
Health Data Analytics Markets (Frost &Sullivan, 2012a) which provides market numbers and
forecasts of a related as well as overlapping market segment, i.e. the U.S. Hospital Health Data
analytics market:


The study concludes that the U.S. Hospital Health Data analytics market is in an early
stage, that the market is emerging market and has reached a saturation of 14% with
increasing trend.



In addition, the study highlights that the adoption (rate) of health data analytics relies on
the availability and thus the adoption (rate) of Electronic Health Records (EHRs). Due to
the seed funding for EHR technology that was provided by the US health reform, the
adoption of hospital EHR technology is currently significantly growing and expected to
grow. While in 2011, only every third US hospital (35%) had already implemented some
kind of EHR technology, it is expected that in 2016 nearly every US hospital (95%) will
use EHR technology. This represents an increase of 171 percent and a CAGR of 22
percent.
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The adoption rate of health data analytics is strongly influenced by the adoption of EHR
technology for two reasons:
o

First, as any advanced health data analytics rely on integrated data sets, hospitals
focus first on the EHR implementation.

o

And second, due to the required investments for EHR implementations, hospitals
often need to postpone any other investments, such as the implementation of data
analytics technologies.

Due to this fact, the total adoption of health data analytics will in the next years lie behind
that of EHR implementations. However, the increase will be even more significant. While in
2011 only one of ten US hospitals had implemented health data analytics solutions, in 2016
every second hospitals will have implemented some form of health data analytics. This
represents an increase of 400 percent and a CAGR of 37.9 percent.
Competition
The market for big health data technology and solutions is highly competitive.
For instance, a recent McKinsey evaluation of the Big Data marketplace revealed that since
2010 more than 200 businesses that offer innovative approaches for health data analytics and
usage have emerged.
Similar observations are made by a Frost & Sullivan study that identifies already today more
than 100 competitors in the domain of hospital health data analytics.
Source: (Frost &Sullivan, 2012a) and (Groves et al., 2013)

Financial Impact
Due to the evolving nature of the big health data technological capabilities as well as the
provided business value, it is difficult to have a clear definition of the big health data market and
consequently its financial impact.
Within our discussion and interviews about potential big health data applications, it became
clear, that in the majority case of sketched applications the technical foundation was already
available; however the business case was still missing or unclear. In general, Big Data
applications are not isolated applications but cover the complete value chain of the healthcare
setting. This leads to the situation that usually several stakeholders (such as insurances,
hospital operators, clinicians, etc.) with opposing interests are involved. The successful
implementation of big health data applications, thus, relies on a clear and convincing business
case, on significant changes in the overall value chain and the interplay of stakeholders as well
as on changes regarding the underlying incentives.
Because of this unclear market situation as well as fluctuating concepts and definition of Big
Data products and services, quantitative revenue forecast are difficult to provide and (to the
best of our knowledge) not available. However, some impressing estimates about the financial
impact of Big Data applications in the healthcare sector in US are available and should be
mentioned in this context: According to the Mc Kinsey Study (McKinsey & Company, 2011), Big
Data applications have the potential to generate significantly financial value in the US
Healthcare Sector. Their financial calculations are based on the assumption that the existing
best practices of Big Data applications are emulated and implanted. In addition, it is assumed
that large and comprehensive datasets will be analyzed in order to improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of health care as entire system. Respectively, the discussed applications range
from clinical operations, to administrative and financial processes, to knowledge discovery
application in the Research and Development (R&D) domain, as well as public and
governmental-driven applications for analyzing and improving population health. Moreover the
calculation assumes, that required IT and datasets investments, analytical capabilities, privacy
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protection, and appropriate economic incentives are in place. With all those premises in place,
McKinsey estimates that in about ten years time there is an opportunity to capture more than
$300 billion1 per year in new value, with two-thirds of that in the form of reductions to national
health care expenditures.
Source: (Frost &Sullivan, 2012a) and (McKinsey & Company, 2011)

2.4.3 Available Data Sources
The health care system has several major pools of health data which are held by different
stakeholders/parties:







Clinical data, which is owned2 by the provider (such as hospitals, care centres
physicians, etc.) and encompass any information stored within the classical hospital
information systems or EHR, such as medical records, medical images, lab results,
genetic data, etc.
Claims, cost and administrative data, which is owned by the provider and the payors
and encompass any data sets relevant for reimbursement issues, such as utilization of
care, cost estimates, claims, etc.
Pharmaceutical and R&D data, which is owned by the pharmaceutical companies,
research labs/academia, government and encompass clinical trials, clinical studies,
population and disease data, etc.
Patient behaviour and sentiment data, which is owned by consumers or monitoring
device producer and encompass any information related to the patient behaviours and
preferences.
Health data on the web. Websites, like such as PatientsLikeMe, getting more and more
popular: By voluntarily sharing data about rare disease or remarkable experiences with
common diseases, their communities and user are generating large sets of health data
with valuable content .

As each data pool is held by different stakeholders/parties, the data in the health domain is
highly fragmented. However, the integration of the various heterogeneous data sets is an
important prerequisite of big health data applications and requires the effective involvement and
interplay of the various stakeholders. Therefore – as already mentioned - adequate system
incentives, that support the seamless sharing and exchange of health data, are needed.
Source: Stakeholder Interviews, (Frost &Sullivan, 2012a), (McKinsey & Company, 2011)

2.4.4 Drivers and Constraints
2.4.4.1

Constraints

Digitalization of health data: Until today, only a small percentage of health-related data is
digitally documented and stored. There is a substantial opportunity to create value if more data
sources can be digitized with high-quality as well as made available as input for analytics
solutions.
1

With one billion being one thousand millions
The concept of data ownership influences how and by whom the data can be used. Thus, with
the term of “ownership of data” we refer to both the possession of and responsibility for
information, i.e. the term “ownership of data” implies power as well as control.
2
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Lack of standardized health data: (e.g. EHR, common models / ontologies): For establishing
the basis for health analytics, health data across hospitals and patients need to be captured in a
unified way. This can be accomplished by current technologies, such as Extract, Transform and
Load (ETL), Health Information Exchange (HIE), EHR, common models or ontologies.
Data silos: As of today, healthcare data is often stored in distributed data silos, which makes
data analytics cumbersome and instable. Integrated data storage solutions, such as Data
warehouses (DWHs), need to be available.
Organizational silos: Due to missing incentives, cooperation across different organization –
and sometimes even between departments within one organization – is currently rare and
exceptional.
Data security and privacy: As today legal frameworks defining data access, security and
privacy issues and strategies are missing, the sharing and exchange of data is hindered. Simply
because the involved parties lack procedures for sharing and communicating relevant findings,
important data and information often remains siloed within one department, group or
organization.
High investments: The majority of Big Data applications in the healthcare sector relies on the
availability of large-scale, high-quality and longitudinal health care data. The collecting and
maintaining of such comprehensive data sources requires not only high investments, in addition
-- when dealing with longitudinal data -- it usually takes some years time until the data sets are
comprehensive enough for producing good analytics results. As such high and long-term based
investments can hardly be covered by one single party, the conjoint engagement of most
stakeholders, including the government, is needed.
Missing business cases and unclear business models: Any innovative technology that is
not aligned with a concrete business case including the associated responsibilities is likely to
fail. This is also true for Big Data solutions. Hence, the successful implementation of Big Data
solutions requires transparency about the following three questions: a) who is paying for the
solution? b) who is benefiting from the solution? and c) who is driving the solution? For
instance, the implementation of data analytics solutions using clinical data requires high
investments and resources to collect and store patient data, for instance, by means of an EHR
solution. Although, it seems to be quite obvious how the involved stakeholder could benefit from
the aggregated data sets, it remains unclear whether the stakeholder would be willing to pay or
drive such an implementation.

2.4.4.2

Drivers

Increased volume of electronic health data:
With the increasing adoption of EHR
technology (which is already the case in US), the technological progress in the area of next
generation sequencing and medical image segmentation, more and more health data will be
available.
Need for improved operational efficiency: To address the greater patient volumes (aging
population) and to reduce the currently very high healthcare expenses, transparency about the
operational efficiency is needed.
Trend towards value-based healthcare delivery: Value-based healthcare relies on the
alignment of treatment and financial success. In order to gain insights about the correlation
between effectiveness and cost of treatments, data analytics solutions on integrated,
heterogeneous, complex and large sets of healthcare data are demanded.
US legislation: The US Healthcare Reform, also known as Obama care, fosters the
implementation of EHR technologies as well health data analytics applications, which again has
a significant impact on the international market for big health data applications.
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Trend towards increased patient engagement: First applications, such as PatientLikeMe,
demonstrate the willingness of patients to actively engage in the healthcare process.
Trend towards new system incentive: Current system incentives enforce “high number”
instead of “high quality” of treatments. Although, it is very obvious that nobody wants to pay for
treatments that are ineffective, this is still the case in many medical systems. In order to avoid
low-quality reimbursements, the incentives of the medical systems need to be aligned with
outcomes. Several initiatives, such as Accountable Care Organizations (ACO) or Diagnoserelated-Groups DRGs, have been implemented in order to reward quality instead of quantity of
treatments.
Source: Stakeholder Interviews and (Frost &Sullivan, 2012a) (O’Reilly et al., 2012)

2.4.5 Role of Regulation and Legislation
The aim to improve value for money spent in healthcare care delivery settings is in general one
of the highest priorities of healthcare policy-maker in Europe and beyond. In the European
Union many diverse systems to finance, provide and govern healthcare across the 27 member
states can be found. Due to the fact, that most of the money spend in healthcare delivery is
either funded by government or regulated through government policies, a) changing the prices
paid for healthcare (e.g. through funding) or b) changing the way of paying for care (structuring
of the payment) are two important options to improve the overall healthcare system
(Charlesworth et al., 2012).
However, any innovation and change in medical systems, such as the implementation of Big
Data-based technologies, not only affects but also relies on the involvement of many
stakeholders, such as patients, health professionals, insurances, government bodies, etc. In
this way, regulation and legislation
a) can help to stimulate the underlying incentives for improved collaboration across the
healthcare system by means of healthcare payment reforms as well as
b) can provide incentives and funding that foster the adoption of new technologies: For
instance, seed funding for required enabling technologies, such as means for data
exchange and integration (e.g. EHR, HIE, DWH solutions) or fundings for building up
and maintaining public infrastructures, such as public disease registries.
Healthcare payment reforms
One important lever to foster collaboration across the healthcare system is the design of
payment structure. There are three main dimensions that influence the way payments are made
to healthcare provider: 1) the degree of bundling of services (e.g. by grouping of related
activities and services into one payment) 2) by the time-point when the amount of refunding is
determined (prospective versus retrospective reimbursement) 3) by considering the
performance of the provider.
As of today, most European countries use a mixture of payment approaches for healthcare
delivery services. Research in payment systems could already show that in particular
approaches that do not bundle payments, that set the amount of payment prospectively and that
do not consider the performance of providers, such as for instance fee-for-service or capitationbased payments, are likely to reduce the efficiency of healthcare system. As a consequence,
today the common way of refunding hospital across Europe is by using DRG (Diagnose-Related
Group)-based prospective, bundled payments. Its introduction has helped to increase activities
(admissions), reduce length of stay in hospitals and increase the total cost of stay. However,
across Europe, one is confronted with substantial variations in the classification of DRG
systems of the individual member countries. In this context, the EU-funded research project
could produce important insights on the design of European funding systems and their impact
on financial systems (Busse, 2012). Currently and in the near future, the harmonising of DRG
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systems across Europe will be quite unlikely, as the cost for developing and consolidating a
‘EURO-DRG’ is considerable while the overall benefits are still unclear. Although providing
important means to improve the efficiency of healthcare delivery, it is important to highlight that
DRGs do neither support the collaboration across the several stakeholders involved in the
healthcare delivery nor help to improve the overall quality of care delivery.
To implement more effective healthcare delivery that allows to limit healthcare expenditure and
at the same time help to increase the quality of care settings, value-based health care is
becoming the focus of many healthcare reforms, such as for instance the US healthcare reform.
The overall idea is simple and straight-forward: in order to focus on the value – in terms of
improved outcomes - of healthcare, one aims to make the health data available that allows
clinicians to identify best-practices which in future will provide guidance for the optimal utilization
of resources for achieving best results. In this way, value-based health care relies on the
payment of bundled services that depend on the retrospective reimbursement according to the
overall performance of the cross-provider team.
Therefore, the creation of a value-based healthcare system won’t be possible by incremental
improvements, but will require the fundamental restructuring of the overall health care delivery
and its underlying reimbursement system. As of today, the healthcare industry is characterized
by a number of stakeholders that are competing on the restricted number of resources. Usually,
competition helps to improve the overall performance of an industrial setting. However, this is
not the case for the healthcare industry, as the competition is not aligned with value1. In
other words, neither the patient's success nor the treatment performance is related to the
financial incentives / success of the systems participants. For instance, a healthcare provider
can receive high financial reimbursement although the treatment performance was sub-optimal.
The paradigm of value-based healthcare is based on the overall assumption that through more
coordination of care, it becomes possible to improve the outcome and reduce avoidable ill
health and costs. For that reason, policy-makers are aiming to implement refunding mechanism
that incentivize collaboration across the healthcare system and help to realize improved
efficiency and quality of care:


Several European countries have started to experiment with bundle payments and
value-based reimbursement mechanism to foster the delivery of more coordinated care.
However, due to the fact, that the effective coordination of care requires a large number
of prerequisites in place, by to date it has been difficult to assess the impact of those first
initiatives (Charlesworth et al., 2012).



In US, Obama Care, the unofficial name of the US Health Care Reform which was
signed by Obama in 2010, aims to increase the efficiency and quality of the US
healthcare system by providing incentives to implement new payment and delivery
models. One prominent example therefore is the Accountable Care Organizations
(ACO), an organization with a specific legal structure that provides the basis for risk
sharing between health provider and payor. Thus, beside focus on high quality care
coordination, ACOs aim to achieve shared savings through the use of bundled payments
reflecting the value of treatment episodes. In order to be able to track the value and
performance of treatments, data analytics technologies are needed

Although the impact of value-based healthcare is expected to be very promising, its
implementation challenges are quite considerable: In order to avoid sub-optimal treatment
performance and to establish a value-based healthcare delivery, positive-sum competition on
value needs to be realized. Instead of accounting for cost containment and for accomplished
volume or number of treatments, value-based reimbursement models will consider the
long-term value for the patient. A second key principle of value-based healthcare is the
maintenance of a healthy patient population which relies on the well-known fact that better
health is inherently less expensive than poor health. Thus, any diagnostic interventions that
1

with value being defined as the patient health outcome per Euro spent
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helps to sustain or improve the patients’ health status, such as prevention, early diagnosis, right
diagnosis, fewer complications and mistakes, early and timely treatments, etc. , are important
mechanisms in value-based healthcare settings. In this context, Big Data technology will play
an important role to establish means to track and analyze treatment performance of patient
populations. However, at the same time, quality data on activity, cost and outcome need to be
available and shared across organisations.
Source: (Porter and Olmsted Teisberg, 2006),(Soderlund et al., 2012) and (Charlesworth et al., 2012)

Government Funding
Already today, government funding is dedicated to speed up the adoption the enabling
technologies for Big Data applications. For instance, the Health Information Technology for
Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH), which is part of the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), assign approximately US$ 30 billion for speeding up the
adoption of Healthcare IT. The provided seed funding is available in three stages, called
Meaningful Use
 In Stage 1 Meaningful Use (2011-2013) health provider can receive seed funding for
replacing paper charts by EHR technology. Although, the implementation of EHR
technology was optional, for most health provider it became quite attractive. So far, it is
expected that the adoption of EHR technology in US hospitals will increase from 35
percent adoption rate in 2011 to 95 percent adoption rate in 2016.
 In Stage 2 Meaningful Use (2014-2016) funding is available for implementing advanced
clinical processes through HIE solutions, quality measurements and patient
engagement. The main focus of this second stage is to break down data silos to foster
health data integration and patient engagement.
 In Stage 3 Meaningful Use (2016-tbd), the overall focus will be on improving outcomes
with focus on population health and use of analytics and advanced CDS. Thus, here the
strong focus will be on analyzing data from all available sources in order to produce
continuous and broad-based insights into best practices.
The total adoption of health data analytics applications is expected to lag behind that of EHRs
due to complexity and expense of implementation health data analytics solutions as well as the
need to first focus on EHR implementation (as requested by US legislation in Stage 1).
However, the adoption of health data analytics is expected to grow from 10 percent of all U.S.
hospitals in 2011 to 50 percent in 2016, representing an increase of 400 percent. In this way,
this example shows how government funding can foster the development of a Big Data market
by speeding up the adoption of the needed enabling technologies.
In addition, some governments provide funding to build up the public infrastructure needed for
systematically collection of population health data. For instance,


The Swedish government increased their investments for expanding the Sweden’s
network of disease registries that are consolidating very valuable health data for
subsequent analysis, from $10 million to $45 million per year by 2013 (Soderland et al.,
2012).



The Italian Medicines Agency collects and analyzes clinical data for evaluating the
effectiveness of new, expensive drugs in order to re-evaluate prices as well as market
conditions (Groves et al., 2013).

This initial (not comprehensive) list of examples demonstrates the important role of legislation
and regulation for fostering the successful implementation and adoption of Big Data technology
applications.
Source: Stakeholder Interviews, (Frost &Sullivan, 2011), (Frost &Sullivan, 2012a) and (Groves et al., 2013)
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2.5. Big Data Application Scenarios
In the following, we will describe a selection of the Big Data application scenarios that we
discussed with our interview partners so far. The detailed description of scenarios is intended to
provide the reader a good overview of the business opportunities as well as accompanying
challenges of Big Data technologies in the health care industry. However, it is important to
mention, that the selection of application scenarios is neither comprehensive nor complete.

2.5.1 Comparative Effectiveness Research
Description: The goal of this application scenario is to compare the clinical and financial
effectiveness of interventions in order to increase efficiency and quality of clinical care services.
Large datasets encompassing clinical data (information about patient characteristics), financial
data (cost data) and administrative (treatments and services accomplished) are critically
analyzed in order to identify the clinically most effective as well most cost-effective treatments
that work best for particular patients.
Several stakeholder of the healthcare industry can benefit from such a scenario:
 Clinicians could receive recommendation about the clinically most effective treatment
alternative for a particular patient.
 Hospital operator could receive a recommendation about the financially most effective
treatment alternative for a particular patient.
 Payors could use the discovered knowledge about the most effective treatment to align
their reimbursement strategy.
 Patients could benefit by receiving the most effective treatment in accordance to their
particular health conditions.
This application scenario is based on two steps a) the identification of most efficient treatment
(Knowledge Discovery) and b) the improvement of clinical processes (Knowledge Usage).
Currently the knowledge discovery step is covered by public-funded and/or governmental
research agencies. To which extent and in which ways the usage of the discovered knowledge
is aligned with new business models and value chains needs to be investigated in further detail.
Comparative effectiveness research can be accomplished without (mainly manual data
collection) or with Big Data technologies. However, the analysis of large and complex data sets
that allows not only identifying hypothesis-driven but also data-driven patterns requires Big Data
technologies.
Example Use Cases: Several public-funded and/or governmental research agencies, such as
the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (UK), Institute for Quality and Efficiency in
Healthcare (Germany), the Common Drug Review (Canada) or the Australian’s Pharmaceutical
Benefits Scheme, started to run Comparative Effectiveness Research programs aiming to
discover knowledge about treatments’ effectiveness. However, to which extend the research of
the mentioned agencies relies on Big Data technologies will be the focus of our future
investigations/interviews.
User Value:





User Impact: high impact in particular for chronic diseases (as chronic diseases are
associated with high costs for all involved parties).
Maturity: some first implementation for severe diseases exist, however today those
research studies are very costly due to the fact that they are realized via prospective
studies.
Financial Impact: varies, it depends on the status-quo of treatment costs for the various
diseases.
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Prerequisites




Data Digitalization and Data Integration of health data from various domains, such as
clinical data, financial data, administrative data, disease data, etc.
This data needs to be in good data quality and should reveal high coverage.
Avoidance of biased Data Sets: randomly selected data sets for clinical studies are very
likely to be biased. For instance, in average, elder patients receive more often the less
expensive drug. As within prospective studies the data sets are manually selected, the
issue of biased data sets can be addressed. Retrospective studies relying on Big Data
technologies would need to find solutions to address this issue.

Data Sources: Clinical data, administrative data and financial data: Large clinical data sets
encompassing information about the patient characteristics and information about the cost and
outcome of treatments.
Type of Analytics: Advanced Analytics (by means of critically analyzing comprehensive
clinical data sets, predications about the most effective (clinical and financial) treatments are
made.
Sources: Stakeholder Interviews and (McKinsey Company, 2011)

2.5.2 Clinical Decision Support
Description: Clinical decision support (CDS) applications aim to enhance the efficiency and
quality of care operations by assisting clinicians and healthcare professionals in their decision
making process by enabling context-dependent information access, by providing pre-diagnose
information or by validating and correcting of data provided. Thus, those systems support
clinicians in informed decision making, which again helps to reduce treatment errors as well as
helps to improve efficiency.
By relying on Big Data technology, future clinical decisions support applications will become
substantially more intelligent.
Example Use Cases: Pre-diagnosis of medical images, treatment recommendation reflecting
existing medical guidelines.
User Value:




User Impact: is very high for some selected scenarios. However 95 - 98 percent of
clinical decisions are routine tasks which do not required dedicated CDS.
Maturity: some implementation exist, however CDS require long development time.
Financial Impact: no data available and depends on focus of CDS.

Prerequisites:



Trust and Confidence are crucial that CDS systems will be accepted.
As clinicians will only rely on CDS systems, if it is guaranteed that all relevant data
sources are integrated, the aspect of comprehensive data integration in high data quality
is an important prerequisite.

Data Sources: Clinical data.
Type of Analytics: According to the type of clinical decision support system, it can rely on a)
Basic Analytics (e.g. monitoring, reporting, statistics) b) Mature Analytics (e.g. data mining,
machine learning) or c) Advanced Analytics (e.g. prediction, devise)
Sources: Stakeholder Interviews and (McKinsey Company, 2011)
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2.5.3 Clinical Operation Intelligence
Description: Clinical Operation Intelligence aims to identify waste in clinical processes in order
to optimize them accordingly. By analyzing medical procedures, performance opportunities,
such as improved clinical processes, fine-tuning and adaptation of clinical guidelines, can be
realized.
Three user groups can benefit from clinical operation intelligence:
 Healthcare professionals gain further insights into the effectiveness of treatment decisions
and processes and can adapt their decisions accordingly.
 Hospital operator can learn about the efficiency, effectiveness and quality of established
clinical process which helps them to increase the overall quality management within the
hospital.
 Patients are informed about the effectiveness of treatments and can select those
treatments that offer best value for them.
As of today, the value and effectiveness of clinical processes is only evaluated in manually
accomplished clinical studies. By using Big Data technology, information about the value of
single treatment can be inferred automatically. Until now, the underlying model is unclear.
Example Use Cases: Publishing cost, quality and performance data of various departments or
hospitals creates competition that in consequence will drive performance improvements.
User Value:
 User Impact: depends on the area of analysis
 Maturity:
as the legal framework regulating the use of data is missing, non
implementation exist so far.
 Financial Impact: no data available
Prerequisites:
 Data Security and Privacy Requirements: As this scenario relies on the seamless data
access for any involved party, a common legal framework regulating the use of patient
data is required.
 Engagement of Clinicians: Any leanings and adaptations regarding clinical guidelines
need to be initiated and approved by healthcare professionals in order to be accepted by
the clinical community.
Data Sources: Clinical, administrative and financial data and outcome data.
Type of Analytics: Clinical operation intelligence can already be realized by means of basic
analytics (e.g. monitoring, reporting and statistics).
Sources: Stakeholder Interviews and (McKinsey Company, 2011)1

2.5.4 Secondary Usage of Health Data
Description: We define secondary usage of health data as the aggregation, analysis and
concise presentation of clinical, financial, administrative as well as other related health data in
order to discover new valuable knowledge, for instance to identify trends, predict outcomes or
influence patient care, drug development, or therapy choices.

Example Use Cases: Depending on the type of data analyzed as well as the value/new
insights generated, the user as well as the business case/models will differ.
Example 1: Identification of patients with rare disease
1

In their report, McKinsey labels the application scenario ‘Transparency about medical data’.
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Big Data technology is used to identify (early detection) of patients with rare diseases. The
information is valuable a) for pharma companies as they can use it to identify future customers
that will buy their drugs, b) for hospitals as they can demonstrate a high quality healthcare
delivery, and c) for government and payors as the early detection of diseases is usually less
expensive than late detection.

Example 2: Patient recruiting and profiling
Big Data technology is used for the recruitment of new patients that are suitable for conducting
clinical studies. Today, often clinical studies, in particular studies investigating rare diseases,
fail due to the fact that not enough patients are available.
Example 3: Forecast of clinical process values
Comprehensive health data sets are analyzed in order to make future forecasts (predictive
analysis) regarding relevant clinical benchmarks, such as the expected health care spending in
the next year or the forecasted utilization degree of dedicated resources, such as MR scanners
or operation facilities.
Example 4: Health knowledge broker
Health-related data is analyzed to develop commercialization plans or portfolio strategies for
third party companies. For instance, the analysis of utilization and consumption patterns of
medications bears valuable insights that can be used to improve the marketing strategy of
pharmaceutical companies (see IMS Health: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IMS_Health)
User Value:
 User Impact: depends on the quality of data and the relevance of question answered by
the scenario
 Maturity: the technology is available; however the successful implementation requires
the availability of a convincing use case.
 Financial Impact: depends on the use case
Prerequisites:
 Integrated data in high quality: the value of data analysis depends on the integration of
comprehensive and complete data as well as on the quality of input data
 Business case: any successful implementation requires a clear business case.
 Privacy and security of data: a common legal framework specifying data access control
& policies of data usage
 Standards, such as International Classification of Diseases, 10th revision (ICD-10),
Health Level Seven (HL7), are needed to establish a common semantic (re-) used data
items
Data Sources: Clinical, administrative, and financial data, pharmaceutical and R&D data,
patient behaviour and sentiment data, data from related external knowledge sources
Type of Analytics: Depending on the implemented business case either a) basic analytics
(e.g. monitoring, reporting, statistics) b) mature analytics (e.g. data mining, machine learning) or
c) advanced analytics (e.g. prediction, devise) are used
Sources: Stakeholder Interviews and (PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 2009)

2.5.5 Public Health Analytics
Description: Public health analytics applications rely on the comprehensive disease
management of chronic (e.g. diabetes, congestive heart failure) or severe (e.g. cancer)
diseases that allow to aggregate and analyse treatment and outcome data which again can be
used to reduce complications, slow diseases’ progression, as well as improve outcome, etc.
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Several stakeholders could benefit from the availability of broad national and international
infrastructure for public health analysis:


Payors: As of today, payors lack the data infrastructure required to track diagnoses,
treatments, outcomes, and costs on the patient level and thus are not capable to identify
best-practice treatments
 Government: can reduce healthcare cost & improved quality of care
 Patients: can access improved treatments according to best-practice knowhow
 Clinicians: usage of best-practice recommendation and informed decision making in case
of rare diseases
However, the benefits and opportunities of public health analysis rely on high investments to
establish and manage the required common standards, the legal framework, the shared IT
infrastructure and associated community and, therefore, depend on the collaborative
engagement and involvement of all stakeholders.

Example Use Case Success Story Sweden: Since 1970, Sweden established 90 registries
that cover today 90 % of all Swedish patient data with selected characteristics (some cover
even longitudinal data). A recent study showed that Sweden has best health-care outcomes in
Europe by average healthcare costs (9% of GPD).
User Value:
 User Impact: can become very high, but relies on the comprehensiveness and quality of
the collected data in the registries.
 Maturity: varies from country to country, for instance Sweden has already today a very
high coverage of disease registries.
 Financial Impact: can be quite impressive, for instance: Sweden reduced its annual
growth of healthcare spending from 4.7 to 4.1%. This represents an estimated
cumulative return over ten years of total more than $7 billions1 in reduced direct costs.
Those cost savings could be achieved with annual investments of $70 millions in
disease registries, data analysis, and IT-infrastructure.
Prerequisites:





Clinical Engagement, i.e. active engagement, i.e. clear responsibility for data collection
and interpretation, by the clinical community
National Infrastructure, i.e. common standards, shared IT platform and common legal
framework defining the data privacy and security requirements for tracking diagnosis,
treatments, and outcomes on the patient level
High-Quality Data that is achieved through systematic analysis of health outcome data
of a population of patients and
System Incentives that rely on the active dissemination and usage of outcome data

Data Sources: Clinical, administrative, and financial data, outcome data
Type of Analytics: Mature analytics (e.g. data mining, machine learning) as well as advanced
analytics (e.g. prediction, devise)
Sources: Stakeholder Interviews, (McKinsey Company, 2011) and (Soderlund et al, 2012)

2.5.6 Patient Engagement Application
Description: The idea is to establish a platform/patient portal that fosters the active patient
engagement in the context of patients’ health care processes. The patient platform offers smart

1

billion understood as one thousand million
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phone apps and devices to its members/patients to monitor health-related parameters, such as
activity, diet, sleep or weight.
The underlying assumption is that patients who are able to continuously monitor their healthrelated data are encouraged to improve their life style as well as improve their own care
conditions. The collected patient data – biometric and lifestyle data – gets aligned with the
clinical data stored in the EHR record of all past encounters. In addition, the data of related
patient populations are compared in order to identify successful interventions or typically
patterns that are leading more likely to successful treatments, health progress, etc.
Several stakeholder of the healthcare industry can benefit from this scenario:


Patients: The increased patient engagement through actively producing and providing
health data might improve overall wellness and health conditions.
 Payors/Government: Reduced healthcare cost through preventive care.
 Clinicians: Informed decision making through access to heterogeneous data sources, such
as biometric, device or clinical data.
Although the benefits and user values are transparent, the underlying business models and
business values is not clear yet.
In order to address the challenge of integrating and analyzing the heterogeneous data sources,
such as biometric, device, and clinical data, mobile patient portals require Big Data technology.

Example Use Cases: For instance, the development of predictive models that allow
evaluating and predicting the successful patient behaviour in a particular health program can
help to replicate supporting influence factors or to identify reasons why some patient gave up a
program, etc.
User Value:
 User Impact: positive economic impact is expected, concrete numbers are missing.
 Maturity: the required technological ingredients (such as biometric devices, DWH
technology or unified data architecture) are available.
 Financial Impact: no numbers available, but depends on the patient population and
selection of data and analysis.
Prerequisites:
 Business case: a convincing business case describing the business value and model
needs to be investigated.
 Commitment of stakeholder, such as patients, clinicians, and payors.
Data Sources: Clinical data, patient behaviour and sentiment data including biometric and
lifestyle data.
Type of Analytics: Advanced Analytics (e.g. prediction, devise).
Sources: Stakeholder Interviews

2.6. Requirements
Our investigations showed that big health data applications indicate a high potential for
improving the overall efficiency and quality of care delivery. However, we could identify only a
limited number of already implemented Big Data based application scenarios. Although nonadvanced healthcare analytics applications - such as analytics for improved accounting, quality
control or clinical research - are available in a wide-spread manner, those do not yet make use
of the potential of Big Data technologies. To use this potential, it is necessary that the various
dimension of health data, such as a) the clinical data describing the health status and history of
patient b) the administrative and clinical process data c) the knowledge about diseases as well
as related (analyzed) population data d) the knowledge about changes in time are incorporated
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in the automated health data analysis. If the data analysis is restricted on only one dimension of
data, for example financial data, it will become possible to improve the already established
reimbursement processes, however it will not be possible to identify new standards for
individualized treatments. Hence, the highest clinical impact of Big Data approaches for the
healthcare domain can be achieved if data from the four dimensions are aggregated, compared
and related. Doing so, Big Data technologies will help to produce new insights enabling more
and more personalized and affordable treatments (sequences).
This leads to one of the main problems: Health data cannot be easily be accessed. High
investment and efforts would be needed. As a consequence, convincing business cases are
difficult to identify as the burden of initial required investments strongly reduces profit
expectations. In other words, one of the biggest challenges for the realization of big health data
applications is that high investments, standards and frameworks as well as new supporting
technologies are needed to make health data available for subsequent Big Data analytics
applications. Several technical and non-technical challenges need to be addressed to foster the
seamless access to health data which again is an important leverage for big health data
applications. Within our study, we identified several requirements that need to be addressed in
order to foster the implementation of Big Data healthcare applications. We distinguished
requirements a) that are business-related (BR), b) technical-related (TR) and c) requirement
that are business and technical-related (BTR):
High investment needed (BR): The majority of Big Data applications in the healthcare sector
rely on the availability of large-scale, high-quality and longitudinal health care data. The
collecting and maintaining of such comprehensive data sets requires not only high investments,
in particular when dealing with longitudinal data it usually takes several years until the data sets
are comprehensive enough for producing insightful analytics results. In general, such high and
long-term based investments can hardly be covered by one single party, such that the conjoint
engagement of multiple stakeholders, often including the government, is needed.
Value-based system incentives needed (BR): Current system incentives enforce “high number”
instead of “high quality” of treatments. Although, it is very obvious that nobody wants to pay for
treatments that are ineffective, this is still the case in many medical systems. In order to avoid
low-quality reimbursements, the incentives of the medical systems need to be aligned with
outcomes and thus foster cooperation between stakeholders.
Business cases with several partners needed (BR): Business cases for Big Data-bases
solutions are difficult to identify. Several partners with diverging points of interests need to
cooperate. Often, the one who is benefiting from the solution, is not the one who is in the
position to drive the solution or able to pay for the (complete) solution. For instance, the
implementation of data analytics solutions using clinical data requires high investments and
resources to collect and store patient data. Although, it seems to be quite obvious how the
involved stakeholder could benefit from the aggregated data sets, it remains unclear whether
the stakeholder would be willing to pay or drive such an implementation.
Data security and privacy (BTR): As of today, legal frameworks defining data access, security
and privacy issues and strategies are missing, and the seamless sharing and exchange of data
is hindered. Simply because the involved parties lack procedures for sharing and
communicating relevant findings, important data and information often remains within one
department, group or organization.
Data quality (BTR): Although there exist many Big Data applications that are mainly looking for
patterns in data and thus do not need clean data, this is not the case for the healthcare domain.
In order to derive reliable insights for health-related decision, high data quality standards need
to be fulfilled. For instance, the features and parameter list used for describing the patient health
status need to be standardized in order to enable the reliable comparison of patient (population)
data sets.
Data digitalization (TR): Still today, a high percentage of health related data is documented in
paper-based form. However, to derive the maximum benefit from health-related data analytics,
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the data needs to be available in digital format. And it needs to be complete and in good quality.
In order to fulfill this requirement, the demand for standardization as well as technologies
supporting the documentation process (e.g. context sensitive information extraction) is pointed
out.
Semantic annotation (TR): Health data consist of very heterogeneous data, such as lab reports,
medical images, clinical reports, sensor data or gene test results. Only a small percentage of
this data is documented in a structured or standardized manner
(e.g. International
1
Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes for diagnoses, laboratory data). It is estimated that in
the upcoming years 90% of health data will be provided in unstructured format (e.g. medical
reports) [7]. Semantic annotation facilitates automated content processing of unstructured data,
which again establishes the data foundation for a holistic analysis of the patient's status or the
processing of complex research questions is. For semantic annotation it is necessary to rely on
standardized and commonly used vocabularies, terminologies or ontologies.
Data sharing (TR): Today a large amount of health-related data is stored in data silos. The
efficient and automated data sharing is hardly possible as it faces multiple media disruptions.
Although first approaches facilitating data interoperability (e.g. Health Level 7 2, OpenEHR3,
Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise4) are available, additional work and research is still
required. At present, the health data exchange is mainly based on individualized solutions. This
problem could be resolved by standardized clinical data models, commonly agreed
terminologies and coding systems. Although, different coding systems are available, they are
mainly used in country-specific adaptations (e.g. ICD-10) or lack usability (e.g. SNOMED
Clinical Terms5).

2.7. Conclusion and Recommendations
The healthcare domain faces tremendous productivity challenges. Due to the changing patient
demographics as well as the increasing healthcare costs, there is a clear need for cost
efficiency, improved quality of care, and broader healthcare services.
Big Data technologies and health data analytics are being used to address the efficiency and
quality challenges in the healthcare domain. For instance, by aggregating and analyzing health
data from disparate sources, such as clinical, financial and administrative data, the outcome of
treatments in relation to the resource utilization can be monitored. This aggregation in turn helps
to improve the efficiency of care. Moreover, the identification of high-risk patients and predictive
models leading towards proactive patient care allows to improve the quality of care.
After performing a comprehensive analysis of domain needs and requirements, we found that
the highest impact of Big Data applications in the healthcare domain is achievable when it
becomes possible to not only acquire data from one single but various data sources such that
different aspects from the various sectors can be combined to gain new insights. Therefore, the
availability and integration of all related health data sources, such as clinical data, claims, cost
and administrative data, pharmaceutical and R&D data, patient behavior and sentiment data as
well as the health data on the web, is of high relevance.
However, as of today, the access to health data is only possible in a very constrained manner.
In order to enable seamless access to healthcare data, several technical requirements need to
be addressed such as: 1) health data is documented in digitalized manner without imposing
extra-effort for physicians 2) the content of unstructured health data (such as images or reports)
is enhanced by semantic annotation 3) data silos are conquered by means of efficient
technologies for semantic data storage and exchange 4) technical means backed by legal
1

http://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/
2 https://www.hl7.org/
3 http://www.openehr.org/
4 http://www.ihe.net/
5
http://www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct/
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frameworks ensure the regulated sharing and exchange of health data, and 5) means for
assessing and improving the data quality are available.
The detailed analysis of enabling technologies is an important step for developing the
technology roadmap, as it helps to identify key requirements for building a Big Data economy
within the healthcare sector.

2.8. Abbreviations and acronyms
ACO

Accountable Care Organisation

BI

Business Intelligence

CAGR

Compound Annual Growth Rate

CDS

Clinical Decision Support

CER

Comparative Effectiveness Research

DRG

Diagnose-Related Groups

DWH

Data warehouse

EHR

Electronic Health Record

ETL

Extract, Transform and Load

GPD

Gross Domestic Product

HIE

Healthcare Information Exchange

HL7

Health Level Seven

ICD-10

International Classification of Diseases, 10th revision

IDN

Integrated Delivery Network

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

R&D

Research and Development

ROI

Return on Investment
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3.

Public Sector

3.1. Implementation of Research Methodology
The implementation of the research methodology for the collection of requirements for public
sector was done following the research methodology with these specific actions.
For the first step is was performed a literature review to identify the main sector stakeholders
and identification of those use case applications already deployed in the public sector. Likewise,
potential improvement areas in the sector and the analysis of users’ needs and the
characteristics of the sector in Europe were identified.
Second step.
For the second step a survey with 15 questions clustered into three parts designed to collect
the understanding of the state of the art as far as Big Data adoption is concerned:
I – Identification of Organization
II –Relevance of Big Data for your organization
III –Big Data in your organization
The survey was distributed to 28 public administrations, five of them answered, two of them
through an interview. The template of the survey can be found at Annex 1 Big Data
Questionnaire for Public Sector.
Third step
For the third step, two validation workshops were organised. On the 16th April 2013, the First
workshop Building Europe’s roadmap for Big Data in the Public Sector was held in Madrid.
During this workshop additional questionnaires were distributed, and a total of 8 answers were
collected. On the 3rd July 2013, the Second workshop Building Europe’s roadmap for Big Data
in the Public Sector was held in Bratislava. During this workshop additional questionnaires were
distributed, and a total of 9 answers were collected.
In addition, the findings were aligned with the results from the BIG DATA VALUE interviews of
Public Sector representatives conducted by Atos during February 2014. A total of 9 interviews
were performed.
The inputs collected from the surveys have been also taken into consideration for the
elaboration of the final version of this report. All the inputs collected in the interviews and the
surveys have been integrated in this requirements report.

3.2. Introduction
Public sector is increasingly aware of the potential value to be gained from Big Data.
Governments generate and collect vast quantities of data through their everyday activities, such
as managing pensions and allowance payments, tax collection, National Health System patient
care, recording traffic data and issuing official documents. BIG is taking into account current
socio-economic and technological trends, like boosting productivity in an environment with
significant budgetary constraints, the increasing demand of medical and social services, and the
standardization and interoperability as important requirements for public sector technologies
and applications.
Some examples of potential benefits are:


Open Government and Data sharing. The free-flow of information from organizations to
citizens promotes greater trust and transparency between citizens and government, in
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line with open data initiatives. Pre-filling of information (based on the ‘once only’
principle) would be another benefit, with a reduction of mistakes and speeding up
processing time.


Sentiment analysis. Information from both traditional and new social media (websites,
blogs, twitter feeds, etc.) can help policy makers to prioritize services and be aware of
citizens’ real interests and opinions.



Citizen segmentation and personalization. Segmenting and tailoring government
services to individuals can increase effectiveness, efficiency, and citizen satisfaction



Economic analysis. Correlation of multiple sources of data will help government
economists with more accurate financial forecasts.



Tax agencies. Automated algorithms to analyse large datasets and integration of
structured and unstructured data from social media and other sources will help them
validate information or flag potential frauds.



Threat detection and prevention. Track and analyse citizen activities to spot abnormal
behavioural patterns.



Smart City and Internet of Things (IoT) applications. The public sector is increasingly
characterized by applications that rely on sensor measurements of physical phenomena
such as traffic volumes, environmental pollution, filling levels of waste containers,
location of municipal vehicles or detection of abnormal behaviour. The integrated
analysis of these high volume and high velocity IoT data sources has the potential
benefit to significantly improve urban management and positively impact the safety and
quality of life of its citizens.



Cyber Security. Collect, organize and analyse vast amounts of data from government
computer networks with sensitive data or critical services, to give cyber defenders
greater ability to detect and counter malicious attacks.

As regards the scope of public sector, according to the Green Paper on PSI, (European
Commission, 1998), in the functional approach, the public sector includes those bodies with
state authority or public service tasks, and established for the specific purpose of meeting
needs in the general interest, not having an industrial or commercial character; having legal
personality; and financed, for the most part, by the state, or regional or local authorities, or other
bodies governed by public law.
Besides the interviews and workshops organized in the course of the project, a series of
sectorial Big Data Value workshops and surveys were performed at the beginning of 2014
supported by the European Commission for the formulation of a European Big Data Value
Partnership. The inputs collected from the public sector surveys have been also taken into
consideration for the elaboration of the final version of this report.

3.2.1 Definition of Big Data in Public Sector
As of today, there are no broad implementations of Big Data in the public sector, neither it is has
been a sector that traditionally has been using data mining technologies in such an intensive
way as other sectors have done.
However, there is a growing concern among public sector of the potentials of Big Data for the
improvement of public sectors in the current financial environment, as described later in section
3.4.1Characteristics of the European Public Sector.
Some examples of the growing awareness among public sector globally are, the Joint
Industry/Government Task Force to drive development of Big Data in Ireland, announced by the
Irish Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation on June 2013 (Government of Ireland.
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Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, 2013), or the announcement made by the
Obama administration (The White House, 2012) on the “Big Data Research and Development
Initiative” where six Federal departments and agencies announce more than $200 million in new
commitments to greatly improve the tools and techniques needed to access, organize, and
glean discoveries from huge volumes of digital data.

3.3. Analysis of Industrial Needs
3.3.1 User Needs
The user in this section is understood as the public sector itself, and the analysis has been done
through desktop research of existing Big Data initiatives in the public sector, and the analysis of
the potential of these technologies in the sector. The benefits of Big Data in the public sector
can be grouped in three major areas, based on a classification of the types of benefits
(effectiveness and efficiency) and ground-breaking features (analytic), as shown in Figure 2
below:
Big Data analytics. This area covers applications that can only be performed through
automated algorithms for advanced analytics to analyse large datasets for problem solving that
can reveal data-driven insights. Such abilities can be used to detect and recognise patterns or
to produce forecasts, not possible to perform without such technical means. Some examples of
application in this area are:


Fraud detection (tax, pensions, unemployment benefits, public subsidies to businesses,
money laundering). (McKinsey Global Institute, 2011)



Supervision of regulated activities in the private sector (on-line game, energy and
financial markets).



Sentiment analysis, through the tracking of information from internet content, including
social networks. This can help policy makers to the prioritization of new services or to
uncover potential areas of civil unrest. (Oracle, 2012)



Threat detection from external data-sources (social networks, media and Internet
content) for application in homeland security, crime prevention, national intelligence and
cyber security of critical infrastructures. (Oracle, 2012)



Threat detection from internal data-sources (government data networks) for application
in government cyber security from both, internal and external attacks. (Oracle, 2012)



Predictive analytics for planning purposes of public services based on forecasts in given
scenarios (education, social services for elderly, public transport, etc…) or to perform
analysis and forecasts on fundamental areas of economic activity (e.g. financial, food
and raw materials markets). (Yiu, 2012)
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Figure 2: Areas of improvement through Big Data usage in Public Sector
Improvements in effectiveness. This area covers the application of Big Data to provide
greater internal transparency, thus producing an increase of productivity with respect to current
processes among public bodies, and externally, to citizens and businesses, providing them
access to public data. Citizens and businesses can take better decisions and be more effective,
and even create new products and services thanks to the information provided. Some examples
of applications in this area are:


Data availability though public agencies, making data available across agencies and
organizational silos, reducing search times and automating access to data. (McKinsey
Global Institute, 2011)



Sharing and transparency of information through public sector organizations avoiding
problems from the lack of a single identity database (like in UK), or providing solutions to
fulfil the once-only principle, therefore not requesting information from citizens and
businesses that is already available within public administration. It also facilitates the
pre-filling of information on forms for tax declaration, making life easier for taxpayers and
avoiding errors. (Yiu, 2012)



Open government and Open data. By facilitating the free-flow of information from public
organizations to citizens and businesses greater trust between citizens and government
is promoted. In addition, more governments are beginning to adopt Open Data by
making raw government databases available to the public. This raw data can be re-used
in innovative processes combined with other multiple datasets from different sources to
provide new and innovative services to citizens. (McKinsey Global Institute, 2011)
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Improvements in efficiency. This area covers the applications that provide better services and
continuous improvement based on the personalization of services and learning from the
performance of such services. Some examples of applications in this area are:


Personalization of public services to adapt to citizen needs. This is achieved through the
segmentation and tailoring of public services to individuals, and by increasing efficiency
and citizen satisfaction. For example providing a tailored service to unemployed people
in the employment agency providing personalized guidance and even a training plan to
adapt their skills to the current needs in the job market. This segmentation can also be
used for tax audits to target specific segments of taxpayers more prone to commit fraud
or with a professional activity more difficult to control. (McKinsey Global Institute, 2011)



Improving public services through internal analytics, based on the analysis of
performance indicators. Exploiting information already available from current processes
can help to improve performance and compare it across different geographical units, or
even provide information on vendors and service providers, allowing better procurement
decisions, and therefore, saving money. (Yiu, 2012)

In relation to the use of information from internet content, including social networks, it should be
noted that the data that users provide voluntarily, or as a requirement for users to create their
accounts, is not always reliable, and quite often extracted data may be clearly biased from
reality. However through the connections a user of a social network has, it is possible to
determine the actual user profile.
Specific user’s needs
From the surveys performed during the elaboration of this report the following benefits where
reported for the public sector. More information on the survey can be found in section 3.1
Implementation of Research Methodology.

Figure 3: How aware is your Organization of Big Data business opportunities?
According to Figure 3, from the 22 representatives from public sector that answered, none of
their organizations is using currently Big Data. One is building its scenario to plan the
deployment of a Big Data solution, 10 organizations have medium term plans to use Big Data,
and the other 11 have not defined a strategy yet. From these data it can be understood that the
public sector is not one of the most advanced in the application of Big Data technologies for the
improvement of its operations.
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Figure 4: In your opinion, what benefits for your organization will the use of Big Data have?
According to the results presented in Figure 4, sharing data with 3rd parties and providing better
service to citizens could be the greatest benefits of the use of Big Data in public sector
organizations, followed by providing new services and the internal efficiency. So breaking the
silo culture and improving the service are the top issues in public organizations where Big Data
can help.

Figure 5: What data do you think would be valuable to collect for your Big Data strategy?
According to results from Figure 5, the most valuable information to collect for Big Data strategy
is current data (information required for developing the functions of the public body) and citizen
data (so, that is, having a better knowledge of the “customer”).
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Figure 6: Which of this data are you already collecting and which one do you plan to collect?
The data currently collected or planned to collect, as shown in Figure 6, the data collected by
most of public bodies is historical and current data, followed by citizen and service data.
Compared with the information from Figure 5, it is a good starting position so mostly the current
data managed for the provision of services and citizens’ data are already being collected, and
that is the data with the most perceived value.

Figure 7: Your organization and data storage in the cloud?
Regarding the use of cloud storage for the data in public bodies, it is still a minority who is using
(15%) and for the rest opinions are divided among those who will implement the use of cloud
storage and those who does not have any intention of using it. This can be linked with the
opinions from the survey performed for the formulation of the European Big Data Value
Partnership, where one conclusion was that the public sector still needs some regulation
development to trust cloud solutions.
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3.3.2 Stakeholder: Roles and Interest
According to (Correia, 2004), the public sector stakeholders in relation to the Public Sector
Information (PSI) point of view can be classified in two main categories: societal and state
stakeholders. While the first comprises citizens and businesses, the second comprises
policymakers and administrations.
Figure 8 provides a vision of the public sector information system, where the different groups of
stakeholders involved are seen as entities (people and organisations) with distinctive
characteristics and playing different roles.

Figure 8: Public Sector Information Stakeholders in the PSI system (Correia, 2004)
According to the previous classification, the following stakeholders in Table 1 had been
identified, that may be impacted by the development of Big Data in the European public sector:

Category

Group

Stakeholder

Interest in Big Data

Society

Citizens

EU citizens

Citizen organizations which take care of the
improvement of public services through the use of
ICT, and also those who care about the
exploitation of personal data held by Public
Administrations. See Citizens for Europe site
(www.citizensforeurope.eu) for a representative
sample of civil organizations concerned about
these issues.

Businesses

European
SMEs

SMEs organizations which take care of the
improvement of public services through the use of
ICT.
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Category

State

Group

Policymakers

Stakeholder

Interest in Big Data

ICT Industry

ICT companies, alliances or associations dealing
with the application of Big Data to the public sector.

European
Commission

The European Commission has two main bodies
which deal with the policies for the use of PSI and
ICT:
 DG Informatics (DIGIT): According to its
mission statement its goal is to enable the
Commission to make effective and efficient use
of
Information
and
Communication
Technologies in order to achieve its
organisational and political objectives
 DG Communications Networks, Content and
Technology (CNECT): According to its mission
statement this DG helps to harness information
& communications technologies in order to
create jobs and generate economic growth; to
provide better goods and services for all; and to
build on the greater empowerment which digital
technologies can bring in order to create a
better world, now and for future generations.

Governments
Each government from the countries of the EU has
of
the
EU competences in the framework of the European
countries
legislation about the policies on the use and
exploitation of PSI.
They are responsible for the organization of Public
Administration in each country, its systems
simplification, procedures and forms. Therefore
responsible for the procedures for the exploitation
of PSI.
Administrations Administrations
from
EU
countries and
the EU itself

Public sector bodies and agencies responsible for
the management of PSI. It refers to all levels of
administration; national, regional and local, as well
as to public agencies and companies (see below in
section 3.4.3 Available Data Sources, the definition
of the public sector scope).

Table 1: Europe PSI stakeholders

3.4. Industrial Background
The evolution of information technologies in the public sector has developed in parallel to the
evolution in the private sector, often, taking advantage of the solutions developed for the last
one.
However, since the massive advent of Internet technologies many European Governments
realized of the potential of establishing a new channel of communication with citizens and
businesses, available anytime from everywhere. This denoted the existence of internal data
silos, since one public department or agency had no integration with the systems from other
public bodies that should provide information for a given administrative process. This means
that, in many cases, the citizen interacting through e-Government applications, or even in
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person in the public offices, had to provide information already available by the public
administration, but not available in that specific public service.
In this section we will analyse how the available Big Data technologies and the current situation
of budgetary constraints and other structural factors like aging populations, may provide an
opportunity to boost this sector productivity and optimization.

3.4.1 Characteristics of the European Public Sector
The European public sector is one of the most developed in relation to the services it provides.
Nevertheless, the current budgetary constraints, due to the financial crisis, are pressing
European Governments to reduce public debt levels. According to OECD statistics, European
public sector accounts for 10 to 30 per cent of GDP expenditure. This situation will have a long
term impact across Europe’s public budgets.
Besides this, there is a major structural impact, the population pyramid with aging populations,
which will lead an increasing demand for medical and social services in the coming decades.
According to (McKinsey Global Institute, 2011) by 2025 near 30 per cent of the population in
developed countries will be aged 60 or over. Since public services in Europe provide most of
these health and social services, European governments will have to face an optimization of this
type of expenditure.
The optimization cited above translates into raising public sector productivity that is, enhancing
performance. Public sector is the major employer in advanced economies, but it lacks
productivity growth compared to the private sector. So, the public sector is not taking full
advantage of the technological and organization improvements that the private sector is
applying.
In addition, as stated by (Bossaert, 2012), according to OECD statistics, over 30% of public
employees of central government in 13 countries will leave during the next 15 years. Moreover,
the public sector, compared to the private sector, relies on a far older workforce, who will have
to work longer in the future.

3.4.2 Market Impact and Competition
There is no direct market impact nor competition, as public sector is not a productive sector,
even its expenditure represented 49,3% of GDP in 2012 of EU281. The major part of the sector
income is collected through taxes and social contributions, therefore, it can be said that the
impact of Big Data technologies is in terms of efficiency as the more efficient the public sector
is, the better is for the society, as less resources (taxes) need to be collected to provide the
same level of service. Therefore, the most effective public sector has the least negative impact
on the economy, and therefore in the rest of productive sectors, and the most positive impact on
society. This is the reason why the improvement of public sector through technologies like Big
Data, may have a positive effect on the whole economy, not just in terms of required resources,
but also in terms of the quality of the services provided like for example education, health, social
services, active policies and security, to mention some of the most representative.

3.4.3 Available Data Sources
First, we should have a clear view of what is the information available in the public sector. In
Directive 2003/98/EC (The European Parliament and the Council of The European Union,
2003), on the re-use of public sector information, defines PSI as follows:
1

Eurostat. Government finance statistics. Summary tables – 2/2013. Data 1997-2012
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“It covers any representation of acts, facts or information – and any compilation of such acts,
facts or information – whatever its medium (written on paper, or stored in electronic form or as a
sound, visual or audio-visual recording), held by public bodies. A document held by a public
sector body is a document where the public sector body has the right to authorise re-use.”
According to (Correia, 2004), concerning the availability of the information produced by those
public bodies, and in the absence of specific guidelines, the producing body is free to decide
how to make it available: directly to the end-users, establishing a public/private partnership, or
outsourcing the commercial exploitation of that information to private operators. The Directive
2003/98/EC clarifies that activities falling outside the public task “will typically include supply of
documents that are produced and charged for exclusively on a commercial basis and in
competition with others in the market”.
About the nature of the PSI available, there are several approaches. The Green paper on PSI
(European Commission, 1998) proposes some classifications like the following in Figure 9 and
Figure 10.

Figure 9: PSI distinction between administrative and non-administrative

Figure 10: PSI distinction regarding its relevance
Additionally it can be distinguished according to its potential market value. And in some cases
according to the content of personal data (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11: PSI distinction according to its anonimity
The most important amount of data produced by public sector is textual or numerical, versus
other sectors like healthcare which produces a large amount of electronic images. As a result of
e-government initiatives undertaken during the past 15 years a great part of this data is created
in digital form, 90 per cent according to (McKinsey & Company, 2011).
Even though, one major problems public sector is facing, is the low level of integration of
information among public bodies, some due to cultural heritance, like the lack of a central
identity database in countries like UK, and others due to the fact that every public body was
performing like a closed organization, and therefore organizing their information in data silos.
According to the survey performed for the formulation of the European Big Data Value
Partnership to public sector representatives, the key data asset is the whole system of public
sector, registries, databases and information systems, being the most significant:


Citizens, business and properties (e.g. base registries, transactions)



Fiscal data



Security data



Document management especially as the electronic transactions are growing. Moreover
there is an initiative for transparency that forces the public bodies to publish their official
decision



Public procurement and expenses



Public bodies and employees



Geographical data mainly related to cadastral



Content related to culture, education and tourism



Legislative documents



Statistical data (socioeconomic data that could be used by private sector)



The importance of geospatial data will be increasing in the future
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3.4.4 Drivers and Constraints
Public sector is positioned to benefit largely from Big Data as long as burdens to its use can be
overcome. This sector is both transaction and user (citizen) intensive, so it can apply most of
the Big Data benefits, in particular those based on the segmentation of citizens and analytics on
large datasets. The sector has a low productivity compared to others, so improvements on
performance can be gained quickly with the use of internal analytics and new applications of Big
Data.
As an example of this, according to the survey among U.S. state IT officials released by the
TechAmerica Foundation (TechAmerica Foundation), Big Data can help to improve many areas
in public sector services by using real-time applications of Big Data, see Figure 12 below, while
presenting a potential 10% of savings from public budgets. These arguments are welcome in
these times of economic turbulence that challenge public spending, which from the operational
point of view seems to support the implementation of these initiatives while ensuring a
reasonable ROI.

Figure 12: Areas of improvement of public services in the U.S.(TechAmerica Foundation)
Another potential area of development is where governments can act as catalysts in the
development of a data ecosystem through the opening of their own datasets, and actively
managing their dissemination and use (World Economic Forum, 2012). In this regard, Open
Data initiatives are a starting point for boosting a data market that can take advantage from
open information (content) and the Big Data technologies. Therefore active policies in the area
of Open Data can benefit the private sector, and in return facilitate the growth of this industry in
Europe, which is one of the goals of the BIG initiative. At the end this will benefit public budgets
with an increase of tax incomes from this growing European data industry.
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3.4.5 Role of Regulation and Legislation
Two regulatory aspects have a specific impact on Big Data in public sector. One is the data
protection legislation, and the second one is the PSI legislation.
New General Data Protection Regulation. The currently Data protection Directive in force EU
Directive, was created to regulate the progression of personal data within the European Union.
Officially known as the Directive 95/46/EC the legislation is part of the EU privacy and human
rights law.
The new regulation has been approved by the European Parliament, and is pending approval
by the Council. The agreement is expected before the end of 2014 and it will have legal effect
two years from the date it will be formally adopted by the Parliament and the Council. The main
changes proposed in the new directive are the following:


One regulatory framework across Europe: The aim of the new European Data Protection
Regulation is to harmonise the current data protection laws in place across the EU
member states. The fact that it is a “regulation” instead of a “directive” means it will be
directly applicable to all EU member states without a need for national implementing
legislation.



Data breach notification: The revised framework is widely expected to require
organisations to notify users and authorities about data breaches within 72 hours.
Companies need to take responsibility for the data they own, and it is vital for end users
to be aware of compromised information so they can take protective measures such as
changing passwords.



Right to be forgotten: One of the most contentious proposals is the right to be forgotten.
The proposal says people will be able to ask for data about them to be deleted.
Organisations will have to comply unless there are legitimate grounds to retain the data.
Internet users must also give explicit consent to use data about them, be notified when
their data is collected, and be told for what purpose it is being processed and how long it
will be stored.



Regulatory intervention: In general, organisations can also expect greater regulatory
intervention, with wider powers and an expanded role for supervisory authorities.

Firms that fail to comply with the proposed new rules will be fined up to 100 000 000 EUR or up
to 5% of the annual worldwide turnover in case of an enterprise, whichever is greater.
Some analysis on how this directive affects Big Data and Open Data initiatives have been
published (Hunton & Williams LLP, 2013). In particular two scenarios have been assessed:


When Big Data is analysed to detect trends and correlations in the information the data
controller’s technical and organizational safeguards are paramount. The data controller
needs to be able to achieve functionally separate processing of existing personal data
for Big Data purposes as well as guarantee the confidentiality and security of the data.



When the processing of Big Data directly affects individuals. It is considered that specific
opt-in consent will almost always be necessary. In particular, organizations should
provide data subjects and consumers with easy access to profiles and disclose their
underlying decision criteria.

The specific provisions of the Data Protection Directive relating to historical and statistical
research are relevant to Big Data processing.
Regarding open data, it is considered that the publication of personal data does not exclude the
application of data protection law. Data protection law applies as soon as information relating to
identified or identifiable individuals is processed, whether or not the information is publicly
available.
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New PSI directive. The new PSI directive was approved by the European Parliament on the
13th June 2013, and it will have to be transposed in 24 months from the date of entry into force.
The update of the 2003 PSI Directive had the objective to reach a Europe-wide consensus in
making PSI readily available, which will help bridge the current gap between member states’
levels of openness regarding non-personal data that is produced, stored, or harvested by the
public sector.
The EC strongly believes that more open PSI means citizens have at their disposal reliable
knowledge regarding Government, thus enabling them to participate actively in the public arena,
fostering a sort of ‘E-democracy’.
Some notable changes in the new PSI directive are:


libraries, museums, and archives are now be covered under the directive



all legally public documents are subject to reuse under the directive



any charges are be limited to marginal costs of reproduction, provision and
dissemination



documents and metadata are to be made available for reuse under open standards and
using machine readable formats

Most notable is the novel insistence that disclosing PSI data for reuse be obligatory. The parent
version of the directive had merely encouraged this practice, leaving it at a suggestion. Now,
European national governments will be required to provide access to all PSI data – ranging from
digital maps to weather data to traffic statistics – at zero or marginal cost. Also new is the
explicit inclusion of cultural institutions, such as museums, libraries, and archives. The expected
effect of this new set of guidelines is also to generate income (EPSIplatform, 2013).
One main concern public sector may have is about the obligation disclosing PSI it must be clear
who will be responsible for related costs, as the local, and some regional administrations may
not have budget to set-up required infrastructures unless some public platforms are set-up an
made available to fulfil such obligations. How this effort will be funded is not clear and will be a
key issue to facilitate the availability of the mandatory data, especially in countries that are
under the spotlight for deficit reduction.
According to the answers to the survey performed for the formulation of the European Big Data
Value Partnership, the legislation in Europe still has to provide answers to the following issues:


The new PSI directive does not provide an answer for a licensing model for public sector
information, so this is a challenge to be solved during its application.



The challenge, and possibly a market barrier, of data aggregation across administrative
boundaries in a non-request-based manner, i.e. creating Big Data sets. Besides, in
some of the countries there are legal constraints for the reuse of PSI beyond the original
purposes for which the data was collected for, or even collecting new data just for
analytical purposes. So the concept of data protection is not so well developed so far, as
Big Data efforts tend to produce results so sensitive.



Confidence in cloud computing and storage solutions in terms of privacy.



Legislative support to public sector in the development of Big Data solutions in several
dimensions. It’s a question of having a public sector leadership in this domain, that is, a
common policy to embrace this topic, not in a fragmented way.



Legislators, jurists and technologists must work together for the development of the most
suitable regulations for the development of public sector without violating privacy rights
and security.
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3.5. Big Data Application Scenarios
3.5.1 Monitoring and supervision of regulated activities for on-line
gambling operators
Description: The goal of this application scenario is to monitor the on-line gambling operators
for the control of regulated activities and detection of fraud. The amount of data received in realtime, on daily, and monthly basis cannot be processed with standard database tools. Nowadays
the data is received and stored, but no active analysis is performed, only on-demand. The user
of this application is the public body in charge of the supervisory activity. This procedure is a
regulatory obligation from the public administration; the on-line gambling operators must provide
the information to the regulatory public through a specific communications channel. Real-time
data is received from gambling operators every five minutes.
Example Use Cases: Gambling operators must send to the supervisory body information on
the following frequency and content.
Daily and monthly information on (growth rate of 50%)


User registration



Game accounts



Gambling operator account



Jackpots and living games

Real-time information (growth rate of 50%)


Games

The supervisor still has to define the use cases on which to apply the analysis of data received.
User Value:





User Impact: high, due to the potential for fraud detection and criminal investigation. In
the future, under court request, data will be analysed aggregating bank account
operations and tax information.
Maturity: Implemented manually (functionality available but without Big Data).
Financial Impact: Not defined yet.

Prerequisites


Data Security and Privacy Requirements.

Data Sources: Operational data from on-line gambling operators.
Type of Analytics: Advanced Analytics (e.g. pattern recognition)
Required Big Data Technologies: Stream reasoning technology, Complex Event Processing.
Sources: (McKinsey Global Institute, 2011)

3.5.2 Operative efficiency in Labour Agency
Description: The goal of this application scenario is to enable a new range of personalized
services, improve customer services and cut operations costs in German Federal Labour
agency. All unemployed workers were receiving the same standard services despite having
different profiles. Reduce spending by €10 billion yearly and reduce the amount of time that
unemployed workers took to find employment. It is an efficiency improvement of an existing
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public service. It analysed historical data on its customers, including histories, interventions and
the time they took to find a job, to develop a segmentation based on this analysis.
Example Use Cases: Based on the segmentation the Labour agency could tailor its
interventions for unemployed workers. The agency built capabilities for producing and analysing
data that enabled a range of new programs and new approaches to existing programs. The
Labour agency is now able to analyse outcomes data for its placement programs more
accurately, spotting those programs that are relatively ineffective and improving or eliminating
them. The agency has greatly refined its ability to define and evaluate the characteristics of its
unemployed and partially employed customers. As a result, it has developed a segmented
approach that helps the agency offer more effective placement and counselling to more
carefully targeted customer segments. Surveys of their customers show that they perceive and
highly approve of the changes it is making.
User Value:





User Impact: high, it has reached the goals of reducing the cost of the service, and
providing a better service to the users, as now they are able to find a new job in a
shorter period of time.
Maturity: Implemented.
Financial Impact: saving of €10 billion yearly in costs for the public Labour agency.

Data Sources: Historical data of users
Type of Analytics: Pattern recognition
Required Big Data Technologies: Data extraction, ETL tools, Enterprise process mining tools,
Linked data, Data Analysis to find correlation patterns.
Sources: Interviews

3.5.3 Public Safety in Smart Cities
Description: Smart cities equipped with sensors and elaborate linked data infrastructures help
the public sector keep cities and their citizens safe. Many safety scenarios require quick
decision making based on the current situational awareness picture. Having accurate and up-todate information allows better and faster responses during emergencies and results in less
damage and casualties. Typical sources for obtaining such information can come from
emergency response calls, surveillance cameras and mobile forces (such as a police patrol car)
that arrived at a site. In recent years social media have shown interesting potential for gathering
information that aids obtaining an accurate situational awareness picture (van Kasteren, Ulrich,
Srinivasan, & Niessen, 2014).
Social media networks such as Twitter allow users to constantly report about their surroundings
and life in an unconstrained format. In a sense such systems can be seen as a low-cost global
sensing network for gathering near real-time information about emergencies. The assumption is
that if an emergency takes place individuals at that location are likely to report their
observations. Although a lot of information posted on social media networks is unrelated to any
kind of safety or security event, Big Data analytics can be used to filter out the information of
interest. This can be done by automatically clustering a large number of posts appearing at a
certain location and recognizing such clusters as safety relevant or irrelevant using machine
learning algorithms. A more detailed technical description of this technology can be found in the
data analytics white paper of the big project (BIG consortium, 2014).
All gathered information is collected in a command and control centre where an operator can
decide how to steer available mobile forces. Not only social media analytics help in establishing
an accurate situational awareness picture, also video analytics and audio analytics can be used
for automatic detection of aggression, gunshots or unusual behaviour using anomaly detection.
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Performing such analytics services on all sensors deployed in a city brings us into the Big Data
domain. Data from each sensor can be processed independently or can be fused to obtain a
single consistent hypothesis of the current situation, both with their own Big Data computational
challenges.
Example Use Cases: Urban Shield is a Connected City solution from AGT International12. It is
an Internet of Things (IoT) platform for cities that can collect a constant stream of data from
video and face recognition cameras, license plate recognition cameras, databases, social media
inputs and other information sources. An analytics engine converts the incoming data into a
comprehensive and constantly updated picture of the urban environment, giving a unified
situational awareness picture for decision makers. The solution has been successfully deployed
in some of the most challenging urban environments globally, including one of the largest and
most sophisticated safe city deployments in the world.
User Value:




User Impact: quick response to emergencies, prevention of damages and less
casualties.
Maturity: commercial solutions available.
Financial Impact: not evaluated, optimization of public resources for surveillance and
security.

Prerequisites


Integration of all data sources into a cluster of analytical systems for the different types
of data

Data Sources: Sensors, social networks, CCTV, emergency services (text and speech)
Type of Analytics: Real time Analytics, Sentiment mining technologies, Image analysis,
Machine learning, Text and speech analysis.
Required Big Data Technologies: Sensor, data acquisition techniques, Linked data
technology, Stream data reasoning, Image processing, Speech recognition, Modelling and
simulation tools domain specific.
Sources: (van Kasteren, Ulrich, Srinivasan, & Niessen, 2014), AGT International

3.5.4 Predictive policing using open data
Description: Open data initiatives make datasets freely available to the public, so data can be
used without restrictions from copyright or patents. Governments around the world have started
open data initiatives to make public sector data available to the public for sake of transparency
and to allow third parties to offer services based on the data. One such service can be
described as predictive policing where historical crime data is used to automatically discover
trends and patterns in the data. Such patterns help in gaining insights into crime related
problems a city is facing and allow a more effective and efficient deployment of mobile forces
(Wang, Rudin, Wagner, & Sevieri, 2013).
Example Use Cases: The real world effectiveness of predictive policing has currently not been
evaluated by any independent researchers. However, the commercially successful company
PredPol has received a lot of media coverage and has installed their system in numerous cities
in the United States, including Los Angeles and Seattle. They claim crime decreased by 13% in

1

http://www.prnewswire.co.uk/news-releases/agt-international-raises-the-bar-for-safe-city-solutions201069651.html
2
https://www.agtinternational.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/AGT-Connected-City-SolutionBrochure.pdf
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the four months following the rollout of their system in a district of Los Angeles, compared to an
increase of 0.4% in the rest of the city.
User Value:




User Impact: significant decrease in crime, efficient use of mobile forces.
Maturity: some commercial solutions available.
Financial Impact: not evaluated, optimization of security resources.

Prerequisites


Availability of digitalized historical crime data for the area where the system is deployed

Data Sources: Historical crime data.
Type of Analytics: Pattern recognition.
Required Big Data Technologies: Data extraction, ETL tools, Machine learning.
Sources: (Wang, Rudin, Wagner, & Sevieri, 2013), (Main page, PredPol)

3.6. Requirements
The situation in public sector is that there are not many requirements for the development of
specific technologies with direct application in the sector, rather the requirements are for the
lack of political willingness to regulate and effectively use the Big Data technologies. Many
challenges are foreseen in the application of these high potential technologies in the public
sector, so it is required to address such issues to pave the way for the successful development
of Big Data in the sector. Most of the conclusions presented here have been extracted from the
specific BIG survey and from the surveys performed for the formulation of the European Big
Data Value Partnership.
Interoperability. It is the main obstacle to exploit data assets for the application of Big Data
solutions in public sector because the lack of standardization of data schemas. The lack of
interoperability is boosted by the fragmentation of data ownership that leads to the data silo
problem. It is an issue that can only be solved from public sector itself with a willingness to
harmonize and integrate. In this sphere it is also the lack of interoperability among EU member
states.
Legislative support and political willingness. There is a lack of legislation granting the
access to data not generated by public sector, here the Intellectual property rights is an issue
that should be tackled, as it creates uncertainty and is a hinder to the reuse of the data. In some
cases the licenses for public sector data available are not always clear. The process of creating
new legislation is often too slow to keep up with fast-moving technologies and business
opportunities. Another dimension is the regulation for the use of cloud computing, so public
sector can trust cloud solutions. Furthermore, the lack of European based Big Data cloud
computing operators within the European market is also a barrier for the adoption.
Privacy and security issues. The aggregation of data across administrative boundaries in a
non-request-based manner, is a real challenge as this information combined may reveal highly
sensitive personal and security information, not only compromising individual privacy but also
civil security. Access rights to the required data sets for an operation must be justified and
obtained. Whenever comes to a new operation a notification or a license must be obtained from
the Data Privacy Agency. Anonymity is an issue in those cases, so data dissociation to keep
privacy is required. Individual privacy and public security concerns must be addressed before
governments and society actors can be convinced to share data more openly, not only
publically but sharing in a restricted manner with other governments or international entities.
Big Data skills. There’s a lack of skilled data scientists and technologist to be able to capture
and process these new data sources. As far as it will be massively adopted in business it will
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become harder to find skilled Big Data professionals. In the public sector areas where Big Data
is more actively pursued –at research and intelligence agencies– there are currently workers
with such skills available to manage Big Data projects. However, in a few years’ time, when
there will be a high demand in Big Data skills across the government agencies and in the
industry in general. Public body Agencies could go a fair distance with the skills they already
have, but then they’ll need to make sure those skills advance (1105 Government Information
Group). Besides the most technical oriented people, there is a lack of knowledge in business
oriented people, so they must be aware first in what Big Data can help them to solve public
sector challenges and also preparing the regulatory framework for succesful development of Big
Data applications.
Other requirements. Legacy technologies and technology adoption. For existing and old
technologies, lack of compatibility and vendor lock in, are the most important challenges. For
the introduction of new Big Data technologies there is the natural uncertainty and learning
curve.
Lack of a clear strategy for Big Data, therefore the identification of problems that can be solved
with Big Data and searching for the right data is a real challenge. Willingness to supply and to
adopt, and also to know how to use it.
Common national or European approaches. Need of common national or European approaches
(policies) – like the European policies for interoperability and open data. Lack of leadership in
this field.
A general mismatch between business intelligence in general and Big Data in particular in the
public sector. Decision-making in the private sector has been slowly adopting business
intelligence as a real tool but in the public sector, where the decision mechanisms are much
different, this has not occurred.
As showed in Figure 13 from the answers to the BIG survey, the non-technical challenges are
those rated higher, like the adoption process, the lack of skilled people and the security threats.

Figure 13: What are the most important key challenges you would face for adopting Big Data?
From a generic cross sectorial Big Data opportunities survey report, on the specific question on
which are the business barriers for developing Big Data, a large segment, 43%, say the lack of
budget holds them back, while 35% are also concerned with a lack of skills. About a third
mention both data governance issues as well as lack of urgency from business management,
two highly inter-related issues. The ability to help business users connect with the data that is
available to them is an important emerging role for data professionals, as can be seen in Figure
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14 (McKendrick, 2013). This generic picture is alligned in many issues with the requirements in
public sector, skills, data governance (leadership and legislative support)

Figure 14: Big Data Business Barriers (McKendrick, 2013)

3.7. Implementation of Research Methodology
The implementation of the research methodology for the collection of requirements for public
sector was done following the research methodology with these specific actions.
For the first step is was performed a literature review to identify the main sector stakeholders
and identification of those use case applications already deployed in the public sector. Likewise,
potential improvement areas in the sector and the analysis of users’ needs and the
characteristics of the sector in Europe were identified.
Second step.
For the second step a survey with 15 questions clustered into three parts designed to collect
the understanding of the state of the art as far as Big Data adoption is concerned:
I – Identification of Organization
II –Relevance of Big Data for your organization
III –Big Data in your organization
The survey was distributed to 28 public administrations, five of them answered, two of them
through an interview. The template of the survey can be found at Annex 1 Big Data
Questionnaire for Public Sector.
Third step
For the third step, two validation workshops were organised. On the 16th April 2013, the First
workshop Building Europe’s roadmap for Big Data in the Public Sector was held in Madrid.
During this workshop additional questionnaires were distributed, and a total of 8 answers were
collected. On the 3rd July 2013, the Second workshop Building Europe’s roadmap for Big Data
in the Public Sector was held in Bratislava. During this workshop additional questionnaires were
distributed, and a total of 9 answers were collected.
Additional information was collected as part of the BIG DATA VALUE interviews conducted by
Atos during February 2014. A total of 9 interviews were performed.
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The inputs collected from the surveys have been also taken into consideration for the
elaboration of the final version of this report. All the inputs collected in the interviews and the
surveys have been integrated in this requirements report.

3.8. Conclusion and Recommendations
It can be said that public sector it is more or less aware of the potentials of these technologies,
but the path to success is not currently clear due to some uncertainties, the most important of
which are:


Lack of political willingness to make public sector take advantage of these technologies,
It is required a change in mindset of public sector senior officials.



Lack of skilled people, business oriented people, aware of where and how Big Data can
help to solve public sector challenges, and who may help to prepare the regulatory
framework for the successful development of Big Data solutions.



New General Data Protection Regulation and the PSI directives display some
uncertainties about the impact on the implementation of Big Data and Open Data
initiatives in the public sector. Specifically, Open Data is set to be a catalyst from the
public sector to the private sector to establish a powerful data industry.



It needs to gain momentum. Today, there is more marketing around Big Data in public
sector than real experiences from which to learn which applications are more profitable
and how it should be deployed. This requires the development of standard sets of Big
Data solutions for the sector.



There are many bodies in public administration (especially in those which are widely
decentralized), so much energy is lost and will remain so until a common strategy is
realised for the reuse of cross technology platforms.

The recommendation is that in order to take advantage of these technologies, the sector should:


Set up a European leadership that establishes generic strategies and approaches as a
guidance for the implementation of Big Data solutions in the European public sector.



Reuse the experience from successful implementations in the sector, and those
applicable from other sectors.



Launch heterogeneous task forces (legal, business and IT people) for the development
of solutions with solid legal and regulatory foundations.



Solve the fragmentation of the public data ownership in an optimal way.

3.9. Abbreviations and acronyms
DG

Directorate General

EC

European Commission

ETL

Extract, Transform, Load

EU

European Union

EU28

European Union – 28 countries

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

ICT

Information and Communication Technologies

IoT

Internet of Things
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OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

PSI

Public Sector Information

ROI

Return of Investment

SME

Small and Medium Enterprises
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4.

Finance & Insurance

4.1. Implementation of Research Methodology
The information contained in this chapter is mainly based on aggregated data collected from
existing public data sources, including informed opinion from financial newspapers and blogs,
reliable sources from financial service providers, state-of-the-art from financial-related research
projects (some of them from the FP7 program) and our own expertise on the field. All
references are provided at the end of the chapter in the section 4.9.
The final outcome of the Sector Requisite Analysis is an important input for the final Roadmap
Development (Deliverable D2.4.2). The description of application scenarios will help to identify
the required technologies and the description of technical and non-technical requirements, the
temporal alignment and ranking of the associated technical requirement.

4.2. Introduction
4.2.1 Definition of Big Data in Finance Sector
The finance and insurance sector by nature has been an intensively data driven industry for
many years, with financial institutes having managed large quantities of customer data and
areas such as capital market trading for example, having used data analytics for some time.
The business of insurance is based on the analysis of data to understand and effectively
evaluate risk. Actuaries and Underwriting professionals depend upon the analysis of data to be
able to perform their core roles, so we can safely state that data is a dominant force in this
sector.
There is however an increasing prevalence of data which falls into the generic definition of Big
Data, i.e. high volume, high velocity and high variety information assets and this is born out of
the advent of new customer, market and regulatory data surging from multiple sources, ever
increasing in volume. To add to the complexity, is the co-existence of structured and unstructured data. Unstructured data in the financial services and insurance industry can be
identified as an area where there is a vast amount of un-exploited business value. For example,
there is much commercial value to be derived from the large volumes of insurance claim
documentation which would predominately be in text form and contains descriptions entered by
call centre operators, notes associated with individual claims and cases. With the help of Big
Data technologies not only can we more efficiently extract value from such a data source, but
we can analyse this form of unstructured data in conjunction with a wide variety of data sets to
extract faster, targeted commercial value. An important characteristic of Big Data in this industry
is Value – how can a business not only collect and manage Big Data, but how can the data
which holds value be identified and how can organisations forward-engineer (as opposed to
retrospectively evaluate) commercial value from this.

4.3. Analysis of Industrial Needs
4.3.1 User Needs
The advent of Big Data in financial services can bring numerous advantages to financial
institutions. Benefits which come with the greatest commercial impact are highlighted as follows:
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4.3.1.1
Enhanced levels of customer insight, engagement and
experience
With the digitization of financial products and services and with the increasing trend of
customers interacting with brands or organizations in the digital space, there is an opportunity
for financial services organizations to enhance their level of customer engagement and
proactively improve the customer experience. Many argue that this is the most crucial area for
financial institutes to start leveraging Big Data technology to stay ahead or even just keep up
with competition. To help achieve this, Big Data technologies and analytical techniques can help
derive insight from newer unstructured sources such as social media. Customers are
increasingly making their likes and dislikes known in the digital space, interacting with
organizations online, expressing their experience with a particular organization within their
digital sphere of influence. Big Data helps banks use “social listening” to understand customer
sentiment in near real time; this creates the opportunity to map this information with data sets
already available to them to grow their engagement with customers. For example, customer
retention or reducing customer ‘churn’ has been an issue for many banks globally. To
implement an effective customer retention strategy and identify the early signs of customer
churn, banks need a full view of customer interaction across multiple channels such as branch
visits, internet transactions, mobile banking actions, social media actions etc. This will allow
banks to detect early warning signs such as reduced interactions and allow them to take
specific actions to enable customer retention and prevent revenue losses. However, one of the
challenges today for financial services organizations is obtaining this complete view. Relevant
customer information is generally held across functional silos which makes it very difficult to
detect early warning signs and carry out corrective actions in near real time. As a result,
strategies are formed based on basic pieces of incomplete information rendering them less
effective. Big Data technologies help banks solve this data management challenge by analysing
the massive volume and variety of data and allow accessing real time customer interactions that
are more likely to provide early warning signs as opposed to providing a retrospective analysis.
Additionally, the availability of sophisticated data matching capabilities can facilitate the
elimination of data silos and provide the desirable ‘complete’ picture of customer interaction.
Big Data does not only facilitate customer retention, but it can also generate additional revenue
streams from existing customers and customer acquisition. This is provided of course, if the
right questions are asked of the data. For example:

 What products sell well together and what products are customers most likely to
purchase in a package?
 What campaigns and offers have the highest chance of success and what types of
customers should a promotion be targeting?
 Can a bank forecast call centre staffing levels based on the expected response from
marketing campaigns?
These questions are by no means new to the industry, but with Big Data enabling organizations
to process huge, variable data sets, these questions can be answered more precisely and faster
than was previously possible. This translates to highly targeted marketing campaigns, increased
relevance in communication to customers, and real time customer interactions. Big Data
technologies and techniques can then also be utilized to gauge the success of such activities by
retrospectively monitoring results. This enables organization to quantify the real commercial
benefit of their investment in Big Data technologies.
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4.3.1.2

Enhanced Fraud detection and prevention capabilities

Financial services institutions have always been vulnerable to fraud. There are individuals and
criminal organizations working to defraud financial institutions and the sophistication and
complexity of these schemes is evolving with time. In the past, banks analysed just a small
sample of transactions in an attempt to detect fraud. This could lead to some fraudulent
activities slipping through the net and other ‘false positives’ being highlighted.
Utilisation of Big Data has meant these organisations are now able to use larger data sets to
identify trends that indicate fraud to help minimise exposure to such a risk. For example, if a
user has travelled to London and their credit card, which they do not use often, is swiped in
Manchester, there is a chance the traditional tracking algorithms will not pick this up as the bank
has a limited view of this customer. Also consider the only parameter being used to track the
fraud in this case would be the user’s credit card transactions. Now if the bank is able to
leverage public social networking data, they could pick up on the fact that the user is in London
and block this fraudulent transaction in Manchester.
This example demonstrates how banks can get a more complete view of the consumer based
on, not just the credit card or enterprise data, but also based on location and social data. The
data from multiple channels means banks can get a 360º view of their customer and update
their fraud protection practices to be more effective.

4.3.1.3

Enhanced Market Trading Analysis

Trading the financial markets started becoming a digitized space many years ago, driven by the
growing demand for the faster execution of trades, which still exists today. Trading strategies
which make the use of sophisticated computer algorithms to rapidly trade the financial markets
are a major benefactor of Big Data.
Market data can be considered itself, as Big Data. It is high in volume, it is generated from a
variety of sources and it is generated at a phenomenal velocity. However, this Big Data does
not necessarily translate into actionable information. The real benefit from Big Data lies in
effectively extracting actionable information and integrating this information with other sources.
Market data from multiple markets and geographies as well as a variety of asset classes can be
integrated with other structured and unstructured sources to create enriched, hybrid data sets (a
combination of structured and unstructured data). This provides a comprehensive and
integrated view of market state and can be used for a variety of activities such as signal
generation, trade execution, Profit & Loss (P&L) reporting and risk measurement, all in real time
hence enabling more effective trading.

4.3.2 Stakeholders: Roles and Interests
The financial system consists of a wide range of actors with different needs and objectives.
Overall all actors shared the same challenges when facing Big Data, but they may have
diverging interests.


Banks. Banking has always been a data-driven business. As consumer banking
relationships get fragmented across multiple channels and as data volumes increase
exponentially, Big Data can help to manage volume as well as to extract new value and
early discovery of emerging trends, customer needs and competitive practices. One of the
most interesting areas lies in the potential to create new revenue streams for banks. By
being placed at the center of the payments network, banks have unique vision into how,
where, with whom and when customers are spending money. By analysing such
information, banks can build an insight into customer intelligence and behaviours that they
may well be able to monetize.
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Lenders. Big Data and deep analytics capabilities offer lenders new occasions to
incorporate more data from more sources, in order to recognize relationships and patterns.
Conversational front ends that better understand queries provide for more real-time
assessments. Big Data can help analyse internal records and correlate them with other
sources of information in order to give banks a more accurate picture of their customers,
and a better ability to forecast which customers are likely and credit-worthy buyers of new
financial products. This solution analyses each customer’s liability to accept a particular offer
and match that customer to the product offer that both maximizes profitability as well as
sticks to underwriting guidelines, regulatory constraints, and internal business rules.
Insurance. Insurance is a business based on information, analysis and relationships. Its
core function of profitable risk management relies on the ability to apply the concerned
algorithms against data on investments and markets. The introduction of business
intelligence software began the evolution of computing in insurance from a calculated,
transaction focus to a strategic, business planning focus. In this sense, their need relies in
managing their structured data with huge amount of information from unstructured data.
Regulators. Financial regulators such as the European Central Bank (ECB), perform the
role of monitoring and regulating the participants in the EU financial system. Regulatory
authorities need to improve the regulatory oversight of securities firms. There is a need for
understanding potential perils, such as product offerings or customer mixes, that firms face,
and improving compliance and supervision. The aim is preventing customer harm or market
abuse. Regulators also need to improve their internal governance, risk management, quality
control and compliance functions.
Supervisors are the executive force in financial market control. Supervisors are clearly
bound by the legal environment set by the regulators. The main challenge for supervisors is
data management. A lack of structure, the absence of common definitions and poor quality
can contribute to making data difficult to understand, manage and share. Supervisors should
be able to form a consistent view on the firms that they supervise, drawing together all of the
information they have available. However, in practice it is often difficult to do, especially
when information is requested on an ad-hoc and on-going basis for diverse reasons and
provided with different granularity and frequency. In the EU financial market, the
establishment of the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) (EC, 2014), expected in
November 2014 can represent a significant opportunity for Big Data.
Customers. Bank customers, especially individuals, have very limited opportunities to
actively engage in the design of solutions. However, as the finance sector is becoming a
very competitive customer-oriented industry, clients can benefit from an improved customer
experience by means of better and more personalized services. At the same time, as they
become more aware about their privacy rights, they can demand for more protection on their
personal data.

4.4. Industrial Background
4.4.1 Characteristics of the European Financial Sector
During the past decades, the European Union (EU) financial markets integrated at a rapid pace,
boosted by regulatory measures, such as the single market in financial services and the
monetary union (EMU), which pursued to reduce regulatory obstacles in order to smooth crossborder activity. Yet, integration was unequal across the EU markets and countries, with
remaining fragmentation notably in several domestic banking markets.
Overall, the euro-area banking and capital market system still remains highly national. Before
the 2008 crisis, integration went farther in markets such as interbank markets and sovereign
bond markets, and was more limited in retail deposit and loan markets, or equity markets. As a
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result, large banks and insurance companies from Western Europe experienced a strong
expansion, establishing strong local presence in the newly opened markets of emerging Europe
(mostly Eastern and South-eastern Europe), and broadening the scope of their activities.
Integration in the euro area (EA) went farther in wholesale funding markets and bond markets
while retail lending markets remained mostly national.
The integration of financial markets stopped in 2008 following the well-known failure of Lehman
Brothers. The 2008 global financial crisis and the subsequent 2010-12 sovereign debt crisis had
a significant impact on the EU financial system, especially on the banking sector. Uncoordinated
actions resulted in a concurrent reduction of cross-border exposures, in particular within the EA,
thus contributing to fragment the financial system and disrupt the transmission channels of
monetary policy. As an indicator of reversed integration, the cross-border penetration at the EU
aggregate level, decreased from 21% in 2007 to 16% in 2012. The collapse of cross-border
exposures was particularly severe in the wholesale funding market and sovereign bond
markets, and amplified adverse sovereign-bank links in the periphery of the EA.
The crisis also casted doubt on the current EU financial structure, traditionally considered a
bank-based system due to the relatively greater role of bank versus capital market-based
intermediation in the euro area economy (which explains the EU economy reliance on the
banking sector). However among European countries there is considerable heterogeneity in the
financial structures. In this sense, EU countries can be clustered in three major financial
systems: (i) Bank-based countries comprise Southern Europe and Central Europe. In this
paradigm, banks are the crucial players in channelling funds from investors to non-financial
organisations. They pool resources of dispersed capital providers and act like delegated
monitors of the firms they lend to, on behalf of deposit holders. (ii) Market-based countries are
located in the North West of Europe. These countries have generally better developed equity
finance markets, including venture capital. Household deposits are somewhat lower than in
bank-based countries. Paradoxically, these countries also have large banking sectors. Banks in
market-based countries have larger cross-border assets and liabilities, and derive a larger
fraction of their income from fees, rather than interest income, than banks in bank-based
countries. (iii) Member states in the East form a separate group.
Financial markets in the EU are concentrated, with financial centres in London, Amsterdam,
Dublin, Frankfurt, Luxembourg, and Paris playing significant roles. The U.K. financial system
plays a central role not only within the EU financial system, but also worldwide, linking many EU
financial systems to the rest of the world. U.K. based banks account for a top-heavy share of
EU banking assets (about a quarter of the total) and the London-based capital markets and
financial institutions account for a substantial share of global finance, including equity issuance,
syndicated loan markets, foreign exchange trading, and Eurobonds issuance among others.
Since the start of the crisis up to the present times, the main challenge for the EU has been
restoring financial stability. In order to provide a common safety net and safeguard the single
market, important steps have been taken towards the banking union for EA countries, the
centralisation and strengthening of supervisory and resolution frameworks (including the
creation of three new European Supervisory Authorities and the European Systemic Risk
Board), and the harmonisation of depositor guarantee schemes, the strengthening of capital
requirements under the Capital requirements regulation and directive (CRR/CRD IV), and
constraints on the provision of liquidity support to ailing financial institutions. The EU is also
promoting measures to reinforce the regulation of financial markets and infrastructures,
especially through the compulsory trading and clearing of derivatives on well-regulated and
transparent platforms. These regulatory actions are going to redefine the landscape of financial
markets in Europe, and at the same time are going to impose new compliance requirements to
financial services organisations.
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4.4.2 Market Impact and Competition
The market for Big Data technology in the financial and insurance domains is in an early stage,
but it is one of the most promising. According to TechNavio’s forecast (Technavio, 2013) the
global Big Data market in the financial services sector will grow at a CAGR of 56.7% over the
period 2012-2016. One of the key factors contributing to this market growth is the need to meet
financial regulations, but the lack of skilled resources to manage Big Data could pose a
challenge.
The key vendors dominating this space include Hewlett-Packard Co., IBM Corp., Microsoft
Corp., and Oracle Corp, which are global, well established players with a generalist profile.
However, the appeal of the market will have a call effect on new entrants in the coming years.
With data being the most important asset, this technology is especially favourable and
differentiating for financial services organisations, as said by the IBM Institute for Business
Value’s report “Analytics: The real-world use of Big Data in financial services” (IBM, 2013). By
leveraging this asset, banks and financial markets firms can gain a comprehensive
understanding of markets, customers, channels, products, regulations, competitors, suppliers,
and employees, what will let them compete better. Therefore, this is a positive trend in the
market and is expected to drive the growth of the global Big Data market in the financial
services sector.
In terms of data strategy, financial services organisations are taking a business-driven approach
to Big Data: business requirements are identified in the first place and then existing internal
resources and capacities are aligned to support the business opportunity, before investing in the
sources of data and infrastructures. However not all financial organisations are keeping the
same pace. According to the IBM report, while 26% are focused on understanding the principal
notions (compared with 24% of global organisations), the majority are either defining a roadmap
related to Big Data (47%) or already conducting Big Data pilots and implementations (27%).
Where they lag behind their cross-industry peers is in using more varied data types within their
Big Data implementations. Slightly more than 21% of these firms are analysing audio data
(often produced in abundance in retail banks’ call centers), while slightly more than 27% report
analysing social data (compared to 38% and 43% respectively, of their cross-industry peers).
This lack of focus on unstructured data is attributed to the on-going struggle to integrate the
organisations’ massive structured data.

4.4.3 Available data sources
The financial service system has several major pools of data which are held by different
stakeholders/parties. Data are classified into three major categories:
1. Structured data. This refers to information with a high degree of organisation, such that
inclusion in a relational database is seamless and readily searchable by simple,
straightforward search engine algorithms or other search operations. Examples of
financial structured data sources are:
o Trading systems (transaction data)
o Account systems (data on account holdings and movements)
o Market data from external providers (e.g. Interactive Data, Reuters, Bloomberg)
o Securities reference data
o Price information
o Technical indicators
o Reference data (identifiers)
o Relation among instruments (e.g. index constituents)
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o
o
o
o
o

Instrument master data
Human Resources systems (employee data)
Customers’ profiles
Portfolios
Financial vocabularies (e.g., reputation vocabulary) and ontologies

2. Unstructured data. Although the financial industry has previously focused on high
velocity market data, it is now moving towards unstructured data to changing trading
dynamics. Unstructured text data usually does have some structure but it does not follow
a record layout, nor are there any embedded metadata tags describing attributes.
Examples of financial unstructured data are:
o Daily stock feeds
o Company announcements (ad-hoc news)
o Online news media
o Articles/Blogs: people writing answers to questions, explaining business
operations and strategies, describing processes and accounting for situations,
incidents, and events that create risks, gains and/or losses.
o Documents
o Social networking media: websites, chats, tweets.
o Multimedia (audio, video)
o Customers’ feedback/experiences.
3. Semi-structured data. It is a form of structured data that does not conform to the formal
structure of data models associated with relational databases or other forms of data
tables, but even so contains tags or markers to separate semantic elements and enforce
hierarchies of records and fields within the data. Examples of semi-structured data are
expressed in meta-languages (mostly XML-based) such as:
o Financial products Markup Language (FpML) for complex financial products.
o Financial Information eXchange (FIX) for international real-time exchange of
information related to the securities transactions and markets.
o Interactive Financial Exchange (IFX) for electronic bill presentment and payment,
business to business payments, business to business banking (such as balance
and transaction reporting, remittance information), automated teller machine
communications, consumer to business payments, and consumer to business
banking.
o Market Data Definition Language (MDDL) is a XML specification to enable
interchange of data necessary to account for, to analyze, and to trade
instruments of the world's financial markets.
o Financial Electronic Data Interchange (FEDI) for exchange of payments between
businesses, customers and vendors.
o Open Financial Exchange (OFX) for the electronic exchange of financial data
between financial institutions, businesses and consumers via the Internet.
o eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) to describe financial
information for public and private companies and other organisations.
o SWIFTStandards to support transactions in the financial markets for payments,
securities, treasury and trade services.
Nowadays the amount of unstructured information in enterprises is around 80-85%. The
financial and insurance industry has vast repositories of structured data in comparison to other
industries, as shown in the figure below. A large amount of this information has its origin inside
the organisations.
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Figure 15: Industry Comparisons on Sources and structure of Data
Source: Tata consultancy services.
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The bulk of data is around financial, economic and trade data, nonetheless a growing segment
of data constitute regulatory and compliance data generated and collected across the firms, as
shown in the figure below.

Figure 16: Industry Comparisons on Sources and structure of Data
Source: Squirro. Use of Unstructured Data in Financial Services 2014.

4.4.4 Drivers and Constraints
4.4.4.1

Drivers

Data Growth
Perhaps the most obvious driver is that financial transaction volumes are growing leading to
data growth in financial services firms. In Capital Markets, the presence of electronic trading has
led to a decrease in the value of individual trades and an increase in the number of trades. The
advent of high turnover trading strategies generates considerable order flow and an even larger
stream of price quotes. Data growth is not limited to capital markets businesses. The
Capgemini/RBS Global Payments study for 2012 (Capgemini, 2012) estimates that the global
number of electronic payment transactions is about 260 billion and growing between 15 and
22% for developing countries. As devices that consumers can use to initiate core transactions
multiply, so too do the number of transactions they make. Not only is the transaction volume
increasing, the data stored for each transaction are also expanding.
Increasing scrutiny from Regulators
Regulators of the industry now require a more transparent and accurate view of financial and
insurance businesses, this means that they no longer want reports; they need raw data.
Therefore financial institutions need to ensure that they are able to analyse their raw data at the
same level of granularity that regulators will be. Financial Institutions need to be able to identify
any issues before the regulators do. This means, financial institutions in fact have no choice, but
to deal with Big Data.
Advancements in technology means increased activity.
Thanks largely to the digitization of financial products and services, the ease and affordability of
executing financial transactions online has led to ever-increasing activity and expansion into
new markets. Individuals can make more trades, more often, across more types of accounts,
because they can do so with the click of a button in the comfort of their own homes. Instead of
visiting a broker to carry out to obtain insurance quotations, users are able to do this on the
move with their mobile device. Increased access and ease of use translates into increased
activity, which in turn translates into rapidly growing data volumes.
Changing business models
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Driven by the aforementioned factors, financial institutions find themselves in a market that is
fundamentally different from the market of even a few years ago. Successful organisations must
be able to quickly apply changes and build agility into their business models or risk losing
market share and the confidence of customers. Adoption of Big Data analytics is also necessary
to help build business models for financial institutions geared towards retention of market share
from the increasing competition coming from other sectors. For example ecommerce
businesses have leveraged Big Data to start supplying consumer credit, if financial institutions
do not adapt their business models, they risk losing their customer base to organisations who
traditionally do not provide financial services.
Customer insight
Up until a decade ago, it may be said that banks owned the relationship with consumers, as
primary source of the consumer’s identity for all financial, and many non-financial transactions.
Today the relationship is reversed: consumers now have transient relationships with multiple
banks. Moreover, even collectively, financial institutions no longer monopolize a consumer’s
financial transactions. Banks no longer have a complete view of their customer’s preferences,
buying patterns and behaviours. Gaining full understanding of a customer’s preferences and
interests are prerequisites for ensuring that banks can address customer satisfaction (in order to
prevent customer churn) and for building more extensive and complete propensity models.
Banks must therefore bring in external sources of information, information that is often
unstructured. Big Data technologies therefore play a focal role in enabling customer centricity in
this new paradigm.

4.4.4.2

Constraints

Old culture and infrastructures.
Many banks still depend on old rigid IT infrastructure, with data siloes and a great many legacy
systems. Big Data, therefore, is an add-on, rather than a completely new standalone initiative.
Banks need to extract the legacy data out, streamline it, build the traceability and lineage. There
may be a lack of organisational agility and skills training, while the key requirement for customer
permission to use data must also be addressed.
Here regulation plays also a critical role. Just as banks may wish to streamline their processes,
they are being asked to add additional process stages, to take up higher capital burdens and
generally act in ways that are opposed to business agility.
Culture is even a bigger barrier to Big Data deployment. Many financial organisations fail to
implement Big Data programs because they are unable to appreciate how data analytics can
improve their core business.
A lack of skills.
A common theme can be noted across the industry regarding the challenge of having access to
the right level of skills. Some organisations have recognised the data and the opportunities the
data presents; however they lack human capital with the right level of skills to be able to bridge
the gap between data and potential opportunity. The skills which are ‘missing’ are those of a
data scientist. A data scientist can be identified as having three keys skills:


Commercial – The ability to translate business problems into technology solutions.



Analytical – Strong statistical/analytical skills with a background particularly geared
towards unstructured data mining. These are not to be confused with the skills of a
statistician.



Technical – Strong scientific or technical skills for example to be able to write scripts
and really extract the core value from data.
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These skills do exist in isolation in the industry, but in depth re-skilling is required to produce the
human capital who can really extract value from Big Data. Some financial services institutes
have sought the skills from outside their own organisation by partnering with specialists in this
area; however an observation can be made to suggest resources possessing all three core
skills are not in abundance.
Data ‘Actionability’.
The next main challenge can be seen in making Big Data actionable. Big Data technology and
analytical techniques enable financial services institutes to get deep insight into customer
behaviour and patterns, but the challenge still lies in organisations being able to take specific
action based on this data. A hypothetical example: if an organisations’ Big Data initiative can
identify in real time a specific target group of customers who are 90% likely for the uptake of a
new offering, but the organisation does not have the technology and the processes to be able to
leverage that information in real time, the information is rendered useless. So the challenge in
organisations is still integrating intelligence from Big Data into operations.
Data privacy and security.
Customer data is a continuing cause for concern. Regulation remains a big unknown: What is
and is not legally permissible in the ownership and use of customer data remains ill-defined,
and that is an inhibiting factor to rapid and large-scale adoption. Here, regulations still differ
from place to place, while practice changes according to generations. Members of “Generation
Y” are more open to sharing information and there is a growing move towards the concept of
data portability (similar to mobile industry). This might seem to encourage churn but it might
also encourage higher levels of trust between customers and banks.

4.4.5 Role Regulation and Legislation
Regulation appears to be a primary external influencer of Big Data and analytic trends.
Increased regulatory uncertainty, regulatory pressures, and global business demands are also
forcing financial services firms to rethink the value of the technologies, data management, and
business processes they use to operate effectively, compete, and manage risk. Stringent
regulatory compliance laws have been put in place to improve operational transparency.
Financial services organisations are held much more accountable for their actions, and are
required to be able to access years of historical data in response to regulators’ requests for
information at any given time. These records must be available on demand, or in some cases
must be normalized and sent to regulators proactively. Partly because of these pressures,
financial services companies have realized that the key to optimizing their business operations
is in maintaining an efficient and scalable data management infrastructure. In other words, the
adoption of Big Data technologies and techniques could be the most efficient way to meet
regulatory constraints around data.

4.5. Big Data Application Scenarios
Sentiment analysis for the financial sector is becoming extremely valuable in monitoring and
predicting financial trends. For that reason, the following section presents a set of Big Data
application scenarios mostly related to this fashion.

4.5.1 Market manipulation detection
Description: Financial markets are often influenced by rumours. Sometimes false rumours are
intentionally placed in order to distract and mislead other market participants. These behaviours
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differ based on the intended outcome of the manipulation. Examples of market abuse are
market sounding and Pump and Dump. Market sounding means the illegal dissemination of
untrue information about a company whose stock is traded on exchanges; this type of
dissemination may damage the integrity of markets, among other effects. In a pump and dump
scenario, false positive reports are published about a company whose shares are tradable with
the goal of encouraging other market participants to buy stock in the corresponding company;
an increase in demand would cause the price of the stock to rise to an artificial level. Therefore,
there is a need for identifying hoaxes and assessing the consistency of new information with
other reliable sources.
User Value: The vast amount and complexity of data already demand sophisticated technology,
and this necessity will continue to grow rapidly. The pressure will increase – not only from
regulators, but also from customers and shareholders – to recognise deviations from regulatory
and internal policies in near time, and to be able to proactively manage these as soon as they
arise. Pattern recognition, as well as intelligent information management and processing, will
play an important role, as we are already seeing in new technology solutions for detecting
potential instances of market manipulation or failures in trading control.
Data Sources: Mostly unstructured information from websites and social communities,
including:
 Sentiment data
 Transaction data (end-user data)
 Market data (e.g. via Interactive Data, Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters, and so on)
 Instrument reference data
 Employee data
Type of Analytics: Sentiment analysis retrieved from pre-defined external sources published
online in social communities. The sentiments expressed in the identified texts are analysed. The
text is examined for keywords (e.g., economic indicators such as “earnings”) and combinations
of words (such as “increased earnings”) and classified based on sentiment polarity (either
positive or negative), expressing direction and intensity. The conducted analyses provide an
overview of sentiments and opinions about companies. These sources may contain insider
knowledge or false information about companies for the purpose of testing the reaction of
market participants. The analysis includes changes in the amount of (daily) information.
Percentage-based and absolute thresholds are set for alert generation purposes. If a set
threshold is exceeded, an alert is generated.
Required Big Data Technologies: Sentiment analysis involves a multi-step process for data
acquisition, curation, storage and analysis based on a wide myriad of methods and techniques.
Some of these are:
 Addressing of noise and uncertainty in natural language texts.
 Sentiment aggregation.
 Identification of market abuse events or indications for such an event with respect to the two
use cases.
 Methods and algorithms for intelligent information processing.
 Text processing based on tokenization, sentence splitting, part-of-speech (POS) tagging,
lemmatization, or ontology-based entity extraction.
 Semi-automatic knowledge modelling and ontology population.
 Virtual/Physical Information integration (sentiments, entities, quantitative information).
 Stream-based data mining, clustering, classification, and frequency counting techniques.
 Scaling methods for large data volumes and near-real time processing, for example,
parallelisation of processing stages.
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Sentiment classification from unstructured documents based on machine learning or rulebased systems.
Multi-attribute (or multi-criteria) models for sentiment analysis
(Near) real-time multi-faceted visualization techniques (e.g: stream visualization).
Persistent knowledge repositories to handle the information (e.g: documents, sentiments,
ontologies).

4.5.2 Reputational Risk Management
Description: A negative perception can adversely affect a bank’s ability to maintain existing, or
establish new business relationships and continued access to sources of funding. The increase
in the probability of default (issuer credit risk), the price volatility and the difficulties to exchange
specific financial products on restricted markets have all contributed to the increase of the
reputational and operational risk associated with brokerage and advisory services. Third party
financial products are usually offered by banks and financial institutions. This implies that a lack
of performance of a third party product could have real impacts on the relationship between the
bank and its customers. It is of fundamental importance to monitor third parties’ reputation and
the effects of reputation disruption on the first hand relationship between banks and customers.
Therefore there is a need for a daily assessment of exposure to reputational risk connected to
consulting services offered by banks to their customers, as well as to the distribution of financial
products originated by other counter-parties, and the construction of a sentiment data base as
support to product engineers in selecting the counterparties.
User value: For financial organisations, social media and opinions expressed by financial
analysts and other people within this kind of media is generally speaking becoming more and
more relevant, when looking for signals that have some kind of predictive element yet are easy
to understand and to generate alerts and an assessment qualitative of exposure to reputational
risk on the basis of the “preventing” and “restoring” principles. Currently, reputation monitoring
services are provided by specialised, independent agencies, but there is neither public
disclosure, nor a quantification of reputational risk. Big Data can contribute by merging
structured and unstructured data to disclose a completely new perspective on the recent
discipline of reputational risk management.
Data Sources: For this application scenario the following data sources can be considered:



List of monitored counterparts and their initial reputation values.
Unstructured information sources, including web articles, blog entries or competitive
intelligence analysis on financial issues that are relevant to define a counterpart stability and
solidity.
 Historical series of monitored counterparts’ reported information, such as Credit Default
Swaps prices, stock prices or risk position (Basel II Pillar 3 information) (Wikipedia, Basel II).
Type of Analytics: This scenario relies on both structured and unstructured data to produce
on-demand reports, for the benefit of analysts of financial institutions, financial product factories
and financial/economical research centres, as well as central banks and supervisory authorities.
Required Big Data Technologies: Apart from the technologies required for sentiment analysis
(see section 4.5.2), other techniques are applicable to this scenario:






Reputation risk measurement and definition of multi-attribute risk indicators.
Definition of reputational risk models.
Reputation vocabulary construction and ontology learning.
Multi-risk correlation.
Early Warning signals identification to anticipate reputational crises.
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Customers’ perception metrics.
Decision Support models and counterparts management.

4.5.3 Retail Brokerage
Description: A general trend in the whole industry of retail brokerage and market data is to
come up with functionalities that offer actionable information. The focus is no longer on figures
based on quantitative historical data, e.g., key figures or performance data. Instead, investors
look for signals that have some kind of predictive element yet are easy to understand. In that
sense, the extraction of sentiments and topics from textual sources is a perfect add-on for the
conventional data and functionalities that are already offered by retail brokerage companies.
User Value: Big Data unburdens the analyst’s task of collecting and reviewing various sources
of financial information (on markets, companies or financial institutions) repeatedly by
automation of this task. At the same time, investment decision making can be improved by
providing additional indicators that automatically aggregate the sentiment from a wide variety of
textual documents related to financial instruments that are yet unused. This can be used to
discover topic trends, detect events or support the portfolio optimization/asset allocation. It is
especially useful for private investors who, unlike investment managers, do not have the ability
or the time to collect and analyse information about financial markets (especially in real time).
Data Sources: Unstructured data from articles, news, analyst reports, comments and other
textual information published in blogs, social networks, bulletin boards or discussion forums.
Structured data and metadata, such as price information, technical indicators, reference data
(identifiers) and relation among instruments (e.g. index constituents).
Type of Analytics: Sentiment-related indicators with prognostic relevance, e.g., regarding
future performance or volatility, visualisation of historical topics evolution and impact.
Required Big Data Technologies: apart from other sentiment analysis requirements, this
application scenario also involves:





Aggregated sentiment calculated/composed from the constituents’ sentiments.
Impact decay models.
Prognostic relevance measurement.
Measurement of regional bias sentiment.

4.5.4 Other application scenarios
Product Innovation and Customer Delight.
Big Data can help financial Institutions to better understand the needs of their customers: Know
Your Customer (KYC) (Wikipedia, Know Your Customer). Large amounts of data can be
analysed in real time to deliver tailored services and products to customers. Real-time analysis
of external unstructured data enables customer and trading sentiment analysis (find out
customers feeling about a new product/ service, or assess influencers and customers’
sentiment in response to broad economic trends/ specific market indicators). Financial
organisations will be able to better manage their brand image by proactively anticipating
customer needs and issues, and responding to negative opinions.
Big Data aids in micro-level understanding of clients and enables targeted and personalised
offers by offering a 360-degree view of the customer. Issue resolution at contact centres can be
improved through real-time analysis of unstructured data (voice recordings) for content quality,
sentiment analysis, and trends and patterns identification. Internal customer logs and social
media updates can be analysed to identify customer sentiment and dissatisfaction points for
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timely action. Big Data can recommend robust call centre data integration with transaction data
to reduce customer churn, enhance up-sell and cross-sell; and enable proactive alerts. It
facilitates extraction of unstructured information from Interactive Voice Response (IVR) and
other customer service systems, and enables blending of internal data with social media inputs.
Fraud detection.
Big Data can help in fraud mitigation and Anti-money Laundering (AML) monitoring, and rouge
trading/insider trading prevention programs. Big Data analysis enables detection of deviation
from a standard pattern of customer behaviour for proactive fraud identification and prevention.
Fraud examples are abnormal transfer amounts or the use of a credit card in distant locations
within a short span of time. When fraud is anticipated, the transaction can be blocked before it
takes place.

4.6. Requirements
Data locality. Extracting value in real time from rapidly generated data requires specialised
skills and data-analysis systems. Fast systems have to be able not only to exchange millions
market data per second but also to deal with the geographic distribution of servers, this is,
servers often scattered across large geographical zones, what makes it tougher for backend
systems to process the complex connections between data.
Data quality. In order to support decision making, data need to be verified, even when it
originates within the organisation (more when acquired from external sources). Veracity refers
not only to the accuracy of the data but also the reliability of the source, the context,
engagement, and interaction that triggered the data to be generated, the methods, transforms,
analytics used in the information extraction, and actual information derived from it. The more
timely, accurate and relevant the data, the better is our assessment of the current state of
economic activity. The cost of delaying the decision until complete and trusted information is
gathered may be too high in terms of lost opportunity. Even when Big Data analytics provides a
way to analyse sparse data from a wide range of data sources and arrive at best possible
outcomes at that point in time, there is also a risk of consuming old or inaccurate data, what
leads to potentially biased or false conclusions. Therefore a continuous data update and
adjustment is needed, as new information comes in.
Legacy IT systems. As business data have exponentially increased, it became clear that
existing technological solutions were inadequate to undertake business analytics effectively.
Business data are held on numerous legacy information technology systems with a variety of
interfaces and differing information standards or formats. The cost of migrating these data to
new systems is significant, and the risk of loss, damage, or destruction is high. However, as
new technology develops and software interoperability improves, the ease of consolidating
these data into one structured database has improved significantly.
Information Security and Data Breaches. A fundamental requirement of any Big Data solution
will be that the data are kept secure and protected against unauthorized or unlawful processing
and accidental loss or destruction of, or damage to, the data. Vulnerabilities in information
security have become a critical threat to the success of new cloud-based solutions. The growth
in cybercrime and the increase in data breaches mean significant investments in secure
systems. In particular, financial services organisations will need to ensure the protection of their
customers’ personal information, especially if they intend to provide a third party with data for
analysis. This also implies that financial services organisation will need to make sure that the
data processor provides sufficient guarantees regarding the security measures in place.
On top of that, there is a growing global movement to ensure that effective data-breachnotification management is in place. One of the biggest risks associated with any data is the
occurrence of a data breach. The consequential costs include both the direct cost of immediate
investigation, response and notification, and the indirect and long-term costs of reputation
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damage and business interruption. There will also be costs to third parties whose identities and
other personal information have been appropriated and used to their financial detriment. The
negligence attributable to the breach could lead to substantial litigation costs. Therefore, serious
consideration and management of risk must be taken into account by financial services
organisations when considering the cost of dealing with data breaches in circumstances where
the transfer of data outside of the corporate network increases the risk of data breaches
occurring.
Data Protection and Privacy. Particularly in the EU, there are numerous data protection and
privacy issues to consider when undertaking Big Data analytics. Regulatory requirements
dictate that personal data must be processed for specified and lawful purposes and that the
processing must be adequate, relevant, and not excessive. The impact of these principles for
financial services organisations is significant, with individuals being able to ask financial
services organisations to remove or refrain from processing their personal data in certain
circumstances. This requirement could lead to increased costs for financial services
organisations, as they deal with individuals’ requests. This removal of data may also lead to the
dataset available to being skewed, as certain groups of people will be more active and aware of
their rights than others.
Confidentiality and Regulatory Requirements. Any information related by a third party that is
subject to Big Data analytics is likely to be confidential information. Therefore, financial services
organisations will need to ensure that they comply with their obligations and that any use of
such data does not give rise to a breach of their confidentiality or regulatory obligations.
Liability Issues. Just because Big Data contains an enormous amount of information, it does
not mean that it reflects a representative sample of the population. Therefore there is a risk of
misinterpreting the information produced and liability may arise where reliance is placed on that
information. This is a factor that financial services organisations have to take into account when
looking at using Big Data in analytical models and ensuring that any reliance placed upon the
output comes with relevant disclaimers attached.

4.7. Conclusions and Recommendations
The financial sector is one of the most promising areas for Big Data application, though it is
strongly constricted by ever-changing regulations. Recommendations for the sector in order to
take advantage of Big Data technologies include the following:







Data is by far the main financial asset; therefore a suitable data management strategy
should be envisaged and carefully planned. Strategies must acknowledge the growing
importance of unstructured data, especially for capabilities as sentiment analysis, but also in
order to seek for the combination with structured data from internal and third-parties
sources. At the same time, it is crucial to emphasise the on-going importance of inputting
the structured data correctly and the data curation processes.
Financial organisations should also acknowledge the importance of visualisation techniques
in order to gain new perspectives.
Though Big Data solutions require building analytics capabilities, this process must be
based on business priorities, rather than on mere adoption.
Organisations must face the talent gap and start launching training programs to develop the
required skills to interpret Big Data and translate them into valuable insight.
There is no point in committing to advanced technology solutions without changing the
organisation accordingly. Therefore profound changes at cultural and organisational level
should be undertaken. The first step is recognising that Big Data is not a technology
problem, but a business opportunity.
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4.8. Abbreviations and Acronyms
AML

Anti-Money Laundering

CRR/CRD

Capital requirements regulation and directive

EA

Euro Area

EMU

Economic and Monetary Union

EU

European Union

FEDI

Financial Electronic Data Interchange

FI

Financial Institution

FIX

Financial Information eXchange

FpML

Financial products Markup Language

FS

Financial Services, Financial Sector

CAGR

Compound annual growth rate

IFX

Interactive Financial Exchange

IVR

Interactive voice response

KYC

Know Your Customer

MDDL

Market Data Definition Language

OFX

Open Financial Exchange

P&L

Profit and Loss

SSM

Single Supervisory Mechanism

SWIFT

Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication

XBRL

eXtensible Business Reporting Language
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5.

Telco, Media and Entertainment Sectors

5.1. Implementation of research methodology
The Telco & Media sector has followed the general methodology described in section 1.2. We
include here further details concerning the particular activities carried out for the achievement of
this deliverable:










The interviews have not based on the use cases themselves but on a list of questions
gathered in a survey. The questions within this list are the result of the analysis of the
main challenges within the sector and the aim was to get them prioritised by relevant
people in the sector. (The survey findings were discussed in section 5.4.7).
For the second round of requirements, we are basing most of the content on the
deliverables already produced by the project (the last two deliverables), since these are
important outcomes that cannot be ignored (the procedure is cumulative).
An initial set of contacts was selected out of people we already know. We considered
this to be the most likely way to get a positive response and collaboration.
These were some of the considerations when approaching people to give us their
opinions and insight:
o Contacts active in their professional communities (e.g. speakers, published in
journals) therefore more amenable to the idea of public participation
o Organisations with significant market share in their field
o Multinational presence in Europe (their own or through subsidiaries)
o Record of technological innovation
o Members of European Technological Platforms (e.g. Net!works)
o Balance between big players and SMEs, start-ups, entrepreneurs
o Balance between industry practitioners and technology providers with a strong
track record with in either the Telco or Media domains
Insights have been incorporated from the Big Data Value Content & Media Stakeholder
PPP workshop held in Utrecht on 18th February 2014
Considerable further information was gathered from attending Big Data events, both
from listening to presentations and talking to other attendees informally or off the record.
The list of events and key takeaways is presented in Table 3:
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Content and Media Provision and Production
Helen Lippell
Press Association
Roland Ordelmann
Sound &Vision
Publishers and Information brokers
Barry Smith
BDS/West 10
Anne Joseph
Reed Elsevier
Content and Media Software and Technology
Stuart Campbell
TIE Kinetix
JuanVi Expert Vidagny
TIE Kinetix (Minutes)
Nikos Saris
ATC
Application and Device providers
Pieter Van Der Linden
Technicolor
Content and Media Consulting
Paul Moore
ATOS
Research and Academia
Joachim Köhler
Fraunhofer IAIS
Allan Hanbury
TU Vienna
Telco
Pierre Yvers Danet
Orange
Relevant ETPs
Jean-Dominique Meunier
NEM Chairman
European Commission
Wolfgang Treinen
G3
Miguel Montarelo Navajo
G5

Michiel Verheidt
Remco Meeuwesen
Alan Hanjalic

Appologies
Sanoma
TP Vision
TU Delft

Table 2: Attendees at the Big Data Value PPP workshop in Utrecht 18th February 2014
Event

Date

Main players present

Conclusions

Impacto Big Data en la
empresa española (Madrid)

Jun 2013

Oracle, Huawei,
Google, Atos,
Informatica, EMC

Spanish report concerning the
state of the art in Spain. A closer
relationship between business
and IT departments is essential
for take up. Regulatory aspects
are ongoing. Technology is
ahead of requirements.

Big Data Spain 2012
(Madrid)

Nov 2012

O'Reilly Media, Apache
Cassandra, Apache Pig,
GigaSpaces, BigQuery

Cloud technologies are important
to Big Data and there are still
technical issues such as for
example the initial migration of a
large Big Data set to a cloud
facility is too slow.

Big Data London

February
2013

Channel 4, PeerIndex

Hadoop very scaleable. Getting
the right insights from data is
difficult

Big Data Analytics
(London)

June 2013

SAP, Telefonica, IBM

Potential for Big Data to
revolutionise customer
relationship management

Digital Asset Management
Europe (London)

June 2013

ITV, Pearson, Press
Association

Data quality seen as just as
important as hiring data
scientists
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Event

Date

Main players present

Conclusions

Strata EU (London)

November
2013

Linkedin, Splunk

Big Data solutions are still
difficult to implement successfully

Big Data World Congress
(Munich)

December
2013

Cloudera, Volvo

Big Data enables more efficient
product management

Big Data Debate – Privacy
and Personal Data
(London)

March
2014

Financial Times,
Teradata

Personal data is hugely valuable
but there is much for the EU to
work out in terms of data
protection, privacy, cross-border
transfer of data

European Data Forum
(Athens)

March
2014

Software AG, TomTom

Big Data Debate – Media
(London)

April 2014

The Guardian, Neo4j

Girls in Tech (London)

April 2014

State

WT Stead lecture “Robot
reporter: Journalism in the
Age of Automation and Big
Data” by Emily Bell
(London)

April 2014

British Library, The
Guardian

Data is rapidly increasing in
importance as an economic
sector in its own right
Range and variety of datasets
offer huge opportunities if we can
ask the right questions of them
Unstructured data is monetisable
given the right analysis and
curation
Media must embrace new
technologies such as automated
news-writing, algorithms, robots,
drones – and take control of
these tools for wider societal
benefit

Table 3: Industrially-focussed events attended by the Telco and Media sector
The template used for the survey is shown in the following Figure 17:

Figure 17: Survey used in the Telco & Media sector

5.2. Introduction
In the last decades, enormous technological changes have been shaping the Telco and Media
industries.

5.2.1 Telco sector
Telecom networks have evolved, new networks have replaced or complemented old networks
and new services have emerged. Smartphones have reinvented the very concept of the
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telephone; telephony is now a commodity that comes as part of a device, alongside internet
connections, software applications as apps and integrated services.
Big Data enables telecom operators to explore, interpret and then benefit from the wealth of
data that is generated between customers and their networks and systems. Other players such
as IT providers will guide the process of adoption of this new technology and will provide the
tools to bring operators and customers closer in domains such as, e.g., customer care,
commercial offering or network monitoring.
One of the main challenges as far as Big Data technologies are concerned is related to the fact
that, in spite of being a highly technological sector which has been collecting data for years
already, there is still some strong inertia among decision makers to think in traditional DWH
parameters, relational databases and practices. Besides, the telecom sector not only involves
huge amounts of data but also complex data coming from the network, which is its main
distinctive element, and also data generated from various sources - social networks, consumer
behaviour, mobility and mobile/wireless communications; even sensor driven networks in
machine-to-machine or device-to-device applications. Data scientists, who are familiar with tools
such as machine learning at the same time, must make themselves aware of specific sector
needs. However, this is a problem for the generalised uptake of Big Data in telecom.
In line with historical practices in telecom, where proprietary platforms and solutions have
always been preferred to open source ones), there are a number of emerging Big Data telecomspecific Big Data commercial platforms available in the market. These tools are mostly based
on Hadoop and STORM technologies. They are rather new in the market and only some of
them have been showcased or have ongoing implementation projects. The technical information
that can be found is not massive for the moment but it can be observed that they cover Big Data
areas only partially. This implies that a telecom player adopting Big Data will require several of
these or other generic platforms (e.g. a social media Big Data platform) integrated together.

5.2.2 Media and Entertainment sector
The Media and Entertainment sectors, like telecoms, have changed beyond all recognition in
the past 20 years. Long-established markets and companies have found themselves disrupted
on multiple fronts, most notably through the new possibilities enabled by high speed broadband,
and tools to allow anyone to publish and broadcast to others. Now Big Data promises to shake
up the knowledge and creative industries even more – conditional on numerous business,
technical and policy challenges which are discussed.
In this deliverable we have gathered the findings collected during the first period of the project
and identified the most relevant factors that need to be faced for the telco & media industries to
fully adopt Big Data technologies in Europe. This is the result of analysis of use cases, existing
literature and joint work with technical working groups for different domains in the BIG project
(data acquisition, analysis, etc.) and also interviews with relevant players within the sector,
including some of the creators of the existing telecom-specific Big Data platforms. Finally,
several non-technical aspects that need to be tackled before Big Data is fully adopted are
considered, such as strategy and policy issues. The definition of clear business objectives is
essential in order to avoid Big Data solutions to be only a substitute for current business
intelligence systems.
Although in the first section of this deliverable telecom and media were treated separately, we
have made a joint work in this final version taking into consideration the commonalities between
the two sectors as far as Big Data is concerned:



Customer relationship management across multiple channels. Customers may
have many touchpoints with their service providers, including for example retail
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stores, call centres, email, social media and through using the service itself. These are
all opportunities for businesses to learn about customer needs and preferences.
Segmentation and personalised offerings. Both sectors can benefit from Big Data
technologies in order to build highly-tailored offerings for customers. In telco, for
example, offerings might depend for example on information shared by the customer
in social media combined with billing information. In media, it is possible to gather
more detailed data about service usage than ever before. Organisations that can
ingest, analyse and respond to this wealth of information will have a clear
competitive advantage over those who can’t or won’t.
Virtual businesses. Telecom operators can communicate with their customers via
call centres, which can be located anywhere. Startups and SMEs no longer need to
invest in expensive offices, hardware or bricks-and-mortar stores in order to enter
high-tech industries where the barriers to entry were once insurmountable. Internal
and consumer-facing applications can be built and run from the cloud.
European single market. The Connected Continent initiative (please refer to section
5.4.8.2) provides a common regulatory framework for Europe where content,
application and other digital services can freely circulate. The media sector will also
benefit from investments made by the telecom sector in high speed, innovative panEuropean infrastructure.
Improving internal business processes. Implementing the right infrastructure can
help businesses run their operations much more efficiently and intelligently.
Decision-making can be improved at every level as data drives process improvement
and greater insight into operational management.
New business models. Being able to deal with larger volumes and variety of data
means that the Telco and Media sectors can innovate more quickly and reduce timeto-market of new services (Trainingmag.com, 2014). For example, in Media, several
new data journalism businesses have launched in the US and UK in the last 2 years,
most notably FiveThirtyEight and The Upshot. Big Data technologies, in conjunction
with open source and cloud solutions, enabled these companies to quickly establish
themselves as credible data businesses, independently of the decades-old news
behemoths many of their founders used to work for. The OTT instant messaging
player Whatsapp went from incorporation in 2009 to a $19 billion sale to Facebook in
under 5 years – leveraging telecoms networks and infrastructure that had taken
decades to mature (Forbes, 2014).

5.3. Analysis of Industrial Needs
5.3.1 User needs in Media and Entertainment
The Media and Entertainment sectors have always generated data, whether from research,
sales, log files and so on. Equally, the vast majority of publishers and broadcasters have always
faced the need to compete, right from the earliest days of newspapers in the 18th century. But
the Big Data movement, technologies and strategies offer the ability to manage and
disseminate data at speeds and scales that have never been seen before.
There are 3 main areas where Big Data has the potential to disrupt the status quo:


Products and services
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o Big Data-driven businesses have the ability to publish content in more
sophisticated ways. Human expertise in e.g. curation, editorial nous and
psychology can be complemented with quantitative insights derived from
analyzing large and heterogeneous datasets


Customers (and suppliers)
o Ambitious media companies will use Big Data to find out more about their
customers – their preferences, profile, attitudes, and use that information to build
more engaged relationships. With the tools of social media and data capture now
available to more or less anyone, individuals are also potential suppliers to media
companies – providing there are Big Data tools and processes to construct
narratives from huge volumes of structured and unstructured data



Infrastructure and process
o While startups and SMEs can operate efficiently with open source and cloud
infrastructure, for larger, older players, updating legacy IT infrastructure is a
challenge. Legacy products and standards still need to be supported in the
transition to Big Data ways of thinking and working. Process and organizational
culture may also need to keep pace with the expectations of what Big Data might
offer.

All of these areas are dealt with extensively throughout the rest of the deliverable, through
analysis of the industrial landscape, application scenarios and detailed requirements.

5.3.2 User Needs in the Telco sector
This section provides insights concerning specific Big Data benefits in the telecom sector.
Benefits have been mapped to eTOM processes (eTOM). eTOM is specific standard framework
for business processes design and deployment for telecom. eTOM stands for enhanced
Telecom Operations Map. It is a guidebook built on TM Forum Telecom Operations Map (TOM).
Currently, eTOM is the most widely used and accepted standard for business processes in the
telecommunications industry. The eTOM model describes the full scope of business processes
required by a service provider and defines key elements and how they interact. Among its
advantages we can mention that it establishes a common vocabulary for both business and
functional processes. The Framework enables to map the business processes into a language
that all parts of an organisation can understand, thus supporting a business-driven approach to
manage enterprise processes.
The benefits of Big Data for telecom can be empowered by combining data of different planes
(for example, customer data with mediation data, etc.). These benefits are obviously not
quantified individually and the impact of Big Data in the telecom sector is hard to estimate.
According to existing surveys, the majority of senior telco executives do not understand yet the
potential that Big Data presents, which makes it difficult to setup a strategy (European
Communications Maganize, 2013). However, the benefits within the telecom sector include not
only revenue for the sector itself but also the social impact it can bring, for example, in number
of jobs it is expected to generate. According to Gartner (Gartner Press Release, 2012), 4.4
million IT jobs will be required to support Big Data by 2015.
Referencing the eTOM process again, the first analysis seems to point out that data produced in
the Operations area can help the Strategy, Infrastructure and Product (SIP) domain. For a
telecom operator, this means increasing the portfolio and value by leveraging the data produced
by customers in the network and in the social media, as represented in the next picture.
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Figure 18: Big Data and eTOM (eTOM)
The combination of all these benefits
within different eTOM domains can be
summarised as the achievement of the
operational excellence for telecom
operators.
Nowadays1
operational
excellence can be understood as
providing true customer value through
highly reliable products and services
based on exceptionally good performance
(Meissner, 2011).
It is challenging to manage reliability, recovery, change, service, collection, performance as well
as customer experience and relationship. But the results can meet operator’s requirements for
higher efficiency and improved cost management.

1

Operational excellence has had different interpretations along the telecom history. Before ICT (19001970), the focus was set on standardization as a means to bring quality and thus reach operational
excellence. After ICT (1970-2007), the key aspect was to be able to control the great variety and
fragmentation. Now, with the explosion of mobile services, devices and the internet, operational
excellence should be reinterpreted as “how to offer the highest value with excellent assets”.
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5.3.2.1

Market, Product and Customer

The main benefits of Big Data-driven analytics can be summarized as follows:













The ability to profile and segment customers based on socioeconomic characteristics
can allow operators to market to different segments based on their preferences,
enhancing customer satisfaction levels and reducing churn.
Online social network analysis enables telcos to monitor consumer sentiments towards
their operators, react to trends as they develop, as well as to identify influential
individuals within communities for direct marketing.
Building predictive models for customer behaviour and purchase patterns facilitates the
accurate appraisal of each customer’s lifetime value, making possible it possible to focus
on acquiring and retaining profitable clients. Price & Product mix optimisation, predictive
churn management analytics, cross-selling, and location-based marketing are some
examples.
Dynamic analysis of market demand responses to price/product changes can facilitate
optimal pricing and stocking decisions, reducing revenues lost through customer
defections.
Customer care and sales point efficiency can be met by optimising service time to
customers, improving average speed of answer and also employee morale with more
consistent procedures.
Get a better control over different points of sales activities.
Minimise IT involvement by automating processes in product and advanced analytics
phases.

5.3.2.2

Service

Service configuration and activation processes can also be enhanced by Big Data:








Enhance Service Orders delivery - Correct and complete service orders can be done
faster. The process of activation on several service platforms can be optimised.
Report service provisioning – Accurate monitoring of the status of service orders across
different service platforms and network elements. Synchronisation of service status over
different systems.
Speed up the process of service activation by automatic fulfilment of service parameters
depending on available data and closing the service order when activation is completed.
Ensure service provisioning activities are assigned, managed and tracked efficiently.
Identification of services that are no longer required by customers.
Optimisation of mediation process and usage ticket production (efficiency in duplicate
elimination, correction of usage data records on the fly).

5.3.2.3

Resource (network)

All the data on customer usage trends is going up and down the network. The analysis of that
data can turn it into usable information.
Network analytics also enables tighter control over expenses. The analysis of end-to-end traffic
patterns may reveal inefficiencies and extra costs derived from underutilised lines or inefficient
use (calls that are routed off the network and back again may imply unnecessary phone
charges).
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Big Data brings the capacity to predict and optimise networks investment requirements,
enabling the possibility to, e.g., optimally locate point-to-point routing demands from the traffic
forecast, predicting network resource exhaustion in a timely manner or even identifying potential
problems by gathering information from social media (e.g. many similar tweets may reveal
network issues).
Advanced network analytics, with the ability to examine micro events, may significantly shorten
resolution time even for the most complex technical issue anywhere in network. By searching
for incidences in these systems, operators can identify hidden problems and correct them
before they affect users and become extremely expensive to fix. For example, before incorrect
bills are produced and sent to customers and consequent complaints arise.
Big Data can provide a Next Generation Network overview, i.e. unify different networks with
different resources under the same operational framework, which can be very useful for network
management.

5.3.2.4

Suppliers

Supply chains are complex systems, producing much data from various sources. Telecom
players using analytics to forecast demand changes can anticipate their supply in order to
mitigate revenues lost through stock-outs.
By analysing stock utilisation and geospatial data on deliveries, operators can automate
replenishment decisions to reduce lead times, thereby minimising costly delays and process
interruptions. Businesses can also use this data to monitor performance and control their
suppliers.
Optimal inventory levels may be computed, through analytics accounting for product lifecycles,
lead times, location attributes and forecasted demand levels. The sharing of Big Data with
upstream and downstream units in the supply chain, or vertical data agglomeration, can guide
operators seeking to avoid inefficiencies arising from incomplete information, helping to achieve
demand-driven supply and just-in-time (JIT) delivery processes.
In the telecom sector, suppliers are many: points of sale, banks, SIM card and mobile
manufacturers, IT providers, etc.

5.3.3 Stakeholders: Roles and Interest
The study of Big Data for Telecom requires covering the whole telecom business landscape.
There are different stakeholders taking part in OSS/BSS information systems producing data
that needs to be stored, retrieved and correlated in order to make more business.
In Telecom, there is a specific standard framework for business processes design and
deployment for telecom (eTOM), the most suitable means to classify roles is to lean on it for our
research. The enhanced Telecom Operations Map –eTOM– is a guidebook built on TM Forum
Telecom Operations Map (TOM). Currently, eTOM is the most widely used and accepted
standard for business processes in the telecommunications industry. The eTOM model
describes the full scope of business processes required by a service provider and defines key
elements and how they interact. Among its advantages we can mention that it establishes a
common vocabulary for both business and functional processes. The Framework enables to
map the business processes into a language that all parts of an organisation can understand,
thus supporting a business-driven approach to manage enterprise processes. This seems to be
a right approach as far as Big Data analysis for the telecom sector is concerned because eTOM
provides a reference framework in which we can categorise all business activities at all levels of
the telecom industry.
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The first step is to focus on Level 0, where the highest sight is achieved. The following diagram
places some stakeholders using the eTOM level 0 framework.

Figure 19: eTOM-based identification of players
In this picture, no distinction is made between Strategy, Infrastructure and Product and
operations. This is something to be analysed in more detail at level 1 with some of the
stakeholders represented in this picture.
Relevant actors in the telecom sector are listed below:









Telecom operators
Virtual Telecom operators
System Integrators
Network equipment vendors
Device manufacturers
Marketing 2.0 companies
Regulatory bodies responsible for establishing the legal framework
European Commission:
o DG Informatics (DIGIT): According to its mission statement its goal is to
enable the Commission to make effective and efficient use of Information and
Communication Technologies in order to achieve its organisational and
political objectives
o DG Communications Networks, Content and Technology (CNECT):
According to its mission statement this DG helps to harness information &
communications technologies in order to create jobs and generate economic
growth; to provide better goods and services for all; and to build on the
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greater empowerment which digital technologies can bring in order to create
a better world, now and for future generations.
Besides, the eTOM Business Process Model can be complemented with SID (Shared
Information/Data), which provides an information/data reference model and a common
information/data vocabulary from a business entity perspective.

Figure 20: eTOM SID model
This tool can be used to technically classify the data during the requirements elicitation phase.

Figure 21: Detailed data classification in eTOM SID model
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5.4. Industrial Background
This section is divided into 3 sections, in order to most conveniently describe the similarities and
unique features of the Telco and Media sectors. Section 2.3.1 covers the most important
common features, section 2.3.2 deals with Media and Entertainment and section 2.3.3 deals
with Telco. At the level of basic network infrastructure and increased data volumes, the sectors
are identical, indeed, without broadband, wireless and cloud capabilities etc., modern digital
media simply wouldn’t exist. That said, consumer and B2B media have distinctive
characteristics, notably around content delivery and consumption across multiple devices and
channels.

5.4.1 Common aspects of Telco, Media and Entertainment
5.4.1.1

Volumes of data and cloud computing

Digital media enables the gathering of more analytics about service usage than was ever
possible before. Web analytics programs such as Google Analytics or Adobe Omniture can
report in extremely rich and customizable ways compared to the basic server logs that websites
had to use up until comparatively recently.
In broadcasting, the gold standard for live viewer data is still based on a highly representative
sample of households (the UK’s BARB system is one of the best examples of this (BARB TV
viewing methodology, 2014)). But on-demand and streaming media usage can be measured
much more extensively – both the scale of viewer engagement, and the granularity of those
interactions (eg how many viewers watched all the way to the end of a programme).
Web and broadcast media analytics are examples of Big Data sets that can be highly
structured, and markets for these applications are maturing rapidly. But perhaps one of the most
exciting aspects of Big Data innovation may come in the paradigm shifts in the processing and
analysis of unstructured data, both internal to the enterprise and on the social web. The Library
of Congress stores about half a billion tweets every day but they are not yet fully publicly
available. Querying four years’ worth of tweets currently takes about 24 hours for LoC staff
(Time, 2013). This indicates that there is still much work for software vendors and their industrial
customers to do to make such enormous unstructured datasets usable.
In telecom, as stated in (WEF), in the past few years, the boundaries between information
technology (IT)—which refers to hardware and software used to store, retrieve, and process
data—and communications technology (CT)—which includes electronic systems used for
communication between individuals or groups—have become increasingly indistinguishable.
The rapid convergence of IT and CT is taking place at three layers of technology innovation—
cloud, transmission channel (pipe) and device—. As a result of this convergence, industries are
adapting and new industries are emerging to deliver enriched user experiences for consumers
and enterprises.
Before the transformation of CT into ICT, real-time voice services played a dominant role in
telecommunications. At that time, the telecom industry focused on finding solutions that
empowered customers to roam with their mobile phones over a mobile network with acceptable
price for both the carrier and the subscriber. Since the transformation of CT into ICT, media
services and breaking news are widely available via mobile networks and have replaced the
previously dominant real-time voice services in CT. Today, the telecommunications industry
focuses on the customer need for seamless services supported by integrated mobile networks.
Moreover, the rise of cloud computing will have an impact on telecom providers. Besides the
need for more bandwidth, it may further speed the integration of IT and telecom.
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Cloud computing has generated almost as much attention as Big Data over the last couple of
years, and the technologies are clearly complementary. Tools such as Hadoop, which are built
on the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and the MapReduce model, and languages like
Pig make it easier for developers to manage large datasets in the cloud. Cloud services offer
flexibility and reduced costs. Instead of maintaining hardware that may not always be needed,
cloud services enable a cluster of nodes to be opened on demand, used to run a job and then
closed. For example, the Israeli middleware company Gigaspaces recently demonstrated a real
time analytics project (focused on counting, correlation and research) over data from Twitter
that would not have been feasible without cloud technologies (Big Data London meeting, 2013).

5.4.1.2

M2M and the Internet of Things

Mobile communication between objects, machines or sensors has led to the growth of M2M
connections. M2M technologies are being used across a broad spectrum of industries: smart
metering and utilities, maintenance, building automation, automotive, healthcare, consumer
electronics, media etc.
M2M applications mostly generate data in a different way than humans: each device produces a
small amount of data during a short period of time.
The Internet of Things and M2M technology rely on service platforms but also on the internet
and, of course, on the networks. It takes devices and sensors, radio access network, a gateway,
a core network and a backend server for devices to communicate autonomously. This is why
mobile telecom operators see an important source of revenue in the coming years.
Increasingly advanced large-scale M2M applications require advanced service enablement
platforms that integrate remote devices, mobile networks and enterprise applications.
According to Cisco (Cisco, 2013) bandwidth-intensive M2M connections become more and
more prevalent. Among various verticals healthcare M2M segment is going to experience the
highest CAGR at 74% from 2012 to 2017, followed by the automotive industry at 42% CAGR.
Usage of data from sensor networks and internet-connected objects is still at an early stage of
adoption in media and news-gathering. The use of unmanned drones has opened up exciting
possibilities for getting information from places where helicopters or journalists couldn’t get to,
such as close to major incidents (7online, 2014) or in warzones. Wearable technologies such as
Google Glass promise to revolutionise the ability of professional or citizen journalists alike to
capture and stream large amounts of high quality data quickly. Tim Pool of Vice magazine used
Google Glass to report directly from the heart of a protest in Istanbul, minimising the need for
heavy, expensive camera equipment (The Guardian, July 2013).
In terms of sensor networks, the LA QuakeBot is an early example of what might one day
become mainstream “journalism”. It is an automated Twitter feed that publishes a tweet every
time US Geological Service sensors detect an earthquake in the Los Angeles area (LA
QuakeBot Twitter feed). The value of its data is not in the readability of automatically-generated,
formulaic content, it is in the stream of data that can be ingested, analysed and repurposed by
others, e.g visualisations, aggregated with historical data or packaged with eyewitness accounts
from people near the incidents.

5.4.1.3

Fragmentation

There is a high level of fragmentation at all levels within the value chain in the telco&media
market: different devices (with different operating systems in the case of mobile smartphones)
to access to different services (voice, data, IMS, chat, etc.) over heterogeneous networks (fix,
mobile, etc.).
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Device segmentation implies several challenges. Whatever the device, the user should be
provided the same service. This applies not only to fixed and mobile devices but also to different
mobile handset models, which might require different versions of the same application
depending on the operating system.
As far as networks are concerned, we can find fixed and mobile networks. Within wireless, there
are services based on circuit switching and on packet switching. The challenge is to implement
services that are valid at the same time for all network technologies.
Fragmentation goes beyond technology. The telecom market has corporate and residential
segments, with very different needs and solutions. Moreover, customers subscribing to different
services (e.g. fixed and mobile) with the same operator, rarely get a unified bill because of IT
systems fragmentation.
Figure 22 illustrates fragmentation in the telecom market.

Figure 22: Fragmentation in the telecom market
Moreover, Europe presents particular characteristics as a continent. Europe presents unique
features compared to other markets (e.g. US): decentralisation, multilingualism, multi-currency,
fragmented culture, laws…This brings important challenges as well as far as Big Data solutions
are concerned, since they must, at the same time, be universal enough to be acquired and
implemented only once but, at the same time, support specific requirements to be applied in a
national environment in order to cope with local requirements including law, language,
demographical information or social trends, which differ from one country to another.

5.4.2 Characteristics of the Media and Entertainment industries
This section highlights some key trends that are shaping the way media is being produced and
consumed in Europe (and that haven’t already been addressed in the previous section). The
sector as a whole can be thought of as encompassing publishing, broadcast, data networks,
social media, user-generated content, gaming, music, film and more.

5.4.2.1

Increased levels of broadband penetration

According to Eurostat, there has been a massive increase in household access to broadband in
the years since 2006 (Eurostat). Across the so-called “EU27” (EU member states and six other
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countries in the European geographical area) broadband penetration was at around 30% in
2006 but stood at 72% in 2012.
There are of course differences between countries in levels of broadband access, and even
within countries some regions are better provided for than others. In some of the more
prosperous countries such as Denmark, 90% of the population has internet access, as
compared to just over 50% in Romania. Within the UK, Greater London has broadband take-up
of 83% compared to just 32% in the Scottish Outer Hebrides (Ofcom, 2012).
For households with high-speed broadband, media streaming is a very attractive way of
consuming content. They no longer need to be tied to TV and radio schedules, and can readily
stream movies etc. from online providers. Equally, faster upload speeds mean that people can
create their own videos for social media platforms.

5.4.2.2

Consumer behaviour and expectations

Consumers are no longer passive recipients of media. There has been a huge shift away from
mass, anonymised mainstream media, towards on-demand, personalised experiences. There
will always be a place for large-scale shared experiences such as major sporting events or
popular reality shows and soap operas. However, consumers now expect to be able to watch or
listen to whatever they want, when they want it. Services such as the BBC’s iPlayer have finally
ushered in a long-promised age of “Martini media” (“anytime, anyplace, anywhere”) (BBC,
2006).
The publishing and advertising industries have customarily used demographics to target
products and marketing. However, since the proliferation of channels and devices in the last 15
years, some of the traditional differentiators of age, gender and so on are no longer the only
ways that audiences may be segmented. Niche groups and interests can be identified much
more easily by Big Data processing capability, and their needs served accordingly. For pureplay digital publishers, long tail business models will become more attractive as the costs of
storing and analysing customer data come down.
As detailed in the section above, digital on-demand services have radically changed the
importance of schedules for both consumers and broadcasters. Streaming services put control
in the hands of users who choose when to consume their favourite shows, web content or
music. The largest media corporations have already invested heavily in the technical
infrastructure to support the storage and streaming of content. Big Data will make this more
accessible to smaller players, and enable them to target investment at the value-add services
that would differentiate them from competitors. For example, the number of legal music
download and streaming sites, and internet radio services, has increased rapidly in the last few
years – consumers have an almost-bewildering choice of options depending on what music
genres, subscription options, devices, DRM they like. Over 391 million tracks were sold in
Europe in 2012, and 75 million tracks played on online radio stations (IFPI, 2013).

5.4.2.3

The rights landscape – anonymity, privacy, data protection

The explosion in the digital media landscape has not come without issues around consumer
rights. Open data in particular heralds much promise in transparency, positive social change
and new business models. However, there is a risk that governments and corporations could
use the ever-increasing amounts of data being captured for more nefarious purposes. There is
always a tension between collecting the appropriate amount of data to conduct business, and
collecting more just because it’s possible and might come in handy later on.
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The online loan provider wonga.com can scour more than 6,000 pieces of publicly-available
data points on an individual before deciding to lend money or not (Wired, 2011) – decisions that
could have a massive impact on someone’s life. Supermarkets, pharmaceutical companies and
media organisations can aggregate data from millions of people in order to improve many
aspects of their operations – but in doing that they are also storing and accessing detailed
information about an individual.
Social network users contribute masses of information to platforms in return for free services. As
many have observed “if you’re not paying for it, you’re the product” (Lifehacker, 2010).
Facebook in particular out of all the big social networks has often been criticised, blocked or
sued over its approach to user privacy (Wikipedia, “Criticism of Facebook”). In a recent case,
Facebook was taken to court in Germany by an internet privacy organisation (Zdnet, 2013).
Differences in privacy laws between Ireland (where Facebook in Europe is based) and Germany
meant that it was unclear whether German users could be forced to enter their real names and
personal information.
Data protection in the EU comes under an EU-wide directive. It is due to be replaced from 2014
with more simplified administration but extra obligations for data controllers
(SearchCloudSecurity, 2012). Media companies hold significant amounts of personal data,
whether on customers, suppliers, content or their own employees. As they leverage the
potential of cloud computing, they will face new challenges to keep data safe. Companies will
have responsibility not just for themselves as data controllers, but also their cloud service
providers (data processors). Many large and small media organisations have already suffered
catastrophic data breaches – two of the most high-profile casualties were Sony (Reuters, 2011)
and Linkedin (ComputerWeekly, 2012). They incurred not only the costs of fixing their data
breaches, but also fines from data protection bodies such as the ICO in the UK (Information
Week, 2013).

5.4.3 Characteristics of the European Telecoms Industry
5.4.3.1

From monopoly to free market

The telecom industry has shifted from a nation-based monopolistic industry to a globalised free
market system, which has altered the market behaviour for some time. Changes in the
investment on infrastructure, increasing competition or pricing models evolution are some of the
aspects that can be observed.
Competition goes in every direction. According to IBM (IBM), infrastructures will be increasingly
provided by public entities such as governments and municipalities. For example, public Wi-Fi
hotspots on public transport all over Europe are increasingly popular. There are other examples,
such as, for example, local investment by housing associations on local access networks for
building fibre-to-the-home broadband access networks (Amsterdam).

5.4.3.2

Wireless everything

Users want to have wireless access to everything. The installed base of
smartphones exceeded that of PCs in 2011 and is growing more than three
times faster than PCs (WEF). Looking forward, approximately 4 billion
smartphones are expected to ship between 2011 and 2015, clearly
establishing them as the most pervasive computing and Internet access
device today and in the future.
The introduction of smartphones changed the concept of telephone. A
smartphone is a small personal computer that comes with telephony.
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Besides, the dramatic increase in application stores has reinvigorated the market for mobile
applications.
Moreover, the increased traceability of social networks –which are mostly accessed from mobile
networks–can enhance the ability to extract actionable insight by analysing their form,
distribution, and structure through digital media. Consequently, an enormous potential to
generate important insights and innovation exists within the social sciences through an
improved understanding of spatialised social networks (i.e., place-based analyses of social
network structures over time).

5.4.3.3

Commoditisation

The traditional services offered by the telecom sector have largely become commodities,
especially standard services like telephony and data communication. The pressure
commoditisation puts on the margins of service providers has pushed telecom operators to
pursue different commercial strategies (low-prices, flat rates, subsidised devices, etc.) for
undifferentiated services.
Besides, telecom operators and OTT players (Over the Top, e.g. Google) have been for some
time now trying to win a commercial battle whose end is still not clear. Telecom operators
perceive OTT are taking advantage of their infrastructure while OTT argue that their services
help operators keep their customer base. Something to find out during the BIG project is
whether Big Data could help telecom operators become something else than dumb pipes
serving OTT players.

5.4.3.4

Slow growth

The telecom market is slowing down after several years of important revenue growth.
According to the European Union, domestic revenue growth for most European carriers was
negative in 2011 although some operators were able to experience some revenue growth in
overall revenue thanks to the diversification of their businesses in emerging markets (European
Commission, 2012).
The introduction of flat tariffs has produced a situation in which costs no longer match revenues:
traffic increases but this is not translating into proportional revenue. According to IBM (IBM), the
ever-increasing amount of data over a network designed for voice and light-weight traffic has
made traffic and revenue diverge.

5.4.3.5

Shared costs and cost reduction

Infrastructure sharing is one of the trends related to cost sharing in the telecom market. There
are several examples of telecom providers having launched joint ventures consisting on joining
their efforts to share their network equipment (Thomas, 2012).
Telecom service providers can share infrastructure in many ways, depending on telecom
regulatory and legislation. Some examples of infrastructure sharing are listed below:


Passive infrastructure sharing: including base stations, antennae, cables and other sorts
of non-electronic infrastructure.



Active sharing, including electronic infrastructure.



Spectrum-sharing, adopting roles of virtual network operators or even sharing the
frequency (QoSMOS) for different crossed wireless technologies or even for the same
technology.
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In particular, the Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) has emerged as one of the most
influential models in the telecommunications landscape. From the point at which it became
possible to decouple the provision of differentiating telecommunications services from the
ownership of either network infrastructure or Radio Access Network (RAN) allocation, the future
viability of the MVNO model was assured.
The rise of the MVNO model allowed MNOs to question their own core business. Where
previously ownership of the network was seen as something to be fiercely guarded, the new
model acknowledged that opening up the ways in which the network could be put to use by third
parties could lead to completely new streams of revenue.
Another trend in resource sharing is Network Function Virtualisation (NFV). NFV refers to the
virtualization of network functions carried out by specialized hardware devices and their
migration as software-based appliances, which are deployed on top of commodity IT (including
Cloud) infrastructures. The main advantage of NFV as far as Big Data is concerned, is the
consolidation of hardware resources, avoiding vendor lock-in thanks to virtualisation. While
state-of-the-art IaaS cloud management platforms have proved very effective in deploying
Virtual Machines (VMs) for hosting user applications, the automated deployment of virtualised
network appliances instead is a much more challenging task, since it implies joint management
of IT and networking resources within the same infrastructure, in order to couple the existing
network connectivity services with the deployed network functions.
Moreover, with Software-defined Networks (SDN) with open APIs, core functionality is
implemented in a rich and extensible software layer on top of commodity, or near-commodity
hardware also separating user and control planes. Essentially, the switch or router contains offthe-shelf server hardware, running a real-time optimized operating system -- often Linux-based - that will offer more ports and power supplies than a regular server. SDN also means open
APIs for third-party development, which in turn will result in easily integrated network systems,
which are important for Big Data adoption.
As we will see, NFV and SDN are expected to contribute to breaking the existing historical silos
in the sector (proprietary technologies, vertical implementation of services.
There are now enough examples showing how models which decouple service from network
ownership create wealth, expand entrepreneurial opportunity, and provide greater range and
choice of consumer services.

5.4.4 Big Data solutions
5.4.4.1

Big Data platforms

There are a number of emerging Big Data solutions available in the market. They are based on
general purpose technology (e.g. Hadoop, Storm.) They are of clear interest for the Telco
industry, but also for large, complex media businesses who are looking to move from their
legacy infrastructure towards more scalable solutions for customer management, service
delivery and analytics.
The platforms and tools introduced in this section are rather new in the market and only some of
them have been showcased or have ongoing implementations. The technical information that
can be found is not massive for the moment but it can be observed that they cover Big Data
areas only partially. This implies that a telecom player adopting Big Data will require several of
these or other generic platforms (e.g. a social media Big Data platform) integrated together.
The following table gathers an overview of the platforms analysed:
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Country
Oceanstor n9000
(Huawei, 2013)
BigStreamer™(Intr
acom)

China
Greece

HP Vertica + HPIUM (HP)

USA

Exacaster +
CDRator
(Exacaster, 2013)

Lithuania

Intersec (Intersec)

France

Neustar (Neustar)

USA

Actian (Actian)

Data
analysis
Yes

Data
Storage
Yes

Data curation

Data Usage

Yes

No

Yes, including
API for social
media
Yes with HPIUM, except
media
Yes, except
social media

Yes, eTOM
compatible

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes, except
social media
No

Yes

No

No

Yes, using
connectors
to billing
system
No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes, early data
curation is
possible in
order to
reduce errors
No

Yes

No

No

Yes, only for
mobile
marketing
campaigns
Yes, it can
automatically
prioritise
recommenda
tions
Yes, for
charging
nodes

mADmart (Flytxt)

India

Yes, except
social media
Yes, only from
the mobile
device

cVidya (Cvydia)

India

Yes

Yes

not found

not found

Volubill (Volubill,
2013)

France ->
USA1

No

Yes

No

InfiniteInsight
(KXEN->SAP2)
Polystar (Polystar)

USA

No

Yes

No, based
on
traditional
data
storage
No

No

No

Sweden

Yes, only
network data

Yes

No

No

USA

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes, it
produces
xDRs to feed
a billing
system
No

USA

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Israel

No

Yes

No

No

Germany

Yes, in report
format

Yes

No

No

Yes, can be
integrated
with CRM
systems
No

IBM Network
Analytics
Accelerator (IBM)
Cloudera
(Cloudera)
G-Stat software
(G-STAT)

CLINTWORLD
GmbH (Clintworld)

Canada

Data
acquisition
No

No

Table 4: Big Data solutions in Telcom market

1

Volubill was acquired by CSG International in 2013 (http://www.freshnews.com/news/878120/csginternational-acquire-key-volubill-assets )
2
InfinitelInsight was initially a product by Kxen but was acquired by SAP in 2013
(http://www.kxen.com/News+and+Events/Press+and+News/Press/2013-0910+SAP+ACQUISITION+KXEN )
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Organisations have begun to try these solutions. However, by now, most of them only provide
dashboards, reports to assist decision making processes and can be integrated with BSS
systems. Automatic actuation on the network as a result of the analysis is yet to come.

5.4.4.2

Data Analytics as a Service in the telecom sector

Another trend we can observe in the telecom landscape related to exploiting the data not only
for own further business development, but as a merchandise that can be sold to third parties.
Some operators provide companies and public sector organisations around the world with
analytical insights that enable them to become more effective. This involves the development of
a range of products and services using different data sets, including machine to machine data
and anonymised and aggregated mobile network customer data (ComputerWorld, 2012).
For example, as shown in (WEF), the analysis of a huge amount of traffic data by British
Telecom helped identify “communities” and the level of intensity of commercial relationships
between several geographical areas in UK. This also provides tools to measure the level of
globalisation of an area (“how global” this area is) depending on the number of international
calls this area is involved in. Telecommunications quotient can provide a new way to explore the
complex web of informational linkages among industrial actors: using a simple, anonymous
metric it becomes possible to assess the degree to which firms in a given area are engaged in
international communication.
In other words, the Big Data approach to telecommunications allows examine the fine-grained
variations in how companies interact with one another, and with suppliers or clients around the
world. In addition to highlighting important dependencies, we anticipate that this approach will
help both firms and governments to monitor a rapidly changing regional economic landscape.
Moreover, the study of changes in the telecommunications interactions of households and
neighbourhoods can act as an early warning system of migrations or changing patterns of work.
This can be used by governments to infer socio-demographic implications as this type of data
can be collated and quickly associated with people, households or firms and be used to
characterise them at any given point in time and not just every ten years.
This information belongs exclusively to the operators and can be provided to third parties such
as service or content providers, research institutions and enterprises. Operators can offer
companies and public sector bodies analytical insights based on real-time, location-based data
service. Mapping the movement of crowds can also help with city and transportation planning
and can help retailers with promotions and choosing store locations.
Another example of this trend is the Telefónica Dynamic Insight (Telefónica), a product by this
telecom operator that can be used to represent crowd movement on a map along with sociodemographic data (for example, their age, etc.), for any commercial purpose.
Location data can also be sold to third parties (cross-sectorial collaboration) such as cities or
marketing companies for their own use. For example, a city town hall could buy anonymised
location data to identify areas where drivers are regularly reducing their speed in order to
indicate areas where accidents or problems exist. Location data can also be sold to retailers in
order for them to offer promotional coupons based on their proximity to a company’s
supermarket.
This, obviously, poses a threat to privacy, which means that the legal framework must be deeply
studied (please refer to section 5.4.8.2) for further information concerning regulatory aspects).
Moreover, in the scenario of the Internet of Things (IoT), these issues become even more
problematic. In the IoT, devices communicate automatically and autonomously with one another
using Radio Frequency Identification (RFID). In order to protect users’ identity, there are a
number of technical and requirements that have to be met, such as anonymisation, encryption,
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enablement/disablement of these features by end-users, assessment of users’ consent, etc.
(Dresden University of Technology).
Much of the data that will be aggregated will come from people who live in jurisdictions with
privacy frameworks that are very different from European laws (which, in addition, are nationalwise currently). In addition, since online growth will continue outside of our boundaries, the
customer base for Big Data services will increasingly be from foreign countries. These
considerations mean that business models, products, and services might have legal constraints
or create enormous reputational risk if not developed in a manner that accommodates them.

5.4.5 Available Data Sources for Telco and Media
As far as data is concerned, the telecom sector has experienced a huge data volume growth in
the last few years mainly due to the following drivers:









Increase of popularity of mobile internet services which generate data on the
devices, networks and systems:
o Smartphone shipments increasing every year (by 49% in 2012 according to
Gartner (Gartner, 2012).
o Global mobile data traffic grew 70% in 2012, according to Cisco (Cisco,
2013).
Context information is increasingly used. Smart devices are physically integrated in
space and this also contributes to the generation of data (e.g. accelerometers
register information every time the device moves).
Rise of social networks used to upload messages, pictures, videos and all sorts of
files.
Mobile applications downloads. These apps are not producing revenue by
themselves (since their cost is usually very low), but they drive hardware sales,
advertising spending and technology innovation. And they produce lots of data.
Cloud services in expansion, bringing more remote storage and processing, which is
also related to a greater production in traffic across networks.

Telco and Media businesses have access to varied data that come from different sources. Here
is a possible classification of data according to the level of complexity in the process of
gathering this data:


Volunteered data: This is natural data customers provide for registration.
o Examples: Name, address, date of birth, gender, profile, preferences, number,
SIP address, IP address, SIM, Soft SIM, serial number, device details,
subscription date, job, marital status, voice recordings for product subscription,
etc.
An operator with a customer base of 40M subscribers approx. (including
interested customers not having activated a contract yet, prepaid, postpaid, etc.)
requires minimum 500GB to store this basic information only for mobile.



Observed data: This data is retrieved from the service usage and is based on
information at customer care, billing systems, network, etc. Some of these data needs to
be stored for a certain period of time according to national laws (e.g. bills).
o Examples: billing information, internet access, call origin and destination, reason
of session failure, service delivery completeness, service used, complaints
reported, products purchased, locations (GPS or cellular), on/off roaming, etc.
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Cisco has forecasted that between 2011 and 2016 global mobile internet data
traffic will increase by a factor of 18 (to 10.8 exabytes per month) and global IP
traffic will reach 110.28 exabytes per month by 2016 (Cisco, 2013).
A telecom operator might produce 1TB of raw packet-switched signal data per
day and store it in a file format. After processing, 550 GB xDR signal data is
generated per day and is saved in a database format. This data is often saved for
a few days or a few months (ZTE, 2012).
For example, according to (DigitalRoute, 2012), in a mobile network, there are
typically online transactions between network gateway nodes and online charging
or mediation systems for charging purposes. However, these volumes only
represent a fraction of the usage data from the network, which primarily comes in
the shape of records that are transferred at discrete intervals. It is common for
network operators to set these intervals to 10 to 15 minutes and batch process
data at off-peak hours. For end-user communication, this is not an acceptable
solution. Customers demand accurate information about their usage through, for
example, SMS, IVR, smartphone applications or USSD. Sending these
notifications and alerts in a timely manner requires that usage data is continually
collected at short intervals. With mobile data speeds of eight to 20 Mbit/s,
reaching a 1GB allowance within minutes is a practical reality.
According to (Cisco, 2013), the biggest gain in share will be M2M (5% of all
mobile connections in 2012 to 17% in 2017) and smartphones (16% of all mobile
connections in 2012 to 27% in 2017). The highest growth will be in tablets
(CAGR of 46%) and M2M (CAGR of 36%).


Inferred data: This requires some analysis on volunteered and observed data.
o Examples: preferred owned B-numbers, preferred contact channels, last known
location, destinations visited frequently, etc.
By analysing user profiles, product packages, services, billing, and financial
information, operators can obtain precisely control policies. Web pages,
messages, pictures and movies, and other traffic delivered through the network
can also be analysed to better understand user behaviour.
A marketing portal provides daily and monthly statistical reports on data flow,
revenue, subscriber development, warnings, and summary tree structure. The
amount of data added each month can reach up to 4 TB. Usually, it takes 26
hours to analyse 4 TB of data using a traditional method that is inefficient and
cannot adequately deal with system expansion.



Social data: This is personal social data on social networks such as Linkedin, Facebook
or Twitter.
o Examples: number of followers, number of people following, influence rate per
follower/followed, contact intensity, mood attributes, recommendations to and by
others, school, lifestyle, opinions about products owned, opinions about customer
service, opinion about telcos, etc.
Social data creates huge amounts of pieces of information. For example,
Facebook users post nearly 700.000 pieces of content a minute. Of course, a
telco player does not need to store and analyse every single operation in the
social media. It would be interesting to be able to track all those interactions a
telco customer has been involved in and try to focus on where there are telco
conversations taking place.
According to(#TCBlog, 2011), more than 70% of relevant conversations in the
telecom sector are in twitter and in forums, which clearly represents an
opportunity.
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3rd party data: This involved data coming from business partners such suppliers (points
of sale), insurance, airlines or banks, for example:
o Examples: Bank information, credit cards, consumption habits, lifestyle, frequent
flyer information, etc.



Service usage data: Traditional methods of ascertaining media consumption had to rely
on qualitative research or careful sampling of customer bases. Digital technology though
generates huge volumes of useful data which can be captured and analysed. In the
early days of the web, servers could log all activity but the logfiles were mainly of interest
to site administrators or IT staff. The next generation of analytics solutions had graphical
UIs and more features to allow business users to track how their products were
performing. The most popular reports include number of unique users, total page visits,
top search keywords, most popular pages. The most sophisticated analytics packages
now capture data at a very granular level, such as where users placed their cursor on a
page during a visit, how much of a video was watched or very detailed information about
the paths a customer takes to make a purchase or choose a product from a large
inventory (e.g. streaming movie services).

The more complex the data, the greater business value that can be extracted from it. This is
shown in the following figure:

Figure 23: Level of data complexity vs. business value
Besides, the data in this sector present other characteristics:




Multiple data formats: xml for bills, mp3 for voice recordings, text for customer
complaints, proprietary formats for CDR collection, SIP messages, SS7, IP.
Highly transactional: this implies a regular, high-volume stream of records entering
the system.
Multiple Devices causing high data generation rate.
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5.4.6 Drivers and Constraints for Telco and Media
5.4.6.1

Drivers

Telco & Media players have been analysing subscriber data for customer churn and marketing
for a long time now. In telecom, they have also begun to assemble network data with subscriber
data for new service offerings around location-based services and context-aware information
and this all means that they are aware of the impact of data mining in their business.
According to SAS (SAS, 2012), the current difficult economic conditions are pushing businesses
to seek cost reductions, in an environment of fierce competition and declining revenues.
Thus the principal incentives for telecom operators and media companies to engage Big Data
are based on efficiency benefits and innovation possibilities. Where managers consider these
gains achievable, the uptake the technology will happen.
Recent trends in ICT have seen exploding data volumes and consequent costs associated with
accumulating and storing it. These huge quantities of data require strategies to leverage value
from them.
As analytics technology develops and platforms capable of processing Big Data become more
economical, more businesses will find it viable and will adopt it.
The fact that many players already use and trust high-performance analytics or employ Big Data
to some extent can also incentivise other businesses to follow in order to lose the race.
According to Heavy Reading White Paper on Big Data Requirements for the telecom & media
sector [HR01], a survey among 65 global telecom providers identified operational planning, realtime service assurance and pricing optimisation to be the most areas where Big Data will help
meeting business objectives.

Figure 24: Using Big Data to deliver on Defined Business Objectives (survey)
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It is crucial to analyse the current and future state of the relevant systems, identification of gap
analysis and solution recommendations for embarking upon Big Data, which is summerised in
the following steps:








Conducting a thorough assessment of relevant internal and external data sources.
Evaluating the existing data reliability and methods to set up the desired levels
Assessing the level of need for columnar data stores and NoSQL options for setting up
an efficient Big Data solution
Identifying analytics needed for competent and actionable insight
Assessing infrastructure
Inspecting the skills within the enterprise needed to implement and manage Big Data
effectively
Defining Big Data Baseline and current IT state

5.4.6.2

Constraints

According to The European Communications Magazine (European Communications Magazine
Q2, 2013), in the telecom sector, the most important barrier is that the information is siloed
(whereas, in 2012, it was not having a concrete strategy for data exploitation, which appears as
second most important barrier now), as shown in the next picture:

Figure 25: “What do you think is the biggest barrier for operators executing Big Data Strategy?”
- Source European Communications Magazine survey, Q3 2013
This important barrier derives from the fact that many of the operators' assets are implemented
using unique data formats, proprietary interfaces, with multiple technologies. This makes it
difficult to integrate with other systems and to carry out changes. Besides, the integration of IT
departments and networks and marketing areas in order to define a common strategy is a
cultural change for most organisations.
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5.4.7 Business Priorities survey for Telco and Media
The Telco & Media Sector Forum ran a survey among relevant players in the sector in order to
help find the priorities that need to be overcome first for the uptake of Big Data in Europe. The
aggregated results of this survey are shown in the next picture and discussed in this section.

Figure 26: Big Data Telco & Media business priorities survey aggregated results 2014
The existence of a clear and stable regulatory framework in Europe is clearly important to
the sector’s stakeholders (all of them consider this important or very important). As explained in
the following subsection, the EU is working on this. Obviously, investment in technology
requires a clear strategy to use it according to commercial expectations; otherwise, it is better to
keep current systems and procedures. Companies are not willing to make a huge investment in
a technology to find out later that they cannot use it.
As for combining data from different siloes, most of the companies (80%) consider this very
important or blocking. Conducting cross-domain correlations is where data adds value the most.
This is especially important for pan-European companies, who have to compete with other
players not subject to the same rules (like the big Internet service providers).
We see that understanding the potential of Big Data is very relevant. 60% of the respondents
considered this criterion to be blocking. The first priority in the adoption of Big Data solutions is
to understand which data the company has, what can be used for and, most importantly, how it
can be exploited and how much benefit we can obtain from this exploitation.
As far as cost-effective storage is concerned, the general trend among the answers is that the
cost of storage would not be an issue. The answers vary from companies that are not fully into
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Big Data and who therefore are not currently facing this problem, and others who consider that
selecting the correct data with the required quality (early curation) might be essential for storage
cost not to explode.
As far as the idea of being walked through the adoption of Big Data process by external
partners such as technology providers, there seems to be a diversity of opinions. Although it is
clear that identifying the most convenient technologies in terms of adequateness, costs and
future evolution is a key aspect. In the landscape of Big Data solutions, the trend until now has
been the proliferation of generic complex horizontal tools to solve isolated technical challenges.
It is sometimes difficult to say which is the difference among them (apparently they all do the
same) or how to combine them for a particular case without help from experts. These tools are
not clearly correlated to a specific sector needs and are usually focused for Big Data expert
users.
This leads us to the following item within the list. It seems clear that Big Data has to be also
accessible for non-technical users. 60% of respondents considered this very important or
blocking. Business departments need to concentrate on business, not technology. For this, it is
the technical complexity of Big Data solutions should be somehow hidden depending on the
user profile.
100% of the respondents consider important or very important to have a Big Data strategy
defined. Big Data is a technical-led initiative with no previous business requirements. No matter
how good and mature the technology is, companies will only adopt it once they have
understood their benefits and decided a business strategy that will determine the concrete Big
Data implementation (deciding what business data should be analysed and stored, what should
be discarded, the cost of acquiring needed technologies, changing internal procedures in order
to incorporate Big Data, etc.) Besides Data as a Service (which means selling data to business
partners), the full potential of Big Data can be exploited by addressing customer-centric
objectives. Other possibilities for communication service providers are, for example, to partner
with other parties (team up with advertisers, retailers, car manufacturers and public
administrations, etc. for e-commerce, machine-to-machine applications and location-based
services.) Operators can also play a role in smart cities, health care and other areas.
Moreover, in order to implement a business strategy and articulate a use case worthy of the
needed investments in Big Data capabilities, it is essential that strategy and IT departments
come closer in order for the enterprise to get inspired.
Most companies (80%) answered that it is important or very important that Big Data solutions
can be applied across borders. This is particularly relevant in the case of Europe. Europe
presents unique features compared to other markets (e.g. US): decentralisation, multilingualism,
multi-currency, fragmented culture, laws…This brings important challenges as well as far as Big
Data solutions are concerned, since they must, at the same time, be universal enough to be
acquired and implemented only once but, at the same time, support specific requirements to be
applied in a national environment in order to cope with local requirements including law,
language, demographical information or social trends, which differ from one country to another.
This is more important for companies operating across multiple countries, which will be
facilitated by the Connected Continent framework initiative (please refer to the following
subsection for further information).
Another important aspect (100% of respondents consider this important or very important) is the
efficiency of real time solutions. Real time technology is required in many use cases within the
sector (prepaid, anticipation of network failures, etc.) The complexity, diversity and volume of
data sets involved (please refer to section 5.4.5) becomes quickly a challenge. More efficient
automation and scalable solutions are required so that Big Data tools can cope with huge
amounts of diverse data in real time.
As for the classification of information, in the Telco & Media sector, there is a specific
standard framework for business processes design and deployment for telecom (eTOM). The
enhanced Telecom Operations Map –eTOM– is a guidebook built on TM Forum Telecom
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Operations Map (TOM). Currently, eTOM is the most widely used and accepted standard for
business processes in the telecommunications industry. The eTOM model describes the full
scope of business processes required by a service provider and defines key elements and how
they interact. Among its advantages we can mention that it establishes a common vocabulary
for both business and functional processes. The Framework enables to map the business
processes into a language that all parts of an organisation can understand, thus supporting a
business-driven approach to manage enterprise processes. This seems to be a right approach
as far as Big Data analysis for the telecom sector is concerned because eTOM provides a
reference framework in which we can categorise all business activities at all levels of the
telecom industry.
However, when it comes to social media data, the work is still in progress1. The SID reference
framework (eTOM) is a very useful tool to classify the information, i.e. the data, involved in
telecom business process flows. Nevertheless, the data reference model does not yet
contemplate the inclusion of social media data. Since the SID model can be extended, this
would not be an issue, and this is probably why our respondents consider this aspect less
blocking than others (20% answered that this is not important).
Another major obstacle to adopting Big Data analytics is the level of technical skill required to
optimally operate such systems. Although Big Data software solutions are becoming more and
more user-friendly, specialist knowledge is still necessary. The requisite skills for Big Data
analysis are more demanding than those required for traditional business intelligence systems,
and the cost of hiring Big Data specialists can be too high. Well trained professionals are really
scarce and this is why 40% of respondents consider this issue very important or blocking.
Finally, 60% of the surveyed answered that combining information from different data
sources is very important or blocking. The sector needs to gather and combine information
from call centres, billing systems, heterogeneous network nodes, air interfaces, devices, social
media, etc. There are a number of emerging technologies that might help towards these goals
at least from the network point of new, such as Network Function Virtualisation, which refers to
the virtualization of network functions carried out by specialized hardware devices and their
migration as software-based appliances, which are deployed on top of commodity IT (including
Cloud) infrastructures.

5.4.8 Cultural, policy and wider economic blockers for Telco and
Media
The following factors have been identified through our work as potential blockers to businesses
in both the Telco and Media sectors exploiting Big Data to its fullest potential. Some of these
factors directly complement the business priorities addressed in our survey, as described in
section 5.4.7.
We also think many are relevant across other sectors and therefore should be considered for
future research initiatives to support the European Union’s ambitions around a Digital Economy.

1

A discussion has been opened by the telecom sector of the BIG project in the TM Forum’s Data
Analytics/Big Data Management community (eTOM). According to the TM Forum members, the extension
of SID to adapt it for Big Data information is always aspired to, but not on the roadmap yet. Several
operators have expressed their interest in exploring SID Big Data contributions. This implies the
collaboration of a social expert, able to define and classify the vast amount of information that can be
retrieved from the web including both the telco player and the customer.
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5.4.8.1


Cultural

Lack of senior executive awareness of data as an intrinsically valuable asset in its own
right
o This is changing for the better, but several interviewees expressed frustration that
data was not being taken seriously enough at the top level of their company



Conversely, some business leaders are defensive about the power of data to drive
decisions as well as, or even better than, them
o The scale and range of what is possible with a well-implemented Big Data
initiative means that decisions can be based on a more robust quantitative
evidence base



Consumer awareness and concern about how personal data is being used, e.g. by
intelligence agencies, private sector companies or the public sector
o There have been several exposes and scandals about misuse of personal data
(as opposed to public and/or open data) leading to fears of state surveillance or
commercialization of their sensitive or confidential data
o This may make it harder for businesses to encourage customers to hand over
data to enable them to receive better, more tailored, more valuable services in
return



Public linked and open data (e.g. Freebase) is not deemed by many in the publishing
sector as being of reliable enough quality to buttress their own data-driven business
models
o There is mistrust of crowdsourced data quality, leading to lack of support for
linked data initiatives



Marketing buzz around “Big Data” may be detrimental to understanding both of potential
and risks
o Google Flu Trends is an algorithmic approach to analyzing millions of search
queries, which Google claimed could track the spread of influenza more quickly
than traditional methods. However, research in Science magazine showed that
the insights for several months had been less accurate than public sector data on
doctor visits. The huge size of the analysed data had not mitigated against
statistical errors and biases (Science, 2014)
o “Big Data Hubris” may even deter cautious business executives from investing in
scaling up data processing infrastructure

5.4.8.2

Policy and legislation

The existence of a clear regulatory framework is essential for the adoption of Big Data and the
agreement of end users to share information with their service providers.
In 2012 the EU published a proposal for a major reform on the protection of personal data
(http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/index_en.htm). This has yet to be fully ratified,
creating uncertainty for European businesses who handle personal data and potentially putting
them at a disadvantage compared to US companies who operate within a much more relaxed
landscape.
Indeed, privacy is a major concern. According to recent well known reports (Washington Post)
(The Guardian), the US National Security Agency (NSA) has been intercepting personal e-mail
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and instant messaging accounts around the world.
The collection of this personal data
depends on secret arrangements with telecommunications providers or allied intelligence
services in control of facilities that direct traffic along the Internet’s main data routes. Obviously,
this kind of practices hold back the end users’ trust, which is essential for Big Data to be
exploited by service providers. Ovum’s latest Consumer Insights Survey (Ovum) reveals that
68 percent of the Internet population across 11 countries around the world would select a “donot-track” (DNT) feature if it was easily available, which clearly highlights some amount of end
users’ antipathy towards online tracking. This brings about an important barrier since data must
be rich in order in order for businesses to use it.
Regulation in the telecom market is meant to protect customers and to foster a reasonable
competition. Of course, even though regulation is necessary in order to avoid abusive tariffs or,
in particular as far as data is concerned, mitigate customers’ privacy concerns (they expose
their personal data online), it has a clear impact on revenue for telecom operators. Moreover,
the European Commission is calling for measures aimed at creating a European single market
for electronic communications (European Commission). This new regulatory framework is
bound to change the landscape of the telecom sector in Europe by eliminating borders by
establishing common rules across different Member States. Some of the main aspects of this
initiative are summarised below:
1) Single EU authorisation: any CSP may provide services anywhere in Europe by simply
registering in one Member State.
2) Radio spectrum: harmonised across Europe. Take into account the most efficient usage
of resources before allocation. Coherent portfolios of radio spectrum usage rights
throughout the Union. Currently rules are totally heterogeneous (spectrum assignment
means different rights across countries). Same definition of commercial bands (4G)
across Europe. Auction prices and times have to be harmonised.
 Integrated networks covering several Member States
 Predictability for investments
3) Broadband Virtual European access -> ability to offer the same product anywhere, using
harmonised wholesale technology and prices.
4) Assured Service Quality. Not to impede the circulation of any content or traffic, except if:
 The traffic endangers the equipment, service or network
 Prevent serious crimes
 The user has expressed so

5) End-users must be able to monitor the uplink and downlink speeds at any time. National
authorities establish how (web site, apps, etc.).
6) Operators will send their reached technological capacity to the national authorities. This
information will be accessible all over Europe.
7) Portability works at a national level (not trans-national). Minimum time, receptor handles
the procedure, forward of emails to new email address during 12 months for free.
At first sight, the Connected Continent framework will most probably result in more strict
regulations within the sector, although it is expected to benefit citizens and to foster the creation
of the required infrastructure for Europe to become a connected Community. This framework is
meant to make communications more fluent across European citizens and businesses.
Obviously, this will have a major impact in Europe in the social, cultural and business domains.
As far as net neutrality is concerned and according to the European Commission (EurLex,
2011) much of the neutrality debate centres around traffic management and what constitutes
reasonable traffic management. It is widely accepted that network operators need to adopt
some traffic management practices to ensure an efficient use of their networks and that certain
IP services, such as for instance real-time IPTV and video conferencing, may require special
traffic management to ensure a predefined high quality of service. However, the fact that some
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operators, for reasons unrelated to traffic management, may block or degrade legal services (in
particular Voice over IP services) which compete with their own services can be considered to
contradict the open character of the Internet. Transparency is also an essential part of the net
neutrality debate.
All this means that telecom operators will have to accommodate their innovation, also around
Big Data, to this regulatory framework in order to find new sources of revenue. After all, it’s their
customers’ personal data travelling up and down these networks and devices.
Another important aspect, above all for the media and entertainment, is the existence of
heterogeneous policies on IPR and privacy in different member countries, which may deter
businesses from trying to expand into new markets within the EU
Finally, the quality and volume of open public data provision varies considerably across the EU:


The availability and quality of open data varies across member states. Even in the UK,
where open data initiatives are seen as world-leading, some very valuable datasets are
still issued in PDFs, which require cost and effort to transform into machine-readable
formats such as CSV.



More top-down EU work is needed to persuade the public sector to deliver more, usable
and high-quality datasets.

5.4.8.3


Economic

The labour market across Europe is not providing enough data professionals able to
manipulate Big Data applications
o There has been analysis about shortfalls in “data scientists”. However, as the
economist and broadcaster Tim Harford has said companies should not just be
hiring “elite teams of data geeks who are brilliant but who no one in management
understands or takes seriously" (ComputerWeekly, 2014)
o The focus going forward may be better put on promoting “data literacy”, which
has been described as “"... competence in finding, manipulating, managing, and
interpreting data, including not just numbers but also text and images." (HBR,
2012). The ability to think critically about data underpins the success of any tools
or initiatives to exploit data. This is particularly true in Media for the growing field
of data journalism (Gray, J., Bounegru, L. and Chambers, L. (Eds.), 2012)



University programs are not keeping pace with new technologies
o Most undergraduate computer science programs take 3 years, risking creating a
lag between employer demand for trained graduates and when they are actually
qualified to take up opportunities
o Possible mitigations include: institutions offering shorter, more intense courses,
employers training more apprentices themselves or retraining current IT
employees



Ecosystems of data-driven businesses are unevenly
geographical areas (e.g. Tech City in London, Berlin)

concentrated in

certain

o Tech City is regarded as an exemplar for an effective start-up ecosystem.
Dozens of businesses cluster round the so-called “Silicon Roundabout” in order
to take advantage of collaboration opportunities and relatively cheap property.
The area has public sector support from the Technology Strategy Board and the
Greater London Authority, among others
o Cambridge in the UK is also a hub for high-tech firms and researchers
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o More European initiatives are required in order to support entrepreneurs and
SMEs throughout the EU to get access to the resources and people they need to
foster innovation and growth


Lack of competition among European players in market for cloud services
o Google and Amazon Web Services and other US players dominate the cloud
market in terms of range of services and cost-effectiveness, despite increased
concerns about privacy and security in the wake of the NSA/Prism revelations
o Some European companies are trying to capitalize on their localness and
security concerns to win business from US competitors (reuters, 2013).



Insufficient access to finance for startups and SMEs
o Europe does not have as widespread a venture capital ecosystem as the US



Some European entrepreneurs are attracted by the availability of venture capital, tax
breaks and startup support in the US, meaning their ideas and skills are lost to the EU



Fear of piracy, and disregard for copyright, may disincentive creative people and
companies from taking risks



The content and data industry is dominated by large US players
o Companies such as Apple, Amazon and Google between them have huge
dominance in many sub-sectors including music, advertising, publishing and
consumer media electronics



Differences in penetration of high-speed broadband provision across member countries,
in cities and in rural areas
o This is a disincentive for companies looking to deliver content that requires high
bandwidth, e.g. streaming movies as it reduces the potential customer base.
Customers in areas with poor speeds, or even with no broadband at all, miss out
on products and services

5.5. Big Data Application Scenarios
In this section, we include relevant use cases for both the Telco and Media sectors.

5.5.1 Application scenarios for the Telco sector
Besides these, the TM Forum has also published the Big Data Analytics Guidebook (TM
Forum, Big Data Analytics Guidebook) in which many use cases are included, mostly
concerning BSS, but also including OSS scenarios for network fault prediction, for example.

5.5.1.1

A call to a telco Customer Care centre

Scenario Name

A call to a telco Customer Care Centre

Background /
Rationale

This scenario represents a future daily situation in which Big Data
technology can bring telecom operators and customers together. The
most interesting side of this story is how far this is from reality today in the
Customer Care domain.
A customer is using his smartphone when suddenly a message appears
on the screen indicating “Emergency Calls Only” and the call is suddenly

Scenario
description
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(Storyboard)

Functional areas
covered by the
scenario

© BIG consortium

dropped. He checks the rest of applications that were running in parallel.
He had a VoIP application with several on-going conversations that
seems to be disconnected now. He was also uploading a video to his
favourite social network, which has not been totally completed according
to the status shown on the screen. Finally, he was in the middle of a
process for downloading some MP3 files from an on-line store who has
already received the payment for the merchandise but not all the files
have been successfully retrieved.
He resets his smartphone and checks that ordinary telephony works but
not his internet connection. He decides to call the Customer Care (CC)
number and is immediately served by a friendly agent who knows his
name. When he begins reporting his problem, the customer care agent
(CSA) listens carefully and registers the description of the incident from
the customer’s perspective in written text. The CSA says that optionally
he can attach the voice conversation to the customer’s file, which he
does. He asks the customer whether he had open applications when the
incident occurred, out of a list of the apps the customer has installed in
his smartphone, which is known at the CC.
The CCA checks the network nodes status in the incidental area and
immediately sees that there has been a problem in one of them. He
sends an instant notification to the technical support team, who are
already aware of the incident and who report that the problem will be
fixed in 5 minutes.
The CCA checks additional information concerning this particular
customer. Not only he has been a customer for more that 10 years, but
he has recently subscribed to one of their ADSL offerings. The operator
has punctually received payments for the unified electronic bills available
in the system. He has also raised several complaints in the past
concerning the quality of his VoIP service in multi-party business calls
when a number of users are involved. He also gathers his most used
numbers for calls and for SMS.
The usage information concerning the uplink and downlink transactions
with unachieved service delivery are disregarded for billing by the CSA.
This action of discarding the records is registered in the system for future
uses, as well as the whole procedure. The CSA informs the customer that
he can relaunch both transactions with no duplicated cost. The payment
for the music records will be cancelled with the content provider by the
CSA.
Besides, the CSA considers that this customer deserves a loyalty action
to be applied, the CCA proposes to activate two separate discounts on
calls and SMS to those favourite numbers that will begin being applied
immediately.
Right afterwards, the customer writes an entry in his blog explaining how
well he has been served by his telecom provider.
Network:
Reduce Problem Resolution Time
Increase Staff Efficiency
CDR analysis
Sales / Marketing /Profitability
Manage Vendor Performance
Advanced Customer Segmentation
Product/Service immediate Offering
Foresee / Reduce Customer Churn
Gain Insights on Customer Behaviour
Convergent & intelligent Customer Care
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Data acquisition, data analysis, data curation, data storage, data usage

Technical
domains
involved

5.5.1.2

Advanced customer segmentation

Scenario Name

Advanced customer segmentation

Background /
Rationale

This scenario is partially based on a use case carried out by British
Telecom and reported in the Global Information Technology Report 2012
by the World Economic Forum [WEF01].

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

This use case shows how the combination of data coming from different
sources (web, geographical data, network information) can be used as an
input for advanced customer segmentation and sales regions definition
which can, in turn, help sales departments offering strategies.
A hundred million links among more than 20 million numbers made
anonymous from an original database of some 8 billion telephones can
be examined and the analysis of the resulting network to identify natural
communities in the data, (where a community is characterised by
relatively dense within-group links and proportionally fewer out-group
connections.) This information can be combined with information
retrieved from social media. What are these customers saying in their
favourite social networks to one another? What are they being told? What
is being said about a new product? How often is it mentioned and how far
does it get? What kind of blogs does my product appear on? Are they
specialised, generic, complaints forums, etc.?
Another authorised survey of thousand households and the association of
more than a million call records to their responses made possible to
assess the classification of households according to their calling
networks. The results suggest that some dimensions of social interaction
can serve as reasonable predictors of whether a household is comprised
of “Alone, over 56,” “Couple, both aged over 55 with no cohabiting
children,” or ”Couple, with children aged under 12”.
A community is almost synonymous with "segment." A segment is a
group of customers that will react similarly to a message. This helps
identify new marketing campaigns and defining business opportunities
and the right moment to communicate with customers. Communities can
be found in many contexts, but broad criteria from a telecom perspective
might include shared calling groups, locality, age, interests, language and
subcultures. Telecom operators would seem to have particular
advantages in regard to community-based marketing. They have
unprecedented, aggregate detail about customers’ communications
habits and movements as well as a feedback channel that could be used
for tailored messages.

Functional areas
covered by the
scenario
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Web:
Sentiment analysis
Network:
Traffic analysis
Sales / Marketing /Profitability
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Advanced Customer Segmentation
Product/Service Offering customisation
Foresee / Reduce Customer Churn
Gain Insights on Customer Behaviour
Data acquisition, data analysis, data curation, data storage, data usage

Technical
domains
involved

5.5.1.3

Telecom customer journey

Scenario Name

Telecom customer journey

Background /
Rationale

This scenario tries to go through the customer journey in order to
understand what data is exposed and how does the customer experience
the relationship of service and trust with the telecom operator.

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

A telecom customer sees a product especially pushed for him on a
website. He buys and pays online via laptop. The customer is notified of
delivery time on his personal cell phone and decides to collect the item
directly from the point of sales.
He registers via tablet to receive further notifications and makes several
calls to the customer service because there is a missing accessory in the
box. The separate piece is delivered separately.
Later one, the customer tweets about it and uploads photos of his new
device via Facebook, which is liked by his circle of friends. They are all
planning a trip to Indonesia according to the comments on their walls.
They are also fans of cultural events and share this sort of information in
their community.
Before her departure, the operator can offer a special international
roaming plan for calls in Indonesia. Besides, the group of friends might be
offered a holiday package with local lodging companies. The operator can
also offer a notification service about local festivals and cultural events
when abroad.

Functional areas
covered by the
scenario

Technical
domains
involved
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Web:
Sentiment analysis
Network:
Traffic analysis
Sales / Marketing /Profitability
Advanced Customer Segmentation
Product/Service Offering customisation
Foresee / Reduce Customer Churn
Gain Insights on Customer Behaviour
Data acquisition, data analysis, data curation, data storage, data usage
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5.5.1.4

Dynamic bandwidth increase

Scenario Name

Dynamic bandwidth increase

Background /
Rationale

This example illustrates how the information retrieved by Call Centres can
help identify infrastructure and network problems

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

In most organisations, the customer care data is analysed typically from a
SLA(Service Level Agreement) perspective. For example, turnaround
time, average wait time, etc. are often measured and ensured. However,
a greater insight can be gained by, e.g. the actual transcript of the
conversation. This could even lead to the identification of problems
regarding the telecom infrastructure (e.g. infrastructure bottlenecks).
Telecom providers are currently getting more revenue from data services
than from voice services. This is why operators are very interested in
launching new services that generate a lot of traffic, such as cloud-based
gaming, for example.

Functional areas
covered by the
scenario

Technical
domains
involved

5.5.1.5

In this competitive environment a telecom provider launches a new viral
gaming application on mobile devices. A few days after its launch the
operator observes a burst of calls to the call centres and on text mining
the transcript data specialists find a great increase in the keywords
alluding to performance. The specific intelligence regarding keyword burst
and specific time of day at which this was encountered can derive an
automatic actuation on the network in order to dynamically change the
provided the bandwidth based on usage.
Web:
Sentiment analysis
Network:
Network service enhancement
Sales / Marketing /Profitability
Customer satisfaction
Data acquisition, data analysis, data curation, data storage, data usage

Security application based on cell towers

Scenario Name

Security application based on cell towers

Background /
Rationale

This example illustrates how the information retrieved by Call Centres can
help identify infrastructure and network problems

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

When a call is made, the operator usually captures data such as the
subscriber, the time and the duration. Depending on the type of call and
service used, additional data can be gathered. For example, serving
switch data, serving cell tower IDs, device identification (serial) numbers,
as well as International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) and
International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) codes. The unique ID of
the cell tower a handset was connected to when a connection was made
can be used for collocation analysis.
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By examining terabytes of CDR/Tower records from the switch it is
possible to triangulate on a few collocation events. A co-location event
can be defined as the same mobile tower being used to route calls during
a specific point in time. The combination of massive Hadoop clusters and
columnar database architecture allows these queries to be executed at
great speed in order to retrieve a reduced set of records to analyse
further.
This allows to identify if the same person has used several devices by
combining CDR information (IMEIs or IMSIs) with network information
(registered by the mobile tower).
Functional areas
covered by the
scenario
Technical
domains
involved

Network:
CDR/tower information
Sales / Marketing /Profitability
Security application
Data acquisition, data analysis, data curation, data storage, data usage

5.5.2 Application scenarios for the Media sector
Media and Entertainment are enormously complex industries. Scenarios 2.4.2.1 to 2.4.2.5 are
reproduced from the draft version of the deliverable. To these use cases is added scenario
2.4.2.6 Audience insight, which has been developed as a result of a number of inputs garnered
since the initial work was done for the draft deliverable.

5.5.2.1

Data journalism

Scenario Name

A large dataset becomes available to a media organisation

Background /
Rationale

This scenario deals with a situation where a database with many
thousands or even billions of rows requires analysis to derive stories and
insight.

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

So-called “data journalism” has been an emerging trend over the last few
years. As corporations and governments release more data into the
public domain, there are opportunities for media organisations to exploit
the data.
However, these large datasets will be too unwieldy to be stored in-house
by firms, and certainly too big to be analysed by limited human resources
in the modern newsroom. The data will also most likely have lots of
errors, gaps, inconsistencies and poor categorisations.
Therefore the media organisation puts the database online and
crowdsources the analysis to its readers. Developers and activists can
trawl the data and advise the organisation of interesting nuggets of
information they find. Journalists can work with users to develop
interesting lines of narrative.
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The media firm needs the ability to leverage the data in an end-to-end
process right from the initial acquisition of the data, to cleaning it up, to
making it possible to analyse it with a combination of statistical algorithms
and human brain power.
Once the analysis is done, the journalists will plan how to use the results
in their content and tell stories about what has been found. Scaleable
data visualisation tools are needed in order to produce usable, compelling
graphics for general readers.
The resulting output from the work has a positive impact in shaping the
news agenda, and increases sales and brand engagement for the
company’s products across all channels.
Data acquisition, data analysis, data curation, data storage, data usage

Technical
domains
involved

5.5.2.2

Dynamic semantic publishing

Scenario Name

Scalable processing of content for efficient targeting

Background /
Rationale

Online content producers are creating greater volumes of multimedia
content than ever before. At the same time, there are increased
pressures to cut costs and headcount, so organisations are having to
make more efficient use and reuse of what they do produce.
This scenario shows how a publisher uses semantic technologies to
provide the means to target content more efficiently.

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

A news organisation that produces millions of words, thousands of
images and thousands of hours of video every year needs to develop
new revenue streams. They identify new markets such as niche websites
and hence need a way to deliver that content. They also wish to be more
responsive to customers’ new requirements and wish to minimise time
and costs in getting new services to market.
The content already has very limited tagging but this does not provide
enough detail or context to be truly useful. They decide to invest in Big
Data infrastructure that supports the addition of much richer semantic
metadata. This involves using an XML database and a triple store rather
than traditional relational database technologies. Automatic text analysis
is deployed to extract the semantic concepts.
It is now much easier to aggregate content around topics or entities, and
to automatically generate interesting related content items – a task that
would previously have been done by a journalist. New niche customers
can be served quickly as the correct data infrastructure is already in
place.
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Data acquisition, data analysis, data curation, data storage

Technical
domains
involved

5.5.2.3

Social media analysis

Scenario Name

Batch processing of large user-generated content datasets

Background /
Rationale

With millions of pieces of user-generated content being added to social
networks every day, there is an unprecedented opportunity for the media
sector to mine it, whether in batch or real time.

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

A new start up decides its business model will be based around
performing deep-dive analysis of tweets to help marketers connect with
the most influential people and conversations in their product domains.
Commercial organisations will commission the start up to identify good
prospects on social networks so that they can offer innovative new
products to them.
They do not want to maintain their own hardware so will use cloud
services to access storage and processing capability as and when they
need it. They want to work with a diverse range of clients so they need
their architecture to be flexible enough to cope with competing
requirements.
They adopt a distributed querying architecture and build flexible
categorisation models on top of the databases. They configure cloudbased Software-as-a-service (SaaS) text analytics applications according
to their clients’ requirements.
As a result of the company being able to analyse huge volumes of data
meaningfully in a short period of time, their clients can confidently try out
new promotions on strong customer prospects.
Data analysis, data curation

Technical
domains
involved

5.5.2.4

Cross-sell of related products

Scenario Name

Developing recommendation engines using multiple data sources

Background /
Rationale

Recommendation engines have been a feature of digital services for
many years, the most famous example being Amazon’s. They use
customers’ browsing and purchasing history to automatically suggest
other products users may be interested in. There are three main types of
product recommendation engine, those that work by collaborative
filtering, those that work by content-based filtering, and a hybrid category
that relies on both methods of filtering.
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This scenario deals with the potential of Big Data to make it possible for
not just the companies with the most hardware and engineers to develop
sophisticated recommendation products. The cost of storing and
processing data streams is reduced markedly by cloud computing and
distributed querying.
A publisher in the entertainment space wishes to monetise its content by
selling products and advertising around it. They want to provide a great
user experience to differentiate themselves from competitors who are
also delivering reviews, offers and recommendations to their customers.

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

They set up systems to collect data about customers’ interactions with the
content, e.g. clickstream, user journeys, social sharing and purchase
history. They develop proprietary algorithms to process the data which is
coming from multiple databases, and also factor in commercial priorities
such as promoting products with the highest profit margins.
They set up the infrastructure in the cloud so that it can scale up or down
as needed. For example, there will be much more data gathered at
certain times of years such as during school holidays or before
Halloween. They use predictive and reactive analytics to estimate when
peak traffic may happen, and plan data processing accordingly.
The output from the data processing is combined with the metadata of the
content items themselves to seamlessly generate recommendations
when users are browsing the company’s site on the web or mobile
devices. As a result of successful implementation, traffic to the site
increases, users discover things they might not have seen otherwise and
commercial revenue increases.
Data acquisition, data analysis, data curation, data usage

Technical
domains
involved

5.5.2.5

Product development

Scenario Name

Using predictive analytics to commission new services

Background /
Rationale

Broadcasters and online publishers now have the ability to gather huge
amounts of quantitative information about how their customers interact
with their services. This scenario highlights one tangible application for all
that data, namely, mining it to support the development of new products.

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

A streaming media service gathers rich usage data from thousands of its
customers. It knows what they buy, who buys it, how they consume it,
when they consume it, where in the country they watch it in and so on. It
has the ability to tap into terabytes of data.
To complement their traditional qualitative methods of research such as
focus groups and market research, they analyse the data to try and
predict what kind of original content might be successful. They are
looking to have a high degree of confidence in their decision-making
because it is notoriously difficult to guarantee that something will be a hit
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with consumers.
They mine the data for trends, and use statistics to highlight correlations
where users who enjoyed one kind of programme also consumed others,
whether of a similar genre or not. The dataset consists of millions of
molecular interactions so is too large for purely manual viewing. Also, it is
constantly growing so robust applications are needed to ensure that key
insights are not missed.
On the basis of the analysis, they decide to commission a new
programme, and to put a considerable amount of marketing expense
behind it. The outcome is the programme becomes one of the most
popular the service has ever streamed. The analytics have helped predict
a hit show more accurately than a human commissioner might have
done.
Data analysis, data usage

Technical
domains
involved

5.5.2.6

Audience insight

Scenario Name

Using data from multiple sources to build up a comprehensive 360
degree view of a customer

Background /
Rationale

This scenario extends 2.4.2.5 Product development in that customer
behaviour data can be gathered from many sources, besides from their
directly using a service. Whereas the Product development scenario is
concerned with aggregating data quantitatively, this scenario is about
using data from various sources external to the company itself to mine for
qualitative and more focussed insights.

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

A customer of a broadcasting company can contact them directly through
their call centre, social media, retail stores, email etc. Most of this
information is gathered in a database record using their unique customer
ID.
However, the customer also uses their social media logins to interact with
other services e.g. travel review sites, online forums, data-driven apps.
As this information is then public, it could be mined to find out more about
the customer’s habits and preferences.
As a consequence of acquiring the data and then running it through
unstructured data analytics platforms, the company can use the insights
to try to build a more engaged relationship with the customer. This could
entail providing new channels for audiences to feed back on services, or
involving them in future product innovation.
NB: Just because data harvesting on such a wide scale is possible, does
not mean it is without ethical considerations. It is important for businesses
who want to perform such activities with integrity to explain to customers
how and why their data is being gathered.
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Data acquisition, data analysis, data storage, data usage

Technical
domains
involved

5.6. Requirements for Media, Telco, and common to both sectors
The requirements detailed in this section have been drawn from all the research activity
performed by the Telco and Media Sector Forum. They extend the information that was
presented in the draft Sector requisites deliverable D2.3.1 (section 4.4) and the draft Sector
roadmap deliverable D2.4.1 (sections 4.2 to 4.5).
The section is structured as follows:


2.5.1 Requirements for Media and Entertainment



2.5.2 Requirements for Telco



2.5.3 Summary of requirements which are common to both sectors

Notes on the tables:
1. In all tables specifying technical areas, the components of the data value chain are
abbreviated as follows:
a. Acq = Acquisition / Ana = Analysis / Cur = Curation / Sto = Storage / Usa =
Usage
2. The requirements have been given an identifier beginning by M for Media and by T for
telecom, followed by a sequential number
3. The approach taken was to analyse the requirements separately for Telco and Media &
Entertainment within the BIG project. This was done for the following reasons:


We have spoken to different people, different organisations and attended different
events, and this will have naturally meant that our findings are not identical at the
detailed level



The Telco sector has the well-established eTOM framework, into which requirements
can be easily categorised. eTOM is not as well-known in the consumer media
industry (especially among SMEs and start-ups) therefore it was more logical to
group requirements by broad business objectives (and even these should not be
regarded as necessarily mutually exclusive).



It will be useful when disseminating the outcomes of the BIG project to be able to
present sector-specific perspectives on requirements. While there are many
commonalities and convergences between Telco and Media (many of which are
noted throughout this deliverable), there is still, very broadly speaking, a distinction to
be drawn between the heavy infrastructure needs of Telco and the software needs of
Media in order to deliver content.



However, where there are overlapping requirements, we present these in a separate
table (summary table), in order to facilitate cross-sector roadmap analysis, both
within the Telco & Media Sector Forum and for the wider BIG project.
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5.6.1 Requirements table for Media and Entertainment
Each requirement has been categorized into one of 5 categories of business objective:
- Improve business processes / Improve decision-making / Increase revenue / Reduce costs / Understand customers
The categorization is based on how stakeholders by and large saw these requirements most benefitting their businesses; however, it is possible
a particular requirement or technology will have application in more than one area of the business and for more than one purpose.
Req. Id

Big Data Requirement

Business objective

Acq
x

Ana

Cur

Sto

ME1

Curate heterogeneous data sources in a content and origin agnostic manner

Improve business processes

ME2

Programatically interrogate data for trends

Improve business processes

ME3

Quickly start processing new data types as they become needed

Improve business processes

ME4

Analyse unstructured data with regard to sentiment, topic and other intangible
aspects of text

Improve business processes

ME5

Transform and augment open data from the public sector with regard to
format, semantics, quality

Improve business processes

ME6

Scalable tools for search and discovery applications

Improve business processes

ME7

Visualise data for analytics and metrics (especially for business-technical users)

Improve business processes

ME8

Automatically create and apply metadata to datasets

Improve business processes

x

x

ME9

Quickly and accurately process data in near real-time

Improve decision-making

x

x

x

ME10

Apply models and ontologies to data to extract relationships

Improve decision-making

x

x

x

ME11

Transform streams from sensors into actionable views

Improve decision-making

x

ME12

Analytics tools which enable powerful querying and manipulation by nonprogrammers or statisticians

Improve decision-making

x

ME13

Inference engines to analyse semantic graph data

Improve decision-making

x

x

ME14

Derive value from proprietary datasets

Increase revenue

x

x

ME15

Derive value from public open datasets

Increase revenue

x

x
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Req. Id

Big Data Requirement

Business objective

Acq

Ana

Cur

Sto

Usa

ME16

Deliver tailored data and content to customers

Increase revenue

ME17

Human-centred editorialising of curated data streams

Increase revenue

ME18

Algorithms to crunch data to produce more interesting recommendations than
"more of the same"

Increase revenue

ME19

Algorithm management tools for non-technical users

Increase revenue

ME20

Enrich multimedia content such as images and videos with semantic metadata

Increase revenue

ME21

Blend user-generated content with commercially-produced media to create
new digital products

Increase revenue

ME22

Generate insights from data to enable new business models (e.g. cross-selling
based on viewing habits)

Increase revenue

x

x

ME23

Increase conversions from offline marketing activities (e.g. direct mail) by
analysing online data

Increase revenue

x

x

ME24

Predictive analytics solutions that can identify trends, segments and patterns
without these explicitly being modelled

Increase revenue

x

ME25

Return more relevant search results in consumer-facing applications using
semantic analysis

Increase revenue

ME26

Database solutions that can be set up more quickly than with traditional
applications

Reduce costs

ME27

Capability to use crowdsourced data curation to complement internal subject
matter expertise

Reduce costs

ME28

Manage data scaleably in graph databases

Reduce costs

ME29

Translate unstructured data (e.g. text or voice) to one or many languages

Reduce costs

x

ME30

High-volume data scraping and crawling tools

Reduce costs

x

ME31

Identify patterns in data to drive insights about consumer behaviour

Understand customers

ME32

Take account of many factors (e.g. location, device, user profile, usage context)
to better target content delivery

Understand customers
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Req. Id

Big Data Requirement

Business objective

Acq

Ana
x

ME33

Connect data from all customer interactions to form a 360 degree view

Understand customers

x

ME34

Ingest data from new classes of device (e.g. wearables)

Understand customers

x

ME35

Drill down into consumer behaviour in more granular detail

Understand customers

ME36

Foster a more engaged relationship with audiences and customers through
unstructured social data analysis

Understand customers

ME37

Clear policy direction on use of personal data within the EU

Understand customers

Table 5: Requirements for Media and Entretainment
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5.6.2 Requirements table for Telco
Each requirement has been categorized into one of the following categories of business objective from the eTOM framework:


TTM reduction for customised offerings / Revenue increase / Cost reduction / Convergence / Churn reduction / Customer satisfaction
increase / Increase customer insight / Revenue assurance

Business
Area
General

Operation
al
Area
General

Business
goal
Customer
satisfaction
increase
Cost
reduction
Cost
reduction
Increase
customer
insight
Increase
customer
insight

© BIG consortium

Req.
Id
T1

T2

T3
T4

T5

Increase
customer
insight

T6

Reduce TTM

T7

Technical area
Big Data requirement
Improve customer experience management by gathering and using huge amounts
of data coming from different sources and in different formats in order to have a
wider insight of the customer and his habits, needs, likes and dislikes.
Reduce costs (administration, capEX, opEX) including IT cost control by reduce
storage space (thanks to compression or enhancement of data compression
techniques). Big Data software cannot be more expensive than traditional one for
the same functionality.
Integration of traditional corporate business intelligence systems with new Big
Data technology so that existing hardware is leveraged
Identify patterns in data to drive insights about consumer behaviour. Quick
access to the customer's historical file: bills, payment behaviour, call detail
trends, etc. Quickly and accurately process data in near real-time.
Obtain a complete view of customers including all relevant sources. Connect data
from all customer interactions to form a 360 degree view
Analytics tools which enable powerful querying and manipulation by nonprogrammers or statisticians. Big Data tools must be easy to use and quickly
provide the required information in a comprehensive manner. Visualise data for
analytics and metrics (especially for business-technical users)
Real-time reaction. Easy implementation of any data model from any data source
with no decrease in performance (real time). Quickly start processing new data
types as they become needed. Quick re-programming and minimisation if IT
involvement.
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Ana

Cur

Sto

Usa

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Business
Area

Marketing
, Product
and
Customer

Operation
al
Area

Operation,
Support
and
Readiness

Business
goal

Req.
Id

Strategy

T8

Increase
customer
insight

T9

Increase
customer
insight

T10

TTM
reduction for
customised
offering

T11

T12
T13

Fulfilment

© BIG consortium

Technical area
Big Data requirement
Clear and stable regulatory framework so Telco&Media players can design a Big
Data strategy to fulfil it. There is no need to spend a huge amount of money to
discover only later that the planned strategy is not able to be carried out because
it is not compliant with current laws
Identify where do relevant conversations for the sector mostly take place.
Retrieve and correlate information such as: number of followers, number of
people following, influence rate per follower /followed, contact intensity, mood
attributes, recommendations to and by others, school, lifestyle, opinions about
products owned, opinions about customer service, opinion, etc.

Acq

X

X

Analyse unstructured data with regard to sentiment, topic and other intangible
aspects of text
Quick availability of different data formats. Different data formats can be
attached and retrieved to/from a customer dossier (voice, free text, logs, video
and audio, etc.) and later be used for analysis. Different accents and moods must
be handled in voice recordings. As for text, CRMs memos might contain typos and
hyphens that must be also dealt with.
Reduce data loading time
Need for flexible models that easily adapt to new data sources

T14

Advanced customer segmentation thanks to demographical data combined with
usage data calls in order to identify "user communities" and reveal further
information concerning customers

T15

Reduce time-to-market. The use of Big Data tools should benefit and speed up
marketing processes

T16

Build customised offers based on customer loyalty and other behavioural data

Cost
reduction

T17

Revenue
increase

T18

Ana

Cur

Sto

Usa

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Reduced efforts and administrative workload. Real time data feed including early
data curation mechanisms for a better data quality

X

X

Assess revenue leakage in the order-to-cash process by ensuring the process can
be achieved in advance, minimise delays (e.g. for TV and fix telephony offerings)

X

X
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Business
Area

Operation
al
Area

Assurance

Billing

© BIG consortium

Business
goal

Req.
Id

Technical area
Big Data requirement
Close gaps in calculation differences across multiple vendors and heterogeneous
networks (E.g.: Analyse 500 TB of data from call detail records and inter-carrier
invoices daily to help communication service providers identify cost savings and
improve services)
Integration of data coming from different sales channels. Identification of sales
channel for every operation (PoS, web, call centre, SMS campaign, etc.)

Acq

Ana

X

X

X

X

X

X

Convergence

T19

Convergence

T20

Churn
reduction

T21

Optimized service time to customers by improving average speed of answer
(enhance customer experience). The most important information across multiple
domains must be quickly available at Customer Care

Revenue
assurance

T22

Interface to network inventory solutions, service activation solutions and
networks discovery information, including several network generations and
technologies from different vendors. This information must be presented in a
comprehensible way so that non-technical staff can interpret it

TTM
reduction for
customised
offering

T23

Price & Product mix optimization for immediate automatic customised offerings

Churn
reduction

T24

Conduct predictive churn management analytics. Analyse customer and social
data in order to prevent churn

Revenue
increase

T25

Cross-selling: Convergent offering for different services and networks (fix and
mobile)

X

X

Customer
satisfaction
increase

T26

Location-based marketing: Real time cross-sectorial offerings based on customer
location

X

X

Revenue
assurance

T27

Business impact analysis: Incorporate the necessary information to keep track of
the business impact of offerings

X

X

Churn
reduction

T28

Improvement of real-time services for consumption and billing so that customers
can retrieve in real time the information concerning their consumption, for all
technologies
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Business
Area

Service

Operation
al
Area
Operation,
Support
and
Readiness

Req.
Id

TTM
reduction

T29

Fulfilment

Customer
satisfaction
increase

Assurance

Increase
customer
insight

Billing

Resource

Business
goal

Revenue
assurance
Increase
customer
insight

Operation,
Support
and
Readiness

Revenue
assurance

Fulfilment

Revenue
assurance
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Technical area
Big Data requirement

Acq

Ana

Optimise service deployment operational time according to historical data
related to every involved node and service platform

X

X

T30

Optimized service delivery time to customers. End-to-end real time service
measurement. Ensure the process across different platforms and service delivery
(e.g. analyse how much time is required for CDR data collection -different
services, different times- )

X

X

X

T31

Real-time analytics should be able to retrieve information about the subscriber
that is available from surrounding systems, network, social networks, etc. CDR
and social network information combined in real time. SID model to include
social media information (unified information system).

X

X

X

T32

Real-time SLA management and service assurance. Respond to network issues
based on SLAs

X

X

X

T33

Fast access to billing historical data including multiple data formats, historical
bills and ongoing consumption

T34

Availability of network operational information such as: Call attempts per cell,
Cell failures per cell, Handover request per BSC, Calls connected, Calls cleared by
user termination, PDP creation time, node attach requests, node attach success
rate, Call establishment time, APN usage statistics, including different
technologies (e.g. wireless generations)

X

X

T35

Tools to efficiently plan, process and predict network growth based on past
capacity utilization, marketing demand and service consumption trends. Mix
network information with social network information in order to anticipate social
events that might require additional resources (traffic forecast)

X

X

X

T36

Accurate real-time network information to accelerate the provisioning success
rate. Ability to acquire network and systems information in order to optimise
provisioning processes

X

X

X
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Business
Area

Operation
al
Area

Business
goal

Assurance

Revenue
assurance

T37

T38

T39

Supplier/p
artner

Technical area

Req.
Id

Big Data requirement
Network inventory information including data from network elements, such as
cell towers, routers, media gateways, session controllers, switches, etc. Unify
different networks with different resources under the same operational
framework
Retrieve and correlate information about network capacity management &
resource utilization in order to predict network resource exhaustion in a timely
manner
Network optimisation: Identification of potential problems gathering information
from social media (e.g. many similar tweets coming from the same location) and
automatic actuation on the network. Reduction of energy consumption based on
predictions (e.g. certain BS can be switched off during off peak hours)
Consolidated convergent billing: Ability to correlate and analyse billing
information from services delivered by heterogeneous networks, combining CDRs
and information data coming from different sources (TV, internet, voice, etc.)

Billing

Revenue
assurance

T40

Fulfilment

Revenue
assurance

T41

Point of sales location strategy. Determination of new points of sales' location
based on demographical data

Billing

Revenue
assurance

T42

Identify cost savings and improve services (e.g. analyse TB of data from call detail
records and inter-carrier invoices daily to help communication service providers)

Acq

Ana

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Cur

Sto

Usa

X

Table 6: Requirements for Telco

5.6.3 Common requirements for Telco, Media & Entertainment
This table shows the high-level requirements which are common to both sectors. The identifiers can be used to refer back to the sector-specific
tables for all the details of the individual requirements, and how they fit into business objectives and the data value chain
ID
R1
R2
R3
R4

Big Data Requirement
Single 360 degree customer view
Customer profiling and segmentation
Improve customer experience management
Product and service usage analytics
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Media
ME33
ME35
ME36
ME24 ME32

Telco
T5
T14
T1 T21 T24 T28 T33 T41
T27 T31 T35
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ID
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20

Big Data Requirement
Reduce data infrastructure costs
More efficient service delivery management
Ease of solution implementation
Usability of tools for non-technical users
Improve speed and quality of innovation
Stable regulatory framework
Reduce speed of processing new data sources and formats
Data analysis for patterns, entities, sentiment etc
Data transformation
Process data from networks, sensors and wearables etc
Data management through full lifecycle
Real-time data analysis
Process heterogeneous data sources
Content enrichment and aggregation
Tailored product and service offerings
Recommendations and cross-sell based on multiple factors

Media
ME26
ME22
ME3 ME26
ME7 ME12 ME19
ME22
ME37
ME3
ME2 ME4 ME24 ME29 ME31 ME35
ME5 ME10 ME14 ME15 ME30
ME11
ME1 ME17 ME27
ME9
ME3 ME34
ME8 ME20 ME21
ME16 ME23 ME32
ME18

Telco
T2 T3 T17 T42
T18 T29 T30 T32 T34 T36 T38
T7
T6 T22
T15
T8
T7 T11 T12
T4 T10
T5 T7 T11T19
T34 T37 T38
T20 T35
T4 T7 T39
T1 T9 T11 T20 T39 T40
T13 T17
T16 T23 T25 T26
T25

Table 7: Common requirements for Telco, Media and Entretainment
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5.7. Conclusion and Recommendations
The telecom sector seems to be convinced of the potential of Big Data Technologies. The
combination of benefits within different telecom domains (marketing and offer management,
customer relationship, service deployment and operations, etc.) can be summarised as the
achievement of the operational excellence for telco players.
There are nevertheless challenges that still need to be addressed before Big Data is generally
adopted. Big Data can only work out if a business puts a well-deﬁned data strategy in place
before it starts collecting and processing information. Obviously, investment in technology
requires a strategy to use it according to commercial expectations; otherwise, it is better to keep
current systems and procedures. Operators are now beginning to take the time to decide what
this strategy should take them. There are a number of emerging Big Data telecom-specific Big
Data commercial platforms available in the market, which operators have begun to try.
However, by now, most of them provide dashboards, reports to assist decision making
processes and can be integrated with BSS systems. Automatic actuation on the network as a
result of the analysis is yet to come. Besides these platforms, Data as a Service is a trend
some operators are following, which consists on providing companies and public sector
organisations with analytical insights that enable these third parties to become more effective.
Another very important factor within the sector is related to policy. The Connected Continent
framework, aimed at benefiting customers and fostering the creation of the required
infrastructure for Europe to become a connected community, at first sight, will most probably
result in more strict regulations for telco players. A clear and stable framework is very important
to foster investment in technology, including Big Data solutions.
Recommendations for the telecom sector:


Definition of a clear regulatory framework



Research in NFV and Big Data usage for greater automation



Investment on Big Data education

Media and Entertainment are very interested in adopting Big Data technologies, but many
organisations feel they are being constrained by an uncertain policy landscape, lack of skilled
technology professionals (not just the fabled “data scientists”).
The main drivers for Big Data technologies are improving the speed and range of data
processing, rather than sheer volume (even a month’s worth of tweets is still a much smaller
dataset than those generated by say, scientific applications like the Large Hadron Collider).
Being able to create and deliver content quicker than competitors is a key source of competitive
value, and highly scalable data import, analysis and curation applications are needed for
organisations to be able to do this. The data variety aspect of Big Data is equally critical, as
broadcasters, publishers and content creators are no longer one-way owners of the media
space. Crowdsourcing, disintermediation and OTT applications (such as WhatsApp) are all
highly disruptive paradigms that are both threats and opportunities for open-minded
organisations
Analysis of the Telco and Media sectors revealed some important areas of common need.
These are detailed in section 2.3.5, but the strategic recommendations may be summarised as
follows:


Improve and enhance customer experience management



Reduce costs of maintaining IT infrastructure (whether real or virtual)
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Implement smarter processes for data transformation and analysis



Gather lots of data about services and customers (but not without regard for personal
data and other ethical considerations)

5.8. Abbreviations and acronyms
API

Application Programming Interface

AFP

Agence France Presse

BARB

Broadcasters' Audience Research Board

BBC

British Broadcasting Corporation

BSS

Business Support Systems

B2C

Business to consumer

CAGR

Compound Average Growth

CRM

Customer Relationship Management

CSP

Communications service provider

DRM

Digital Rights Management

EU

European Union

HDFS

Hadoop Distributed File System

ICO

Information Commissioners Office

IVR

Interactive Voice Response

LoC

Library of Congress

MNO

Mobile Network Operator

M2M

Machine to Machine

NoSQL

Type of database that stores and retrieves data more flexibly than a relational
database that can be queried using SQL

ODI

Open Data Institute

OSS

Operation support Systems

OTT

Over the Top

RFID

Radio-frequency identification

SaaS

Software-as-a-service

SME

Small-Medium Enterprise

SMS

Short Message Service

SETI

Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence

SID

Shared Information/Data

TWG

Technical Working Group of the BIG project
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UGC

User-generated content

USSD

Unstructured Supplementary Service Data

XML

eXtensibleMarkup Language
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6.

Retail Sector

Retailers are faced with a growing amount of data and the availability of heterogeneous data
sources. The following sections represent the key findings based on conducted and evaluated
interviews of decision-makers from IT, controlling and marketing departments. Besides the
challenges of Big Data also the opportunities that arise for the retail sector are highlighted.

6.1. Implementation of Research Methodology
In the first step we conducted an intensive literature review including internet studies and
market studies from McKinsey, Ernest & Young, BITKOM and the new report on innovation in
the retail sector published by the expert group of the European Commission. Based on the
literature review and first talks with retailers, we identified the main stakeholders concerning Big
Data and categorized them into interest groups. As another outcome of the literature research,
we also identified potential use cases with high importance for the retail sector. In the second
step, we created an interview concept including a questionnaire with 25 questions and
conducted seven interviews with domain experts. The interview partners on manager level
came from the interest groups that we identified in the first step of our research methodology.
The evaluation of the interviews gave us insights into the user needs and the requirements of
the stakeholders in the retail sector concerning Big Data and its potential in the future. In the
third step, we brought together some experts from the interest groups to discuss where
intersection points exist and how interfaces could look like to make the potential of Big Data
usable. It became very obvious that Big Data is an interdisciplinary issue with highly value
creating potential but often fails based on the lack of communication and common interest
thinking.

6.2. Introduction
New marketing strategies and business models, such as electronic- and mobile-commerce,
show the changing requirements and expectations of the new generation of consumers. For
example, stationary retailers with their physical hypermarkets have to rethink their business
models to remain competitive and to gain future competitive advantage against online retail
models. New technology trends such as Internet of Things & Services (IoT) can be used to
attract new customers by creating new marketing concepts and business strategies. Most
retailers strengthen their business models towards multi-channel-merchandising.
Classic metrics such as inventory information (e.g. Stock Keeping Units) or Point of Sale
analysis (e.g. which products have been sold and when) still play an important role, but the
knowledge about the customers becomes more and more important. The potential of tailored
and personalized customer communication, so called Precision Retailing is one of the hot topics
for marketing experts. The identification and understanding of customer needs and behaviour
ask for collecting, processing and analysing large amounts of data from different sources.
In the near future, increased interaction between retailers and consumers will generate Big Data
which can be used to provide individual services and recommendations for the new generation
of consumers. For a better understanding of their customers, retailers have to collect big
amount of different data sets on an individual level to launch e.g. personalized loyalty programs.

6.2.1 Definition of Big Data in the Retail Sector
In general, the main characteristics of Big Data for the retail sector can be summarized as
follows: Big Data is high-volume structured and unstructured data that contains relevant
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information. Changed customer behaviour, more items and more information about items, the
request for omni-channel availability and consistency, requires the collection, storage, analysis
and deployment of huge amount of data and information. Successful retail in the future will be
highly dependent on the capability and ability of retailers to extract the right information out of
huge data collections from different sources in real-time. This is the next step to Smart Data.

6.3. Analysis of Industrial Needs
Innovating new business models, products and services ask for a new kind of data handling.
Analysing and understanding consumer behaviour seems to be one of the biggest challenges
for retailers that ask for a smart aggregation and analysis of various datasets. This chapter
highlights both, the needs of the users and the interests of the stakeholders.

6.3.1 User Needs
Customers can massively benefit from collecting and analysing in-store data like product data.
For example product and price transparency allow real-time price comparison services that give
consumers transparency to a degree never enjoyed before and generate significant surplus for
them. But also manufacturers and distributors are using data obtained from different sources,
e.g. real-time location data, to create smart after-sales services. In combination with contextaware and sensor based data acquisition in these Cyber-Physical Environments (CPE),
consumers can benefit from innovative mobile navigation applications and dialogue marketing
services. All these services are based on real-time data acquisition and the need for an efficient
transition to smart data knowledge.

6.3.2 Stakeholder: Roles and Interest
For a better understanding of the value of Big Data, we identified the stakeholders within retail
companies that are interested in using Big Data and for what purposes.
1. Sales department. Purpose: optimization of pricings, product placement and shelf
management
2. Purchasing department. Purpose: efficient supplier negotiations
3. Marketing department. Purpose: efficient customer segmentation, precision retailing,
dialogue marketing, context- and situation-aware marketing and personalized
recommendation
4. IT department. Purpose: efficient data acquisition, handling and analysis tools
5. Logistics department. Purpose: optimization of logistic processes and inventory
management
The departments and business units in retail with the highest value and challenges concerning
Big Data seem to be Marketing and IT. From the retailer’s point of view, the interconnection and
interchange of heterogeneous data between the mentioned departments and especially the
task-based evaluation seems to be their biggest challenge in the Big Data issue.

6.4. Industrial Background
This chapter gives insight into the characteristics of the European retail industry. It further
highlights the market impact and lists the available data sources in the retail sector. At the end,
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drivers and constraints of the retail industry are presented and the role of regulation and
legislation is described.

6.4.1 Characteristics of the European Retail Industry
The European Retail Industry is dominated by huge retail companies especially from Germany,
France and the UK. The following table gives an overview of the Top 10 retailers in Europe.
Company

Country

1.Carrefour

France

Turnover in 2011
(Mio. Euro (pre-tax))
74.169

2.Schwarz Gruppe
3.Tesco

Germany
UK

69.986
64.933

4.Auchan

France

47.813

5.Metro

Germany

46.542

6.Edeka

Germany

44.421

7.Aldi

Germany

44.038

8.Rewe-Gruppe

Germany

41.458

9.Leclerc

France

38.696

10.Intermarché

France

29.216

Managing Directors
CEO: Georges Plassat
CFO: Pierre-Jean Sivignon
CIO: Hervé Thoumyre
CEO: Klaus Gehrig
CEO: Philipp Clarke
CFO: Laurie McIlwee
CIO: Mike McNamara
CEO: Vianney Mulliez
CFO: Xavier de mézerac
CIO: Daniel Malouf
CEO: Olaf Koch
CFO: Mark Frese
CIO: Silvester Macho
CEO: Markus Mosa
CFO: Martin Scholvin
CIO/CTO: Michael Wulst
CEO: Marc Heußinger
(Aldi Nord)
CEO: Norbert Podschlapp
(Aldi Süd)
CEO: Alain Caparros
CFO: Christian Mielsch
CIO: Frank Wiemer
CEO: Michel-Edourad
Leclerc
CFO: Laurent Leclerc
CEO: Jean-Pierre Meunier

Table 8: Ranking of the 10 biggest retail companies in Europe
by turnover (Lebensmittelzeitung, 2012).

6.4.2 Market Impact and Competition
Concerning new technologies, the retail sector in Europe can be seen rather as a follower than
as a pioneer in contrast to other core sectors of the European economy like manufacturing.
Due to the fierce competition, the retail sector with its competitors is under high pressure. When
we have for example a closer look into the stationary retail market, we can see that most of the
retailers are focused on just a few countries. This limited expansion strategy is a result of
country specific market conditions and the strong competition in the sector. For example there
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are big margin differences in some product segments, e.g. in the food sector, within European
countries.
The impact of Big Data on retail has constantly increased in recent years. The main advantages
are higher efficiency and growing margins. A McKinsey Global Institute Report (McKinsey
Company, 2011) identified five potential ways to create value from Big Data that are a result of
an evaluation of the US retail sector, but based on the general nature of the findings, the results
can also be adopted for the retail sector in Europe:
1. Big Data can unlock significant value by making information transparent and usable at
much higher frequency.
2. As organizations create and store more transactional data in digital form, they can
collect more accurate and detailed performance information on everything from product
inventories to staff management, and therefore expose variability and boost
performance. Leading companies are using data collection and analysis to conduct
controlled experiments to make better management decisions; others are using data for
basic low-frequency forecasting to high-frequency nowcasting to adjust their business
levers just in time.
3. Big Data allows ever-narrower segmentation of customers and therefore much more
precisely tailored products or services. When retailers exactly know in what their
customers are interested in, offers and services can be provided more personalized.
4. Sophisticated analytics can substantially improve decision-making.
Big Data can be used to improve the development of the next generation of products and
services. For instance, manufacturers are using data obtained from sensors embedded in
products to create innovative after-sales service offerings such as proactive maintenance
(preventive measures that take place before a failure occurs or is even noticed).

6.4.3 Available Data Sources
According to BITKOM, Big Data sources can be classified according to different categories.
Important categories for Big Data application scenarios in the retail domain are Cloud
Computing, Sensor Technologies, Digitization of Business Models and Social Media /
Collaboration. The following overview presents the relevant data sources for the retail domain
according to these categories.
Cloud Computing







demographic data
psychographic data
weather data
upcoming regional events
potential natural disasters
local special data

Sensor Technologies
 visual data from cameras
o movement heat maps
o facial expressions / gender
o product interaction (how long does the customer interact with the product? does he
become a buyer?)
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 RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) data
o positioning
o inventory
Digitization of Business Models
 POS (Point-of-Sale) data
o general: products, yield
o individual: shopping history (loyalty program)
 inventory
 placement and floor plan
 staff data
o workload
o traffic
o interaction staff-consumer
Social Media / Collaboration






upcoming regional events
local special data
personal details
consumer feedback
product reviews

Most of the sources mentioned provide information in form of unstructured data in the web.
Extracting information from these sources requires intense analysis on huge data sets.
When using sensors to acquire information from the environment, a huge amount of data is
collected that needs to be interpreted, evaluated and, where appropriate, visualized to be able
to extract specific information.
Sources: Stakeholder Interviews and (BITKOM, 2012)

6.4.4 Drivers and Constraints
Big Data in retail can be seen as an innovation topic that must be extremely supported by
organizational processes within the retail company including effective sharing of information
among departments and interest groups as well as a flexible organizational structure. An
important organizational driver is the willingness to invest resources in the new technology to
improve the effectiveness of and between marketing, merchandising, supply chain, business
analytics and store operations.
Retailers have to build up Big Data knowledge not only on the operative level, but also on
strategic, organizational and technological level as well as on human resources to educate
qualified Big Data experts for retail. This new type of an interdisciplinary IT expert will have the
competence to identify retail specific opportunities caused by Big Data.

6.4.5 Role of Regulation and Legislation
There are country-specific regulations and legislations that directly or indirectly affect Big Data
in the retail sector. Privacy regulations e.g. directly effect the storage and usage of consumer
related data. An important point that has to be taken into account is the transparency. It has to
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be defined what kind of data is collected and how it is going to be used. Besides these direct
effects, there is also an indirect effect on the retail sector caused by regulations. For example,
the intention to restructure urban areas has also an effect on stationary retailers and their
business model. They have to become more innovative with smaller stores installed in the
centres of cities. Additional consumer services, and in doing so by using Big Data knowledge,
have to be implemented. When we talk about regulation and legislation in the retail sector, we
also have to think about regulations concerning distributors and producers that are often
international operating companies.

6.5. Big Data Application Scenarios
There are several scenarios for the retail sector in which Big Data plays an important role. The
findings that are described in the following are the result of the conducted interviews with
decision makers from the retail sector. Their statements not only reflect personal opinions but
also give evidences for sector representative positions. The results of the findings based on the
interviews are the following:
Improving Enterprise Resource Planning and management of product database.
This includes retrieving and assembling of different product information (e.g. ingredients,
nutrition information, best before dates, pictures) from different and heterogeneous data
sources. These unstructured data sets have to be reliable, up to date and trustworthy, to
mention just three important values. Especially in the food sector, the required product
information is often not provided by manufacturers. This information must fulfil the requirements
for multi-channel merchandising and they have to be up to date at every time. To get an idea of
the data dimension, a full-range retailer has information of more than 2 million products stored
in his data warehouse.
Planning of store and shelf location.
For stationary retailers, the planning of a new store requires access to different data sets, such
as demographical distribution in the task region and detailed information about potential
customers. These parameters have to be taken into account for planning a new store. Within a
store, the shelf locations, the so called floor planning, is based on path analysis and heat maps,
and requires additional information of the customer’s behaviour. Measuring and analysing this
massive amount of data can also be seen as a Big Data challenge.
Better customer service and dialogue marketing.
Collecting a comprehensive knowledge about the customer seems to be the most interesting
aspect for the retailers. Information about the customer including his behaviour allows the
retailer to setup ad-hoc adaptive context-aware customer recommendation systems to provide
smart shopping services. To fulfil this task, retailers need to know who their customers are. This
must not be only on a cluster or segmentation level, but also on a personalized and individual
level. In addition to classic data acquisition, social platforms provide a novel knowledge base
that needs new evaluation techniques. The challenge is to identify, to acquire (with respect to
legal restrictions) and to analyse these heterogeneous data sets and at the end to semantically
interpret the results.
Out of these findings we defined the two application scenarios “In-store precision retailing” and
“Operational Decision Management in Retail” which are presented in detail in the following.
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6.5.1 In-Store Precision Retailing
Description: This application scenario demonstrates how physical stores can benefit from Big
Data for customized marketing strategies. The goal is to collect all customer data in the store.
This includes not only the path the customer takes through the market but also all customer
interactions with products or staff. This data shall be combined with details about the customer
that can be extracted from e.g. social networks and third party data like upcoming events.
Example Use Cases: Acquiring and analysing this data about the customer allows retailers to
provide the customers with tailored advertisements. These advertisements can be provided
using multiple channels. Additionally the customer can receive personalized coupons at the
cash point or on his mobile phone. Another alternative is displaying information on a computer
installed at the customer’s shopping cart. Real-time notifications could additionally be used to
draw employees' attention to certain customers to give personal and individual advice.
User Value:





User Impact:
o high impact for the retailer in form of financial gain
o the customer benefits from e.g. tailored advertisements by e.g. saving time
Maturity: most of the aspects are future ideas, there are only few prototypes existing
Financial Impact: the impact is high for retailers, but also customers can benefit by
saving money

Prerequisites:






Data Acquisition: To collect customer data inside the store a lot of hardware, especially
sensors, is required. To receive information in form of reviews or recommendations
online platforms have to be searched.
Data Analysis: A semantic analysis is needed as there exist different names for the
same product category. Furthermore a segmentation of the customers is necessary.
Data Curation: It must be checked if the acquired online data is trustworthy.
Furthermore, it might also be necessary to remove noise from in-store data.
Data Storage: A history for products, users and stores has to be created.
Data Usage: An automated real-time analysis is needed to provide in-store
advertisement. Furthermore a visualization of the collected data is necessary

Data Sources: In-store data like customer path, customer-product interaction, customer-staff
interaction, floorplan and spaceplan, personal customer data like shopping history and online
data like reviews and feedback.
Type of Analytics: Advanced Analytics for analysing comprehensive in-store data sets and
online data.
Required Big Data Technologies: To be able to provide customers with real-time
recommendations, software for dealing with large amount of data, like e.g. hadoop, is
necessary. Furthermore crowd-sourcing platforms for data curation are required to ensure that
the online data is trustworthy.
Sources: Stakeholder Interviews and (McKinsey Company, 2011)

6.5.2 Operational Decision Management in Retail
Description: This application scenario demonstrates how Big Data in retail can be used for
operational decisions as well as for day to day operations. The goal is to automatically collect
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and analyse in-store data, like product placements, customer-product interactions, customerstaff interactions and cash-point data.
Example Use Cases: In-store data like heatmaps of customer movement can be used to
optimize floor plans, cash point management, employee schedules and advertisement areas.
Product data can be connected to different manufacturers and real-time information on delivery
processes. Warehouse information allows more control on the inventory, intelligent shelves can
help to control the inventory and direct staff to the most efficient actions. More complex
information in a database can be useful for comparisons between similar products, more
specific usage data for a single product, product ratings based on characteristics like dwell time
or service requests and comparisons via online reviews. The combination of these product
details can be useful for stocking decisions, pricing strategies and other operational decisions.
User Value:





User Impact:
o high impact for retailers as profound warehouse / in-store design is essential
o the customer benefits from a better shopping experience
o manufacturers get more detailed feedback on their products
Maturity: partially implemented today (e.g. generation of customer movement heatmaps)
Financial Impact: high financial gain for the retailer through the more efficient shop
design. The manufacturers benefit from more precise details

Prerequisites:







Data Acquisition: Collecting information inside the store requires the installation of
hardware e.g. sensors in shelves or on shopping carts. To get more detailed information
about products, like ingredients, pictures or reviews appropriate data sources need to be
found.
Data Analysis: A semantic analysis is necessary to find information about products in the
web.
Data Curation: It must be checked if the acquired online / third party data is trustworthy.
E.g. it must be verified that the picture really matches the product. Furthermore, it might
also be necessary to remove noise from in-store data.
Data Storage: Different kinds of data have to be stored which are partially unstructured.
Data Usage: It is necessary to run automatic inventory checks to be able to advise staff
in real-time. The queuing behaviour needs to be simulated to optimize the staffs’
workload. The impact of a location on the product needs to be analysed in order to find
the most efficient placement.

Data Sources: In-store data like customer movements, customer-product interaction, customerstaff interaction and existing product databases and online / third party data like ingredients or
pictures.
Type of Analytics: Advanced Analytics for analysing comprehensive in-store data sets and
online data.
Required Big Data Technologies: To be able to give the staff real-time advices software for
dealing with large amount of data, like e.g. hadoop, is necessary. Furthermore crowd-sourcing
platforms for data curation are required to ensure that the online data is trustworthy.
Sources: Stakeholder Interviews and (McKinsey Company, 2011)
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6.6. Requirements
In future application scenarios several key functionalities are needed (see Deliverable 2.4.1).
Many use cases e.g. require a user model to understand the individual customer requirements.
With this specific user model it is possible to provide ad-hoc context-aware customer support
like individual recommendations or advertisements.
Besides an individual customer model, smart embedded systems in shopping environments
play a major role. These are necessary to be able to e.g. detect customer-product interaction or
to automatically discover if products are out-of-shelf.
Implementing these key functionalities is very challenging as different data sources need to be
matched, online data has to be validated and data mining and analytics must be privacy
preserving.
The following sections represent the current situation in the different steps of the data
processing chain and point out the requirements associated with these steps in future.

6.6.1 Data Acquisition
The interviews revealed that currently two types of data are collected: the classical data for the
accounting and controlling department (detailed sales volume), and data for the marketing
department (information about the consumer and his behaviour).
The acquired data includes all information that is relevant for the business cases. Besides data
for the accounting department and product information, the acquisition of information about
customers for campaign optimization increased in the last few years.
Data from different sources and decentralized databases are stored in a data warehouse or a
central repository. The amount of data of a full-range retailer has an overall volume of more
than 2 petabyte. For future application scenarios, information from a lot of different sources has
to be acquired and merged. Examples are data from social networks or RFID sensors. This data
is often unstructured and therefore requires intense pre-processing to be able to perform
analysis.

6.6.2 Data Analysis
Today, for statistical and controlling purposes, standard Business Intelligence software is used
very often (e.g. Microsoft BI Server). By using cubes, database queries can be made taskoriented by composing rules. This type of analysis is especially used for controlling and
business management. For marketing purposes, customer information is analysed by special
marketing software for campaign optimization and customer acquisition. As an example,
software by SAS was mentioned and especially the packages Enterprise Miner and Enterprise
Guide. These software tools work fine for structured data analytics, but additional unstructured
data sources call for new techniques that also have to be easy to use. Furthermore the software
has to be able to deal with huge amounts of data to perform large-scale reasoning and largescale machine learning.

6.6.3 Data Storage
Different database systems are commonly used to store different data sets. Which one is used,
depends on the processing and analysis steps performed on the data. The data itself is often
stored in multi-dimensional cubes instead of traditional relational databases. The advantage of
cubes is the rule-based summarization and grouping of dimensions which makes the
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processing and analysis of Big Data sets manageable. The growing amount of data makes the
usage of new data storage technologies like e.g. NoSQL databases and cloud storage
necessary.

6.6.4 Data Curation
Nowadays, data curation is handled by the IT department of the retail company, which is mostly
located in the headquarters. With the growing amount of data, it is necessary to automate many
curation techniques to be able to ensure data validity. In future, it is imaginable to let the
customers perform the curation of e.g. product information using crowd-sourcing platforms.

6.6.5 Data Usage
Sales volume and receipt analysis is used for reporting and management purposes. Data about
consumers and their behaviour is used for marketing optimization, e.g. dialog marketing and
tailored recommendation that should be situation and context-aware in the future. The need of
ad-hoc data analysis to provide situation-aware recommendation and advertising is another
point that was mentioned by interview partners. Most interfaces today can only be used by
specialists, in future these interfaces should be able to adapt to the person using it.

6.7. Conclusion and Recommendations
The task of the retail sector can be summarized as: reorganizing existing Business Intelligence
for retail analytics and lift it up to the next level towards a more context-sensitive, consumerand task-oriented analytics and recommendation tool for retailer-consumer dialog marketing.
Availability of Smart Data
The accessibility of Big Data, and respectively of Smart Data, in an easy way is a key
prerequisite for most of the stakeholders within the value chain of the retail sector and also in
cross-sectorial application scenarios. Not only the data itself, but also time plays an important
role. The evolution from traditional history-based data analysis to real-time processing based on
heterogeneous data sources becomes an important new value creating parameter. At the
moment there are still rudimental effort wasting problems based on the lack of digitized and
tagged data that is often not shared between stakeholders. For example, the data set of a single
product can consist of more than 200 attributes and there is still no standard data format to
share them with retailers and their heterogeneous data warehouse architectures. Especially in
the growing era of Multi-Channel commerce, the availability of data across channels becomes
an essential success factor. There is an urgent need for a standardization platform like the
Global Data Synchronisation Network that is initialized by GS1.
Big Data for transparency in price and sales forecast
Besides services that are based on product specific and personalized recommendations,
retailers are interested in price experimentations. The real-time comparison of promotion and
prices among online and stationary competitors can be used to adjust inventory and prices for
best traffic and sales ratio. Such a transparency has not only a benefit for customers, but also
for retailers because the competitive nature can be used to identify and observe best practices
and best in class that can be adopted for better self-performance. New algorithms operating on
Big Data sets will be able to optimize decision processes like pricing in response to real-time instore and online sales as well as managing automated disposition and smart inventory systems.
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Big Data as the key to efficient consumer response
The highest potential for Big Data in retail can be identified in targeting services for individual
consumer response. Providing customized services for consumers in an individual way by using
knowledge about the behaviour and personal wishes will be a success factor in the near future.
The aggregation of customer specific data has the target of analysing and segmenting
customers as individuals by combining knowledge from different data sources. These sources
include demographic data, shopping behaviour, purchasing metrics and digital footprints from
social networks. The challenge is to combine and to analyse these unstructured data in realtime to open e.g. a channel for marketing-customer interaction in a dialogue and efficient way.
Smart usage of Big Data in retail will become a powerful tool towards an extremely efficient
customer-retailer-partnership.

6.8. Abbreviations and acronyms
BI

Business Intelligence

CPE

Cyber-Physical Environment

IoT

Internet-of-Things
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7.

Manufacturing Sector

The manufacturing sector is facing a deluge of data from sensors in current and future
manufacturing equipment. On the other hand, business requirements include the need for
flexible production. This chapter lays out the changes and trends in manufacturing with respect
to Big Data, presenting opportunities by providing relevant use cases and challenges that need
to be addressed.

7.1. Introduction
In the Manufacturing Sector, the biggest trend is “Industry 4.0”, also known as Integrated
Industry. Industry 4.0 introduces a wide variety of consequences, including the addition of
sensors and actuators to the production equipment and IDs and memory to the products. As
one of the core issues, a new need for data analytics arises.
The amount of data not only rises (as in most other sectors), but also changes dramatically in
nature. The advent of newly connected and instrumented machinery creates new types of data
with a strong requirement for data integration.
At the core of Industry 4.0 is a requirement for fully integrated and mapped networking, where
there is no (or little) room for unstructured data—one of the key characteristics of Big Data.
On the periphery of the current developments in I4.0, the situation evolves more like in other
sectors with new business perspectives forming and bringing similar requirements on Big Data
technologies.

7.1.1 Definition of Big Data in the Manufacturing Sector
Big Data in the manufacturing sector is and will be created foremost by sensors that are
increasingly added to manufacturing machinery and the supporting infrastructure and logistics.
Individual machines generate huge amounts of sensor data and at the same time, data about
and by the products is being generated in growing amounts. Smart products are already
equipped with their own product memories storing the production plan and history.
Manufacturing building facilities generate environmental data (temperature, humidity, etc.) and
the logistics infrastructure is similarly seeing a massive growth of sensor data, e.g., about
speeds of conveyor belts, routes of delivery carts etc.
Sensor data is mainly semi-structured, however, as standards are often missing, the integration
of such data is one of the biggest challenges in the manufacturing sector.
The goal to utilize the various data sources as contextual data for the manufacturing process
results in a requirement for smart data, where data has a clear semantics and measurable data
quality and security standards.
Finally, Big Data in the manufacturing sector relates to the integration of core manufacturing
data as described so far with the related business data that is currently kept in separate data
silos, e.g., in ERP systems.

7.2. Analysis of Industrial Needs
This section begins with an analysis of customer needs and then proceeds to list the
stakeholders and their requirements, reviewing the situation in manufacturing from both
perspectives.
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The European manufacturing industry, like in all “industrialised countries”, is under constant
market pressure to increase the efficiency in the manufacturing processes and at the same time
to concentrate on high quality products to differentiate itself from cheap, low quality mass
production that it cannot compete with, given the low cost of labour in developing nations.
An important area of improvement is the further integration of the core manufacturing process
and its accompanying information technology with the corresponding business processes and
data.
A general requirement in the manufacturing sector remains the need for technology innovation,
i.e., new improved products and manufacturing processes must be supported as they require
flexibility of the production environment.
Designing new facilities and planning/scheduling the manufacturing process is increasingly
supported by simulations that can benefit from the availability of Big Data sets, e.g., for machine
learning and testing.
Finally, workers in an increasingly flexible manufacturing environment must be supported by
(Big Data) technology through personalized, contextualized assistive interfaces that can draw
on the various data streams and sources about the machine they are working at and the
production process they are executing and the product they are working on. Such data must be
readily available.

7.2.1 User Needs
Customers require flexibility in production, in the best-case calling for completely individualised
products (lot size 1). Wherever customers use products to integrate them with other
components, e.g., mounting the product “aircraft engines” to a plane, complete information
about the manufacturing process of the product can be used to understand the properties of the
product. Maintenance costs of a product can also be kept low where detailed product
information is available.

7.2.2 Stakeholder: Roles and Interest
For a better understanding of the value of Big Data, we identified the stakeholders within
manufacturing companies that are interested in using Big Data and for what purposes.
6. Plant design: simulations help planning efficient manufacturing facilities and need a
basis in previous data
7. Engineering/product development: simulations to plan efficient production, historical
production data to improve manufacturing of updated products.
8. Logistics: detailed information about the production process allows for efficient and
timely logistics with low inventory
9. Maintenance: predictive maintenance approaches keep maintenance costs as well as
costs from machine failure low.
10. IT department. Purpose: efficient data acquisition, handling and analysis tools
The two areas with biggest current impact are maintenance and logistics. Use cases in plant
design and engineering require more experience with sensor-equipped manufacturing
processes.
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7.3. Industrial Background
This chapter gives insight into the characteristics of the European manufacturing industry. It
describes the challenges in vertical and horizontal integration and the business and market
impact aspects of Big Data.

7.3.1 Characteristics of the European Manufacturing Industry
The current manufacturing sector in Europe and other industrialised nations is characterised by
a spectrum spanning from mass production to customised, individual production. Automation is
typically found in mass production, although individual production is more and more supported
by adaptable tools and technologies. Mass production is not necessarily automated, in
particular in countries with low labour costs, many steps are still manual labour. However,
automation technology is ever more widespread and helping mass production in developing
countries to catch up in the area of manufacturing quality, where manufacturing in developed
countries is in the lead. Besides quality, manufacturing in developed countries can offer more
flexibility and customised products through a better qualified workforce and manufacturing
technologies. To develop this aspect further with technology support will be one of the key
challenges in the near future.
Continuing automation is changing the classical balance between quality and price in
manufacturing. The quality of mass production in low wage countries is rising. This challenges
high wage countries to develop their strengths in quality and customisation further.
With the on-going integration of value chains in manufacturing—within large multi-national
corporations as well as between the many players in some value chains—requirements for
cooperation, such as standards and norms, market places etc. become highly important.
A study by General Electric, with data from the World Bank estimates the size of the market
affected by Industry 4.0 as follows: “When traditional industry is combined with the
transportation and health services sectors, about 46 percent of the global economy or $32.3
trillion in global output can benefit from the Industrial Internet. As the global economy grows and
industry grows, this number will grow as well. By 2025, we estimate that the share of the
industrial sector (defined here broadly) will grow to approximately 50 percent of the global
economy or $82 trillion of future global output in nominal dollars.” (General Electric, 2012)
Industry 4.0
Seen in its historical background, the current developments in Big Data in manufacturing
amount to a fourth industrial revolution. The first industrial revolution, starting around 1780, was
triggered by the invention of the steam engine, the use of coal as an energy source and the
introduction of the first mechanical manufacturing facilities. The second revolution, starting
around 1900, was triggered by the introduction of electrical energy, mass production techniques
(in particular the conveyor belt), all in large capital goods industries like steel and oil. The third
revolution, starting as recently as the 1970s, was triggered by the introduction of electronic
systems and computer technologies (the microcontroller), enabling automated manufacturing
processes on a global scale. It had started a trend towards highly efficient production on a
scope never seen before that has now matured but is still growing. Multi-national corporations
are building highly automated factories on all continents and integrate small and medium
enterprises within their supplier networks by expanding ever larger industrial infrastructures with
the Internets of Everything (IoE), i.e., the Internet of Things, Cloud Computing, and the Internet
of Services. They are creating a direct and (in many cases) real-time connection between the
virtual and the physical worlds. Thus the term Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) is used besides
Industry 4.0 to describe these developments.
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Industry 4.0 has a number of manufacturing and production plant specific aspects, in particular
in the area of interfaces to the physical world. On the other hand, the data-related aspects apply
similarly to other areas of Big Data. These aspects include the acquisition, storage, curation,
analysis, and usage of data as well as corresponding issues like interfaces, visualisation,
human assistance systems, integration with business processes and regulatory and legal
issues. Industry 4.0 is thus a strictly larger development, including Big Data as a core aspect
and extending it into the physical world of products and production.
Within existing manufacturing plants, the core challenges that can be addressed by CPS and in
particular Big Data are:


Vertical integration, i.e. the integration of the complete production process, e.g.,
production steps, infrastructure, logistics, human resources and human assistance



Flexible and reconfigurable production



“lot size 1”: customised product



ad-hoc networking



modularisation of production chains



intelligent modelling and description of production plants



Efficient and energy-saving production



Operator qualifications, support systems, and digitising corporate (manufacturing)
knowledge

Horizontal integration
Within the entire manufacturing infrastructure, the core challenges that can be addressed (and
in turn are raised by) CPS and Big Data are:


Horizontal integration, i.e. benefit from data analytics applied to all (similar) production
processes, e.g., predictive maintenance based on data from all machines of one model



Adapt and evolve the business processes



Create new business processes and even business models by including cooperation
partners



Protection of IP



Standards and norms as the basis for cooperation and integration



Strategies for developing human resources

Vertical and horizontal integration as described above will—in the manufacturing sector—be
centred around the engineering process. The complete life cycle of a product or product family
will be driven by integrated engineering where the planning, production, service and recycling
steps produce data and access data. This creates new requirements on the data models, the
connection between physical and virtual world (Internet of Things, i.e., smart products with IDs
and object memories), interfaces between the smart product and its production system.

7.3.2 Market Impact and Competition
In most European countries, the impact of Big Data in the context of Industry 4.0 will be the
requirement to keep and extend current market advances in the areas of high-quality, high-tech
and customised products. As automation will help other competitors to raise quality from manual
manufacturing levels, the focus will be on high-tech and customised products.
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High-tech or smart products with individual IDs and object memories (Internet of Things) will be
used in integrated environments, e.g., the automobile and its life cycle.
In a changing market, the optimal strategy will be a dual strategy, combining the creation of
market leaders with the establishment of leading markets. Market leaders build on top of
developed and developing base technologies, i.e., Big Data technologies and other, CPSrelated manufacturing technologies. In the manufacturing sector, market leaders are machine
and plant engineering and construction companies, manufacturers of automation technology
and corresponding integrators and service companies in the ICT sector. The leading markets in
Europe and the world are the production facilities, including their network of suppliers and
services, i.e., their entire value chain. Both perspectives apply to the European market and
should thus be combined in a strategy for adapting the manufacturing sector to the Big Data
and Industry 4.0 related changes.

7.3.3 Available Data Sources
Following a classification of data sources by BITKOM (2012), the following categories are
relevant for manufacturing application scenarios: cloud computing, sensor technologies,
digitization of business models. Relevant data sources for the manufacturing sector in these
categories are:
Cloud Computing
 Logistics data
 Traffic information
 Weather data
Sensor Technologies
 Production machinery sensors
 Temperature, pressure, light sensors
 Processing speed
 Error detection
 Monitoring of resources
 Environmental sensors (e.g. room temperature)
 Logistics data
o Vehicle location data
o Load sensors
o Maintenance and wear data
 RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) data
o Product and tool identification
o Machine and vehicle identificaiton
Digitization of Business Models
 Product design data
o Component and material data
o Supplier data
 inventory
 factory layout and planning
 staff data
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o
o

workload
traffic

Integration of these data to form an actionable context is the primary challenge. Although
sensor data is generally semi-structured, data formats vary, making integration difficult. The
velocity of continuous data streams from sensors is another challenge. Many applications will
address it through technologies such as complex event processing.

7.4. Big Data Application Scenarios
7.4.1 General optimisation of production, service, and support
This and the following are generalised application scenarios that are then followed by two
specific instances (production plant planning and predictive maintenance).
With Big Data from sensor networks (IoT) and machine-2-machine communication, the
manufacturing sector can optimise production, service, and support processes. Sensors acquire
product data along the production, delivery, and logistics chains, including the eventually
deployed product. Many manufacturing companies are working on extending the used data to
include their suppliers and partners in the optimisation process.

7.4.2 General optimisation of distribution and logistics
The approach for optimisation in distribution and logistics is based on connecting delivery
vehicles with their environment. An increasing number of vehicles are equipped with sensors
and control modules that acquire data such as energy consumption, state of wear of parts, and
positioning data that are transmitted and stored in data bases. Based on such data, scheduling
personnel can improve the planning of transports, change routes and loads where needed and
minimse maintenance and stand-still costs.

7.4.3 Production Plant Planning
With the integration of data and data models in the entire engineering life cycle comes the
opportunity to extend integrated approaches to the planning of entire production plants. Existing
simulation models must be adapted and evolved to support all steps of planning new production
facilities that allow for modularized, flexible and reconfigurable manufacturing processes that
are supported by cyber-physical systems.
Such models and simulation environments will be used beyond the planning process. They
must rely on the same data sets and data models that are used in controlling and managing the
manufacturing facilities once they are in operation.
Large corporations, e.g., in the automotive sector (BMW), have already started specific efforts
to extend their production plant planning approaches and integrate them with existing
production simulation tools.
Obviously, such approaches will create and must use large data sets. With new, smart products
and cyber-physical production systems and the corresponding wealth of data is a typical Big
Data scenario.
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7.4.4 Predictive Maintenance
Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPS) will have digital sensors and actuators that can
control and adapt the production process in a flexible manner. The sensors also provide large
data sets that can be used to support maintenance of the production systems.
Using predictive analysis, expected failure of machine parts can be predicted with greater
accuracy and reliability. Current maintenance schedules follow a worst-case scenario and call
for a scheduled down-time for maintenance, including the exchange of often expensive tools in
regular intervals.
With on-line supervision of the machine state, such maintenance intervals can be made flexible
and be extended to apply to the actual state of the system as opposed to the current worst-case
scenario.
The type of Big Data analysis that is applied to supervise the machine state can also be applied
to unscheduled maintenance. Some parts are expected to fail, and scheduled maintenance only
balances the cost of exchanging a still working tool against the cost of down-time of the
manufacturing equipment. Unscheduled maintenance has high costs as either the down-time
causes loss of production or it can only be minimized by special, expensive services. Predictive
analysis of sensor data will be able to detect characteristic changes and be able to predict the
point in time when failure is imminent, allowing for an individual, scheduled maintenance that is
not prone to the high costs of unscheduled maintenance.
A challenge to data analytics is the collection of sufficiently large data sets for predictive
maintenance. Data sets from similar production systems are not necessarily applicable without
data transformation.
Machine manufacturers will have a high interest in access to the data that their machinery
generates in their customers’ production plants. This will raise new challenges in the field of
data protection and data market places.
Equipping existing machinery with additional sensors, adding communication pathways from
sensors to the predictive maintenance services etc. can be a costly proposition. Based on
experiencing reluctance from their customers in such investments, a number of companies
(mainly manufacturers of machines) have developed new business models addressing these
issues.
Prime examples are GE wind turbines and Rolls Royce airplane engines. Rolls Royce engines
are increasingly offered for rent, with full-service contracts including maintenance, allowing the
manufacturer to lift the benefits from applying predictive maintenance. Correlating operational
context with engine sensor data, failures can be predicted early, reducing (the costs of)
replacements, allowing for planned maintenance rather than just scheduled maintenance.
GE OnPoint solutions offers similar service packages that are sold in conjunction with GE
engines. See, e.g., the press release at
http://www.aviationpros.com/press_release/11239012/tui-orders-additional-genx-poweredboeing-787s

7.4.5 Service-based integrated environment
This section is excerpted from D2.3.2 on data usage. The continuing integration of digital
services (Internet of Services), smart, digital products (Internet of Things) and production
includes the usage of Big Data in most integration steps. Figure 27 from a study by General
Electric shows the various dimensions of integration. Smart products like a turbine are
integrated into larger machines, in the first example this is an airplane. Planes are in turn part of
whole fleets that operate in a complex network of airports, maintenance hangars, etc. Although
the examples are from the Health, Energy, and Transportation sectors, the analysis applies
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directly and similarly to the manufacturing sector. At each step, the current integration of the
business processes is extended by Big Data integration. The benefits for optimisation can be
harvested at each level (assets, facility, fleets, and the entire network) and by integrating
knowledge from data across all steps.

Figure 27: Dimensions of Integration in Industry 4.0
Service integration
The infrastructure within which Data Usage will be applied will adapt to this integration
tendency. Hardware and Software will be offered as services, all integrated to support Big Data
Usage. A stack of services will provide the environment for “Beyond technical standards and
protocols, new platforms that enable firms to build specific applications upon a shared
framework/architecture [are necessary]” as foreseen by the GE study or the “There is also a
need for on-going innovation in technologies and techniques that will help individuals and
organisations to integrate, analyse, visualise, and consume the growing torrent of Big Data.” as
sketched by McKinsey’s study.

7.4.6 Big Data User Interfaces
The potential of Big Data analytics in manufacturing environments, be it the physical production
or the extended value chain (business processes), can only be exploited if human operators
and managers have efficient access to the data and have efficient tools available to exploit the
data.
In a production environment, the data tools may only take attention from actual production to the
extent that they provide a quantifiable benefit. See, e.g., the use case for predictive
maintenance.
In the area of qualification and capturing corporate knowledge, Big Data offers many
opportunities for on-the-job qualification with new assistive technology that can guide workers
step-by-step through the individualised manufacturing sequences needed for customised
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production, up to the extreme case of “lot size 1”. In a digitized environment, such assistive
technology can take the current situation and environment into account: machine state, special
requirements of the product, individual information about the worker, etc.

7.4.7 Use case Vaillant
As concrete examples for application scenarios, two use cases are presented in this and the
following section from (BITKOM 2012):
Problem: Manufacturer Vaillant has 1200 BI user with increasing demands. The company uses
an integrated, global planning and controlling system that is detailed down to the individual
product and customer. Flow of materials alone has contributed a billion data sets to the data
cubes. The history of every single product is available. Management of the various, individual IT
systems was becoming increasingly difficult and costly.
Solution: Valliant uses SAP HANA in-memory technology and SAP analytics solutions.
Separate IT systems have been joined. This has simplified the IT landscape.
Big Data characteristics: The combination of materials, customers, number of data sets from
accounting in combination with profit centers are the basis for enterprise planning and
controlling. Thus powerful computing systems are needed to work in real-time. Forecast and
strategic processes must be executed in short time spans. Improvements in speed had a factor
of 4 for data availability, a factor of 10 for planning applications and a factor of 60 in reporting.
Benefits: Higher quality, timeliness and homogeneity of data and applications, accompanied by
high level of detail, e.g., from individual materials to EBIT for the whole company; lower
susceptibility to errors
TCO savings: between 33% and 66% for hardware (no more need for SSD storage and highend UNIX systems; replaced, e.g., by Intel Linux systems). Considerable reduction of support
and SLA and consulting costs by 21%. Optimised data management including archiving and
backup concepts.
Lessons learnt: Transforming the IT landscape to innovative Big Data architectures solely from
the perspective of IT already generate real business cases to reduce TCO. Even higher benefits
are achieved in business departments from new solutions and possibilities, accompanied by a
drastic reduction in processing times.

7.4.8 Use case automotive manufacturing
From (BITKOM, 2012):
Problem: Only a few experts have a complete overview over all available data for a car – from
design to production to after-sales service. There are no responsibilities for all data along the
value chain. Heterogeneous IT environments cause costly research. Providing and analysing
such data can improve quality and allow early error recognition. However, the amount of data is
increasing through new, more complex electronic car components, making the timely availability
of data a challenge.
Solution: consists in the creation of a common API for the over 2000 internal users with
different functionalities and analyses. The collection of all data sources in a central data
warehouse ensures data consistency and clear responsibilities. An optimisation of analytics
support and integrated early warning systems foster the standardisation of analytics and
reporting in after sales and technologies to achieve synergies.
Big Data characteristics:
Volume: approx. 10 TB and growing
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Velocity: continuous growth of data and continuous updating lead to need for high-performance
querying
Variety: continuous adaption of data (content) from new software versions and new electronic
control components lead to new data structures. Comprehensive technical data often only semistructured
Benefits: Decision makers now have all quality related data for cars and analytics tools
available; increase in customer satisfaction; increase in profits through early warning systems;
increase in quality through identification of errors; homogeneous data sources, globally
available data; integration of analytics, text mining and reporting speed up error detection and
correction for cars
Lessons learnt: variety is the biggest challenge, as data structures change or are extended
often. Processes need to be transparent to keep data variety in check. Data governance is the
basis for transparent and structured data management. The challenges connected to volume
and velocity can be addressed through hardware and software optimisations, while variety can
be critical due to its constant new requirements.

7.5. Requirements
The following sections point out requirements in relation to the technology steps along the data
value chain from data acquisition to analysis, curation, storage, and usage.

7.5.1 Data Acquisition
In Cyber-Physical Systems, sensors are an integrated asset and support data acquisition easily.
Accessing sensor data is also not a challenge as the integration of data in Industry 4.0 is
already an on-going development. The challenges in the manufacturing sector will thus be the
compatibility of data. This includes data integration within a factory and more challenging data
integration throughout the entire value chain across multiple business partners.
Within a single company, the immediate use case will be the integration of actual production Big
Data with resource data existing in ERP systems. The latter are often not on the level of
precision and detail that the former will be in the near future.
Thus the core challenge in data acquisition is meta data (semantic data) and data standards
allowing for integration with other parts of the production value chain.

7.5.2 Data Analysis
Two areas for data analysis have been identified in the use cases: plant and production
simulation and failure prediction. In production simulation, the goals of data analysis are
efficiency, including all resources such as humans, energy, material, transport logistics.
Visualisation of the data and analysis results will be a key issue.
As a core technology for predictive analysis, machine learning techniques, e.g., for failure and
maintenance prediction, are of particular importance in the manufacturing sector.
With the advent of smart products and production, data analysis as an extension of classical
business intelligence (BI) has an opportunity to connect market data with production data, e.g.,
to use Big Data based predictions on demand to influence production planning.
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7.5.3 Data Storage
There are currently no specific requirements on data storage that differ from other sectors. As
seen in the use cases above, in-memory technologies and the use of NoSQL data bases and
distributed processing are common requirements.

7.5.4 Data Curation
There are two aspects of Big Data in the manufacturing sector that pertain to data curation.
First, since sensor data from manufacturing equipment will necessarily be standardised to a
high degree, the need for data curation is shifted towards the standardisation process. Second,
the combination of production data with other business and market data (business intelligence)
is not different in principle from other industrial sectors.

7.5.5 Data Usage
The core requirements on specific data usage technologies are similar to other industrial
sectors. New interfaces must follow the general goal of simplification of data sets and analysis
results, e.g., by visualisation and navigation techniques. Specific to the manufacturing sector
are the working environments that are constraint by environmental issues like noise dirt, handsoff situations etc. and thus have a more extensive need for multimodal interfaces. In a noisy and
dirty environment, neither spoken input nor touch input (keyboard or touch-screen) might be
viable, calling for a gesture-based input.
As in all industrial sectors, the availability of individual user data allows for the adaptation of
interfaces to individual workers. In the manufacturing sector, these interfaces can be extended
and integrated with e-learning components and step-by-step instructions, see the section on Big
Data Interfaces.
Use cases for usage of Big Data concentrate on clusters including: increased efficiency (e.g., in
planning and logistics), adaptability (e.g., resilience, “slot size 1”, customer integrated
engineering), adaptive maintenance and an increase of worker qualification.

7.6. Conclusion and Recommendations
The core requirements in the manufacturing sector are the customisation of products and
production, the integration of production in the larger product value chain, and the development
of smart products.
The European manufacturing sector can be both, a market leader using Big Data in the context
of Industry 4.0 and a leading market, where manufacturing Big Data is integrated in the larger
product value chain and smart products can be put to use.

7.7. Abbreviations and acronyms
BI

Business Intelligence

CPS

Cyber-Physical Systems

CPPS

Cyber-Physical Production Systems

IoE

Internet of Everything
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8.

Energy and Transportation Sectors

The sectors energy and transportation are discussed together in this chapter, due to some
inherent characteristics with respect to Big Data scenarios. Especially, the industrial
background: with the ongoing digitization and automation along the value chains of energy and
transportation, the ongoing and rather recent liberalization of these infrastructure- and resourcecentric sectors allows for some overlapping conclusions about the industrial needs and
requirements.
The analyzed use cases across the various segments of the two sectors were grouped under
three application scenarios as often discussed in research and workshops: operational
efficiency, customer experience, and new business models. The analysis of the different
perspectives of the stakeholders in the scenarios allowed for the derivation of end user and
business user needs, which then further translated into high level requirements. These
requirements are the starting point of the sectors’ Big Data roadmaps.
We set the stage for the analysis in Subchapter 8.2 giving the industrial background on energy
and transportation that determines the value of Big Data scenarios. Subchapter 8.3 establishes
the definition of Big Data in energy and transportation by analyzing available data sources and
the related Big Data stakeholders and scenarios. The analysis of industrial needs and
requirements in Subchapter 8.4 is based on these two previous subchapters. Subchapter 8.5
draws some conclusions and recommendations addressing the needs and requirements
regarding Big Data value in energy and transportation sectors.

8.1. Implementation of the Research Methodology
The analysis based in this version of the energy and transportation sectors’ requisites cannot be
considered comprehensive by any means – the sheer complexity and various segments of both
sectors make it difficult to provide a consistent and complete analysis. We have, however,
structured all findings in a way, that the similarities and differences of the impact and potential of
Big Data should become clear to the reader. Most importantly, the end user and business user
needs as well as associated requirements could be derived from the referenced, structured
findings.
In 2013, we started with regular online research on Big Data references within energy sector
(i.e. oil& gas, electrification & smart grid, integration of renewable energy sources, energy
efficiency segments) and the transportation sector (i.e. public transport, freight transportation,
logistics, personal travel segments). The results, often references to initial pilots and projects
are collected and referenced as use cases, but were especially helpful in identifying active
stakeholders for conducting the interviews with.
The personal interviews have been conducted between February – July 2013. The stakeholders
are active in the above mentioned segments within the sectors. The questions were designed to
grasp the dimensions of Big Data within those fields, regarding volume, velocity, and variety of
data – as well as pointers to further use cases, which could be analyzed for the purpose of
extracting the user needs and requirements.
In December 2013 EU BIG project participated in the Big Data World Congress – one of the
very few European industrial Big Data events at that time – at which especially industrial
analysts and start-ups could be interviewed.
The findings from both the personal interviews as well as the event discussions lead to a more
focused iteration of the literature and online research. The meanwhile increasing number of
publications, news, and industry interviews online enabled that many of the findings and
conclusions in this document now have direct online references. End of 2013, beginning 2014
there has been a peek in publications of comprehensive whitepapers – especially on Big Data in
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logistics1 and urban transportation2 but also from many stakeholders in the oil & gas exploration
and smart grid analytics field.
Additionally, one major input also was the Big Data value workshop series conducted in
cooperation with Nessi3. A whole day event, with foresight methodologies and swot analysis
performed by both research institutes as well as industrial stakeholders resulted in a more
balanced analysis and structuring of the findings as well as their confirmation. Recurrent
workshops on smart cities allowed for a confirmation of Big Data related opportunities and
challenges in energy and transportation in urban settings as well.
Although, the report must be considered as an analysis of the current state of the industrial
activities as were expressed in opinions online, in whitepapers, and in personal interviews and
discussions, the structuring and the extracted user needs and requirements was derived from
recurrent findings.

8.2. Introduction & Industrial Background
In order to set the stage for the sector requisites’ analysis we start with highlighting some of the
characteristics of the European energy and transportation sectors in the following subsection.
Energy and transportation are the backbone of an economy and in case of Europe these
infrastructures are of high quality developed by world leading companies.
Both sectors are currently undergoing two main transformations: digitization and liberalization.
Some segments within the sectors are more prone to these changes than others at the moment;
however, the trend is clear. The high quality physical infrastructure becomes increasingly more
intelligent via the embedding of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). Sensor,
communication, computation, and control capabilities along the infrastructure lead to Big Data.
The multimodal optimization potential, which is particular of energy and transportation, as well
as electrification as a cross-cutting optimization field represent Big Data challenges. The stakes
are high as Big Data value is multiplied by the importance and criticality of the underlying
infrastructures. The rather recent liberalization, on the other hand, allows for a variety of market
constellation and Big Data impact of a whole new dimension regarding consumerization and
consumer related Big Data scenarios.
Hence, the discussion on Big Data market impact and competition in Subsection 8.2.2, in light
of these characteristics, reveals different Big Data markets which are either “economies of
scale”-driven or consumerization-driven: such as vertical, horizontal and hub-and-spoke Big
Data markets; Big Data analytics for monitoring and control of energy and transportation
infrastructures, particularly for multimodal efficiency optimization in these sectors; in liberalized
markets the trends of commoditization and the sharing economy as Big Data markets are
considerable, in which Big Data management and analytics infrastructures are prone to be
offered as-a-service.
This Subchapter closes with the report on the European drivers and constraints in 8.2.3 as well
as the role of regulations for Big Data value in energy and transportations in 8.2.4 as has been
discussed mainly in workshops.

8.2.1 Characteristics of the European Energy and Transportation
Sectors
The high quality of physical infrastructure for energy and transportation is a characteristic
that sets Europe apart from rest of the world. European rail system, and is considered one of
1

http://www.dhl.com/content/dam/downloads/g0/about_us/innovation/CSI_Studie_BIG_DATA.pdf
http://internationaltransportforum.org/2014/pdf/bigdatatransport.pdf
3
http://www.bigdatavalue.eu/
2
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the seven wonders of the modern world. Europe has set clear goals to further enhance its
energy infrastructure1. Not only more capacity but quality of supply also in terms of climate
goals is a main European concern. Increasingly more intelligence via ICT is being
embedded into the physical infrastructure to reach these goals. The resulting cyber-physical
systems are not yet Europe-wide nor are they to be found in each segment of the energy and
transportation sectors but the path is clear. These intelligent infrastructures aimed at secure
automation and efficient operations are a major source of new data streams of high-resolution
data on the state of infrastructure as well as the energy (such as electricity, gas, water), goods,
and people that are transported by these infrastructures. Multimodal optimization of these flow
networks is a typical Big Data challenge. The cross-optimization across the multiple modes of
transportation and energy and even across sectors is possible only due to the quality of physical
infrastructure as well as its potential for digitization and automation.
World leading companies in the energy and transportation sectors are European. Five of top
ten electric utilities2 are European: GDF Suez (FR), EDF (FR), Iberdrola (ES), and E.ON (DE).
Four of the top five logistics companies are European3: DHL Logistics (DE), Kuehne &Nagel
(CH), DB Schenker Logistics (DE), CEVA Logistics (NL), C.H. Robinson (US). Four of the
formerly most influential international oil companies were European: BP (UK), Chevron (US),
ExxonMobil (US), ConocoPhillips (US), Shell (NL/UK), Eni (IT) and Total (FR). But recently the
oil & gas reserves are increasingly controlled by national companies none of which are
European – and only two, BP and Shell, have remained in the top ten producers.
Electrification increasingly gains more importance. Not only because electrification is a
cross-cutting field in both energy and transportation, such as in rails electrification or electric
vehicles in general. But also because of the potential to reduce dependence on oil & gas, in
which Europe heavily and increasingly depends on imports: 54% of the required gas is
imported, and this proportion is growing4. The EU is heavily dependent on oil, in particular for
use in the transport sector5. In comparison electricity trading between Member States is of more
importance than imports into the Union6. The integration of electricity from renewable energy
sources is another driver. Energy efficiency and demand response to better balance supply and
demand also open up new markets for new players in the electrification industry in Europe.
There is a lot of smart data potential along the value chain of electrification.
Active exchange in the European Economic Area of cross-border transport of electricity,
goods and people has already prepared the European stakeholders to form a data ecosystem
that is also required for most of the Big Data scenarios. The greater coordination and high
level of cooperation, high level of intermodal compatibility that is required is supported by
institutions like ENTSO-E/-G7, the European Network of Transmission System Operators for
Electricity or Gas; Coreso8, ensuring and improving reliability of pan-European electricity supply;
ERTMS – the European Traffic Management System to create a Europe-wide standard for train
signalling9; or the Single European Sky one initiative, by which the design, management and
regulation of airspace will be coordinated throughout the European Union10.
The “skills shift” is a phenomenon also encountered in both sectors: The skilled workers in the
electricity grid network control centres or truck drivers, who have been main contributors that
operations run smoothly due to their expert know-how and experience, are currently retiring in
waves. This enforces the trend of digitization and automation to model expert systems and
1

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/infrastructure/index_en.htm
http://www.statista.com/statistics/263424/the-largest-energy-utility-companies-worldwide-based-on-market-value/
3
http://www.jindel.com/newsroom/IndustryData/top40globallogistics_2012_04.htm
4
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/sectors/energy/gas/gas_en.html
5
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/sectors/energy/oil/oil_en.html
6
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/sectors/energy/electricity/electricity_en.html
7
www.entsoe.eu, www.entsog.eu/
8
http://www.coreso.eu/
9
http://www.ertms.net/
10
http://www.eurocontrol.int/dossiers/single-european-sky
2
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model knowledge into the infrastructures. Hence, a lot of the new jobs that are being created
along this trend are in the knowledge and information intensive segments. However, there is
also a “skills mismatch” that the EU struggles to fill these ICT jobs1.
The state of liberalization and consumerization
Sectors like transportation and energy, similar to telecommunication, can be described as
resource- and infrastructure-centric. Services such as transport and energy have not always
been as open to competition as they are today. Instead, the markets were monopolistic with big
infrastructure companies, big business entry barriers. Basically, all aspects that foster silos have
been present in these sectors, which resulted in silos of data, technology silos – i.e. dedicated
acquisition and management tools for each data source, and consequently walled garden
business models. Vertical integration along the supply chain allows for efficiency increase and
economies of scale which favours big organizations and cripples choice and competition.
Liberalization in the energy and transportation sectors has not only enhanced consumer choice
but also drives consumerization. Consumerization itself is one of the drivers behind Big Data in
traditional industries (see Chapter “8.2.2 Big Data Drivers and Constraints”). In both sectors
liberalization started in the 90s. After two decades, markets are still not fully liberalized, though.
Also the different modes within the sectors have different maturity of openness to competition:
Electricity market has seen strong moves: opening up retail, wholesale, metering, decentralized
and alternative power generation, energy efficiency services for competition – which are all part
of the Big Data playing field as will be discussed in Chapter “8.3.3 Big Data Application
Scenarios.” The gas market, on the other hand, still struggles – also due to the indexation of
gas prices to oil. Same is true for transport: the bus industry flourishes, along with it dataenhanced services such as mobility portals etc. Rail industry on the other hand has varying
states of liberalization throughout Europe2. In 2003 the access to the Trans-European Rail
Freight Network for international freight services was opened. Only ten years later a draft of the
“Fourth Package” of EU legislation to liberalize domestic passenger rail services within EU
Member States has been published3, with the plan that in 2019 the access to the infrastructure
in all EU Member States for all rail services, including domestic passenger services will have
been opened up.
At the same time, radical shift in business models have been developed in the transportation
with vehicles and cars, such as automobile vendors moving towards car-sharing or delivering on
the vision of the connected car, which represents the transformation to highly data-driven
business from traditional car manufacturing. The feasibility of the electric vehicle is yet to be
substantiated. However, the electric vehicle has the potential to enable energy efficiency and
represents some of the most viable electricity storage options such that new dimensions of
cross-sectorial data-driven business models between energy and transportation arise.
The oil sector, on the opposite site of the spectrum, is only under the merger control of the
European Commission.
The state of liberalization has substantial impact on the perception of the end user as the owner
of usage data – be it energy data or mobility data. This consumerized view of data ownership, in
turn, is one of the main enablers for data ecosystems as can be observed in the healthcare
sector: Industrial stakeholders are then more inclined to collaborate with each other to extract
value from usage data that does not directly belong to any one of them. As a result
protectionism of data – one of the stumbling blocks in the industrial businesses on their path to
realize Big Data value – has no hold in consumerized markets. As discussed in the first version
of this deliverable this may be the main difference of US markets: their potential for Big Data
business due to their enhanced consumerization. The other differentiator clearly is unified
1

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/04/business/international/unemployed-in-europe-hobbled-by-lack-of-technologyskills.html?_r=0
2
http://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/rail/market/index_en.htm
3
http://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/rail/packages/2013_en.htm
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market size: scaling a running business case without major changes to a greater market is
especially crucial for start-ups. Further discussion of markets and competition regarding Big
Data in the energy and transportation sectors can be found in the next subchapter.

8.2.2 Big Data Market Impact and Competition in Energy and
Transportation
Market impact and competition with respect to Big Data in energy and transportation sectors are
highly dependent on the market size itself and the size of the market players. For this reason,
we review the Big Data impact and competition from different perspectives, such as categories
of organizations and their potential take on Big Data, the impact of Big Data in the regulated
markets of infrastructure provision; in the new markets that emerge through technology
innovation and data-driven business models, such as energy efficiency, direct marketing of
power generated from renewable forms of energy, and the cross-sectorial potentials specific to
energy and transportation. We also discuss the Big Data market impact for technology and IT
vendors in the energy and transportation sectors as well as the techno-economic paradigm shift
that Big Data brings with it.
In summary, incumbent companies that invest in the ICT infrastructure and processes to
acquire, organize, and analyze the masses of energy and mobility data will get enhanced
visibility to assets and personnel, the ability to adjust in real-time to demand, supply, and
capacity fluctuations; insights into customer buying patterns that enable smarter pricing and
better products. This is true for energy and transportation as well as technology and IT solution
vendors in these sectors. Additionally, from our analysis two groups of markets are evident
regardless of the perspective:
(1) “Economies of Scale“-driven with high margins but traditionally high market entry
barriers. However, with Big Data and analytics platforms, pay-per-use, and open
data those market entry barriers could become lower, challenging the business-asusual of the incumbents, i.e., driving innovation, and fostering new and smaller
players.
(2) “Consumerization”-driven with low margins and low market entry barriers. Due to
the low margins, these markets are only sustainable if Big Data analytics and payper-use infrastructures and data marketplaces and especially open data is available.
End user connectivity and participation becomes key. End user facing companies in
electricity, transportation, especially those operating in cities, are increasingly
becoming data-driven. End users and data on end usage becomes a company asset.
Across the lot various market and competition options arise, such as: vertical or horizontal Big
Data markets, hub-and-spoke Big Data markets, or coopetitive Big Data platforms and data
marketplaces used by many stakeholders within the energy or transportation sectors or even
across both sectors.
Impact in Vertically Integrated Markets
Impact and potential of Big Data for vertically integrated companies lie mainly in economies-ofscale-driven operational efficiency. The economies of scale characteristics bring forward that
small percentages of efficiency increase via Big Data analytics result in substantial gains for
these companies:
“Big Data for Big Oil” – Oil & Gas industry typically consists of upstream, i.e. the exploration,
development and production of crude oil or natural gas, and downstream activities, such as oil
tankers, refiners, and retailers. Four of the formerly most influential international oil companies
were European: BP (UK), Chevron (US), ExxonMobil (US), ConocoPhillips (US), Shell (NL/UK),
Eni (IT) and Total (FR). But recently the reserves are increasingly controlled by national
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companies none of which are European – and only two, BP and Shell, have remained in the top
ten producers.
All of the European oil & gas companies are vertically integrated and operate globally.
Economies of scale regarding Big Data applications to increase operational efficiency, hence,
can be realized by them both vertically and horizontally:


Vertical Big Data market involve combining the various data sources along the entire
value chain, overarching analytics revealing cross-optimization and hedging potentials
across multiple segments, etc.



Horizontal Big Data market especially regard the upstream activities of exploration and
production: “The Internet of Wells”12 is a typical scenario that shows how sensorizing
wells of gas and oil to monitor and improve their productivity can yield horizontal
economies of scale: integrating the next digitized well has negligible costs compared to
its return value, i.e. share in efficiency increase – or older wells, which are not well
sensorized or connected can be much better modelled through the real-time data from
similar wells, e.g. similar in geographic terms.

Logistics Companies – Similar to integrated oil & gas or rails companies, all world leading
logistics companies are covering most of the package/parcel shipping, freight forwarding, and
increasingly supply chain solutions. Four of the top five logistics companies are European3: DHL
Logistics (DE), Kuehne &Nagel (CH), DB Schenker Logistics (DE), CEVA Logistics (NL), C.H.
Robinson (US).
Logistics companies manage a huge flow of goods and thereby create massive volumes of
data. Specific data about millions of deliveries, including destination, size, weight and
information about contents, is recorded every day. Logistics supply chain networks not only
optimize internal operations, but also interoperate with external networks. Designing, building,
and operating this new class of networks require "logistics internetworking." Logistics
internetworking ties together infrastructure, data, information, workflow, and even policy
governance for interoperability4. Consequently, economies of scale for the integrated logistics
companies regarding Big Data analytics is especially visible when we consider their potential to
integrate and cross-combine the variety of data sources available in their daily operations:


Hub-and-spoke Big Data market: At some point, logistics companies offer the insights
they gain and tools they build whilst working with large OEMs, retailers, manufacturers
etc. also to smaller companies. Thus, the SMEs get access to business intelligence that
helps them become more competitive, and as a result even more companies outsource
their supply chain management to logistics providers. Ultimately, utilizing Big Data
technologies also empowers logistics providers to gain and monetize market insights:
i.e. who is competing with whom, where; who is buying from whom etc.

All the above types of Big Data markets are evident both in energy and transportation; fleet
management enhanced with Big Data technology is a particular horizontal Big Data market that
is being applied by integrated companies both in energy as well as in the transportation sector:
Fleet in that sense refers to
 both fleet of trucks in logistics or fleet of trains in rails industry in the transportation,
 but also to fleet of wells (“internet of wells”), pipelines, and machines such as turbine
generators in the energy sector.
1

www.informationweek.com/big-data/big-data-analytics/conocophillips-taps-big-data-for-gas-well-gains/d/did/1111434?
2
The industry term is the “digital oil field,” though the biggest companies have trademarked their own versions. At
Chevron, it’s the “i-field.” BP has the “Field of the Future,” and Royal Dutch Shell likes “Smart Fields.”
http://www.technologyreview.com/news/427876/big-oil-goes-mining-for-big-data/
3
http://www.jindel.com/newsroom/IndustryData/top40globallogistics_2012_04.htm
4
http://www.inboundlogistics.com/cms/article/using-big-data-to-build-tomorrows-supply-chain-today/
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Energy-efficient operations of these machines, devices, and infrastructure assets as well as
their predictive maintenance bring about advantages with high economies of horizontal scale
potential: finding and solving problems or just one per cent of an improvement can bring about
immense savings depending on the cost or value and size of the fleet.
Impact in Regulated Infrastructure Markets
Energy and transportation infrastructures are traditionally seen as natural monopolies, thus,
need regulation. In the railway, electricity and gas industries, the network operators are now
required to give competitors fair access to their networks – similar to the concept of network
neutrality in telecommunications. Price caps are a typical regulatory tool for network regulation.
Incentive regulation is what shall drive network operators to offer fair and competitive prices for
infrastructure users. Price or revenue caps are a typical for incentivizing operators of electricity,
gas1, and rail2 networks to reduce their costs. Efficiency increase, hence, is the main lever. In
the era of digital transformation, the main efficiency increase potentials exist in the digitization
and automation of the infrastructures to allow for decreasing human intervention, which is slow
and costly in comparison. However, digitization and automation require upfront investments,
which are not considered well by the regulation (see Chapters 8.2.3 and 8.2.4). Hence, there is
a high potential for the operators to neglect quality of service by cutting cost through putting off
investments.
Quality regulation – In order to avoid degrading service quality that is the typical outcome of
sole price cap, the providing good quality of service is rewarded or else punished. Monitoring
the enabling of fair network access by all infrastructure providers, as well as allowing the
consumer to choose the supplier offering the best conditions is essential. Hence, a lot of data
and enhanced models for measuring, predicting, and benchmarking quality are required. This,
especially in the electricity market, has led to a range of transparency and data platforms on
which the network operators are obliged to publish data, even near real-time data of up-to
minutes, e.g. on the auctioning of ancillary services required. Big Data tools, therefore, will be
required and enhance the regulatory oversight as well as the compliance obligations of the
stakeholders.


Big Data analytics market for monitoring & control will be the most active focusing
on operational efficiency increase.
The smart grid market is the farthest ahead of the bunch, which can be attributed to the
maturity of liberalization of the electricity market in Europe. Many applications come from
the already consumerized demand side management segment: global spending on
power utility data analytics is forecast to top $20 billion over the next nine years, with an
annual spend of $3.8 billion globally by 20203. Internationally, there is also movement in
the real-time monitoring & control of distribution and transmission grids. GTM Research
found that annual rate of data intake in terabytes will be high through automation of the
electricity distribution system and highest through the installation of phasor
measurement unit technology that enhance the monitoring, protection, and control of
power transmission grids4.
The rail public transportation industry has also been at the forefront in utilizing and
implementing data analytics from ridership forecasting to transit operations5. Now with
the increasing digitization and automation these systems are being transformed into Big
Data analytics systems.

1

http://www.ceswp.uaic.ro/articles/CESWP2013_V1_ROT.pdf
http://www.railwaygazette.com/news/policy/single-view/view/european-parliament-waters-down-unbundlingproposals.html
3
http://www.greentechmedia.com/research/report/the-soft-grid-2013
4
http://dqbasmyouzti2.cloudfront.net/content/images/articles/BigData_AmiToSmartHome.jpg
5
http://lightrailnow.wordpress.com/2013/09/03/how-rail-public-transportation-has-been-a-leader-in-the-analytics-andbig-data-revolution/
2
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The enhanced monitoring will also help the operators to oblige with transparency reports
on service quality requested by the regulatory bodies in Europe.
Impact in Liberalized, Consumerized Markets
Five of top ten electric utilities1 are European: GDF Suez (FR), EDF (FR), Iberdrola (ES), and
E.ON (DE). EDF is very active regarding the utilization of enabling Big Data technologies such
as Hadoop2. As a driving force behind their efforts to understand and apply associated new Big
Data technologies, smart meter deployments and consumer-facing analytics are mentioned.
Integration of renewable energy sources may also prove to be a major factor for the adoption of
Big Data technologies once it is no longer heavily subsidized, because the cost-efficient
management and sale of power from renewable energy sources requires much more agility and
adaptability than traditional energy wholesale and retail of traditionally sources electricity. The
intermittence and sometimes overabundance of power from Renewables may even result in
negative electricity prices3, which when foreseen can be used to opportunistically maintain and
repair generators when prices are negative for example.
Such adaptive data-driven business as required by the integration of Renewables is thoroughly
new – as is the power from alternative energy sources. A disturbing current market
development is that Europe's ten largest power companies are set to lose billions of Euros after
over-investing in fossil fuels rather than renewable energy: For example, E.ON's earnings from
power generation dropped by two thirds in the first nine months of 2013 compared with the
same period in 20124. The Greenpeace publication claims that leading energy companies,
including E.ON, RWE, Iberdrola, and EDF, have failed to deal with the challenges of slowing
electricity demand, rapidly falling Renewables costs, increased competition from people
producing their own energy (prosumers) via solar panels or small wind turbines, and air quality
legislation that will force the closure of dozens of coal-fired plants.
On the upside: the market in this new segment is getting diversified through Big Data spirited
energy start-ups like Next Kraftwerke5, who “merge data from various sources such as
operational data from our virtual power plant, current weather and grid data as well as live
market data. This gives Next Kraftwerke an edge over conventional power traders.”
Energy efficiency is yet another application field that requires Big Data monitoring and control.
Especially private housing has by far the most potential for energy saving. The direct application
of energy efficiency is through enabling energy savings, which is a competing with the
incumbent business model of selling energy. So although retailers and utilities are
acknowledging the existence, it is hard for established business to cannibalize (see 8.2.3) in the
energy sector at least. However, there are start-ups like EnergyDeck6 who offer data driven
analytics through an online platform as a service to residential, commercial and industrial
customers.
In 2012, the use of intermittent renewable energy caused increasing electricity prices and grid
instability induced power outages, created by renewable energy usage. It is also claimed by
German heavy industry spokesmen that this has forced their industries to close, move
overseas, and resulted in the loss of German heavy industry jobs7. Paradoxically, this shows
that industrial and commercial demand side management is the answer to cost-effectively
integrating renewable energy sources. More energy users could directly benefit from
1

http://www.statista.com/statistics/263424/the-largest-energy-utility-companies-worldwide-based-on-market-value/
http://it.toolbox.com/blogs/patricks-it-toolbox/edf-presentation-at-the-february-hadoop-user-group-in-paris-59519
3
http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21587782-europes-electricity-providers-face-existential-threat-how-losehalf-trillion-euros
4
http://www.businessgreen.com/bg/analysis/2331139/greenpeace-failure-to-make-clean-energy-shift-will-costeuropes-utilities-billions
5
http://www.next-kraftwerke.com/
6
www.energydeck.com
7
http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/instability-in-power-grid-comes-at-high-cost-for-german-industry-a850419.html
2
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overabundance of power from Renewables, i.e. negative market prices, by an intelligent
coupling of electricity storage, usage, and savings. The answers are closely interlinked with
intelligent Big Data acquisition and Big Data analytics. Again, although acknowledged by
incumbents this new Big Data application field is hardly occupied by incumbents but rather new
comers such as Entelios1 – a demand response service provider for commercial and industrial
users.
Improved metrics and data are essential to catalyse energy efficiency market activity2: To
ensure that prices and policies create a level playing field for energy efficiency markets,
stakeholders must address the urgent need for better data to support stronger systems of
measurement, which ultimately will lead to Big Data ecosystems.
Electric vehicles and energy efficiency in transportation – When it comes to discussions on
energy efficiency, transportation plays an important part, as it is one of the main energy users
besides industries and households. Additionally, electric vehicles complement the energy
efficiency scenario by enabling a more flexible, and with decreasing cost of batteries, also a
cost-effective and especially flexible energy storage option: Cars are parked 95 % of the time.
Hence many actors in the electricity, transportation and automobile industry are trying to
establish new business models around this technological opportunity3.
Considerable is the business move towards of car-sharing from incumbents such as Daimler4
and BMW5. According to a recent study, one car-sharing vehicle displaces 32 new vehicle
purchases (AlixPartners, 2014) – and business that previously revolved around the product,
now becomes all about data-driven services. On the contrary to the energy sector, this bold
moves show the readiness of the incumbents to seize the Big Data value potential of a datadriven business.
New players in multimodal transportation are like Israeli startup Waze6 and US startup Moovit,
who closed a $28 million round for its app that combines public transport data with input from
the community, to give commuters a real-time perspective of what their trip will be like and
suggest the best routes. Other prominent start-ups are myTaxi following US startup Hailo, which
bring cab drivers and people looking for the nearest – and cheapest – driver via a smart phone
app.


Multimodal efficiency Big Data market: Big Data analytics enables the real-time
optimization of package delivery routes taking into account the order of delivery, the
traffic situation and the availability of the recipient, while the ability to predict delays in
the supply chain, followed by the appropriate logistical service response, allows for an
improved customer experience. Multimodal efficiency is also an important market for
energy, since electricity, gas, water, district heating and cooling networks can also be
cross-optimized with real-time data and analytics. Multi-modal efficiency also is
concerned with the efficient planning of trips including public transportation, car- and
bike-sharing etc.



Data portals and Data-as-a-service market increasingly becomes a necessity because
multiple stakeholders require the same data (e.g. energy usage data from smart meters
or mobility data from smart phones) but need to process and analyze it in totally different
ways to deliver their different products and services. In the electricity and gas markets
where all these roles are recently liberalized, market communications require the
exchange of master and transaction data regarding energy feed-in and usage. The data
portals and apps required for car-sharing and other new mobility applications also
belong to this category.

1

http://entelios.com/
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/npsum/EEMR2013SUM.pdf
3
http://www.reinventingparking.org/2013/02/cars-are-parked-95-of-time-lets-check.html
4
Car2go
5
DriveNow
6
bought by Google for $1.3 billion
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Commoditization as a Big Data market is also evident – especially in the energydomain where small start-ups can cost-effectively operate a (virtual) power plant and sell
power without having the upfront capital costs that traditional business models on power
generation and wholesale incur. Commoditization forces incumbent businesses to
reconsider their positioning. Digitization, communication, and data-driven services
around core products (that are already sold) become more valuable then selling the next
product: producers of automobiles become mobility service companies; producers of
power become energy service companies – or are at least contested by newcomers in
their service domain.



Sharing economy as a Big Data market: An interesting outlook is the immense
virtualization of business in peer-to-peer sharing platforms: The sharing economy
currently targets travel, hotel and car rental businesses, for example, by allowing
individuals to rent directly from each other. Big Data (analytics) platforms, mainly run by
start-ups, but also by incumbents, e.g. in the automobile industry for car-sharing, allows
demand and supply to meet online. In the electricity industry, potential for the sharing
economy is also given due to end users who own power generation and feed-in
electricity1.
Rules and regulations lack immensely behind to assure legality of this economy, this is
one reason why incumbent are hesitant. Another more vital reason is that in some sense
by enabling sharing of already sold or existing products at the end users premises, the
incumbents’ market is shrinking. However, incumbents have a huge potential for
becoming intermediaries here, due to their know-how of the product. In saturated
markets, the sharing economy is a new market model, and requires data-driven
business execution. The mediation business is truly data-driven and virtual.

Big Data Impact in Urban Utilities & Transportation Market
All of the insights mentioned in the previous subsection are also applicable to the energy and
transportation market in cities, which are equally liberalized. However, the urban Big Data
impact will be different due to a city’s regional confinement, end-user centricity (much closer
customer relationships; i.e. high consumerization), and the limited resources in terms of
financing as well as in terms of infrastructure with ever more people moving to cities – just to
name a few factors (also see Chapter 8.2.3).
Another trend is so-called remunicipalization2: just recently, citizens of Hamburg, Germany's
second-biggest city, voted to return their power grid, which had been run by Vattenfall, to public
ownership. The German movement is part of a Europe-wide practical reversal of the
liberalization trend in cities. Most municipal utilities then not only serve electricity, but also other
modes of energy: i.e. gas, water, district heating, to the citizens.
Hence, in the city, through remunicipalization, multimodal optimization of resources and
infrastructure does not only become a possibility regarding transportation modes but also
energy modes3. Such multimodal optimization is a huge opportunity and challenge regarding the
selection and adaptation of appropriate Big Data technologies, but also regarding data
exchange and sharing policies that need to be implemented via Big Data (analytics) platforms.
Reuse of installed resources regarding data sourcing and Big Data infrastructure by all involved
stakeholders will be a viable and maybe even necessary option.
Cross-sector Potentials and Impact of Big Data Variety:
Besides the aforementioned cross-sectorial optimization of multimodal networks of energy and
transportation in cities, other partial cross-sector potentials exist. Anytime resources or
infrastructures of the two sectors meet, there is potential to cross-optimize operational efficiency
1

http://www.peerenergycloud.de/
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/01/19/us-utilities-unplugged-renationalisation-idUSBREA0I03720140119
3
Smart City Case Study in BYTE http://byte-project.eu/
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of both sectors, or for completely new monetization options, by cross-combining their respective
data sources. Some of which are:


Rail electrification system supplies power to railway trains and tram. Some electric
railways have their own dedicated generating stations and transmission lines but most
purchase power from an electric utility. The railway usually provides its own distribution
lines, switches and transformers. Some electric traction systems provide regenerative
braking that turns the train's kinetic energy back into electricity and returns it to the
supply system to be used by other trains or the general utility grid. Energy efficient rail
transportation would then take into account mobility models and data from transportation
perspective, and combine it with energy supply and forecasts, including weather and
mobility into account, in order to deliver energy efficient scheduling.



Beyond its major role in freight movement, sea transport is an important part of Europe's
energy supply. Europe is one of the world's major oil tanker discharge destinations.
Energy is also supplied to Europe by sea in the form of liquefied natural gas (LNG).



(Plug-in hybrid) electric vehicles, in use in private transportation, hybrid busses in public
transportation or in car-sharing, represent an opportunity to balance supply and demand
by storing the excess energy, e.g. from wind and solar. This balancing, however,
requires cross-combining mobility patterns from transportation sector with e-car roaming
data that is dispersed across multiple distribution system operators within the energy
sector.



Value of data from one sector may be realized in another: Multimodal energy networks
allow for example using data on water consumption to predict electrical consumption.
Mobility patterns and traces can also be used for energy consumption prediction. This is
especially useful if data is missing or yet unavailable, or for plausibility checks.

Monetizing options also open the way to data marketplaces, which may start off as data portals
or data-as-a-service markets. In the urban setting open data is an enabler of cross-sector Big
Data potentials. Collaborative Big Data (analytics) platforms and ecosystems will also rather be
implemented in urban settings, e.g. supporting the smart city scenarios1.
Big Data native, Google, already fosters the datafication of both transportation and
energy: e.g. by their Google Maps and Navigation apps combined with location based
search and Google Now, which come preinstalled on each Google Phone. Same
developments can be expected based on their past and current efforts in the data-driven
energy efficiency market via Google Power Meter between 2009 and 20112 and their
recent acquisition of Nest, a smart thermostat, which learns a user's habits over time and
adjusts the temperature accordingly3.
Technology companies in the energy and transportation sectors and their positioning
As discussed the integration of alternative energy sources as well as energy efficiency solutions
require answers regarding data acquisition from masses of intelligent devices and end users as
well as Big Data analytics. Proactive Big Data technology users such as EDF are the exception
amongst European energy companies. The technological answers seldom come from
incumbent utilities, but rather from technology and data start-ups like AutoGrid, EnergyDeck,
Entelios, EnerNOC, C3 Energy, Trove, Opower and Verdeeco, IT giants like Oracle, IBM, SAS,
Teradata, EMC and SAP, and grid giants including General Electric, Siemens/eMeter,
ABB/Ventyx, Schneider Electric/Telvent, Toshiba/Landis+Gyr to name a few.
Machine and device vendors are drivers of the digital transformation in the energy and
transportation sectors. But their business roots reach back to the 19th century, meaning a
1

http://www.ascr.at/
http://www.google.com/powermeter/about/
3
http://www.wired.com/2014/01/googles-3-billion-nest-buy-finally-make-internet-things-real-us/
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considerable proportion of business is still in mechanical automation solutions. In the digital
transformation, mechanics are increasingly replaced by electronics, which enables and requires
digitization and software solutions. Once this trend reaches a tipping point the clear market and
competition separation between horizontal IT players, such as IBM, Oracle, and vertical IT
providers such as Siemens, GE, as well as Big Data natives such as Google might become
somewhat dissolved especially when it comes to cost-effectively delivering consumerized mass
markets, such as Virtual Power Plant (VPP) operations, Integrated Mobility Services, small
utilities, etc.


Big Data Analytics Software-/Platform-as-a-service is the main field where these
companies and completely new players will redistribute the shares. Amongst the new
players in Europe are Entelios and EnergyDeck which were discussed as Big Data startups in the energy efficiency and alternative energy resources and demand response
markets. TransMetrics, as an example, is a new Big Data start-up, which offers
predictive analytics software-as-a-service so that transport companies can predict
shipping volumes1. Most of these start-ups’ unique selling point is that a lot of the code
in the old software platforms being used today is now 20 years old and in need of
massive modernization2.



Smart Infrastructures vs. Smart Devices vs. Smart Phones is another field where
different players with different backgrounds can source the same data. This raises the
question, which alternative will dominate in the end. Currently many Big Data scenarios
regarding mobility are enabled with smartphones. Will the connected car and the
required infrastructure offer more value to justify the much higher investments? All
parties are working on the big question of whether Big Data will mean big value for their
interpretation of the business.

An important take away of the above discussion is that markets and competitors stopped being
clearly defined along industries and linear value chains. The following subsection refers to yet
another perspective on the Big Data impact on traditional industries such as energy and
transportation:
Big Data Impact as a Techno-economic paradigm shift3: the end of sustainable
competitive advantage4
Discussions on Big Data impact and competition in the traditional businesses such as energy
and transportation must take into account the general disruptions generated by digital
transformations (Fournier, 2012) as well as technological transformation (Mathews, 2012). Also
when discussing our analysis of a roadmap for these sectors, we need to consider that two
traditional assumptions do not hold any longer:


The assumption that industry matters most – Big Data competition can come from other
industries, business models compete with business models even within the same
industry. Instead the analysis must be in a level connecting the market segment, offer,
and location, in so called arenas that are characterized by a connection between
customer and solution.



The assumption that once achieved, advantages are sustainable – rather product
feature, new technology-based advantages prove to be less durable. Instead
companies, especially Big Data natives, are learning to leverage irreplaceable user
experiences across multiple arenas and deep customer relations (see Figure 26). For
traditional business incumbents this means a deep understanding of their customers by
also utilizing Big Data analytics. For technology vendors in the domain of energy and

1

http://www.bigdata-startups.com/BigData-startup/transmetrics/
http://www.technologyreview.com/news/427876/big-oil-goes-mining-for-big-data/
3
http://byte-project.eu/
4
http://www.forbes.com/sites/stevedenning/2013/06/02/its-official-the-end-of-competitive-advantage/
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transportation this means an understanding of the user needs not only on the businessto-business (B2B) level, but also on the business-to-customer (B2C) level.

Figure 28: Competition in data-driven scenarios in the energy sector is no longer
confined within industries but takes place in new "arenas"
Figure 26 depicts the emergence of these new arenas around energy infrastructure, energy
supply, and energy as well as mobility services at the end user side. These new arenas are
filling with players reaching from car manufacturers to data-driven start-ups; electricity retailers
and power generation companies are redefining their positioning.
We look at the big picture, with energy sourcing from Oil & Gas to Renewables to Decentralized
Generation made feasible through Virtual Power Plants. We observed trends within sectors that
are the biggest energy consumers in Europe, i.e., transportation, manufacturing, and
households. The short cut that electrification represents for energy efficiency is significant: The
“well-to-wheel” energy inefficiency in transportation is indicative: losses amount to 70 percent
either during fossil power generation, transmission, and distribution for the electrification of
vehicles or when driving and idling at traffic lights with petrol vehicles. In light of these
inefficiencies, the integration of renewable energy sources and the full-electric vehicle is a
perfect technology match. Given that the technological challenges are overcome, this match not
only enables zero-emission transportation, but electric cars that are parked most of the time
also represent a viable storage option for the peak supply from Renewables, which occur at
noon via solar and at night via wind.
This new arena, “mobility services,” in which electricity and transportation meet, for example,
becomes populated by car manufacturers who provide infrastructure or even energy supply
(Fournier, 2012) alongside the incumbent energy sector players. The entrance of new players
also transforms these traditional segments into new arenas.
New players enable the efficient balance of energy supply and demand through data-driven
services providing demand response, energy savings, and power. Positive regulatory drivers
are significant: Data-driven virtual power plant operation becomes lucrative through the direct
marketing potential of the small but numerous distributed generation sources (Mathews, 2013).
Technological trends promise to disburden some of the negative regulatory side effects, such as
the higher prices due to the current subventions for Renewables. Especially, the manufacturing
sector is pressured by high electricity prices. At the same time, industrial automation leads to
digital factories, which are enabled to automate according to energy efficiency criteria. The new
arena, “energy services,” becomes increasingly more active with energy data-driven start-ups
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that offer savings and demand response programs primarily offering services to industrial
consumers. Incumbent energy suppliers acknowledge the shift in consumer demand as well as
entirely data-driven business actors do. These energy services will eventually reach the mass
market of households, utilizing resources such as smart thermostats or entire home automation
systems.
Leaders in energy and transportation sectors who are in the process of re-engineering and
automating processes, and building out more flexible, configurable, and scalable information
and communication technology capabilities as well as this new way of perception of competitive
advantage, will be the winners in the digitally transformed industrial marketplace. They will
handle change and uncertainty better than those who are still wrestling with aging IT platforms,
protocols, and manual processes.
A discussion of the newly required agile strategy will be part of the sector roadmapping efforts in
the next deliverable of the sectorial forums.

8.2.3 Big Data Drivers and Constraints
Efficiency increase – and all trends related – is the main driver of Big Data in the energy
and transportation sectors. The deluge of new data is being driven by a need to manage assets
more efficiently, have greater visibility and control over supply chains or energy networks. New
regulations, such as the “Revenue = Incentives + Innovation + Outputs (RIIO)” framework1,
also push for efficiency increase.
The newly found consumerization through liberalization in the electricity and gas markets, as
well as bus and rail transportation, transforms infrastructure business into being more datadriven.
Additionally, an external driver in consumerized markets is the end user participation coupled
with the need to communicate from anywhere at any time.
In the following we list some of the trends and also their drivers in order to give an overview of
the Big Data ecosystem enablers that will determine the pace of the creation of a European Big
Data economy within traditional sectors such as energy and transportation:


Energy trend example: Renewable Energy Sources transforms whole national energy
policies, e.g. the German “Energiewende.” Renewable energy integration requires the
optimization on multiple fronts, e.g. grid, market2 and end usage or storage, as well as
increases the dependability of electrification on weather and weather forecasts.
Forecasting and optimization are fields that are essentially Big Data heavy.



Transportation trend example: Online Shopping transforms logistics. B2C parcel
business has been continuously growing3. At the same time, it becomes increasingly
more competitive: new e-logistics providers have emerged; big online retailers such as
Amazon subsume smaller e-retailers through their marketplace and put pressure on
logistics operators to offer attractive delivery options and prices. Data-driven consumerorientation and service-orientation both differentiates and increases the margins of the
player in such a growing but competitive field.



Digitization & Automation is the answer to how efficiency can substantially be
increased in the operation of flow networks such as in electricity, gas, water or
transportation networks. These infrastructure networks become increasingly sensorized,
which adds considerably to the volume, velocity, and variety of industrial data.

1

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/64031/re-wiringbritainfs.pdf
http://www.dw.de/eu-approves-gradual-end-to-energy-subsidies/a-17554512
3
http://www.post.at/gb2009/en/Postmarkt_Europa.php
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Communication & Connectivity is essential to the expansion of the previous point: all
that data in the field needs to be communicated. The data is collected for reason of
optimization and control automation – so there needs to be bidirectional and
multidirectional connectivity between field devices, e.g. intelligent electronic devices
(IEDs) in an electricity grid substation or traffic lights. Also the connectedness of the end
user does play an important role in most of the Big Data application scenarios, especially
in people transportation and travel. In Europe there is already strong ICT embedded in
the already strong infrastructures. And the distribution1 of smart phones enables to bring
smart technologies to everyone.



Open Data is a development that we can also see in the traditional sectors: publication
of operational data on transparency platforms2 by grid network operators, by the energy
exchange market, and the gas transmission system operators, for example, is a
regulatory obligation that does foster grass roots Big Data projects at universities for
example, who otherwise could not easily access this data. Another driver behind open
data is again end user participation: Open Weather Map3 and Open Street Map4 are the
more successful of the many user-generated free of charge versions of weather and
geo-location data provisioning, which are very important for the energy and
transportation sectors.



Open source adaptation of the Big Data technologies and the fast growth of a stable
ecosystem (e.g. Hadoop) cause a spill-over to many traditional businesses in the energy
and transportation sectors: cost-efficient and innovative forms of data processing are
now available, but require new technical skills, which are rare (see Constraints).



“Skills shift” is a result of retiring of skilled workers, such as truck drivers or electricity
grid operators, which creates a know-how shortage that needs to be filled fast. This
directly translates to increasing prices for the customers, because higher salaries need
to be paid to attract the few skilled workers in the market5. In the mid- to long-term more
efficiency increase and more automation will be the prevailing trends: such as driverless
trucks6 in transportation or wide area monitoring protection and control systems in
energy. The increase in data both in volume and velocity will be vast.



Potential skill pool in Europe is big. The capacities and universities to develop the
required interdisciplinary skills exist. Already today, there are new chairs such as
“Energieinformatik7,” which will foster so-called super-engineers, who have the deep
domain know-how coupled with programmatic and statistical know-how for the data
deluge that awaits the traditional industries.

Constraints to Big Data value in the sectors energy and transportation are also similar. There
are some constraints that will be remedied with time, with increasing establishment of the
digitization and automation technologies: e.g. smart metering and phasor measurement units,
the two really new Big Data sources in the electricity domain are either on the roll-out phase or
not even yet started – but will. In a sense, Big Data has not yet reached a tipping point. Some
initiatives may even have struggled due to the lack of skills with scalable Big Data technologies
and analytics. Some examples are further listed below:


Skills: as proclaimed throughout the past years in the Big Data discussion, there are
comparatively few people who can handle Big Data management and analytics. People

1

http://www.extremetech.com/extreme/179762-europe-votes-to-protect-net-neutrality-abolish-mobile-data-roamingcharges
2
www.entsoe.net, www.transparency.eex.com, http://www.gas-roads.eu/
3
http://openweathermap.org/
4
http://www.openstreetmap.org/
5
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-08-29/germany-wants-more-truck-drivers
6
http://www.techhive.com/article/2046262/the-first-driverless-cars-will-actually-be-a-bunch-of-trucks.html
7
http://www.uni-oldenburg.de/energieinformatik/
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who apply their Big Data knowledge in the traditional sectors such as energy and
transport are even rarer.


Interpretation of Big Data requires adequate machine-readable description of resource,
infrastructure and system models. However, in the traditional sectors such as energy
and transportation these are rather hard to come by. Implicit or tacit models are in the
heads of the (retiring) skilled workers. Scalable domain model extraction becomes key:
in traffic management systems for examples rule bases grow over years to
unmanageable complexities.



Digitization has not yet reached the tipping point. The adoption phase is ahead but
even with immense efficiency increase potentials, digitization and automation of
infrastructure require upfront investments, which are not considered well or at all by the
incentive regulation which the infrastructure operators are bound by. Real-time, higherresolution data are still not widely available.

There are other types of constraints in Europe, which are farther reaching and not easily
overcome, such as cautious mindset and reluctant culture towards a data-driven value
generation. Also regulatory uncertainties regarding the data handling within Europe with
different national rules and obligation will not be changed quickly.

1
2



Uncertainty regarding digital rights and data protection laws: Unclear views on data
ownership holds back Big Data in the end-user facing segments of the energy and
transportation sectors. An example from electricity industry is the investment in the smart
metering infrastructure: all of the stakeholders would benefit from this new source of
data, but because it is energy usage data and no running business cases have been
deployed, none of the stakeholders is inclined to invest in a full-blown roll-out. This is
why European regulations have been important, but the actors are still reluctant.



“Digitally divided” European Union: Europe has fragmented jurisdiction when it
comes to digital rights. This makes it difficult for potential Big Data business cases to
scale in Europe because the national markets are rather small when compared with US
or Asian markets.



“Business-as-usual” trumps “data-driven business” – the digital transformation of
the sectors energy and transportation is happening, however, for established businesses
it is very hard to change running business value chains. With Big Data scenarios, all of
the use cases indicate a change, be it regarding internal processes within companies,
increased consumerization, or how competitors need to become collaboration partners:
The conservatism can be found in energy, electricity and railway industries1. These
unknown and new developments are unsettling to incumbents, but are very much
important for new players to enter the playing field. Incumbents will need to deal with a
lot of changes: change in the previously long innovation cycles, change to walled garden
views of closed systems and silos, and a change in the mindset so that ICT becomes
one of the enabler if not core competences in their companies.



The missing start-up culture in Europe is non-negligible when compared with US or
Israel. This is to some extent due to the comparatively risk-averse European mindset
and the importance of the European big corporations that are successful in traditional
businesses such as energy, manufacturing, automotive etc. which young professionals
prefer to work for rather than starting on their own. However, this already changes in that
high potentials from traditional arts such as robotics start to move to Silicon Valley to
work for start-ups. The investment culture is also missing: European investors have
normally less than ten million to invest in one company. Many European start-ups get
US investors, e.g. ParStream2, or merger with their U.S. pendants, e.g. Entelios’ merger

http://gigaom.com/2012/09/28/open-transport-data-in-germany-not-if-youre-not-google/
http://techcrunch.com/2013/10/17/parstream-raises-8m-from-khosla-ventures-for-data-analytics-platform/
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with EnerNOC1. A further problem specific to Big Data is the lack of access to interesting
data, i.e. real-time, high-resolution data for such new and innovative ventures.
Finally, there are also often talked about constraints, such as missing end user acceptance or
trust – which in many other sectors, but also in transportation, for example, have found
solutions: Especially in B2C scenarios, oftentimes it boils down to whether the service is useful
enough for end users to give away their data. The misled discussions on end user acceptance
and trust distract from the actual required discussions on how end users can have practical
control and transparency over usage of data generated by them, or how they can use the same
services with different levels of preferred privacy etc:


Missing end user acceptance: in the energy sector it is often argued that people are
not interested in energy usage data. However, this is a misperception: People are
equally uninterested in mobility data per se, but they use navigation services that provide
them with useful information on how long the journey will take, whether there are traffic
jams and how to avoid them etc. So oftentimes, when missing end user acceptance of a
technology is argued, it is more a statement that a useful service with this technology is
not yet deployed. The problem of the transparent end user once a useful service is
deployed and accepted is yet unsolved.



Missing trust: Trust, on the other hand, is an issue that could and should be remedied
with technology, i.e. data protection or safety of automated operations, and with
regulatory framework, i.e. sophisticated privacy protection laws. Anonymization is a
technique that has little hold in the Big Data world in which many data sources are crossrelated. So there is certainly room for innovation regarding privacy preserving analytics.
However, trust can be earned via the usability trustworthiness of the service and service
providers. Credit cards and online payment, as examples, also had initial trust hurdles to
take. When it comes to B2B scenarios, B2B data sharing etc., where data can reveal
strategy and other confidential information about the industrial processes NDAs could
remedy problems on the short run.

8.2.4 Role of the European Regulation and Legislation Regarding Big
Data
The European regulation could play a vital role as the bootstrapper of data
availability. As discussed in the previous section the European mindset may be too
conservative to move beyond the slogan of “data is the oil/gold of the 21st century,” which
creates all the wrong reflexes with respect to a functioning Big Data ecosystem. Legislative
force to opening data sources where advisable, as well as campaigning for the public
awareness of the necessity of this digital transformation, will be helpful. Incentive regulation
can also reward forward-looking infrastructure companies with their investment in digitization
and automation to make traditional infrastructures more intelligent.
If data is an important resource for future societies then data economy might even
need to be regulated (European Data Protection Supervisor, 2014). As discussed in the
first version of this deliverable one main difference of US markets is their potential for Big
Data business due to their enhanced consumerization. Consumerization of the data market
would directly translate into “liberalization of the data.” End users/consumers need to
become the owner of the data that they generate by interacting with their (smart)
environment.
At first this may be counterintuitive to ICT/smart infrastructure and technology providers,
since their technology helps acquire the mobility or energy data2. However, as the Big Data
1

http://investor.enernoc.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=825659
http://www.out-law.com/articles/2014/february/connected-cars-phenomenon-raises-data-ownership-and-liabilityissues-says-expert/
2
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applications scenarios, especially in liberalized markets, show: simply one data source is
mainly not sufficient to provide those scenarios. If the end user is the data owner, than all
service providers will be more inclined to cooperate and sustain Big Data ecosystems.
In a way, the pre-liberalization characteristics are visible in the current state of online datadriven businesses: the concentration of businesses around data hubs, such as Google,
Facebook, and Amazon: a hub-and-scope integration of business, which favours big
organizations is evident – hence, the connotation of the term “Big Data” – and cripples
choice and competition in the data economy. In the beginning of all these resource- and
infrastructure-centric sectors, be it energy, transportation, and now data itself, market forces
follow the power law: a few integrated companies create and dominate the market until it
must be liberalized. So the “liberalization of the data economy” is an interesting take,
however, an entirely different level of the Big Data discourse1. Still at some point, traditional
businesses such as from the energy and transportation sector will also be strong
stakeholders of the data economy and its liberalization – which the industrial IT providers
prefer to call “Smart Data”.
Following are just a few exemplary questions from the interviews and workshop in this
aspect:
 If data becomes product, what about the liability for data related services (see German
Product Liability Act)?


Is there a safe harbour for cloud based data services?



How need revocable ownerships rights of data be handled specifically for secondary use
or monetization?



Legal aspects of data-driven service business that potentially displaces traditionally ruled
and regulated way of conducting business, e.g. myTaxi vs. urban taxi services: is a
traditional permit required when end users provide each other a ride and the hobby
drivers as well as the mediator benefits financially?

At a minimum, European harmonization of laws and regulations especially regarding
data need to move forward. Another one of the main differentiator of US regarding market
and competition that we discussed is the sheer market size. We argued that start-ups are
essential for picking up where incumbents are too hesitant to cannibalize their existing
business with data-driven new businesses. However, for a start-up to scale a running
business case without major changes to a greater market is decisive in its success. This is
the main reason why many cyber-physical start-ups, especially in the energy domain, will
not gain fast ground in Europe due to the small fragmented markets regarding both data and
energy legislations – as well as best practices. Some of which are listed in the following as
an example:


Unclear roles through unbundling of previously vertically integrated businesses



Unclear legal situation on data ownership, e.g. energy usage data, or connected car
data



Missing standards, best practices, skills



Missing standards on data exchange and protocols for Big Data, rather outdated
protocols

8.3. Definition of Big Data in Energy and Transportation
Although being researched for many years, Big Data technologies found their way into
mainstream just recently – but quite fast: from being applied in niche domains, such as file1

EU BYTE http://byte-project.eu/
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sharing, to being put to use for competitive advantage in all large online businesses within a
single decade. In 2007, several of the underlying technical solutions have been open sourced or
delivered as-a-service, which changed the economics of computing1. The availability of
considerably more cost-efficient computing power may well be the starting point of the Big Data
trend. Companies in industrial businesses, but at the verge of increased digitization, could at
once afford managing much larger amounts of data, such as in the media sector2, or only a few
years later in the energy sector3.
However, industrial businesses in energy and transportation traditionally have had a much
slower modus operandi and much longer innovation cycles: Systems and customers have not
been changing nearly as fast as in the online domain. This circumstance now leads to a greater
Big Data technology push than a market pull from industrial businesses in energy and
transportation.
Nonetheless, as with other industries that have undergone digitization, such as
telecommunications and the media, once the tipping point of digitization is reached,
technological adoption can be very fast, driven both by new players and incumbents alike.
Those segments of the energy and transportation that are getting closer to online businesses,
e.g. logistics as being affected by e-commerce, do already experience the change in pace more
than other segments of these sectors.
In order to be able to analyze industrial user needs and requirements, it is also important to
understand what Big Data really means in these industrial businesses of energy and
transportation and how the value generation is affected by the very nature of cyber-physical
systems that are at the core of digitized infrastructure businesses.
The discussion of available data sources in Subsection 8.3.1 and the discussion of Big Data
scenarios in 8.3.3 assure that Big Data dimensions: volume, velocity, and variety are in many
cases already given and certainly will grow more – and that all stakeholders are concerned with
how to generate value from these masses: The increasing digitization and automation of energy
and transportation infrastructures leads to a substantial growth in volume and velocity of data.
Additionally, through liberalization, increased consumerization and the connected end user
these traditional businesses partially will also be faced with typical Big Data challenge and
opportunity of variety of data sources that are now available for correlations and knowledge
retrieval. As opposed to online businesses, energy and transportation have ICT installed in the
very infrastructure – which means there are computing resources along the infrastructure and
an immense potential to extract business value from smart data along entire value chain of
electrification and transportation.

8.3.1 Available Data Sources
In the first version of this document, we listed all interesting, especially new, data sources,
which were mentioned in the interviews and literature. However, the deeper we dived into Big
Data potentials in the two sectors, the clearer it became that the list will grow and still not be
exhaustive. We would need a better cartography. Another observation is that, with Big Data,
the variety of data sources utilized to find an answer to a business or engineering question is
the differentiator from business-as-usual. Especially, in cases where an answer cannot be
directly derived because data sources are low quality or not available even data sources that
are not obviously connected with the domain are useful.
One attempt was to categorize data sources into categories that are typical for both sectors,
such as “infrastructure,” “assets,” i.e. machines and devices, etc. However these categories
encourage the usual “walled garden” thinking of the status quo. So having collected the data
1

http://www.roughtype.com/?p=1189
http://open.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/11/01/self-service-prorated-super-computing-fun/
3
http://gigaom.com/2009/11/10/the-google-android-of-the-smart-grid-openpdc/
2
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sources from incumbents’ point of view, we are adding another perspective on top: we are
looking now at the broadest needs for data, i.e., energy usage data and mobility data, and at the
external factors which affect those most, i.e. weather and geo-location. Additionally, we
extracted some trends that are in line with the bigger trend of consumerization. We apply the
consumer-oriented perspective, which allows for a broader view on which data sources give
hints, i.e. are available, for energy and transportation sectors even if they originate from other
sectors:
Infrastructure includes power transmission and distribution lines or pipelines for oil& gas or
water. In transportation infrastructure consists of motorways, railways, air and sea ways. The
driving question is capacity. Is a road congested? Is a power line overloaded?
In order to determine capacity, infrastructure can be equipped with low-cost sensors or
intelligent electronic devices. The latter not only enable sensing, but also allow for local
computations, derived measurements and control of the flow within the infrastructure. Some
examples of data from infrastructure:


Motorway equipment with inductive-loop traffic detectors, licence plate recognition
cameras, variable speed limits and variable message signs, traffic lights, etc.
Trend: A conceptual shift of focus towards the movement of people and goods rather
than vehicles, especially discussed in the smart cities domain, but also increasingly
favoured by operators of logistics companies and automotive companies (e.g. carsharing service instead of car selling). This trend also moves the focus on what is being
measured where: Especially GPS (Global Positioning System) and GSM (Global System
for Mobile Communication) coupled with tracking of movement of people, but also social
media such as geo-located tweets and photos, as well as location-based services such
as foursquare, that are being shared and used online are new and versatile sources of
data. RFID (Radio-frequency Identification) tags and smart chips are increasingly being
used to track parcels, pallets, and containers through transportation hubs, e.g. by means
of RF readers in distribution centres.



Electrical grid equipment with remote terminal units (or data from SCADA – supervisory
control and data acquisition – in general), digital fault recorders, distributed temperature
sensing systems, protective relay, phasor measurement unit, dedicated controllers load
tap changer, recloser controller etc.
Trend: as the size and cost of digital electronic components to sense, communicate,
compute, and control is continuously dropping, multi-purpose IEDs are being favoured.
Additionally, real-time analytics becomes a hot topic. Because GPS-synchronized
measurement and control of large power systems produce real-time high-resolution data
that requires real-time analytics to be useful.

Stations are considered part of the infrastructure. But regarding business and engineering
questions they play a special role. First of all most of the infrastructure automation equipments
listed above are installed in stations. Stations also include the main assets of an infrastructure in
a condensed area, i.e., they are of high economic value. The main driving question is status. Is
a transmission line open or closed? Is it closed due to a fault on the line? Is a subway delayed?
Is it due to a technical difficulty?
Some stations, however, are owned and operated by others than the infrastructure operators,
especially in the liberalized markets such as electrification and transportation:


In electricity industry: Generator substation, transformer substation, and local distribution
substations in an electric grid infrastructure of which the ownership has been unbundled
(see discussions in the next Subchapter 8.3.2); originate data about service and
maintenance from field crews about regular and unexpected repairs, or health data from
self-monitoring assets; end usage and power feed-in data from smart meters, high
resolution real-time data from GPS-synchronized phasor measurement units or
intelligent protection and relay devices.
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Example use case EDF (Picard, 2013): Currently, most utilities do a standard meter read
once a month. With smart meters, utilities have to process data at 15-minute intervals.
This is about a 3,000-fold increase in daily data processing for a utility, and it’s just the
first wave of the data deluge. Data: individual load curves, weather data, contractual
information, network data 1 measure every 10 min for a target of 35 million customers
(currently only 300,000)- Annual data volume: 1800 billion records, 120 TB of raw data.
The second wave will include granular data from smart appliances, electric vehicles and
other metering points throughout the grid. That will exponentially increase the amount of
data being generated.
Example use case Power Grid Corporation of India (Power Grid Corporation India,
2012): Unified Real-time Dynamic State Measurement with a target integration of around
2,000 PMUs (starting with 9 PMUs). The PMUs provide time-stamped measurements of
local grid frequency, voltage, and current at 25 samples per second (up-to 100 Hz
possible). This amounts to about 1 TB of disk space per day. Traditional SCADA
systems poll data from RTUs every 2-4 seconds. For comparison: A traditional SCADA
system for wide area power system management has 50 times more data points than a
system that locally processes high-resolution data received from PMUs. Yet, the
SCADA system has to process less than 1% of the data volume of the entire PMU data
accumulating in the same area1.


In oil & gas industry: Storage and distribution stations, but also wells, refineries, and
filling stations are stations in the infrastructure of an integrated oil & gas company. Finer
resolution seismic data, data from actual drilling and logging activity; down hole sensors
from production sites deliver data on a real-time bases including pressure, temperature
and vibration gauges, flow meters, acoustic and electromagnetic, circulation solids; data
coming from sources such as vendors, and tracking service crews, truck traffic,
equipment and hydraulic fracturing water usage; SCADA data from Valve events and
Pump events, Asset operating parameters, Out of condition alarms; Unstructured
reserves data, geospatial data, safety incident notes , surveillance video streams
Example Use Case Shell2: optical fibre attached down hole sensors generate massive
amounts of data that that is stored at a private isolated section of the Amazon Web
Services. They have collected 46 petabytes of data and the first test they did in one oil
well resulted in 1 petabyte of information. Knowing that they want to deploy those
sensors to approximately 10.000 oil wells, we are talking about 10 Exabyte’s of data, or
10 days of all data being created on the internet. Because of these huge datasets, Shell
started piloting with Hadoop in the Amazon Virtual Private Cloud
Others (Nicholson, 2012): Chevron proof-of-concept using Hadoop for seismic data
processing; Cloudera Seismic Hadoop project combining Seismic Unix with Apache
Hadoop; PointCross Seismic Data Server and Drilling Data Server using Hadoop and
NoSQL; University of Stavanger data acquisition performance study using Hadoop.



In transportation: (air/sea) ports, train/bus stations in transportation, logistics hubs and
warehouses; employ Electronic On Board Recorders (EOBRs) in trucks delivering data
on load/unload times, travel times, driver hours; truck driver logs, pallet or trailer tags
delivering data on transit and dwell times; information on port strikes; public transport
timetables, fare systems and smart cards, rider surveys, GPS updates from
bus/truck/car fleet, higher volumes of more traditional data from established sources
such as frequent flier programs, etc.
Example use case City of Dublin3: road and traffic department is now able to combine
Big Data streaming in from an array of sources - bus timetables, inductive-loop traffic

1

http://www.nerc.com/docs/oc/rapirtf/RAPIR%20final%20101710.pdf
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9225827/Shell_Oil_targets_hybrid_cloud_as_fix_for_energy_saving_agile_I
T
3
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sponsored/sport/rugby-trytracker/10630406/ibm-big-data-analytics-dublin.html
2
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detectors, and closed-circuit television cameras, GPS updates that each of the city's
1,000 buses transmits every 20 seconds - and build a digital map of the city overlaid with
the real-time positions of Dublin's buses using stream computing and geospatial data.
Some interventions have led to a 10-15 per cent reduction in journey times.
Additionally, data on current status, gives hints on the current utilization level, i.e. the effective
capacity of the infrastructure. In transportation and in electricity networks, two stations are of
special importance for further capacity management: origin-destination data in transportation
and demand-supply data in power systems.
In both sectors, energy and transportation, “storage” is costly.
In electric systems storage currently is inefficient due to high cost of batteries. In transportation
in general “storage” translates to longer wait & travel times. In logistics, storage costs reduction
by better anticipating and pricing demand for shipments is one big efficiency increase lever.
Hence, the load-balancing between these two points, demand and supply, is a core issue in
both sectors. Load-balancing requires end usage data. The prediction and forecasting of end
usage as well as its measurement are the bottom line of the Big Data value generation in both
sectors. The more complex the networks get, the more dynamically they are used, the more
devastating the forecasting deviations and modelling errors are. Hence, adaptation to deviations
in real-time require the measurement data to be in real-time and in high-resolution, which
results in increasing volume and velocity. This Big Data can additionally be used to improve
system models.
Adaptation can be either be topology changes, e.g. diverting active power flow or diverting
traffic around a congested area, or by means of multimodal transformation of energy or of
transportation options dynamically. In order to be able to change topology in a safe and secure
manner both topology data is required: (a) static data from planning, i.e. grid planning or road
planning (b) real-time data on capacity and status, i.e. which transmission lines are switched on,
how much power flows currently through these lines.
Trend: The temporal and spatial comparability of data are essential: time-stamped and
geo-tagged data are required and increasingly available. Especially GPS-synchronized
data in both sectors, but also GSM data are new sources specifically for tracing mobility
and extracting mobility patterns.
Weather data, besides geo-location data, is the most used data source in both sectors. Most
of energy consumption is caused by heating and cooling, highly weather dependent
consumption patterns. With renewable energy resources, now power feed-in into electrical grid
also becomes weather dependent.
Trend: Open Weather Map and Open Street Map are the two major open source
categories of both weather and geo-location data. Community building and end user
participation are the drivers behind this movement, in otherwise very well walled
gardens, e.g. Wunderground; TomTom databases and Google Maps API, which have
commercial licences. Open Street Maps has about 9 per cent less coverage than
commercial products1.
Usage data and patterns, indicators, and derived values of end usage of the respective
resource and infrastructure, be it in energy or transportation, can be harvested by many means,
e.g. within the smart infrastructure, via metering at stations at the edges of the network, or smart
devices. Especially Internet-connected handheld devices, such as tablets and smart phones
generate massive amounts of data that indicate how we use the resources surrounding us:


1

Web logs and customer service websites, social media sites provide new customer
insights for business users

https://www.mapbox.com/osm-data-report/
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But also maintenance and repair crews have a new way of data entry, which improves
timeliness and accuracy of data entry



Smart phones coupled with apps from infrastructure and resource providers, but also
apps from other service providers, such as location-based services, are new data
sources revealing utilization patterns and customer insight



Smart home automation will enable device level electricity usage patterns. Whilst the
connected car is enabling traffic management on vehicle level.

Behavioural patterns both affect energy usage and mobility patterns and can be predicted by
those data sources. Ethical and social aspects become a major concern and a stumbling block
in the acquisition of data from the above listed sources. The positive effects such as, better
consumer experience and life quality (“an alternative route is available that will save you 21
minutes”), energy efficiency, more transparent and fair pricing must be weighed against the
negative side effects. Because these patterns are also very useful for profiling, be it for finance
and insurance or potential criminal acts.
Where does the greater good or run for profit end, where does the right for privacy start? Is
privacy worth protecting even if end users seem to be willing to pay with their data1? These
questions are essential. In the EU BIG roadmaps we will also investigate how the severity of
these questions could be alleviated technologically, and when, and what could be done in the
mean-time. EU BYTE is another CSA that is picking these questions up in order to provide also
a socio-institutional and policy roadmap for Big Data in Europe.
An exception seems to be commercial and industrial end usage data in logistics: Whilst in the
electricity domain commercial end users fear revealing their production patterns (e.g. energy
usage directly related to output and productivity both in an industrial company, as well as a wind
park owner that feeds power into the grid) – which is company confidential information. In the
logistics domain, 3rd party logistic providers use their service data in order to sell market
intelligence and business intelligence back to shippers. The reason maybe that the electricity
industry is just recently liberalized, but the infrastructure providers are still regulated and the
secondary usage policy for available data is not yet defined nor explored. Telecommunications
infrastructure providers, which are also regulated, for example, do already make use of
anonymized and aggregated end usage data.
There are also data sources in the horizontal IT landscape, i.e. data coming from sources
such as CRM tools, accounting software suits, in general: historical data coming from ordinary
business systems. We did focus more on operational IT in interviews and workshops; however,
it goes without saying that the Big Data value potential from cross-combining historical data with
the new sources of data which come from the increased digitization and automation in energy
and transportation systems is high:
Example use case DHL2: DHL employs more than 300,000 people worldwide with a fleet
of 60,000 vehicles and 250 daily cargo flights. Developed a single point of collection for
all costing data for every single package delivered with a complex pricing model - such
as discounting shipments to fill up planes which would have otherwise flown half-empty.
Value: able to save 7,000 man days per year on unnecessary costing exercises plus
more accurate pricing – even dynamic pricing became possible.
Also there is a myriad of external 3rd party data or open data sources important for Big Data
scenarios in energy and transportation sectors, some of which are listed as examples:

1
2



Macro economical data, developments in energy intensives branches



Environmental Data (meteorological services, global weather models / simulation)

http://www.wired.com/2010/04/report-facebook-ceo-mark-zuckerberg-doesnt-believe-in-privacy/
http://www.v3.co.uk/v3-uk/news/2302384/dhl-cuts-shipping-costs-with-big-data-analytics
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Market data (trading Info, spot and forward, business news)



Open external data, Weather, Events, human activity (web, phone, etc.)



Weather, Energy Storage Information, EEX , Map´s, Transparency Platforms



Master Data Repositories, e.g. on renewable energy sources and Topology Data, GIS
(Geographic Information System)



Facilitating installation of renewable resources related harvesting of efficiency data
(solar, wind, water) (open data)



Predictions based on Facebook and Twitter



Information communities such as Open Energy Information1, low emission development
strategies global partnership2, or Open Data Showroom3

Oftentimes overlooked in the sectorial discussions, are the new software and hardware
infrastructure as additional data sources. This new software will automate processes and
workflows that are now either paper-based or manual. In Big Data settings these (embedded)
software and hardware components will collect data on errors, events, and other self-monitoring
data, which also need to be managed accordingly.

8.3.2 Stakeholder: Roles and Interest
In the liberalized segments of energy sector, i.e. electrification, and transportation, the trend is
that straight forward value chains increasingly become complex networks of value generation
and enablement. Analyzing these sometimes even new and emerging roles and interests of
these stakeholders with respect to new and oftentimes unproven Big Data scenarios is a very
difficult undertaking – especially, if one starts within the sometimes unclear rules and
regulations and business strategies of the status quo. As an example, consider smart metering:
Smart meters are to be deployed by a recently defined (liberalized) market role of
metering service provider. The role can be assumed by the distribution grid operator.
However, the regulated infrastructure provider has no economic or operational interest in
the smart meter as a data source. The economic value of a smart meter lies in
individualized tariffs, ability to perform demand response, or generate billable information
for direct marketing of power feed-in. These business areas, however, are just opening
up; hence there is little incentive for the new players in these niche markets to
commission a metering service provider. As a result, the metering service provider is a
market role without a market. This, however, is a typical symptom of markets
transitioning from vertical integration to unbundling and liberalization as well as for
sectors undergoing digital transformation (e.g. compare VoIP adoption in
telecommunication sector).
So, in the following we touch upon the group of stakeholders as identified in the analyzed use
cases. The next subchapter 8.3.3 then brings together the use cases, data sources, and
stakeholders under categories of Big Data application scenarios where roles and interests also
become clearer.
The electric power industry involves power generators on the supply, commercial and private
consumers on the demand, and transmission and distribution system operators on the
infrastructure side. Additionally, in the Big Data setting technology as well as vertical IT
providers are stakeholders.

1

2
3

http://en.openei.org

http://ledsgp.org/transport
http://opendata-showroom.org/en/
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The actors on the generation side range from operators of large power plants
(conventional gas, or renewable wind, solar etc.) as well as operators of so called virtual
power plants (VPP). The mainly decentralized plants in a VPP can belong to big players,
to smaller utilities, or commercial and private consumers who also have some sort of
power generation facility: uninterruptable power supply, photovoltaic or combined heat
and power units etc. Those consumers are thus called “prosumers.” Prosumer can also
feed-in excess power only with differentiated feed-in tariffs. Other forms of energy such
as water, gas, and district heating / cooling also become interesting for the optimization
of combined heat and power generation. This opportunity for multimodal optimization
calls for data exchange across organizational boundaries to realize potentials coming
from variety of the data.



On the demand side, we have industrial and commercial users as well as private
households. Newer market roles include metering service operator, who is responsible
for providing data on energy usage as required for the settlement of the services that the
end user is receiving. Energy services, such as energy efficiency and demand response
are also offered by new roles. Energy usage data is required by all parties and is the
pivotal transactional mass data that is being passed in market communications.



Both types of connection, feed-in and off-take represent “load” at network access points
for transmission and distribution networks. As a rule of thumb higher voltage level
loads are connected at the transmission level, mid and low voltage loads are handled at
the distribution level. A transmission system operator needs information on aggregated
loads from lower level distribution system operators connected to its system as well as
from other transmission system operators. Oftentimes, one of the national transmission
system operators is also responsible for the settlement of system-wide energy
transactions. Standardized market communication and processes are in place to
facilitate customer-focus and transparency as well as all necessary data exchange for
settlement.

The oil & gas industry is mainly run by vertically integrated companies, i.e. all or considerable
parts of the entire value chain belongs to one organization – reaching from upstream
(exploration, development, production, and trade) to midstream (transportation) to downstream
(refinement, distribution, retail) activities. Stakeholder management needs to be undertaken
even then to bring all the departmental actors and other possibly siloed operations in-synch.
However, this is in many terms an easier or less time consuming undertaking than building a
data ecosystem beyond organizational boundaries of companies within different sectors or even
competing companies.
The logistics industry involves an array of stakeholders reaching from shippers
(manufacturers, retailers, distributors) who make or sell the products that need to be stored or
moved; logistics service providers (third-party logistics providers (3PLs), 4PLs, freight
forwarders, ocean shipping, trucking, rail, air cargo, drayage) who store and move products,
logistics hubs (airports, sea ports, rail terminals) and regulatory authorities (customs).
The public or personal travel and transportation industry in is driven by two movements:
The first, which clearly is European, is that policy makers and urban planners decide in favor of
public transport and bikes and away from motorized personal transport: While American cities
are synchronizing green lights to improve traffic flow and offering apps to help drivers find
parking, many European cities are doing the opposite: creating environments openly hostile to
cars, e.g. operators in the city’s ever expanding tram system can turn traffic lights in their favor
as they approach, forcing cars to halt1. (2) The connected, “always on,” end user, is presented
with a range of services by data-driven companies and start-ups that make personal, and
especially urban travel easier, such as integrated mobility platforms, or on-demand
transportation, car- or bike-sharing. In both cases public transit companies (e.g. operating bus,
1

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/06/27/science/earth/27traffic.html?pagewanted=all
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metro, tram, etc.), rails or taxi companies are competing with new players that offer services,
which replaces their product or which makes using their product easier for the end user. In the
battle for customers’ favor the service provider moves to the forefront.

8.3.3 Big Data Application Scenarios
In the energy and transportation sectors, new data sources come into play mainly through
increasing levels of digitization and automation. Operational efficiency is the main driver behind
the investments for digitization and automation. The need for operational efficiency is manifold,
such as revenue margins, regulatory obligations, or the retiring skilled workers.
Once pilots of Big Data technologies are setup to analyze the masses of data for operational
efficiency purposes, energy and transportation companies realize that they are building a digital
map of their infrastructures – and that these maps combined with a variety of data sources also
deliver insight to asset conditions, end usage patterns etc. Customer experience becomes the
next target of value generation – just because it is now in their reach to find out more about how
their products, services or infrastructure is being utilized and where frustrations might be
remedied, how customers can even be excited. Stakeholders in customer-facing segments of
the two sectors may start with customer experience related Big Data projects right away, but
soon discover the close interactions with operational efficiency related Big Data scenarios.
Literally playing around with data makes creative. Some analytical insights reveal that systems
are used in ways that they were not planned for, or that there is value in some niche, which
previously was unknown, or that there is value in own data for some other organization possibly
in another sector. New business models is the third pillar of Big Data application scenarios
encountered in both energy and transportation. Departments such as strategy or business
development in the companies also benefit from this data-driven creativity.

8.3.3.1

Operational Efficiency Related Big Data Scenarios

Description: Operational efficiency subsumes all use cases that involve improvements in
maintenance and operations in real-time or a predictive manner based on the data which comes
from infrastructure, stations, assets, and end users or energy and transportation. Technology
vendors, who care for the sensorization, i.e. digitization and automation, of the infrastructure are
the main enablers. The market demand for such enhanced technologies is increasing, because
it also helps the businesses in energy and transportation to better manage risk: The complexity
of global logistics and freight transportation networks and pan-European interconnected
electricity markets require more visibility of the underlying systems.
Several stakeholders of the energy and transportation sectors have different takes on the
operation efficiency related scenarios, below are just a few examples:
 Operational efficiency is important for any organization. However, especially big
vertically integrated companies and global players find vast potentials of Big Data
scenarios in the pillar of operational efficiency, which oftentimes is also called the power
of one percent. Oil & gas companies, logistics companies, and technology vendors in
energy and transportation all have initiatives to leverage the power of one percent
improvement, which yields billions in economic benefit to operators of the technologies
such as wind turbines, well drilling equipment, transformers and generators, as well as
trains.


Infrastructure operators in regulated markets are obliged to improve operations and
visibility due to incentive regulation.

Example Use Cases: As a rule of thumb – anything with the adjective “smart” falls into this
category: smart grid, smart metering; smart cities, smart (oil, gas) fields. Internet of things
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concept is also used when operational efficiency through increased communication and
automation (i.e. self-* capabilities) is meant. Below is an exemplary listing of the breadth of
possible and realized use cases in these sectors:


Real-time route optimization,



Crowd-based pickup and delivery,



Strategic network planning,



Operational capacity planning, route (transportation) / optimal power flow (energy)
planning and scheduling, Travel/energy demand modeling & forecasting, etc.



Dynamic pricing, i.e., aggregating pricing information for a given route enables datadriven decisions about pricing and mode selection. Accurate pricing can be realized
when complex freight pricing models are employed, which use real-time freight quotes,
connecting to rail provider rates etc. The same use case exists for parcels and
packages, road tolling, electricity, etc.



Monitoring and control systems for
o Network operations such as wide area monitoring, protection, and control in large
interconnected power systems for the enhancement of security and reliability of
transmission and distribution networks; or train signal and control systems
involving components and technologies such as automatic block signaling, cab
signaling system, centralized traffic control, automatic train operation, etc.
o Fleet management, active asset management in logistics, oil& gas etc.,



Compliance with regulations and reporting,



Risk reduction whilst maximizing production performance through understanding of:
o How to drill new play in oil & gas and organize field logistics to haul production
from a site before a storage facility fills1
o How to adapt wind turbine plates and maintenance according to weather and
fleet conditions



Internal operations: Improve efficiency in planning and execution of capital megaprojects
by analyzing data on project scheduling, engineering and materials management



Automation of processes based on paper or manual entries, even decision automation,
which is critical to optimized operations in a safe, and efficient manner; prevention of
down-time
o Predictive and real-time analysis of disturbances in power systems and costeffective countermeasures
o Predictive alert management in ultra-deepwater exploration



Cross-sector use case that involve energy and transportation, i.e. optimizing multimodal
networks in energy as well as transportation especially in urban settings, such as city
logistics in which the energy usage or generation in the transportation hubs could be
cross-optimized with the logistics.

Value: The value of operational efficiency depends on the lever. Some examples are:

 Impact:
o A fully optimized digital oil field can yield 8 percent higher production rates and 6
percent higher overall recovery according to industry estimates2.
1
2

https://www.rigzone.com/news/oil_gas/a/130590/The_Big_Challenges_of_Big_Data_for_Oil_Gas/?pgNum=4
http://m.technologyreview.com/computing/40382/
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o Chevron’s i-field program will help prevent accidents and improve safety: the



most recent avoidable accident is a 3,000-barrel offshore oil spill in November
caused by an unanticipated pressure spike in a well.
o Trucking company Xpress is reported to have saved over $ 6 million a year by
combining 900 different data elements (such as sensors for petrol usages, tyres,
brakes, engine operations, geo-spatial data and driver comments across a fleet
of 8.000 tractors and 22.000 trailers) from 10.000s trucking systems into Hadoop
and analyse it all1.
Maturity: Operational efficiency has always been a business lever. However, many of
the cited use cases with the much higher amounts of data and analytical capabilities
than business-as-usual are still pilots. Digitization and automation clearly have not yet
reached the tipping point. For example, only 9 percent of logistics professionals have
complete visibility into their supply chains because of the lack of access to quality data
and a reliance on manual processes, according to a 2013 KPMG report2. “You cannot
improve, what you cannot measure,” applies to both sectors’ operational efficiency
scenarios.

Prerequisites:




Big Challenge: Breaking up silos: be it across departments within vertically integrated
companies or across organizations along the value chain of electrification, which now
are liberalized and oftentimes have conflicting objectives. The Big Data scenarios
require seamless integration of data, communication and analytics across a variety of
data sources, which are owned by different stakeholders.
Availability of data: still many processes are supported by paper, which makes potential
analytics cumbersome. Digitization must reach a tipping point before Big Data scenarios
in operational efficiency are explored.

Data Sources: Main data sources are in the “smart” infrastructure, assets. But also increasingly
in measuring what flows through those networks: be it people and goods in transportation or
electricity in energy. The topology of the network is essential to any operational optimization. All
data sources for operational efficiency have spacio-temporal characteristics. Hence, maps,
network plans, GPS/GSM, RFID, weather data are the most mentioned data enablers.

8.3.3.2

Customer Experience Related Big Data Scenarios

Description: Understanding Big Data opportunities regarding customer needs and wants are
especially interesting for companies in liberalized, consumerized markets, where entry barriers
for new players as well as the margins are quite low. Customer loyalty and continuous service
improvement is what enables energy and transportation players to grow in these markets.
Almost all stakeholders of the transportation and energy industry benefit from customer
experience related Big Data scenarios. However, vertically integrated companies such as oil &
gas companies are not listed much with such customer-oriented use cases. Technology
providers in those same segments, on the other hand, are. The following is an exemplary list of
stakeholders and their interest in Big Data related to better customer experience:

1
2



Electricity retailers, as well as new players such as energy service companies can better
understand energy usage characteristics, hence enhance customer segmentation or
energy efficiency offering suitable to user preferences or company processes.



Personal travel and transportation segment is increasingly revolving around the
connected end user, who also is expecting on-demand information and an integrated

http://www.bigdata-startups.com/BigData-startup/trucking-company-xpress-drives-efficiency-big-data/
http://www.environmentalleader.com/2013/10/30/big-data-improves-shipping-supply-chain-sustainability-visibility/
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mobility experience from public transportation officials in cities, the rail operators and bus
companies. New players, such as myTaxi or Energy Deck build their entire business
model on customer experience, i.e. number of satisfied users and data about them
become their company asset.


Infrastructure operators in regulated markets are obliged to improve operations due to
quality regulation.



Technology vendors (mainly B2B) monetize on customer experience related Big Data
scenarios mainly through data-driven services related to a technology product.

Example Use Cases: The use cases here can be categorized mainly in B2C and B2B. The
latter category contains mainly use cases from technology vendors, but also from energy data
or mobility data start-ups.
B2C:


Customer loyalty management, e.g. airlines are moving towards a more highly
segmented product that depends heavily on flier data at which the frequent flyer
programs are the entry point. Management of customer sentiment is becoming a key
component through Big Data analytics of social media data that customers
communicate.



Continuous service improvement and product innovation, whereas electricity retail has
the most untapped potential as being just recently liberalized. Variable tariff offerings
based on detailed customer segmentation are a whole new use case, which depends on
smart metering.



Integrated (multimodal) mobility – one-stop shop for personal travel

B2B:


Preventive lifecycle management of technology, i.e. for all machines & devices in energy
and transportation, such as spare-parts logistics, predictive maintenance, etc. Sensor
data on equipment can help predict failures and indicate required repairs before they
occur. When this data is combined with the enterprise resources planning of the
organization, new spare parts can be order before a machine fails and arrive on-time for
the engineer to use when data indicates that the machines requires reparation.



Technology recommendation, i.e. same as above when real-time equipment data is
collected and can be checked against historical data bases as well as against
environmental data on usage, and compared with equipment monitoring data around the
world, the technology vendors understand what equipment works best in what
environment.



Integrated (multimodal) mobility – optimization of transportation in a city, help improve
traffic in urban area, reduce emissions, etc.



In freight logistics, one can give business consumers, e.g. shippers, visibility to status of
delivery and the ability to dynamically redeploy as business conditions changes. One
example was that 3PLs become intermediary integrator to provide a platform on which a
primary customer can connect to its other supply chain partners.

Value:


Impact: Big Data scenarios in improving customer experience offer for all in B2C or B2B
opportunities to increase market share. Especially in end user oriented businesses the
active participation of the end user and their online connectedness through smart
phones enable offering more and better services. In the B2B segment, it is the business
user that deploys most digitized equipment and processes who receives better datadriven services.
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Maturity: Smart phones, hence the connected consumer, have reached a tipping point.
All end user oriented customer experience scenarios revolve around the connected end
user and the “digital bread crumbs” they are leaving, which has become substantial in
terms of volume, velocity, variety, and value. Regarding B2B scenarios of Big Data in
customer experience, it highly depends on the financial value of infrastructure asset,
machine or device. In case of high-value assets, such as wind or gas turbines, trucks
and freight containers1 etc., sensorization is already mainstream. This increased
sensorization enables technology vendors to improve on customer experience by
utilizing Big Data potentials.

Prerequisites:


Big challenge: Handling confidentiality and privacy of customers whilst getting to know
and anticipate their needs. Data originator, data owner, and data users are different
stakeholders, who need to collaborate and share data to realize these application
scenarios.



Effective collaboration within departments that hold different perspectives and data on
the customer or product, in order to draw a more holistic view of customer-productinteractions and product-environment usage patterns. This is related to the prerequisite
of breaking up silos for Big Data related operation efficiency scenarios previously
discussed.

Data Sources: Consumerized markets everything revolves around the connected end user and
the “digital breadcrumbs,” so-called customer-generated data such as GPS locations, social
media content and usage data. Most importantly, the possibilities of real-time interaction data
with the end user via smart phones as data source are given.
In the B2B scenarios, sensors attached to drill-heads and equipment, intelligent electronic
devices (such as phasor measurement units, relays, and digital fault recorders) are the data
sources that help understanding how the equipment is behaving in order to improve business
customer experience by energy and transportation technology vendors.

8.3.3.3

New Business Model Related Big Data Scenarios

Description: New business models revolve around monetizing available data sources and
existing data services in entirely different ways. There are lot of cases in which data sources or
analysis results from one sector represent insights for stakeholders of another sector.
The analysis of mobility and energy data start-ups shows that there is a whole new way of
generating business value if the entire processes are digitized. Then the business is entirely
customer and service oriented whereas the infrastructures of energy and transportation with
their existing stakeholders are utilized as part of the service. We call these the intermediary
business models. Another interesting characteristic of these new businesses is that they need
not to differentiate between B2B and B2C because the processes of value delivery are all the
same regardless whether the service is provided for a private end user or an industrial or
commercial end user.
The beneficiary stakeholders can be in entirely different sectors than in energy and
transportation. New players also enter energy and transportation sectors with Big Data powered
new business models:
 Infrastructure operators in the energy and transportation sectors or metering service
providers in the energy sector, who have data about the flow of energy or mobility, which
can be used in other sectors to derive insights, such as market intelligence, or for
insurance.
1

E.g. http://www.efreightproject.eu/
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End users of energy and transportation as direct service customers whereas the value
generating party is a new player called the energy service provider or transportation
service provider in an intermediary role between the end user and traditional
stakeholders in the energy and transportation sector

Example Use Cases:


Energy consumer segment profiles (e.g. prosumer profiles for PVs, CHPs; actively
managed demand side profile, etc.) from metering service providers for smaller energy
retailers, network operators or utilities who can benefit from improvements on the
standard profiles of energy usage



Cross-sector use cases between, where energy data for example acts as a proxy for
other sectors, such as intrusion detection, health monitoring in assisted living for senior
people, etc



Logistics as well as energy usage data for market intelligence for small and mediumsized enterprises or environmental intelligence,



Financial demand and supply chain analytics through usage of logistics data



Virtual Power Plant operation



Local energy trading1, Energy Sharing (like File sharing or Skype, or Uber)



Energy efficiency services for private, industrial and commercial users, whereas private
customers enjoy free service and freemium options for business customers such as
offered by Energy Deck



Mediation services in energy usage via demand response programs such as offered by
Entelios



Mediation services in transportation such as myTaxi as a consumer experience focused
substitute for traditional taxi control centers or such as Uber which even enables end
users to become divers as a substitute for taxi drivers



Smart energy usage automation2, i.e. smart devices learning user behavior and
optimizing energy usage, e.g. smart thermostats



Dynamic pricing for end consumer enabled by smart phones, in transportation or in
energy possible

Value:




1
2

Impact: Clearly the monetization of existing data sources would be a low hanging fruit
once the technology, processes, and rules are setup. However, the cross-selling of data
into other sectors has important consequences such that pseudonymized data from one
system can be de-pseudonymized once it can be correlated in other data sets. New
business models, which are rather intermediary, endanger existing business models by
substitution (e.g. taxi drivers by hobby drivers or new cars by car sharing) or counterbusiness (e.g. saved energy instead of sold energy). An interesting side effect of these
new customer-friendly business models is that they are extremely environment-friendly.
Maturity: Many intermediation start-ups have launched in the US; some also can be
found in Europe, which indicates a clear trend for maturity of the new business models.
The start-ups, however, face unclear regulatory circumstances, e.g. the mediation of a
driver without a permit or regarding end user data. These unclear circumstances are part
of the answer why incumbents are rather reluctant to change business-as-usual.

E.g. http://www.peerenergycloud.de/
E.g. http://sesame-s.ftw.at/
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Especially the monetization of existing data is hindered by unclear rules and regulations
for the secondary usage of data in transportation and energy.
Prerequisites




Big Data Challenge: Clarification of secondary use of data.
One of the other scenarios needs to be realized ensuring the digitization of most parts of
the infrastructure and end usage. The connected end user is the minimal prerequisite for
the end user focused business models.
Rules and regulations regarding operator models of service-business, e.g. is a drivers’
permit needed by hobby drivers or the service provider.

Data Sources: Smart phones in particular are the data source when it comes to new business
models regarding mobility. In energy sector there are other sources such as smart meters,
collecting data on energy usage in general or device level intelligence, such as with smart
thermostats. Incumbents, on the other hand, can also explore all their existing data sources
acquired for operational efficiency and better customer experience for the additional purpose of
monetization.

8.4. Analysis of Industrial Needs & Requirements
Energy and transportation sectors are quite similar when it comes to prime characteristics
regarding Big Data needs and requirements as well as future trends, such as energy efficiency.
A special area is the urban setting where all the complexity and optimization potentials of
energy and transportation sectors are focused within a closed regional area.
In the previous sections we have discussed our findings from different perspectives looking at
the vast segments of both sectors:


Oil & gas, a vertically integrated segment covering all activities from exploration,
development, production, transport (pipelines, tankers), refinery to retail.



Electricity industry with liberalized roles in power generation and retail as well as
metering services, and regulated infrastructure operators of transmission and distribution
networks, with exciting new market segments through decentralized and renewable
energy resources and direct marketing, as well as demand response and energy
efficiency markets, with new players in the role of energy data-driven service providers .



Logistics industry, with its high potential in efficiency increase and interesting Big Data
monetizing options, which are also highly driven by e-commerce.



Public transportation and personal travel industry, which by far is the most consumerized
– hence, the most dynamic segment in this list – offers quite a number of niches for
mobility data start-up activities.

The main need of all is a virtual representation of the underlying physical system by means
of smart devices, or so-called intelligent electronic devices as well as the processing and
analytics of data from these devices.


The technology vendors and vertical IT providers in these sectors support the ongoing
digitization and automation of the underlying infrastructure in both sectors resulting in
intelligent energy and transportation infrastructures

Additionally, the increasing dependence of all of the Big Data scenarios on GPS, geo-location
data, as well as weather data drives European additions through Galileo and open data
additions through Open Street Map and Open Weather Map.
When it comes to Big Data readiness within these segments of energy and transportation
sectors, one can distinguish three perspectives: data, business, and technology. In all of these
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three dimensions there are different advances towards establishing Big Data projects and
portfolios as observed in the use cases:
In the data perspective there are two major groups within the sectors:
(a) Data has always been acquired from sensors or intelligent electronic devices,
however it was seldom collected continuously, i.e. communicated to the enterprise
systems at regular intervals – mainly due to lack of bandwidth and cost of
centralized storage. The rationale was that in case a fault occurred one would have
the data for post-mortem analysis. The cost of data harvesting was justified by the
high value of installed infrastructure assets such as in freight logistics, power
transmission, oil & gas exploration, power generation turbines, etc.
Now, with the changing economics of computing through Big Data technologies
such as Hadoop, and the general availability of communication bandwidth (mostly
dedicated fibre optics) these are the low hanging fruit category of the sectors:
existing data sources that already deliver high-resolution data.
(b) On the other hand of the spectrum is the so-called “last mile” to the customer, that in
traditional sectors such as energy were mainly unobserved, without any data or
communication in the infrastructure. Instead this section of the value chain would
mainly rely on statistical modelling based on data from the upstream value chain.
The decreasing cost of sensors and communication and the increasing dynamics in
demand as well as supply for energy and mobility is starting to result in a positive
cost-benefit assessment for some segments. Nonetheless, this group can be
defined as just on the verge of digitization and automation.
A much faster, though equally recent development is that the customers themselves
are becoming increasingly connected and always on: through smart phones, apps,
and various social media channels. The data variety here is the challenge for many
stakeholders, especially because they need to cooperate with each other as well as
with the end user much closer than ever before. This requires new policies and
protocols, which are just being discussed.
In the business perspective on the energy and transportation sectors regarding Big
Data business there are different mindsets as well as trends that are changing how
business is conducted:
o Equipment-centric business mindset – especially in market segments in which
the equipment business is already high value such as power generators or trains,
equipment centricity results in a rather local view of Big Data potentials at first.
What can be deduced from data coming from the equipment? Many of the
predictive use cases are within this business: what can be done to prevent failure
or predict and prepare for it? E.g. spare parts logistics. Data collected from a
world-wide deployment of equipment related data and cross-combination with
other data sources allows for a variety of data-driven services. Data comes from
one sort of data source, which leaves the challenge to volume and velocity only.
Data ownership is mainly contractually defined. Vertically integrated businesses
as well as technology vendors are already quite active in this area.
o Infrastructure-/Operations-centric business mindset – the system view gains
prevalence as the dynamics of the systems are increasing and the previously
clear separations between planning and operations are becoming blurred. In
transportation as well as the energy sectors, the multimodality and increased
dynamics require the online data on the status of infrastructure assets as well as
data on the flows within these networks, be it electricity, goods or people. Data
comes from a variety of data sources, and needs to be correlated network-wide.
However, data ownership and data exchange policies are yet not ripe for Big
Data business. Nonetheless, deregulated markets with additional drivers such as
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decentralized energy generation, energy efficiency or the sharing economy
require Big Data solutions from incumbents and technology vendors that are
deployable system-wide.
o User-centric business mindset – Energy end usage or the usage of transportation
modalities used to be statistically modelled because the sectors have had no
option to reliably and cost effectively acquire the usage data. With increasing
connectedness of the end user, e.g. smart phones as the main data source for
mobility data or smart meters as a way of recording usage and feed-in of power
at the edges of the network, end usage becomes more transparent. Insights
about how energy or transportation is used give insights about how the
businesses can be geared towards the individual needs of the users.
Unfortunately transparent end usage also implies transparent end user. Data
ownership is an entirely open issue, which hinders the adoption of this mindset
by incumbents as it bears too many regulatory risks. However, rules and
regulations as well as technological advancements that secure privacy and
confidentiality whilst allowing Big Data analytics are a focal point of discussions
starting now. Especially new players find a niche in this business segment: so
called intermediaries that allow the end user resources to become directly
tradable in a cost-effective manner, such as through VPP operators, through
demand response service providers, or through car-pooling and personal driver
searches.
o New business models – Digitization and automation combined with digital
access, data sharing, and user centricity offer a breeding ground for new
business models along the entire value chain of both energy and transportation.
However, both trends: digitization as well as consumerization, are so new such
that data regulations as well as standardized data exchange protocols that are
capable of handling the Big Data potential lack behind. Different national
regulations fragment the European market; make it hard for user/data-centric
business models and especially start-ups to scale within Europe.
When we consolidate our findings in the data and business perspectives, we receive a
rather clear picture on how the Big Data technology perspective needs to be laid out
on the highest level: all of the discussions revolve around data ownership, i.e. where or
by whom the data is acquired, and how these stakeholders need to collaborate in
different data ecosystems. Figure 29 depicts this high level layout in order to highlight
that users will have different requirements on Big Data technology depending on data
ownership and collaboration needs:
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Figure 29: Data ecosystem of the energy and transportation sectors can be described by the
variety and connectedness of the different data sources versus the collaboration between the
data owners
o In all discussions “silos” within organizations are identified as counterproductive
to realize any Big Data potential. Hence the underlying Big Data technologies
need to realize a cost-effective centralization of data, such that crosscombinations and correlations are possible.
o Data Lake is the term to describe how a cost-effective storage and computing
facility such as Hadoop can enable the efficient integration of mass data and
analytics into one platform1. Data Lakes are increasingly also being deployed by
vertically integrated companies, where data from multiple departments can be
managed and enable insights from cross-combining data from multiple
perspectives.
o Data Logistics & Marketplaces – is a suitable description of what is required in
liberalized markets. In infrastructure markets, however, the stakeholders are
extremely interdependent and hence require regular data exchange. There are
established protocols for data exchange within the gas and electricity markets or
transportation. However, these are by no means fit to handle the volume and
velocity of data exchange that is required in the future between the market roles.
When many 1:m data exchange relations exist in the market, data marketplaces
are considered economic. Data marketplaces come in many flavours: they can
be commercial offerings of datasets and streams or they can be semi-open data
platforms due to regulatory requirements.
o Data Platforms & Open Data – Increased end user participation, e.g. as
prosumers in electricity or car-sharing actors in transportation, results in many
n:m data exchange relations of transactional data. Volume, velocity, and variety
forces stakeholders to join forces to establish data platforms, because otherwise
every stakeholder would need to replicate the entire infrastructure and data at
1

http://www.forbes.com/sites/edddumbill/2014/01/14/the-data-lake-dream/
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their premises. Regulatory obligations of infrastructure operators to report data
also resulted in many transparency data platforms in energy and transportation
sector. There are also open data platforms entirely developed by end users, such
as for weather data and geo-location data. Open Data sources need to be more
reliable or standardized: the industry has acknowledged this potential and moves
towards better interoperability1.
Based on the analysis of the findings we are discussing the main user needs regarding Big Data
of the European energy and transportation in the following.

8.4.1 User Needs
In the previous discussions when we talked about end users, we primarily meant end users of
energy or transportation services, products, or the infrastructure in general. They can be
individuals or companies. Indirectly, they are also users of the underlying Big Data infrastructure
if such is deployed.
End users do not need Big Data nor energy data or mobility data as is. However Big Data
scenarios in energy and transportation offer many improvements for the end users: Operational
efficiency in liberalized markets should also bring about more transparent and efficient pricing,
Operational efficiency ultimately means energy and resource efficiency, which will add to quality
of life – especially in urban settings – for all end users.
Customer Experience and New Business Models related Big Data scenarios are entirely based
on better serving the end user of energy and transportation. However, both scenarios need
personalized data in high-resolution, geo- or time-tagged. We have been discussing the real Big
Data value in cross-combining such data, which on the downside can make pseudonymization
or even anonymization ineffective in protecting the identity and behavioural patterns of
individuals or business patterns and strategies of companies. New business models based
monetizing once collected data, with currently undefined regulations, leaves end users entirely
uninformed and unprotected against secondary use of their data for purposes they might not
agree with, e.g. insurance classification, credit rating, etc.


Transparency is at the top of the wish list of data-literate end users. End users need
practical access to information on what data is used by whom for what purpose in an
easy-to-use, manageable way.



Technology that gives end users the possibility of privacy and confidentiality whilst being
able to use the services offered in Big Data scenarios.



Rules and regulation granting such transparency and privacy and confidentiality
protection laws that are minimally consistent but also allow for individualization for
maximal privacy.

Business needs were also partially discussed in the three categories of Big Data scenarios of
Operational Efficiency, Customer Experience, and New Business Models. From those
categories of business needs, business user needs are derived as follows:
 Ease of use – Big Data technologies use new paradigms and mostly offer programmatic
access only2, i.e., without software development skills and a deep understanding of
distributed computing paradigm as well as application of data analytics algorithms within
such distributed environments, scalable analytics of mass streaming data is currently not
possible. The successful pilots of scalable data management and analytics with Hadoop,
leave industrial users with further questions on: “How to give users access to data that is
1

For example Energistics, a global nonprofit consortium working to standardize data-exchange formats within the
energy industry http://www.energistics.org/
2
E.g. R www.r-project.org or MapReduce en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MapReduce
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relevant to their question but spans multiple sources? Once data is retrieved what kind of
knowledge can be gleaned from it?”1
 Semantics of correlations and anomalies that can be discovered and visualized via Big
Data analytics need to be made accessible. Currently only a domain expert together with
a data scientist can interpret the data outliers, business users are often left with
guesswork when looking at data analytics in the making.
 Veracity of data needs to be guaranteed before it is used in transactional and control
applications, such as distribution automation, billing of variable tariffs or traffic
management. Because the increase in data that will be used for these applications will be
magnitudes bigger, simple rules or manual plausibility checks no longer are applicable.
 Smart Data often is used by industrial stakeholders in energy and transportation
emphasizing that a business user needs refined data – not raw data (Big Data). In cyberphysical system as opposed to online businesses, there is information and communication
technology embedded in the entire system instead of only in the enterprise IT backend.
Especially infrastructure operators have the opportunity to pre-process data in the field
and aggregate levels or distribute the intelligence for data analytics along the entire
installed ICT infrastructure to make best use of computing and communication resources
to deal with volume and velocity of mass sensor data. The need for smart data is driven
by the need for cost-effective usage of all installed ICT infrastructure resources.
 Decision support or automation becomes inevitable, as the pace and structure of business
is changing. European grid operators today need to intervene almost daily to prevent
potentially large-scale blackouts, mostly due to integration of Renewables or liberalized
markets2. Business users need more than the information that something is wrong.
Visualizations can be extremely useful, but the question of what needs to be done
remains to be answered either in real-time or in advance of an event.
o

Strong need for advanced analytics for example on smart metering data:
Segmentation based on load curves, forecasting on local areas, scoring for
non-technical losses, pattern recognition within load curves, predictive
modeling, etc. (Picard, 2013) or for analyzing the massive growth of
unstructured consumer sentiment data3 in travel and transportation industry.
In oil & gas industry, analytics is also playing a critical role in field logistics for
onshore shale production to ensure that capital being spent on transportation
and storage facility infrastructure is being spent correctly4; i.e. the need to
analyze Big Data in advanced ways not only supports efficient business
decisions but also ensure that they are compliant with regulations.

 Data access, exchange, and sharing needs across organizational boundaries, even realtime integration of such variety of data are emerging needs to realize the maximum
benefits that Big Data insight from cross-combination and correlation of data.
The analysis of the above exemplary excerpt of needs, which are consistent across energy and
transportation sectors, resulted in the following Chapter about the requirements on Big Data
technologies and on the non-technical requirements towards education, regulation, and
economy that result from Big Data scenarios.

8.4.2 Requirements
The great differentiator of Big Data scenarios in traditional sectors such as Energy and
Transportation, especially in Europe, is the concern that data should be collected for a known
1

http://www.rigzone.com/news/oil_gas/a/130590/The_Big_Challenges_of_Big_Data_for_Oil_Gas/?pgNum=2
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/guest-post-germany-faces-a-growing-risk-of-disastrous-powerblackouts
3
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx%2F4AA4-3942ENW.pdf
4
http://www.rigzone.com/news/oil_gas/a/130590/The_Big_Challenges_of_Big_Data_for_Oil_Gas/?all=HG2
2
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purpose. This may sound conservative at first. And with current technological capabilities, it is
conservative. But actually it gives way to formulate a central requirement – a challenge – that
will drive Europe to thrive both technologically as well as in terms of digital rights on individual
and business level:
 Dynamic configurability of data access of which data can be collected for what purpose in
what granularity and time span and location must be given along the entire intelligent
infrastructure of energy and transportation. The configuration or the effects thereof must
be easily comprehendible for the data owners. The configuration must be dynamic in the
sense that service providers are able to receive the data in the required granularity and
with the allowed privacy and confidentiality protection settings defined.
o

Privacy and confidentiality preserving data analytics are required to enable the
service provider to retrieve the knowledge without violating the agreed upon
granularity of data or the allowed privacy or confidentiality settings.

Requirements from Business and User Needs:
The analyzed business user and end user needs, as well as the different types of data sharing
needs directly translate into technical and non-technical requirements. Some of which are
discussed in the following:
 Abstraction from the actual Big Data infrastructure is required to enable (a) ease of use
and (b) extensibility and flexibility. The analyzed use cases have such diverse
requirements that there is no single Big Data platform or solution that will empower the
future utilities business with insights from massive amounts of available data.
 Adaptive models of data and system model is needed so that new knowledge extracted
from domain analytics or the ever changing circumstances of the system can be
redeployed into the data analytics framework without disrupting daily business. The
abstraction layer also accomplishes to plug-in such adaptive models.
 Data interpretability must be assured without the constant involvement of domain experts.
Also at anytime the results must be traceable and explainable: Expert and domain knowhow must be blended into the data management and analytics.
 Data analytics is required as part of every step from data acquisition to data management
to data usage. Especially in the data acquisition embedded analytics can enhance
veracity of data. Also the need for individual privacy settings at the data source or different
privacy and confidentiality settings on the same data source for the different data users,
e.g. service providers, requires embedded analytics in the field level.
 Fast and even real-time analytics is required to support decisions, which need to be made
in ever shorter time spans. Speed in Big Data technologies is especially determined by
the solution architecture. However, in smart grid settings near real-time dynamic control
over events also requires insights to be gained at the source of the data near the events.
 Data Lake is required in terms of low-cost off-the-shelf storage technology combined with
the ability to efficiently deploy data models on demand, i.e. “schema on read” instead of
typical data warehouse solution of Extract-Transform-Load. Because the stakeholders
need to take advantage of the various data available in the company and be able to apply
new insights (i.e. new data models, semantic modelling) and ask any questions and
receive quick answers (i.e. massively parallel processing).
 Data marketplaces, open data, data logistics, i.e. standard protocols capable to handle the
variety, volume and velocity of data, as well as data platforms have been mentioned in the
workshops as required by the actors for data sharing and data exchange across
organizational boundaries in order to realize the different Big Data related scenarios.
We would like to emphasize that this list of requirements is by no means complete, but
represents the most obvious yet challenging requirements. In order to be able to interpret these
requirements correctly, it is also important to understand what Big Data really means in these
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industrial businesses of energy and transportation: How the value generation is affected by the
very nature of cyber-physical systems that are at the core of digitized infrastructure businesses:
“Analytics Inside” – Requirements for a Big Data Refinery Pipeline
The Big Data refinery pipeline for energy and transport businesses consists of three main
phases: data acquisition, data storage, and data usage. Data analytics, as pointed out before, is
implicitly required within all steps, and is not a separate phase. During data acquisition,
analytics supports the data cleaning and ensures data quality: For sensor data, analytics can
enable efficient event-specific data compression and increase data quality through anomaly
detection at acquisition time. For data usage, business and engineering questions need to be
formulated by business users and translated into suitable models. These models among other
aspects imply which types of mass storage and data handling are cost-efficient for the specific
purpose.
So, each step of the pipeline is setup to refine the data, but the methods of refinement vary
depending on the data type. Such connectedness with the sources of data may be the main
differentiator from Big Data usage scenarios in the online consumer facing businesses. If data
acquisition and analytics do not deliver actionable information with available options fast enough
then the value of data may even be negative. Figure 28 is a depiction of the Big Data refinery
pipeline, which is detailed in the following:

Figure 30: “Analytics Inside” - Requirements for a Big Data refinery pipeline in the energy and
transportation sectors


Data acquisition phase: At the data acquisition step, security and privacy or
confidentiality policies need to be applied; the data should be checked for quality
features, such as missing data or implausible data, e.g. in time series. Depending on
whether data is generated during an automated process, or by a human, e.g. repair crew
in the field or customer call agent, data is highly structured or unstructured; it is acquired
as continuous streams of high frequency samples or sent irregularly. The methods for
analyzing the data, acquired in very different ways and formats, would reach from
content analytics and natural language processing for unstructured data to signal and
cross-correlation analysis on structured time series data.
Energy and mobility data sources have considerable variety: Not only are all data types
that are also relevant for online businesses increasingly becoming available, but also
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there are huge streams of high-resolution data from sensors and intelligent electronic
devices embedded into the energy and transportation infrastructures.


Data management phase: Multiple types of storage may be considered for the same
data source type depending on for what it will be used: Graph databases can yield faster
results for geo-spatial analysis, key-value stores may prove most efficient for feature
discovery purposes in time series. Regarding the generation of value from a variety of
data sources the data storage step needs to enable the cost-efficient integration of the
different data sources in an extensible way. Flexible abstractions, multiple layers of
abstractions for data and analytical models will be required for the data storage step.
Lightweight semantic data models that represent the multiple links within various data
sources, such as Linked Data, may provide such cost-efficient abstractions, especially
when the data domain is complex and highly interconnected. For high-dimensional data,
multi-dimensional data structures such as tensors and space-filling curves may be
required to support the design of more efficient analytics algorithms, which are capable
of exploring multiple relations simultaneously.
These are only some examples of a few methods from machine learning, semantic data
technologies, information extraction etc. What will be required is a flexible toolbox that
scales with increasing business need to gain more value from ever increasing amounts
and variety of data without having to change the entire analytics application.



Data usage phase: Although data usage is the last phase in the refinement process, the
business and engineering questions formulated in this phase are the starting point for
choosing the technology stack. This phase represents the reason for setting up a
particular connection through the pipeline to the required data sources.
In the industrial domain of energy and transportation, analytics for data usage, reaches
from descriptive analytics such as dashboards, to predictive and prescriptive analytics
such as forecasting for portfolio management or simulation of interconnected systems
and extraction of operational intelligence. In the B2B segment, the operational
intelligence covers both, how product and solutions are delivered, as well as how they
are utilized in the business customers’ operations. This means operational efficiency as
main usage scenario, covers aspects of both the vendor’s internal business processes
as well as the processes in cyber-physical systems as depicted in Figure 28.
Additionally, operational intelligence will tightly be coupled with strategic intelligence,
covering areas from financial reporting, competitive and market intelligence etc. Of
course, in the industrial domain, too, Big Data usage scenarios rise from strategy, or
marketing and sales departments. However, even then they will be tied to the physical
product of the company division, e.g. fleet intelligence on gas turbines or magnet
resonance devices.
Industrial data usage requires considerably more precision than data usage in online
data businesses. The business value generation is versatile, too, since it not only covers
the provisioning of a product but also the usage of that product in B2B as well as B2C
settings.

Due to these major differences in and importance of data acquisition and usage for industrial
businesses, domain- and device-specific adaptation of Big Data architectural patterns and
further innovation in technologies are required.
Non-technical requirements
In the interviews, workshops and online research several non-technical requirements were
encountered repeatedly, which are listed in the following:


Investment in communication and connectedness: Broadband communication or ICT in
general, needs to be widely available across all Europe and alongside energy and
transportation infrastructure such that real-time data access is given. Also there has not
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been the “always connected” European end user, due to the high costs of data-roaming
within Europe1


A digitally united European Union: Not only roaming costs have been preventing
European end users to stop using data-intensive apps at national borders, but also
European data-driven service providers – especially start-ups looking for scalability of
their business models – have mainly looked for serving the next big market, which is US,
and not one of the 27 other EU member states all with different data related regulations.
European stakeholders require reliable minimally consistent rules and regulation
regarding digital rights and regulations. Digital bill of rights2 as called for by the inventor
of the Web, Tim Berners-Lee, is globally the right move and should be supported by
Europe.



A better breeding ground for start-ups and start-up culture is required, especially for
techno-economic paradigm shifts like Big Data and the spreading digitization, when also
the ways of business making widely deviates from business-as-usual. Regarding energy
and mobility related start-ups, certainly their incubation includes more than just financial
investments but also a controlled but allowed new approach to data, which will always
test what is currently deemed code of conduct. Without this freedom for exploration and
experimentation innovation has little chance, unless of course the aforementioned
techniques privacy preserving analytics are feasible. Incubators for energy and mobility
data start-ups are emerging in Europe3



Open data in this regard is a great opportunity, however, standardization is required.
Regarding data models, representation, as well as protocols practical migration paths
are required to simpler state-of-the-art standards. These standards will also enable the
growth of data ecosystems with collaborative data mining, shareable granularity of data
and accompanying techniques that prevent de-anonymization.



Skilled people – programming, statistical tools for example needs to be part of
engineering education until Big Data technology becomes more business user-friendly or
in case this becomes the “new normal,” e.g.:
o

Users need to deal with programmatic handling, i.e. R or MapReduce are both
programmatic approaches instead of a graphical user interface or SQL interface due
to the adaptability that volume, velocity, and variety of data demand.

o

Traditional data analysts need to grasp the distributed computing paradigm, e.g. how
to design algorithms that run on massively parallel systems, i.e., move algorithms to
data, or engineer entirely new breed of algorithms.

8.5. Conclusion and Recommendations
Energy and transportation sectors, from an infrastructure perspective as well as from resource
efficiency and quality of life perspectives, are very important sectors for Europe. The high
quality and global competitiveness also needs to be maintained in light of digital transformation
and Big Data potentials.
In both sectors, there is a common sense that the term “Big Data” is not sufficient; since, the
increasing intelligence embedded in the infrastructures is also able to analyze data to some
extent as to deliver “smart data.” This seems to be necessary, since the analytics involved will
require much more sophisticated algorithms than for analyzing click streams. Additionally, the
stakes in Big Data scenarios are very high, since the multimodal optimization opportunities at

1

http://www.theguardian.com/money/2014/mar/16/legislation-abolish-roaming-charges-european-parliament
http://www.wired.com/2014/03/web25
3
http://www.siliconrepublic.com/start-ups/item/36404-energy-and-transportation-s
2
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the end are within critical infrastructures such as power systems and air travel, where human
lives could be endangered not just revenue streams.
Potentially various Big Data markets exist as can be drawn from the various Big Data activities
of incumbents and start-ups alike in the energy and transportation sectors. Rules and
regulations, however, need to quickly catch up with the establishing data economy, and provide
a digital bill of rights and fundamental ground rules, e.g. that data ownership should be with the
generators of data, i.e. end users. This allows for flexible value networks instead of rigid
unidirectional value chain, which is not compatible with the essence of many of the Big Data use
cases.
When it comes to remedying the many constraints to Big Data value in these sectors, the
European Commission has many levers, some of which are: clear and harmonized data access
and sharing policies, enabling the safe incubation of energy and mobility data start-ups,
fostering open data and data platforms whenever appropriate, and last but not least supporting
both the investments into digitization, communication, and automation as well as into further
technologies that enable new businesses. The skills shift and skills mismatch must be remedied
as soon as possible, utilizing the vast academic resources of Europe. The regulation of the
emerging data economy is a delicate matter, which deserves appropriate actions. The
appropriate handling of data is both a regulatory and a technological challenge.
The analysis of the available data sources in energy and transportation as well as their use
cases in the different categories for Big Data value: operational efficiency, customer experience,
and new business models, helped in identifying the industrial needs and requirements for Big
Data technologies. Already in the discussion of these, it becomes clear that a mere utilization of
existing Big Data technologies as used by the Big Data natives will not be sufficient. Domainand device-specific adaptations in cyber-physical systems, such as energy and transportation
systems, are necessary. Innovation regarding privacy and confidentiality preserving data
management and analysis is a primary concern of all energy and transportation stakeholders.
These requirements represent the starting point for the finalization of the energy and
transportation sectors’ Big Data roadmap. For this purpose the ongoing consultations with the
technical working groups on the Big Data refinery pipeline for the energy and transportation
sectors will be continuously cross-checked with sector representatives and against current and
future developments of the Big Data trend in these sectors.

8.6. Abbreviations and acronyms
B2B

Business to Business

B2C

Business to Customer/Consumer

CRM

Customer Relationship Management

CSA

Coordination and Support Action

EEX

European Energy Exchange

EOBR

Electronic on Board Recorder

GIS

Geographic Information System

GPS

Global Positioning System

GSM

Global System for Mobile Communications

IED

Intelligent Electronic Device

ICT

Information and Communication Technologies

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer

RFID

Radio-frequency identification
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SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

SME

Small and Medium Enterprise

VPP

Virtual Power Plant
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Annex 1. Big Data Questionnaire for Public Sector
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